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Editors’ Note

Sabrina Bendjaballah, Edit Doron,
Jean Lowenstamm& Jamal Ouhalla

Tis 4th issue of BAALL is entirely devoted to the acquisition of the phonology
and morphology of Hebrew. We wish to extend our thanks to Outi Bat-El, the
guest editor for this volume, for her collaboration. We are prepared to consider
other projects with similar coherence and unity for thematic issues in the future.
Nevertheless, BAALL remains primarily a medium devoted to the rapid publi-
cation of original articles in all areas of theoretical and descriptive Afroasiatic
Linguistics.

http://brill.com/baall
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ANote from the Guest Editor

Outi Bat-El
Department of Linguistics, Tel-Aviv University

obatel@post.tau.ac.il

Tis special issue ofBrill’s Annual Afoasiatic Languages and Linguistics contains
eleven papers on the acquisition of Hebrew phonology and morphology. Te
authors of these papers are or were associated with the department of linguis-
tics at Tel-Aviv University, where most research on the acquisition of Hebrew
phonology andmorphology is conducted.Te research started decades ago,with
Ruth Berman’s studies on the acquisition of Hebrew morphology. Te study
of the acquisition of Hebrew phonology only began during the last decade by
researchers associated with the author of this note.

Out of the eleven papers in this special issue, seven (Cohen, Gafni, Karni,
Becker, Albert and Zaidenberg, Bat-El, Lustigman) use mostly the naturalistic
longitudinal data obtained in the Child Language Project led by the author
of this note and Galit Adam (partially supported by ISF grant #554/04). Two
papers are experimental in nature (Tubul-Lavy,Armon-LotemandAmiram) and
another two use independently collected data (Ben-David, Adi-Bensaid).

Many Wug tests have been conducted since 1958, when Jean Berko pub-
lished her article Te child’s learning of English morphology and many univer-
sal hierarchies have been studied since 1941, when Roman Jakobson published
(in German) his book Child language, aphasia and phonological universals. Te
field of theoretical linguistics has made some progress since then and so has the
study of the acquisition of phonology and morphology. Te growing body of
research in this domain allows us to improve our understanding of the mecha-
nisms involved in language acquisition, raise new questions and reconsider old
ones.

Tis special issue of Brill’s Annual Afoasiatic Languages and Linguistics is a
humble contribution to the joint enterprise between theoretical linguistics and
research in the development of phonology and morphology. When it comes
to the acquisition of phonology, Hebrew is a new member in the limited pool
of studied languages (English, Dutch, German, French, Spanish, Portuguese,
Japanese, Greek, and just a few more). Te fresh data provided in the present
volume allow one to evaluate old issues and address new ones.

http://brill.com/baall
mailto:obatel@post.tau.ac.il
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Te two papers on harmony highlight these two facets of research. Vowel
harmony in the acquisition of languages with no vowel harmony has hardly
been discussed in the literature, and some even argue that it does not exist.
Cohen’s paper suggests otherwise. Consonant harmony, on the other hand, is
one of the oldest andmost popular issues in the literature of language acquisition,
but nevertheless there is disagreement with regard to the factors determining
directionality. Gafni’s paper adds fresh data and intriguing generalizations to this
issue.

Going up to the prosodic structure, Ben-David follows the development of
the prosodic word and the syllables step-by-step, with reference to the num-
ber of syllables in the word and the subsyllabic units (onset, nucleus, coda).
Te development of the subsyllabic units is further studied in the three ensuing
papers. Karni concentrates onword initial simple and complex onsets, account-
ing for the intriguingobservation that childrenproduceonsetless syllables for tar-
getswith simple onset but not for targetswith complex onsets.Adi-Bensaid stud-
ies the development of final andmedial codas in the speech of hearing impaired
children, with reference to stress and position in the word. As it turns out, coda
development in hearing impaired children is very similar to that of typical devel-
opment. From a somewhat different perspective, Becker addresses the issue of
selectivity in the acquisition of onsets and codas, suggesting amethod for diag-
nosing and quantifying children’s avoidance of attempting words that do not
conform to their grammar.

Te interface of phonological knowledge with writing proficiency is discussed
in Tubul-Lavy’s paper on phonological spelling errors. Children with past and
more so present phonological impairment make spelling errors identical to
speech errors in early acquisition and impaired speech (e.g. consonant harmony,
coda deletion).

Te next two papers bridge between phonology and morphology. Albert and
Zaidenberg provide a prosodic account of filler syllables, which start as pure
prosodic extensions within the phonological word and gradually develop into
prosodic extensions corresponding to morpho-syntactic particles. Phonology
does not only lead to morpho-syntax but also stays on guard during the acquisi-
tion ofmorpho-syntactic units.Tis is shown inBat-El’s paper, which shows that
thedevelopmentofwordfinal codas affects the acquisitionof verb inflectional
suffixes.

Te last twopapers are purelymorphological. Lustigman shows how children’s
morphological specification in early non-finite verb forms gradually develops
from bare stems to full infinitives and present tense (participial) forms. Armon-
Lotem andAmiram, the only paper in this volume on L2, study the interference
of L1 systems in the acquisition of L2 gender, where L1 is English and Russian
and L2 is Hebrew.
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In the name of all the authors in this volume, I would like to acknowledge
with much appreciation the support of Jean Lowenstamm, the Chief Editor of
Brill’s Annual Afoasiatic Languages and Linguistics, and the editorial work of
Gila Zadok from Tel-Aviv University and Dick Kraaij, the Desk Editor of Brill’s
Annual Afoasiatic Languages and Linguistic.
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Vowel Harmony and Universality
in Hebrew Acquisition

Evan-Gary Cohen
Department of Linguistics, Tel-Aviv University, Israel

evan@post.tau.ac.il

Abstract
Te role of universals versus language specific grammars during acquisition is at the focal
point of this study. A corpus-based investigation of two children’s harmony patterns during
acquisition is carried out. It is shown that although Hebrew does not have a productive
harmony grammar, there is nevertheless a considerable amount of vowel harmony in the
children’s productions, suggesting speakers have a universal predisposition for such patterns.
Te children start out at roughly the same point, the ultimate goal being determined by the
ambient language. Te developmental paths, however, are individual. One child shows a pref-
erence for segmental considerations in determining harmony patterns, while the other shows a
preference for prosodic considerations. Both children, however, gradually modify their gram-
mars, presented herein within an Optimality Teoretic framework, ultimately reaching the
same goal, an adult grammar without active vowel harmony.

Keywords
vowel harmony; variation; language acquisition; universal constraints; Hebrew

1. Introduction

Tere is much discussion in the literature on the acquisition of vowel harmony
in languages with productive harmony systems (Leiwo et al. 2006 for Finnish,
Altan 2007 for Turkish, among others). Tere is, however, little discussion on
vowel harmony in languageswithout an active harmony grammar. InBen-David’s
(2001:148) study of the acquisition of Hebrew, final syllable doubling, resulting
in identical syllabic nuclei in the final and penultimate syllables, is mentioned
as the first stage of disyllabic productions (see also Ben-David this volume).
Tat is, when additional syllables are added, the vowel is first copied (e.g. ʿbosem
→ [ʿetem] ‘Bosem (name)’). Tis doubling is unaffected by vowel quality (Ben-
David 2001:149) or stress (Ben-David 2001:151), and is not directly attributed
to vowel harmony, but rather to a general preference for reduplicated forms and
faithfulness to word-final syllables (Ben-David 2001:150). Mintz and Walker
(2006) mention a role that vowel harmony possibly plays in the segmentation

http://brill.com/baall
mailto:evan@post.tau.ac.il
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of strings in the acquisition of English, hypothesizing that infants may show a
universal predisposition to use harmony as one of their segmentation cues. In
this paper, I not only show that such a predisposition exists in Hebrew, but that
the acquiring infant’s initial state has an active harmony grammar.

FollowingBen-David’s (2001) findingswith respect to reduplication and dou-
bling and Mintz and Walker’s (2006) claims regarding English acquisition, I
argue that vowel harmony is, in fact, utilized by the acquirer in order to facili-
tate production before the acquisition of all the segments has been completed.
Te acquisition of vowels in Hebrew is much faster than that of consonants
(Ben-David 2001:271), so by the time infants start producing disyllabic forms,
the vowels have more or less been acquired, making evidence for segmentally-
motivated vowel harmony relatively scarce, and subsequently resulting in very
little research in this area. In order to find productive vowel harmony, one needs
to collect data from the earliest stages of acquisition, to ensure that one does not
overlook the extremely small amount of relevant data.

Te question this paper addresses concerns the universal status of vowel har-
mony implied by Mintz and Walker (2006). Does vowel harmony play a role
in the acquisition of non-harmony languages such as Hebrew? If so, this would
suggest the universality of vowel harmony, as children acquiring such languages
could not have got their harmony grammar based on input from the ambient lan-
guage. Note, the universal nature of vowel harmony was also proposed in Cohen
(2010, 2011), but this refers to adult grammars in which harmony may surface
in parts of the lexicon’s periphery, such as in loanwords.

Te goal of this paper is to demonstrate that vowel harmony, a non-native pro-
cess in Hebrew, nevertheless applies systematically during early stages of acquisi-
tion. Te infants may follow different paths in their phonological development
on the way to the ultimate goal, a final status in which there is no productive
vowel harmony. Since vowel harmony is not supported by the ambient language,
this suggests that it is universally motivated.

Tepaper is structured as follows. In §2, I review harmonic forms in the native
Hebrew lexicon and establish thatHebrewhas no productive harmony grammar.
In §3, I present vowel harmony data from two Hebrew acquiring infants, and
discuss the interaction among various factors known to affect vowel harmony.
Tis is followed by a formal analysis within Optimality Teory, in §4 and §5. I
then address the issue of variation briefly, before concluding in §6.

2. Harmonic Forms in the Native Hebrew Lexicon

Various phenomena in the native Hebrew lexicon have been attributed to vowel
harmony. Tese might suggest a productive vowel harmony system, something
which would then be unsurprising to find in acquisition. However, these phe-
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nomena, briefly outlined below, can be shown to be neither vowel harmony nor
productive.

A quantitative analysis of Bolozky and Becker’s (2006) Hebrew nouns dictio-
nary shows that there are 6429 disyllabic nominal forms, 1441 (roughly 22%) of
which have identical vowels (henceforth, harmonic forms) as in table 1.

Table 1: Harmonic forms in the Hebrew lexicon

Vowels1 Total

a-a 890
e-e 428
i-i 60
o-o 44
u-u 19

Total 1441

In the5-vowel systemofHebrew, if the vowels indisyllabic formswere selectedby
chance, we would expect ~20% to be harmonic, and this is more or less what we
get, i.e. the distributionof harmonic forms in the lexicon is nobetter than chance.
Tis result does not take into consideration various suffixed monosyllabic bases
in which the suffix and base have identical vowels (e.g. themasculine plural mor-
pheme -im added to a monosyllabic base with the vowel i, as in ʃiˈʁ-im ‘songs’),
nor does it separate loanwords from native lexical items, or consider token fre-
quencies.

Tere are several cases cited in the literature as being products of vowel har-
mony in Hebrew: (i) segholate nouns (Bat-El 1989:180, Bolozky 1995) like
ˈmelex ‘king’ and ˈʃaʕaʁ ‘gate’, (ii) cross-guttural harmony and cross glottal har-
mony (McCarthy 1994, Kawahara 2007) as in /jədaʕnuka/ → jədaʕənuka →
[jədaʕaˈnuka] ‘we knew you’, and (iii) irregular plural suffixation (Becker 2009:
109) as in moˈt-ot ‘poles’, where the masculine noun mot ‘pole’ taking the fem-
inine plural suffix -ot due to its stem vowel. Tese cases were shown in Cohen
(2011) to largely be residual effects from Biblical Hebrew or products of certain
noun templates which are inherently harmonic, rather than being products of an
active vowel harmony system.

Observing the above, it appears that there is indeed no productive vowel har-
mony in Hebrew. Terefore, children acquiring the language are exposed to a
distribution of harmonic forms which is no better than chance and unsystem-
atic, i.e. they are not exposed to an active harmony system.

1) 25 of the i-i forms are monosyllabic bases with the -im masculine plural suffix, 20 are
loanwords, and only 8 are commonly occurring words. 32 of the o-o forms are loanwords,
2 are monosyllabic bases with the -ot feminine plural suffix. At least 9 of the u-u forms are
loanwords, 2 are monosyllabic bases with the -ut derivational suffix.
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3. Data and Generalizations

In order to pinpoint the effects of various factors on vowel harmony, disyllabic
productions of two typical Hebrew-acquiring children, RM (female) and SR
(male), were extracted and analyzed.2 Furthermore, only forms which were com-
pletely harmonic (i.e. identical vowels, not just vowels agreeing in some feature)
were considered.3 Tis enables us to tease apart the roles of various competing
factors discussed.

Tedata (available inhttp://www.outibatel.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/
12/Cohen-Appendix.pdf) are all organized according to thedevelopmental peri-
ods laid out in Adam and Bat-El (2008, 2009), which reflect the size of the
child’s acquired lexicon as an indicator of the developmental stage, rather than
the child’s age. Adam and Bat-El show this to be a better indicator of develop-
mental progress than chronological age. Te data were examined up until the
eighth developmental period. Afer this period, the presence of harmony in the
child’s productions was no different from the ambient language. Te develop-
mental periods are shown in table 2.

Table 2: Developmental periods in acquisition

Cumulative Ages
Attempted

Period Targets SR RM

1 ~10 1;02.00–1;03.05 1;03.27–1;04.09
2 ~50 1;03.14–1;04.17 1;04.18–1;05.29
3 ~100 1;04.24–1;05.08 1;06.05–1;08.01
4 ~150 1;05.15–1;05.21 1.08.07–1.09.18
5 ~200 1;05.29–1;06.02 1.09.27–1.10.13
6 ~250 1;06.12–1;06.20 1.10.28–1.11.18
7 ~300 1;06.26–1;07.02 1.11.25
8 ~350 1;07.09 2;00.02–2;00.09

Complete tables of SR and RM’s productions are provided in Appendices I and
II respectively. A general description of the children’s productions appears in the
following §3.1. Te two infants are compared with respect to various factors

2) Te data used in this study are drawn from the Language Acquisition Project directed by
Outi Bat-El and Galit Adam at Tel-Aviv University (ISF grant #544/04).
3) An anonymous reviewermentioned that the harmonic formsmay not, in fact, be the result
of vowel harmony, but rather could be the result of reduplication or some other phonological
process. Itmakes no difference, however, whether the vowel copying is a result of reduplication
or vowel harmony as what is crucial here is the factors selecting the sponsor vowel and the
target vowel.

http://www.outibatel.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/Cohen-Appendix.pdf
http://www.outibatel.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/Cohen-Appendix.pdf
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influencing vowel harmony: stress (§3.2), directionality (§3.3) and vowel quality
(§3.4), followed by a discussion and comparison in §3.5.

3.1. Description of the Children’s Vowel Harmony

In SR’s disyllabic productions during Period 1 (henceforth: P1), only three vow-
els were attempted and produced consistently, a, u, i. Note, all vowels are pro-
duced in monosyllabic forms during P1. Te vowel e was only attempted and
produced for the word ˈine ‘here’. Te vowel o was not produced at all. SR only
started to attempt and produce all five vowels in P2, and even here, owas severely
restricted, (in both attempts and productions), surfacing only for ˈʁoni ‘Ronny
(name)’ and ˈalo ‘hello’.Te vowel awas the only anchor (i.e. underlying sponsor)
in harmonic forms in P1 (e.g. taˈpuax → [ˈbaax] ‘apple’).Te vowel u first appears
as an anchor in P2 (e.g. ˈtuki → [ˈkuku] ‘parrot’), i in P3 (e.g. leoˈʁid → [ˈʔijit] ‘take
down’), o in P7 (e.g. ˈejfo → [ˈʔofo] ‘where’) and finally e in P8 (e.g. jaˈʃen → [ʔeˈθen]
‘asleep’). Table 3 summarizes all disyllabic productions by SR.

Table 3: SR’s disyllabic productions and harmony

Tokens Types

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
2σ Harmonic Vowel Harmonic Vowel

Period Forms Forms Harmony Forms Harmony

N % of (a) N % of (b) % of (a) N N N

1 131 61.8 (81) 2.5 1.5 (2) 5 1
2 251 39.0 (98) 14.3 5.6 (14) 19 8
3 227 26.0 (59) 32.2 8.3 (19) 17 5
4 160 28.8 (46) 41.3 11.9 (19) 24 7
5 205 41.0 (84) 8.3 3.4 (7) 34 3
6 190 30.5 (58) 10.3 3.2 (6) 26 4
7 382 35.6 (136) 8.8 3.1 (12) 55 8
8 332 32.8 (109) 11.9 3.9 (13) 41 11

Table 3 presents the number of disyllabic forms produced, the number of har-
monic forms out of these disyllabic forms, and the number of these harmonic
forms which, in fact, are a reflection of vowel harmony.Te overall occurrence of
harmonic forms during P1 is 61.8% (81/131), only 2.5% (2/81) ofwhich are the
result of vowel harmony.Tis shows a clear preference for selecting targets which
are harmonic to begin with. Selectivity plays a role here, as harmonic targets are
more likely to be selected than disharmonic targets. Such a role of selectivity has
been found for Hebrew phonology (Ben-David 2001:342, Bat-El this volume,
Becker this volume) and morphology (Lustigman 2007, this volume), as well as
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other languages (Schwartz and Leonard 1982, Schwartz et al. 1987, Drachman
1973, Ferguson et al. 1973, Stoel-Gammon andCooper 1984,Mintz andWalker
2006, to name a few). Tis selectivity indicates a preference for harmonic forms
(recall, this preference is not supported by the language itself ), which decreases
afer P1, as selectivity loses its influence on target selection. However, the per-
centage of tokens in which active harmony takes place rises progressively from
the first period, peaking at P4, when 41.3% (19/46) of all harmonic forms are
the product of vowel harmony. It then drops to 8.3% (7/84), more or less where
it remains until P8. Troughout the 8 periods, the frequency of harmonic forms
produced by SR was well above Hebrew’s ~20%.

Since Hebrew provides no evidence for a preference for harmonic forms, SR’s
preference for such forms must be universally motivated (Cohen 2011). Te
effect of this universal principle, which is not supported by the ambient system,
can only surface during acquisition before the ambient system has “taken over”,
i.e. during the earliest stages of acquisition (Rose 2000, Adam and Bat-El 2009),
before the children have acquired sufficient contradictory evidence not support-
ing the principle. Note, in adult languages, universal preferences not supported
by the native grammars might surface, but largely only in the lexical periphery,
such as loanwords, blends and acronyms (Shinohara 2004,McCarthy andPrince
1994, Bat-El 2000, Berent et al. 2009, Kenstowicz 2004, Cohen 2010, 2011).

RM attempted and produced all vowels from P1. Tere were no disyllabic
harmonic forms in P1. Te vowel a was the only anchor in harmonic forms in
P2 (e.g. ˈpeʁax → [ˈhawa] ‘flower’); e, u, and i in P3 (e.g. maˈkel → [jeˈken] ‘stick’,
bakˈbuk → [puˈpu] ‘bottle’, ˈine → [hiˈniʃ] ‘here’); and finally o in P4 (e.g. ipaˈʁon →
[oˈboj] ‘pencil’). Table 4 summarizes all disyllabic productions by RM.

Table 4: RM’s disyllabic productions and harmony

Tokens Types

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
2σ Harmonic Vowel Harmonic Vowel

Period Forms Forms Harmony Forms Harmony

N % of (a) N % of (b) % of (a) N N N

1 7 0 (0) 0 0 (0) 0 0
2 126 31.7 (40) 7.5 2.4 (3) 15 2
3 247 30.0 (74) 10.8 3.2 (8) 23 7
4 140 27.9 (39) 25.6 7.1 (10) 24 8
5 124 19.4 (24) 25 4.8 (6) 17 4
6 299 22.7 (68) 7.4 1.7 (5) 40 5
7 155 20.0 (31) 19.4 3.9 (6) 21 5
8 320 20.3 (65) 12.3 2.5 (8) 48 8
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Figure 1: Harmony: % of vowel harmony out of all harmonic forms

Figure 2: Selectivity: % of harmonic forms out of all disyllabic forms

During P1, RM barely produces disyllabic forms (and of course produces
no harmonic forms whatsoever). Harmonic forms are attempted and produced
more during P2–P4 (around 30% of all forms produced) dropping to around
20% during P5–P8, which is more or less the expected rate for Hebrew. Selec-
tivity plays a lesser role for RM than for SR. Non-harmonic forms undergoing
harmony gradually rise, peaking at P4, where 25.6% of all harmonic forms pro-
duced are the product of vowel harmony. Tis dips to 7.4% (5/68) in P6. RM’s
pattern is similar to that of SR, with both children’s harmony increasing towards
P4, where it peaks, and gradually dropping from P5 onwards, as figure 1 shows.

Selectivity also plays a role for both infants during the initial stages, more so
for SR than for RM.More harmonic forms are attempted and produced, as both
show a preference for harmonic forms (selectivity), as shown in figure 2.
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3.2. Harmony-Stress Interaction

Vowel harmony may interact with stress (e.g. Revithiadou et al. 2006). Tere
are two logically possible ways for harmony to interact with stress. Te first, the
stressed syllable may serve as the anchor of the harmony, with the unstressed
vowel serving as the target of the harmony and changing accordingly.Te second
(unattested crosslinguistically, though logically possible), the unstressed syllable
may serve as the anchor of the harmony, with the stressed vowel being targeted.
When observing the data, the question is whether vowel harmony interacts at all
with the word’s stress pattern or not. Table 5 presents data relevant to harmony-
stress interaction.

Table 5: Harmony-stress interaction (types)

SR RM

Total Stressed Total Stressed
Period VH Anchors VH Anchors

N % N N % N

1 1 0 (0) 0 0 (0)
2 8 37.5 (3) 2 50 (1)
3 5 80 (4) 7 71.4 (5)
4 7 71.4 (5) 8 87.5 (7)
5 3 33.3 (1) 4 100 (4)
6 4 75 (3) 5 100 (5)
7 8 75 (6) 5 60 (3)
8 11 54.5 (6) 8 62.5 (5)

If stressed anchors are selected 50% of the time, then stressed anchors are not
preferable to unstressed anchors. For SR, there seems to be no obvious correla-
tion between stress and harmony. If there is some interaction between the two,
it certainly does not develop with any consistency over the eight periods. Har-
mony and stress appear to interact in P3, P4, P6 and P7, where the stressed sylla-
ble serves as the anchor inmost cases. However, the interaction between the two
is no better than chance in P8. In P1, P2 and P5, the unstressed syllable serves as
the anchor in most cases. Tere appears to be no systematic interaction between
stress and anchor selection.

For RM, the picture is completely different. Here, the interaction between
stress and harmony is clear. Initially, during P2, no preference was given to
stressed anchors over unstressed anchors. However, this changed dramatically
during P3, when stressed anchors were preferred, rising in P4, and peaking in
P5–P6, where all anchors were stressed, gradually dropping thereafer. A certain
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pattern emerges here, showing a clear development in the interaction between
stress and harmony in RM’s acquisition.

3.3. Harmony-Directionality Interaction

Vowel harmony may interact with directionality (i.e. positional prominence,
Kiparsky 1997, Zoll 1998, Gordon 2004, Smith 2004, Revithiadou et al. 2006
among others), with either the righthand vowel or the lefhand vowel being the
anchor.

Table 6: Directionality

Right-to-lef (right anchor) Lef-to-right (lef anchor)
Child Target Child Target

ˈhapa ˈopa ‘upsy daisy’ SR (P2) ˈkuku ˈtuki ‘parrot’ SR (P2)
ˈhawa ˈpeʁax ‘flower’ RM (P2) paˈxa pʁaˈxim ‘flowers’ RM (P3)
buˈbuk bakˈbuk ‘bottle’ SR (P4) daˈjan baˈlon ‘balloon’ RM (P7)

Table 7 presents the effect directionality has on harmony.

Table 7: Harmony-directionality interaction (types)

SR RM

Total Righthand Total Righthand
Period VH Anchors VH Anchors

N % N N % N

1 1 100 (1) 0 0 (0)
2 8 50 (4) 2 100 (2)
3 5 100 (5) 7 71.4 (5)
4 7 85.7 (6) 8 87.5 (7)
5 3 66.7 (2) 4 100 (4)
6 4 100 (4) 5 100 (5)
7 8 100 (8) 5 40 (2)
8 11 72.7 (8) 8 62.5 (5)

For both infants, directionality has an overwhelming effect on harmony. For SR,
the anchor is on the right side in all cases in P1, P3, P6, P7, and in most cases
in P4, P5 and P8. Te only exception is P2, where the effect of directionality
seems no better than chance. RM patterns similarly to SR. Directionality has an
overwhelming effect on harmony in P2, P5, P6, with the anchor being on the
right side in all cases. In P3 and P4, a righthand anchor was preferred in most
cases, but afer P6, the effect of directionality seems to drop to not much better
than chance.
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Both infants’ clear preference for a righthand anchor is supported by the liter-
ature. Te prominence of the right edge in acquisition is well documented (Ota
2006, Smith 1973, Ben-David 2001, Adam 2002, Dinnsen and Farris-Trimble
2008, to name a few) and could very well be playing a role here.

3.4. Harmony-Quality Interaction

Vowel quality may play a role in determining directionality.

Table 8: Vowel quality

Anchor vowel Target vowel
Vowel Child Target Child Target

i tiˈim taˈim ‘tasty’ RM (P4) ˈɁaθaa kivˈsa ‘sheep’ SR (P4)
u nuˈnux lixˈlux ‘dirt’ RM (P8) θiˈθim suˈsim ‘horses’ SR (P7)
e Ɂeˈθen jaˈʃen ‘asleep’ SR (P8) oˈpo leˈpo ‘to here’ RM (P5)
o oˈboj ipaˈʁon ‘pencil’ RM (P4) tajˈda toˈda ‘thank you’ RM (P2)
a vaˈʁa dvoˈʁa ‘bee’ SR (P8) tuˈnun tamˈnun ‘octopus’ SR (P7)

Te selection of anchor could be determined on the basis of sonority (e.g. a > o
> i; Revithiadou et al. 2006), or height and dispersion (e.g. high > mid > low;
Cohen 2011). Note, as mentioned in §3.1, SR did not produce mid-vowels dur-
ing P1, and barely did so during P2. Since I argue, following Ben-David (2001),
that vowel harmony is utilized by the acquirer in order to facilitate production
before segmental acquisitionhas been completed, it is not surprising tofind some
effect of vowel quality on anchor selection for SR.Te following table shows the
correlation between various vowel qualities and harmony for anchors (0 values
were deleted, maximal values in each row are shaded and in bold):

Table 9: Harmony-quality interaction: Anchors (number of types)

SR RM
Period Total VH a u i e o Total VH a u i e o

1 1 1
2 8 7 1 2 2
3 5 3 1 1 7 1 2 2 2
4 7 3 1 3 8 3 1 3 1
5 3 2 1 4 1 1 2
6 4 2 2 5 2 3
7 8 2 2 3 1 5 2 1 2
8 11 7 2 1 1 8 2 1 1 4

For SR, during P1–3, the preferred anchor is clearly a. Tis apparent preference
seems to continue throughout the eight stages, though high vowels play a con-
siderable role fromP3, withmid-vowel anchors only being selected fromP7. For
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RM, on the other hand, there is no clear interaction between vowel quality and
anchor selection.

Recall that SRdidnot producemid-vowels at all until P3, so the effect of vowel
quality on anchor selection is not surprising. RM, on the other hand, produced
all vowels fromP1, whichmight explain why anchor selection is unaffected at all
by vowel quality for RM. Table 10 shows the correlation between various vowel
quality and harmony for targets.

Table 10: Harmony-quality interaction: Targets (number of types)

SR RM
Period Total VH a u i e o Total VH a u i e o

1 1 1
2 8 1 2 2 3 2 1 1
3 5 1 1 3 7 3 3 1
4 7 2 1 4 8 4 1 3
5 3 3 4 1 2 1
6 4 1 3 5 5
7 8 3 1 2 2 5 2 1 2
8 11 1 1 3 3 3 8 3 2 3

For SR, as far as targets go, o is clearly a preferred target (bold) for harmony,
with other vowels being targeted less frequently than o. For RM, mid-vowels
were the only targets in P2 (in both cases, a is the anchor), which might indicate
the preference of a over mid-vowels during the very early stages. Tis preference,
however, disappears fromP3onwards, showing no clear quality-based preference
similar to SR’s. Since RM produces all vowels early on, this may very well restrict
the role of vowel quality in anchor/target selection.

In Ben-David’s (2001:272) study, the order of the vowel acquisition found
for acquirers of Hebrew is roughly a > i, u > o, e (where a comma indicates the
absence of precedence relations), a scale which coincides with SR’s data. Assum-
ing acquisition order is, inter alia, motivated by some notion of markedness,
and harmony reflects this same acquisition order, it would suggest that the rele-
vant factor affecting harmony is this notion of markedness. Dromi et al. (1993)
present even a rougher markedness scale than Ben-David’s, with a, i and u being
produced before o and e. Based on this previous research and the current har-
mony data, it is possible to construct a developmental scale of sorts: a > u > i > e
> o, which reflects the ability of the various vowels to serve as anchors. Tis may
be a complex scale resulting from the interaction among various features such
as sonority, height and dispersion. However, for simplicity’s sake, I will refer to
the harmony-quality interaction scale henceforth as markedness. Note that such
a markedness scale is not surprising, given that it plays a role in target selection
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and production for SR from P1, regardless of its specific effect with respect to
harmony.

3.5. Summary and Discussion

Generally speaking, both infants attempt and produce more harmonic forms
during earlier periods, with both children peaking in P4. Afer P4, there is a
turning point. Here, selected forms are of all types, and only newly introduced
lexical items tend to harmonize, and even then, only for a brief period, before
being produced faithfully. Note, all harmonic forms produced were also pro-
duced faithfully. Furthermore, all harmonizing forms are produced the sameway.
For example, hipopoˈtam ‘hippopotamus’ would potentially allow for toˈtom or
taˈtam, but we only get the latter. All of this indicates that some harmony system
does indeed play a role in the infants’ acquisition, one which gradually dimin-
ishes as the infant becomes more faithful to the target language, which does not
have vowel harmony.

Te apparent inconsistencies with some of the data become considerably less
problematic when the interaction among the three criteria is examined.

Recall the following observations. Stress seems to play no role for SR (we’ll
get back to this shortly). Directionality (right-to-lef) had a considerable effect
in almost all stages (P2 being the exception).Markedness also played a role, with
more inconsistencies later in the development.

However, the following observations are immediately evident from SR’s data.
Competing factors may clash, and when they do so, markedness is only violated
if both stress and directionality are satisfied. Te cumulative effect of stress and
directionality is the only justification for the violation of markedness. If stress
and directionality do not agree with one another, then markedness is satisfied.

For SR, during P1, the only instance of harmony is determined viamarkedness
and directionality, with the unmarked a serving as the anchor in the righthand,
unstressed syllable. In P2, every single instance of harmony prefers the unmarked
vowel, ofen contradicting both of the other factors, showing a clear preference
for markedness over directionality and stress. In P3, the only instance in which
markedness is violated is one in which stress and directionality are satisfied. In
P4, there are two instances in which markedness is violated. Once again, stress
and directionality are both satisfied here. Tis systematic behavior continues
throughout all eight periods. Harmony is governed by markedness. Markedness
can only be violated if both stress and directionality are satisfied. First of all, this
shows that all three factors do indeed play some role, but that of markedness is
more dominant. Note, there are only two instances in which markedness and
stress are violated, giving preference to the directionality. Te first, ˈefo → [ˈofo]
‘where’ (both mid vowels) and the second ˈtuki → [ˈtiki] (both high vowels). In
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cases in which markedness is a clear issue (low vs. mid/high or high vs. mid),
there are no exceptions to the markedness preference.

With respect to the various factors affecting harmony, markedness (a > u > i
> e > o) and directionality (R > L) seem to play a considerable role for SR. Stress,
on the other hand, seems to play a lesser role in the selection of the anchor. SR’s
initial productions andharmonies are strongly affected bymarkedness.However,
once all segments have been acquired, directionality starts to play a substantial
role too.

For RM, the picture is somewhat different. Similarly to SR, target harmonic
forms are attempted and produced earlier on. Later, other forms are attempted,
but are forced to harmonize in many cases, up until the end of P4, where there
is a turning point, and the role of harmony starts to decline. Also similarly to
SR, the harmonic forms produced were produced faithfully. While production
is variable, with forms being produced both faithfully and with vowel harmony,
harmony is not variable, and all the harmonic forms of each word are identical.
Tere was only a single exception: the target form ˈine ‘here’ was produced as
ˈene and ˈini interchangeably. Harmony plays a systematic role, which gradually
diminishes as RM becomes more faithful to adult forms.

However, RM differs from SR in the role of the various factors influencing
harmony. For RM, the relevant factors are primarily prosodic (stress, direction-
ality) rather than segmental (markedness). Stressed syllables and righthand sylla-
bles (which usually coincide in Hebrew) are preferred anchors, with no obvious
influence of markedness.

Tis is, however, misleading. A closer examination of RM’s data shows that
in all cases in which the stress factor contradicted the directionality factor (i.e.
where the stressed syllable does not coincide with the righthand syllable), the
anchor selected was the least marked vowel a. Furthermore, in the cases in which
the selected anchor was neither stressed nor on the right, the anchor selectedwas
a and the target was a mid-vowel (most marked).Tismay suggest that although
prosody is the most important factor for RM, in the event of a contradiction
between the two prosodic factors, or in the event that the factors do not play a
role, markedness kicks in, selecting a anchors over all others.

4. Towards a Formal Analysis

In this section, I incorporate the above generalizations into a formal grammar of
vowel harmony within Optimality Teory (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004).
My analysis is within an Optimal Domains Teoretical approach (ODT, Cole
and Kisseberth 1994, Cassimjee and Kisseberth 1999). Since the infants exhibit
different behaviors with respect to the effect of the relevant factors on vowel
harmony, they should have different developmental grammars. As I will show in
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the remainder of this section, the two infants do have different developmental
grammars, but the differences are the result of different rankings of the same
constraints.

4.1. Setting Up the Harmonic Domain

Harmony is a requirement for a feature F to be realized on all sponsors within
a domain D. How harmony is realized is a result of the interaction among con-
straints on the structure of domains and constraints on the realization of F.

For features to be realized, they have to bewithin a domain.Domain construc-
tion is achieved via alignment constraints, which designate the domain’s edges.

(1) Align (Anchor, L/R; F-Domain, L/R) (Cole and Kisseberth 1994)
Te anchor of a feature is aligned with the domain’s L/R edge

Tis constraint, consisting of two members (one for each edge), sets up the lef
and right edges of the domain. In a situation in which there is no harmony,
for example in the adult grammar of Hebrew, the lef and right edges of the
domain are alignedwith the lef and right edges of the segment, and every feature
is realized on its underlying anchor. Te alignment constraints militate against
vowel harmony.

However, if, due to constraint interaction, one of the domain’s edges shifs,
then a feature may be realized over a larger span than a single segment, and
the domain expands. One type of constraint which could trigger the domain’s
expansion sets a lower limit on the domain’s size. Alternatively, the requirement
could be for a bimoraic domain, such as a foot (Halle andVergnaud 1987,Harris
and Lindsey 1995, van der Hulst and van der Weijer 1995, McCarthy 2004 and
more). For simplicity’s sake and due to a lack of evidence preferring one analysis
over the other, I adopt the following constraint requiring domains to be larger
than monosyllables. Effectively, this is equivalent to constructing a bimoraic
domain while assuming constraint violation is minimal (economy, do only what
is necessary; Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004):

(2) *MonoD (Cassimjee and Kisseberth 1999)
Domains cannot be monosyllabic

On the one hand, features would like to align themselves with their anchors. On
the other hand, there are both articulatory and perceptual motivations for fea-
tures to spread beyond the boundaries of their anchors. If the constraint forcing
domains to be larger than a single syllable outranks those setting up the domain
edges, then harmony can occur.Te (in)ability of domains to spread onto neigh-
boring vowels is controlled by the interaction between the alignment constraints
and the constraint militating against monosyllabic domains. In a non-harmony
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grammar (e.g. adult Hebrew), the ranking is AlignL/AlignR >> *MonoD,
and no harmony occurs. In a harmony grammar (e.g. the grammar of SR and
RM during P4), *MonoD is ranked above one (or both) alignment constraints,
forcing the violation of the lowest ranked alignment constraint and the expan-
sion of the domain.

However, it is insufficient to construct domains in order for harmony to occur.
We have to ensure that the harmonic features are realized on all sponsors (i.e.
vowels) within a domain.

(3) RealiseF (similar to Cole and Kisseberth’s (1994) Express)
Underlying features must be realized within their domain

Tis constraint ensures that features are realized on all sponsors within the an-
chor’s domain. Since consonants are not potential sponsors of the vowel features,
they vacuously satisfy RealiseF.

Of course, realizing the underlying features of one vowel within a bimoraic
domain would cause the other vowel within the domain not to have its features
realized. Assuming domains must be bimoraic (otherwise harmony would not
occur), how do we determine which vowel is the one to expand its domain, and
which vowel, in effect, “sacrifices” its underlying features? Otherwise phrased,
what are the factors determining the relative faithfulness of vowels to their under-
lying features in instances of harmony? Tree such factors are those discussed
earlier, namely stress, directionality and markedness. Te interaction among the
domain construction and feature realization with these three factors is discussed
in §4.2 (stress), §4.3 (directionality) and §4.4 (markedness).

4.2. Harmony and Stress

Te interaction of harmony and stress is a result of constraints requiring the
stressed vowel to be more faithful to its underlying features than other vowels
(Steriade 2001/2008, Kenstowicz 2007 and more):

(4) a. IdentF(StrV)
Stressed vowels are faithful to their underlying features

b. IdentF(V)
Vowels (in general) are faithful to their underlying features

Tese constraints interactwith one another.All other things being equal, stressed
vowels are more faithful than unstressed vowels, implying the fixed ranking:
IdentF(StrV)>> IdentF(V). Since all cases of harmony require the violation
of IdentF(V), my analyses only refer to IdentF(StrV).
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4.3. Harmony and Directionality

An additional characteristic of vowel harmony is that it typically operates in
a certain direction (lefward or rightward). Te direction of the spreading is
controlled by the relative ranking of two alignment constraints, AlignL and
AlignR, which determine the “default” directional preference. For example, if
AlignR >> AlignL, then domains will tend to spread lefwards in order to
satisfy *MonoD.4

4.4. Harmony and Markedness

Generally speaking, grammars prefer to realize unmarked underlying segments
more so thanmarked underlying segments, when given the choice. Assuming the
expansion of the domain to satisfy *MonoD, when deciding whether to select a
marked or unmarked anchor, all other things being equal, grammars would go
with the unmarked anchor. A markedness scale (such as the one suggested in
§3.4) is reflected in the following constraint ranking:

(5) Markedness
*o >> *e >> *i >> *u >> *a

Henceforth, I do not refer to the whole scale. Rather, I use the constraint
Markedness, a violation of which would indicate the selection of a more
marked anchor in a given situation. Tis constraint would naturally compete
with IdentF(V). However, if due to harmony, one of the vowels has to sacri-
fice its features, it would be the more marked vowel.

5.TeDevelopmental Path of a Harmony Grammar

5.1. SR’s Grammatical Development

Recall the relevant generalizations from the development of SR’s harmony (§3).
Te three factors interact in the following ways. Stress appears to be irrelevant
with respect to determining the anchor of the harmony (hold this thought).
Directionality, on the other hand, has an overwhelming effect, with the preferred
anchor being on the right side. In all but two cases, when directionality and stress
clash, directionalitywins.Teonly two exceptions are cases inwhichmarkedness
and directionality also clash, and thenmarkedness wins (giving the “appearance”
of stress winning). Tis would imply, at the very least, that AlignR, which

4) Of course, if AlignL>>*MonoD andAlignR>>*MonoD, then there is no harmony at
all.
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requires anchors to be on the right is ranked higher than IdentF(StrV), which
requires the anchors to be stressed, as demonstrated in the following tableau
(note, henceforth, deletion and consonant quality are ignored).

(6) SR’s P1: taˈpuax ‘apple’

taˈpuax AlignR IdentF(StrV)

☞ ˈbaax *

ˈbuux *!

How do these factors interact with markedness? In SR’s data, the preferred an-
chors (in descending order) are a > u > i > e > o, which is evident in all eight
stages, and is reflected in the Markedness hierarchy *o >> *e >> *i >> *u >>
*a.
(7) SR’s P4: seviˈvon ‘spinning top’

seviˈvon Mark(*o>>*i) AlignR

☞ viˈvim *

voˈvom *!

However, the interaction between Markedness and AlignR is, in fact, more
complex. Tere are occasions in which directionality wins (assuming that the
ranking of the markedness constraints is fixed). In the following tableau,☛ indi-
cates the candidate which is selected by the (incorrect) grammar, while ☹ indi-
cates the candidate which was actually produced:

(8) SR’s P3: bakˈbuk ‘bottle’ (first attempt)

bakˈbuk Mark(*u>>*a) AlignR

☛ baˈbak *

☹ buˈbuk *!

In all such cases, i.e. cases in which Markedness and AlignR clash and in
whichAlignRwins,Markedness also clashes with IdentF(StrV).Tis sug-
gests that the combined effect of AlignR and IdentF(StrV) may be greater
than that of Markedness. Markedness is violated only if both stress and
directionality are satisfied. Te cumulative effect of stress and directionality is
the only justification for the violation ofmarkedness.Tis could be achieved for-
mally via two different mechanisms, constraint weighting (Pater 2009, Smolen-
sky and Legendre 2006, Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004: 236) or constraint
conjunction (Kirchner 1996,Moreton and Smolensky 2002).Without advocat-
ing either approach, I demonstrate this interaction via constraint conjunction
(see also Karni this volume):
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(9) SR’s P3: bakˈbuk ‘bottle’ (second attempt)

bakˈbuk AlignR&IdentF Mark(*u>>*a) AlignR IdentF(StrV)

baˈbak *! * *

☞ buˈbuk *

Te conjoined constraint AlignR&IdentF is the highest ranked constraint,
and is only violated if both AlignR and IdentF(StrV) are violated, giving the
cumulative effect necessary. Tis shows that all three factors, including stress, do
indeed play some role, but that of markedness is more dominant.

Te ranking of the constraints militating against vowel harmony gradually
overtakes that of the highest ranked constraints militating for vowel harmony
as the language pattern—i.e. no harmony—takes force.

5.2. RM’s Grammatical Development

SR and RM display different vowel harmony patterns during the various stages
of their phonological development and the three relevant factors discussed
(markedness, directionality, and stress). Tese different behaviors, therefore,
should be reflected in different constraint rankings, i.e. different harmony gram-
mars.

Recall the generalizations regarding RM’s data (§3). Te factors influencing
harmony for RM are primarily prosodic (stress and directionality) rather than
segmental (markedness). Stressed syllables and righthand syllables, which usually
coincide in Hebrew, are preferred anchors. A closer examination of the role of
markedness shows that in all cases in which stress contradicts directionality (i.e.
the stressed syllable does not coincide with the righthand syllable), the anchor
selected was the least marked vowel a. Furthermore, in the cases in which the
selected anchor was neither stressed nor on the right, the anchor selected was a
(least marked) and the target was a mid-vowel (most marked).

Such an interaction would suggest that the constraint ranking for RM differs
fromthat of SR.AlignRand IdentF(StrV)outrankMarkedness, however,
the combined effect of Markedness with either of the other two constraints
outweighs the effect of any single constraint:

(10) RM’s P2: ˈpeʁax ‘flower’

ˈpeʁax AlignR&Mark(*e>>*a) IdentF(StrV) AlignR Markedness

☞ ˈhawa *

ˈhewe *! * *
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5.3. Variation

In adultHebrew, there is no productive harmony system.Terefore, AlignR/L,
the constraints militating against harmony, outrank *MonoD, the constraint
forcing harmony. For SR and RM, it is clear that *MonoD is ranked higher
than at least one of the alignment constraints. Although this would explain why
harmony takes place with SR and RM, it would fail to explain why harmony
does not take place in all cases, but rather only in some cases, albeit considerably
more than the language’s general patterning of harmonic forms. Furthermore, as
mentioned in §3.5, all cases of harmonizing forms are also produced faithfully,
i.e. without harmony.

In a system in which constraints are strictly ranked, such variation is impossi-
ble. Variation would require the fluctuation in the ranking of *MonoD, which
would vary in any given evaluation. Tis could be achieved via stochastic OT
(Boersma 1997), a noisy harmonic grammar (Boersma and Pater 2008) or such-
like. Tis discussion is beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice it to say that the
strict ranking presented in §4 reflects the general tendencies of the infants’ gram-
mars, and some mechanism of variation is necessary to cover the exceptional
behaviors.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

Te developmental paths of SR and RM shed light on the mechanism of the
acquisition of the ambient language’s grammar.Te children start out at roughly
the same point (the initial stage). While this point is universally conditioned,
the ultimate goal is determined by the ambient language’s grammar. Te devel-
opmental path, however, is individual, with each infant pursuing a different route
until reaching the final goal, the adult system.

Hebrew does not have productive harmony, yet the infants acquiring the lan-
guage show a distinct preference for harmonic forms from the beginning of
acquisition (selectivity). Tis suggests that harmonic forms are universally pre-
ferred. Te infants then form some harmonic grammar in order to deal with
disharmonic forms. However, the grammars they form differ from infant to
infant as a result of the differing rates of prosodic and segmental development.
SR, whose segmental development was slower than RM’s, ranked constraints
requiring unmarked vowels higher in his system than RM did, amplifying the
role of markedness in SR’s grammar. On the other hand, SR’s prosodic develop-
ment was rapider than RM’s. Terefore, prosodically motivated preferences (the
preference for the righthand syllable and the preference for the stressed syllable)
play a lesser role for SR than they do for RM.

Te infants’ harmony grammars are universally motivated, however, they
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stand in contradiction to the adult grammar in which there is no harmony.
Terefore, they constantly adjust the grammars, eventually reaching the goal
(AlignR/L >> *MonoD), but doing so along different developmental paths.
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Abstract
Te study investigates the status of Consonant Harmony in the process of language acqui-
sition, based on longitudinal data of two typically developing children acquiring Hebrew.
Te analysis indicates that Consonant Harmony is motivated mainly by prosodic factors; the
directionality of assimilation between identical positions (e.g. onset-onset) is usually corre-
lated with the direction of prosodic development—from old to new (i.e. from right to lef). In
addition, segmental (or phonotactic) factors may also play a role—for one child Consonant
Harmony is used mainly to reduce the sonority of the target. On the other hand, the analysis
does not support previous claims that Consonant Harmony involving place of articulation is
governed by a markedness trigger-target hierarchy. I propose that a trigger-target hierarchy (if
such exists) depends much on input frequency and individual factors.
In addition to examining themotivation behindConsonantHarmony, I propose in this study
a statistically based method to separate unambiguous Consonant Harmony from potential
context-free substitutions (e.g. velar fronting). With this method, I show that a large part
of the harmonized words produced by the children can be attributed to context-free sub-
stitutions, and thus suggest that Consonant Harmony may not be as common as previously
assumed.
Tefindings of the present study are affected to some extent by inter-subject variation.Te two
children exhibited differences both in the use of Consonant Harmony (abundance, duration,
etc.) and in general language development (segmental, prosodic and lexical). Tese findings,
other than being indicative of individuality in language acquisition, limit the extent to which
general conclusions can be made.

Keywords
consonant harmony/assimilation; language acquisition; inter-child variation; Hebrew

1. Introduction

Consonant Harmony (hereinafer, CH) is defined as assimilation between non-
adjacent consonants (e.g. Cruttenden 1978), as in English dɔɡ → [ɡɔɡ] ‘dog’ or
Hebrew panas → [nanas] ‘flashlight’. It is relatively rare in adult languages (Hans-
son 2001), and there are no known languages with harmony involving primary
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place of articulation (Pater and Werle 2003).1 In contrast, CH has been widely
reported in the speech of children acquiring various languages; a partial list
includes (see a review in Gafni 2012): English (Lewis 1936/1951), Dutch (Lev-
elt 1994), German (Berg 1992), French (Rose 2000), Italian (Keren-Portnoy et
al. 2009), Spanish (Macken 1978), Greek (Tzakosta 2007), Estonian (Vihman
1978) and Hebrew (Ben-David 2001). In addition to the abundance in child
CH cross-linguistically, it has been found that harmony involving primary place
of articulation is the most common type of child CH (Berg 1992, Goad 1997,
Pater 1997).

Te seeminguniversality ofCH in child language and the apparent differences
between child and adult CH have made child CH the topic of many studies.
Some of the research questions addressed in the literature relate to the source of
CH, its phonological characteristics, and its status in the course of acquisition.
Tese questions and related studies will be discussed in the next section.

In the present study, I examine CH in the acquisition of Hebrew, focusing on
its interaction with segmental and prosodic development. Te results indicate
that CH is motivated mostly by prosodic factors, though segmental (or phono-
tactic) factors may also have some influence. Place harmony does not seem to
be governed by markedness hierarchies, but rather by input frequencies. On the
other hand, manner harmony can be used by some children to deal with diffi-
cult segments (sonorants) or sequences. Directionality of assimilation between
identical prosodic positions (e.g. onset-onset) seems to be correlated with the
order of acquisition, namely that the prosodic word is acquired from right to lef
and newly acquired positions are assimilated to well-established ones. On the
other hand, directionality of assimilation between onset and coda is less consis-
tent with the order of acquisition.

Another issue addressed by the present study is the separation of true con-
sonant-consonant assimilation from other context-free substitutions, an ofen
undertreated issue. Applying a statistically-based method to the examined cor-
pora reveals that a good many harmonic productions can be attributed to con-
text-free assimilation and this may suggest that the abundance of CH in child
language has been previously overrated.

1) Hansson (2001) provides a list of about 100 languages and dialects (including a few extinct
ones) that have some form of CH (some have more than one type). He does not specify
the number of languages examined in total but claims that the survey was extensive. If these
data represent all existing cases of CH then only about 2% of the world’s languages (6909
according to Lewis 2009) have CH. In any event, the claim of the present study is that child
CH is substantially different from adult’s CH so the exact abundance of adult’s CH is not
crucial.
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One remarkable observationmade in the present study is inter-child variation.
Te participants in the study differed from one another in several aspects: rate
of development, extent of use of CH (and other processes), order of prosodic
acquisition, etc.Tese differences highlight the individuality factor in the course
of acquisition but also limit the possibility of reaching large-scale generaliza-
tions.

2. Literature Review

Te fact that children harmonize words which are non-harmonic in the ambient
language naturally brings up the question—why? Te literature contains differ-
ent proposals for the source of CH. Tese hypotheses depend much on the data
available to the authors and on the theoretical framework they adopt. Te lat-
ter was ofen a key factor in previous reviews of the phenomenon—studies were
contrasted based on the formal treatment they proposed for CH, which ofen
masked similar views of its cognitive source. Tis review attempts to bring pre-
vious studies to a common ground by “hiding” differences that stem from the
choice of theoretical framework and adopting a functionalist point of view.

2.1. Te Source of Consonant Harmony

CHhas beenproposed to be a type of simplificationmechanism,whichhelps the
child in handling the language acquisition task, by reducing the number of artic-
ulatory gestures (e.g. Waterson 1978, Klein 1981). Tree main possible sources
for CH have been suggested (see Gafni 2012 for a broader discussion): segmen-
tal, phonotactic andprosodic.Vihman (1978) andBerg (1992) propose thatCH
may stem from a segmental source, i.e. that it is used for substituting consonants
that the child has not mastered yet. Tis claim is also raised in Leonard et al.
(1980) with respect to CH in children with language disorders.

Many studies relate CH to phonotactic demands (though, not always as ex-
plicitly as suggested here), which can be either combinatorial or non-combina-
torial. Combinatorial limitationsmean that the child generally prefers harmonic
over disharmonic productions or avoids the co-occurrence of certain feature se-
quences, such as [Coronal … Labial] sequences (Menn 1983, Donahue 1986,
Matthei 1989, Pater 1997, Bernhardt and Stemberger 1998, Pater and Werle
2001, Pater andWerle 2003, Vihman andCrof 2007, Gerlach 2010, Becker and
Tessier 2011). Another type of combinatorial phonotactic account proposes that
apparent cases of CH may in fact result from assimilation of a consonant to the
adjacent vowel, for example, when the target word contains a front vowel only
coronal consonants can be realized (Levelt 1994, Gafos 1999, Fikkert and Levelt
2008).
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Non-combinatorial limitations refer to the preference to license (or align)
certain features by certain prosodic positions (Goad 1997, Rose 2000, Kappa
2001, Goad 2001, Goad 2004, Fikkert and Levelt 2008, Qu 2011) or the
tendency to avoid certain features in certain prosodic positions (Berg 1992).
For example, Goad (1997) attributes the predominant dorsal harmony in child’s
English to a demand for word-initial dorsal. Note that CH stemming from non-
combinatorial limitations is actually not a pure consonant-consonant interac-
tion, but rather an “epiphenomenon” of more general licensing demands.

Finally, CH may be related to the development of prosody, where it simpli-
fies the articulation to help the child focus on new prosodic positions or deal
with long words (Vihman 1978, Keren-Portnoy et al. 2009). Tis is what Ben-
David (2001) andBat-El (2009) propose in their studies ofCH inHebrew.Tey
observe a synchronism betweenCH and the development of prosody, where syl-
lables in polysyllabic words are acquired from right to lef, and onsets of newly
acquired syllables are more likely to assimilate to onsets of more established syl-
lables. Ben-David (2001) also refers to the interaction between CH and stress,
noting that the first onset of disyllabic words is acquired (and assimilated) ear-
lier when stress is penultimate while still omitted when the stress is ultimate. For
example, in an early stage the childmight utter ˈsaba ‘grandpa’ as [ˈbaba] but saˈpa
‘sofa’ as [aˈpa].According toBat-El (2009), the decrease in segmental faithfulness
accompanying the expansion of the prosodic word reflects a “trade-off ” effect
whereby children simplify already acquired structures when they start producing
new ones (Garnica and Edwards 1977, Donahue 1986, Berg and Schade 2000).

2.2. Properties of Consonant Harmony

Most studies have concentrated on the properties of CH and the interaction
among them, in particular the consonants (features) participating in the process
and directionality (see Gafni 2012 for other parameters).2 Assessment of these
parameters may shed light on the source of CH.

2.2.1. Te Consonants

Much attention has been devoted to the properties of the consonants involved in
CH—the trigger consonant (the one carrying the features that are “borrowed” in
the process), and the target consonant (the affected consonant). Studies focusing
on this aspect ofen argue that there is a certain hierarchy between triggers and

2) Here and everywhere else I use the term process in a descriptive way to refer to the change
between the assumed target form and the child’s production. I do not address the question of
whether an actual phonological process is taking place as hypothesized in derivational theories.
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targets, which may be universal, language-specific or partially both. Tree main
factors have been proposed to account for such hierarchies: (a) order of acqui-
sition, (b) universal markedness (or specification) scales, and (c) language-specific
input frequency or feature distributions. Tese proposals are ofen in conflict
with one another and authors ofen provide counter evidence against each.

Lewis (1936/1951) proposes that the order of acquisition determines the
hierarchy—late acquired segments are assimilated to well-established ones. Tis
claim is contradicted byCruttenden (1978) and Stoel-Gammon and Stemberger
(1994). A more popular approach suggests that the strength hierarchy reflects
universal markedness, i.e. that CH replaces unmarked (or underspecified) seg-
ments with marked (specified) ones. Tis proposal is based mostly on studies
on English, where typically coronals are assimilated to labials and dorsals (Menn
1975, Cruttenden 1978, Stemberger and Stoel-Gammon 1991, Stoel-Gammon
and Stemberger 1994, Pater and Werle 2003, Goad 2004 among others). How-
ever, this approach has it shortcomings as well. First, it has been shown that coro-
nals can also trigger CH (Goad 1997, Pater and Werle 2003, Becker and Tessier
2011). Second, the relative strength of dorsals and labials is not agreed upon (e.g.
Cruttenden 1978 vs. Pater and Werle 2003).

Cross-linguistic comparison of CH has led to the proposal that the strength
trigger-target hierarchy is also affected, at least to some extent, by language-
specific properties. Fikkert et al. (2002) note that in Dutch, unlike in English,
labial harmony is farmore common than dorsal harmony.Tey attribute this dis-
tinction to difference in place distributions between the ambient languages. Sim-
ilarly, Berg (1992) accounts for the predominance of labial harmony inGerman-
acquiring child by the high frequency of words containing labials in critical posi-
tions in her lexicon. Tzakosta (2007) reports that CH in Greek is triggered
mostly by unmarked segments (i.e. coronals and stops) due to their high fre-
quency in the language. Finally, Rose (2000) reports on a French-acquiring child
that has the following strength hierarchy: labial > coronal > dorsal. Te status
difference of coronals between English and French leads him to propose that
CH is not governed by a universal trigger-target hierarchy.

2.2.2. Directionality

Te directionality of assimilation is perhaps the only parameter that gives cross-
linguistic consistent results.CH is said to be progressive (lef-to-right, or persever-
atory) if the trigger precedes the target (e.g. kæt→ [kæɡ] ‘cat’), and regressive (right-
to-lef, or anticipatory) if the trigger follows the target (e.g. dɔɡ → [ɡɔɡ] ‘dog’). All
studies examining assimilation directionality report that regressive harmony is
dominant compared to progressive harmony (Cruttenden 1978, Vihman 1978,
Berg 1992, Pater 1997, Ben-David 2001, Tzakosta 2007).
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Tis seeming universality of directionality has been attributed to different fac-
tors. Some studies attribute directionality to phonotactics; i.e. the child replaces
segments in specific positions in order to avoid certain sequences or to assign
specific features to specific prosodic positions (Stemberger and Bernhardt 1997,
Bernhardt and Stemberger 1998, Rose 2000, Pater and Werle 2003, Goad 2001,
Goad 2004,Gerlach 2010). For example, Pater andWerle (2003) account for the
predominant regressive dorsal harmony in Trevor’s data as the result of avoid-
ing sequences of [no dorsal … dorsal]. Tzakosta (2007) claims that directionality
does not result from segmental considerations in general, but cases of progressive
harmony usually involve the replacement of marked segments. To sum, under
phonotactic accounts, directionality is merely a consequence of limitations on
utterance content.

Directionality can also be a consequence of prosodic limitations. Berg (1992)
claims that CH in a German-acquiring child is mostly regressive “since she is
comfortable with medial loci but initial loci are problematic for her” (p. 232).
In terms of processing, Berg claims that the predominance of regressive har-
mony indicates parallel processing, i.e. that segments to come later in the word are
planned simultaneouslywith those that come earlier. Similarly, according toBen-
David (2001), regressive harmony is the result of prosodic development, which
starts at the right edge of the word and advances lefwards with newly acquired
positions being assimilated to well-established ones. Kappa (2001) reports that
directionality of CH in Greek is related to stress, namely, that consonants in
unstressed syllables are more likely to assimilate to consonants in stressed syl-
lables than vice versa (see also Bernhardt and Stemberger 1998, Ben-David
2001).

2.3. Consonant Harmony in the Scope of Language Development

CHis only one ofmanyphonological processes attested in child’s speechwhich is
rare or completely absent from the ambient language.Tese processes (seeGrun-
well 1982/1984) include consonant deletion (e.g. dʒuːs → [du] ‘juice’), ficative
stopping (feɪs → [peɪt] ‘face’), velar fonting (bæk → [bæt] ‘back’) and reduplication
(pʊdiŋ → [pʊpʊ] ‘pudding’) among others.

Reduplication is of special interest to the study ofCHsincemany productions
are ambiguous in terms of CH or reduplication, as reduplication can be viewed
as a combination of (full) CH and vowel harmony (Ferguson et al. 1973, Smith
1973, Leonard et al. 1980); e.g. wɪndoʊ → [nono] ‘window’. In this study I will
consider all instances of fully harmonized consonants as instances of CH and
not reduplication.

In this context, it would be natural to ask what the relation between CH
and other phenomena is. CH is claimed to replace or to be used in parallel to
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other strategies such as lexical selection, deletion and debuccalization, all “con-
spiring” to simplify the utterance. For example,Menn (1983) claims that a child
may use CH or delete a segment in order to avoid disharmonic sequences (e.g.
dɔɡ → [ɡɔɡ] ‘dog’ vs. ɡeɪt → [ɡej] ‘gate’). According to Berg and Schade (2000)
and Ben-David (2001), CH is used in newly acquired prosodic structures which
exhibited deletion on earlier stages. Vihman (1978) proposes that CH is a suc-
cessor strategy to lexical selection—both are used to avoid words with difficult
segments.

Te relation between CH and other substitution (or feature changing) pro-
cesses is extremely important to the present study. As is ofen the case, con-
sonant substitution (e.g. stopping, fronting) resulting in a harmonic form can
be described as either assimilatory or non-assimilatory substitution. Tzakosta
(2007) explicitly addresses this issue and claims to use only clear cases of CH
in her study. Similarly, in order to isolate CH from other phonological pro-
cesses, Stoel-Gammon and Stemberger (1994) examine different types of fea-
ture change and note the number of subjects who use each type in assimila-
tory and non-assimilatory fashion. Klein (1981) provides a more detailed cri-
terion for determining CH: first, context-free substitutions were identified in
monosyllabic items that did not present the opportunity for the operation of
assimilation processes. Ten, afer identifying these processes for each lexical
item, CH was assessed with the requirement of two occurrences in separate lexi-
cal items. Finally, Fikkert and Levelt (2008) claim that many apparent cases of
CH in child’s Dutch can be explained away as incidental surface realizations
of other phenomena that serve a common motivation (e.g. labial initial licens-
ing).

In this study, I carefully attend to the distinction between context-free substi-
tutions and CH which is context-dependent by definition. I will propose a sta-
tistically based method to separate genuine cases of CH from context-free con-
sonant substitutions that occasionally result in harmonic productions.

3.Te Study

3.1. Database and Corpus Analysis

Te database for this study comprises transcribed speech samples from two typ-
ically-developing Hebrew-acquiring children. Te participants were a boy (SR)
between ages 1;02.00 and 2;03:24 years and a girl (RM) between ages 1;03.13—
2;11.28 years.Teywere audio-recorded inweekly sessions for a period of several
years while interacting with the investigators and occasionally additional partic-
ipants (mostly family members). Te data, mainly in the form of spontaneous
speech samples and some elicitation tasks (picture naming and telling stories
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from picture-books) were collected and transcribed as part of the Tel Aviv Uni-
versity Child Language Project.3

For the purpose of this study, I examined indetail a large portionof each child’s
corpus. Tis includes most of the target words attempted by the child which are
potential candidates for CH, namely, words with at least two non-adjacent con-
sonants.4 I considered only tokens for which a clear relation between input and
output consonants could be established (at least under reasonable assumptions).
For all the examined tokens, the relations between input and output consonants
were coded according to different phonological processes. In addition, every con-
sonant substitutionoccurring in a harmonic environmentwasmarked as possible
CH. For example, in ken → [ten] ‘yes’, the relation between target k and surface t
was coded as velar fronting + possible CH, and the relation between target and
surface n was coded as faithful.5

Te following tables provide general details on the examined corpora. Table
(1) analyzes the corpora sizes and the abundance of substitutions, specifically
those resulting inharmony, and table (2) provides details on threemajor behavior
types of consonants: faithful production, deletion, and substitution. To prevent
confusion, I use the term harmony in reference to utterances that are harmonic
with respect to a certain feature, regardless of the cause of harmony, and reserve
the term assimilation when referring specifically to the process known as CH.
Note that there are differences in token numbers between table (1) and (2) with
respect to substitution and harmonic tokens. Tis is due to the fact that some
tokens exhibit more than one type of substitution.

(1) General corpus analysis
SR RM

N % of tokens % of subs. N % of tokens % of subs.

Tokens 13471 100% 19217 100%
Substitution 687 5% 3462 18%
Harmony 356 3% 52% 1017 5% 29%

3) Te project was supported by ISF grant #554/04 with Outi Bat-El and Galit Adam as
principal investigators.
4) Words that do not qualify as candidates to undergoCHarewordswith one consonant (e.g.
po ‘here’) and words in which all consonants are clustered (e.g. dli ‘bucket’).
5) Assimilation to a string adjacent consonant is not considered as case of CH. Tis is true
even for target words that contain a consonant with the relevant harmonic feature, which is
not string adjacent to the changed consonant; e.g. lif.ˈtoaχ → [liʃ.ˈtoaχ] ‘to open’ is not CH even
though the change f → [ʃ] could theoretically be triggered by l.
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(2) Consonant production
SR RM

N % of total % of subs. N % of total % of subs.

Total 38366 100% 53144 100%
Faithful 32483 85% 42069 79%
Deletion 5160 13% 7093 13%
Substitution 723 2% 3982 7%
Harmony 375 1% 52% 1210 3% 30%

From table (1) we can learn that the children have somewhat different develop-
mental inclinations, even though they are both considered typical developers.
RM is quite an average developer, showing a substantial number of substitutions
(18%). SR, on the other hand, is a relatively fast learner, exhibiting a high rate of
faithful productions and a marginal use of substitutions (5%). Within the class
of substitutions,many instances result inharmonic productions (52% for SRand
30% for RM).

Te difference between the children is also reflected in the segmental analysis.
Tey delete consonants at the same rate, but SR has a higher rate of faithfully
produced consonants and a lower rate of substitution. Tis difference between
the children is important for the present study as will be demonstrated.

In addition to evaluating their individual development, this study aims to
provide a comparative analysis of the children.However, since different children
have different developmental rates and tracks (Waterson 1978, Vihman 1978,
Klein 1981, Menn 1983, Menyuk et al. 1986, Macken 1995), and since the age
ranges covered in the study are different, a scaling device is required. Following
Adam and Bat-El (2009, Karni 2011), I compared the lexical development of
the children, on the basis of cumulative target words attempted by the child.
Stage 1was defined as the period covering the first 10words, and advanced stages
were defined as integer multiples of 50 cumulative attempted target words. Te
lexical development scheme provides another evidence for the developmental
gap between the children: SR’s first word is recorded at the age of 1;02.00—a
month and a half earlier than RM (1;03.13). What’s more, SR reaches a lexicon
size of about 1050 words nearly 8months before RM (see Bat-El this volume for
further comparison between these two children).

3.2. Assimilatory vs. Non-Assimilatory Substitutions

As discussed in §2.3, independently motivated context-free substitutions may
occasionally result in harmonic productions which obscure the motivation be-
hind CH. In order to determine whether a certain type of consonant substitu-
tion is assimilatory for a given child, I compared the developmental distribu-
tions of harmonic and non-harmonic occurrences of the given substitution.Tis
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was done in the following way: for every stage of lexical development, I counted
the occurrences of the substitution in question in harmonic and non-harmonic
environments. Te counts were based on production type per stage, i.e. two pro-
ductions of the same target word which are identical in consonants were listed as
one entry if produced in the same stage and as two entries if produced in differ-
ent stages (vowels are ignored).Tis practicewas used in order tominimize token
frequency effects (i.e. frequent use of certain words that may bias the analysis)6
and also to create a basis for developmental comparison between the children
(since their ages and recording periods are different).

For each substitution type, a two-tailed paired t test was run to check whether
there was a significant difference in the distribution of the harmonic and non-
harmonic instances with the null hypothesis that there was no difference (i.e.
that the substitution is independent of consonantal environment). Substitution
types for which there was no significant dependence on harmonic environment
were excluded from the rest of the analysis. In addition, rare types of substitutions
(i.e. found in less than 10 developmental stages) could not be evaluated reliably
by a statistical test. In such cases, I had to rely on linguistic considerations alone
(which usually meant giving the child maximum credit for assimilation).

Te identification process applied here yielded 89 cases of CH for SR and 142
for RM.Counting all the tokens ofCH (including repetitions within a stage) we
get 176 tokens for SR and 145 RM. Tese will be analyzed in §3.3. A full list of
theCH tokens is provided in http://chengafni.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/ch
_appendix.pdf.

Going back to (1), we can now estimate the status of CH in the children’s
grammars. Recall that 5% of SR’s tokens contain substitutions. Te 176 assimi-
latory tokens equal to 26%of his substitution cases but only to 1.3%of his entire
corpus. For RM, substitutions are found in 18% of her data. Her total number
of assimilatory tokens amount to only 4% of all her substitution cases and to a
negligible 0.8%of her entire corpus. All in all, it seems that the need for harmony
is not amajor factor in the children’s grammar. Itmight be the case that harmony
ismore important for SR than for RM, but since SR uses substitutions to amuch
lesser degree the results might be misleading.

3.3. Consonant Harmony Analysis

In the second part of the study I analyze the utterances that “passed” the identifi-
cation process for assimilatory substitutions in order to seek generalizations that
may shed light on the nature of CH.

6) For example, some 50 productions of ken ‘yes’ as [ten] by RM, which give extra weight to
velar fronting in harmonic environments.

http://chengafni.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/ch_appendix.pdf
http://chengafni.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/ch_appendix.pdf
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3.3.1. Developmental Analysis

Techart in (3) illustrates thedevelopmentof harmonic patternswith stage (thus
age) for SR and RM. It indicates the average number of harmonic tokens per
session produced by the children at a given stage.

(3) Development of Consonant Harmony

Techart above shows that CH is present in the children’s productions through-
out the study period, though not in a high dosage. Te analysis presented here
demonstrates again that the children develop at different paces—SR’s CH virtu-
ally disappears around the age of 1;11.16 (stage 14) while RM continues to use
CH until nearly the age of 3 (the end of recorded data).

3.3.2. Consonants

In this section I examine the properties of the consonants involved in the assimi-
lation process (i.e. triggers and targets), starting with place of articulation (PoA).
Table (4) presents a paired analysis of place triggers and targets (including assim-
ilations that change both place and manner).7 For instance, ken → [nen] ‘yes’

7) Te analysis in this section is based on total production type analysis, i.e. excluding multi-
ple occurrences of the same consonant substitution in the same target word (even if produced
on different stages). Troughout this study I ignore changes in voice, as the statistical analysis
(and also the literature, e.g. Vihman 1978, Tzakosta 2007) suggests that they are rather inde-
pendent of segmental context (besides, of course, contact voicing assimilation, which was not
considered here to begin with).
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(RM 1;08,27) is analyzed as a paired coronal trigger and a dorsal target (disre-
garding manner change). Note that the analysis in this section is based on total
production type analysis, i.e. I exclude multiple occurrences of the same conso-
nant substitution in the same target word (even if produced on different stages).

(4) Place of articulation: Paired triggers and targets

Trigger Target SR RM

Labial Coronal 10 20% 19 22%
Coronal Labial 17 35% 18 21%
Dorsal Coronal 7 14% 14 16%
Coronal Dorsal 5 10% 20 23%
Labial Dorsal 4 8% 5 6%
Dorsal Labial 5 10% 5 6%
Dorsal Glottal 1 2% 0 0%
Coronal Glottal 0 0% 6 7%

Total 49 87

Teanalysis above gives the impression that there is no true bias towards a certain
PoA. For example, in RM’s data there is almost an equal number of coronal
harmony affecting labials as there are labial harmony affecting coronals. Te fact
that there are more coronal triggers (and to some extent more coronal targets)
than other types could be attributed to some property of the language.

Te following table presents the distribution of place targets and triggers.
Tese distributions are also compared to PoA frequencies in the target words
attempted by the children and to the PoA frequencies in Hebrew as calculated
by Schocken (2008).8 Te analysis is performed over 38,370 consonants for SR
and 53,141 for RM.

(5) Consonant Harmony and PoA

SR RM
Language Corpus Corpus

Place Frequency Frequency Triggers Targets Frequency Triggers Targets

Labial 25% 22% 29% 45% 20% 28% 26%
Coronal 49% 45% 44% 35% 49% 50% 38%
Dorsal 23% 28% 27% 18% 27% 22% 29%
Glottal 3% 5% 0% 2% 4% 0% 7%

As we can see in (5), the distributions of place frequency in the attempted target
words are similar for the children, and they seem to adequately represent the

8) Te language frequency data are drawn from a corpus of the 99,808 most frequent words
in Hebrew appearing in randomly selected internet sites during 2003.
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input frequency of the language. Te rates of coronal triggers are quite close to
their frequencies in the input and the rates of coronal target are somewhat lower
for both children. In addition,with the exceptionof high rates of labial targets for
SR, labials and dorsal seem to be close to their input frequency both as triggers
and as targets. Given these observations, it seems reasonable to conclude that
input frequency is responsible, to some extent, for the trigger-target distribution
for the subjects in this study.

Next, let us turn to investigating the properties of manner harmony. As with
the place analysis, I start with a paired trigger-target distribution, which is shown
in table (6). Again, both single- (manner only) and multi-feature (manner and
place) harmonies are included.

(6) Manner of articulation: Paired triggers and targets

Trigger Target SR RM

Stop Fricative 0 0% 10 14%
Stop Affricate 1 3% 0 0%
Stop Nasal 3 10% 4 6%
Stop Liquid 4 13% 13 18%
Stop Glide 0 0% 1 1%
Affricate Nasal 1 3% 1 1%
Fricative Stop 3 10% 3 4%
Fricative Affricate 0 0% 2 3%
Fricative Nasal 2 6% 8 11%
Fricative Liquid 2 6% 12 17%
Fricative Glide 0 0% 2 3%
Nasal Stop 5 16% 1 1%
Nasal Fricative 2 6% 2 3%
Nasal Liquid 2 6% 1 1%
Nasal Glide 0 0% 1 1%
Liquid Stop 0 0% 4 6%
Liquid Fricative 3 10% 2 3%
Liquid Nasal 1 3% 2 3%
Liquid Glide 1 3% 1 1%
Glide Fricative 1 3% 2 3%

Total 31 72

Te table above provides interesting findings.Te children seem to be somewhat
different regarding their trigger and target preferences. SR does not show a par-
ticular preference for a certain hierarchy, reducing sonority in 52% of the cases
and increasing in 48%. RM, however, shows a rather strong tendency to assim-
ilate more sonorants to less sonorants, reducing sonority in 75% and increasing
in 25%. Te following sonority scale is assumed for Hebrew (Clements 1990,
Bat-El 1996, Parker 2002):
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(7) Sonority Scale for Hebrew

Glides > Liquids9 > Nasals > Fricatives > (Affricates) > Stops

Do the results of manner distribution have some correlation with MoA fre-
quency in the ambient language? Table (8) compares the trigger and target rates
with theMoA frequency in SR’s andRM’s targetwords and theMoA frequencies
in the language (Schocken 2008).

(8) Consonant Harmony and manner frequency

SR RM
Language Corpus Corpus

Manner Frequency Frequency Triggers Targets Frequency Triggers Targets

Stop 29% 32% 26% 26% 31% 38% 11%
Fricative 27% 25% 23% 19% 27% 38% 22%
Affricate 2% 3% 3% 3% 4% 1% 3%
Nasal 20% 19% 29% 23% 19% 7% 21%
Liquid 19% 18% 16% 26% 17% 13% 36%
Glide 3% 2% 3% 3% 3% 3% 7%

As we saw in the place analysis, the MoA frequency distribution in the target
words is similar for both children and the numbers are close to the language
frequency. Here again, it seems that SR’s choice of triggers and targets is guided
mostly by input frequencies. On the other hand, RM shows a notable bias from
the input frequencies; obstruents appear as triggers at a considerably higher rate
than as targets, while the opposite is true for sonorants. Tus, it seems that
the trigger-target sonority difference provides the best generalization regarding
RM’s data, while input frequency best accounts for SR’s data. It is important to
note, however, that the data are rather small (especially for SR) to enable clear-cut
conclusions to be drawn.

3.3.3. Prosody

In this section, I inspect the correlation between CH and prosodic properties:
stress pattern, prosodic positions and number of syllables. Here, I use slightly
different data than in the previous two sections by including tokens of the same
target word with the same type of harmony but different prosodic structure
(e.g. hipopoˈtam → [to.ˈtam]/[ˈto.tam]/[ˈta.ta] ‘hippopotamus’). However, I dis-
regard vowel length, as it is not phonemic in Hebrew (e.g. bej.ˈtsa → [ta.ˈtθa] ~
[ta.ˈtθa:] ‘egg’). Table (9) analyzes paired trigger-target indicating whether they
have different degrees of stress. Te label “Trigger > Target” is given to cases

9) Te Hebrew rhotic is a uvular approximant ʁ̞. I represent it with ʁ for convenience.
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such as ʃa.ˈχoʁ → [χa.ˈχoʁ] ‘black ms.sg.’ (SR 1;09.27) in which the trigger χ is in a
stressed syllable and the target ʃ is in an unstressed syllable. Te label “Trigger =
Target” covers all the cases inwhich the trigger and the target are equally stressed,
including tautosyllabic harmony and harmony between consonants in separate
unstressed syllables.

(9) Paired stress analysis

Hierarchy SR RM

Trigger > Target 35 47% 36 31%
Trigger < Target 18 24% 28 24%
Trigger = Target 22 29% 52 45%

Total 75 116

Te table above does not provide conclusive evidence regarding the interaction
between stress andCH. It seems that when the trigger and the target have differ-
ent stress degrees, a stressed trigger is preferred over an unstressed trigger, espe-
cially for SR. Yet, a relatively large portion of the documented cases (29% for
SR, 45% for RM) do not involve stress differences between the trigger and the
target. Tus, it seems that stress has some interaction with CH but to different
degrees for the children.

Next, I examine the interaction between CH and word length. Table (10)
describes the proportions of CH instances occurring in monosyllables, disyl-
lables etc. Note that, the number of syllables is calculated with respect to the
production and not the target word; e.g. hi.po.po.ˈtam → [ta.ˈta] ‘hippopotamus’
(SR 1;04.17) is counted as disyllabic and not quadrisyllabic.

(10) Consonant Harmony and number of syllables

Syllables SR RM

1 7 9% 13 11%
2 48 64% 47 41%
3 17 23% 48 41%
4 3 4% 7 6%
5 0 0% 1 1%

Total 75 116

Te table demonstrates that the majority of CH cases occur in up to trisyllabic
words, as reported in Bat-El (2009); only 4% of SR’s and 7% of RM’s CH occur
in quadrisyllabic and longer words. However, the table also shows a remarkable
difference between the children:most of SR’sCHoccurs in disyllabic words, and
only 27%of the cases in trisyllabic and longerwords. RM, in contrast, assimilates
trisyllables as much as she does disyllables. Tis finding is another indication of
their different phonological developments.
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3.3.4. Directionality

Te subjects in this study showed both progressive (lef-to-right)CH (e.g. va.ˈrod
→ [va.ˈvod] ‘pink’, RM 1;11.18), and regressive (right-to-lef) CH (e.g. ∫o.ˈxe.vet →
[∫o.ˈfe.fet] ‘she lies down’, RM 2;03.01). Te proportion of progressive vs. regres-
sive CH can be seen in (11).

(11) Directionality

Directionality SR RM

Regressive 57 76% 75 65%
Progressive 17 24% 41 35%

Total 75 116

We can see that regressive harmony is dominant in both children, as expected
from previous results (cf. Cruttenden 1978, Vihman 1978, Berg 1992, Ben-
David 2001). In what follows, I attempt to find correlations between direction-
ality and other parameters, starting with the participating consonants.

In order to determine whether CH is driven by sequencing limitations, I
analyzed the directionality in different PoA configurations. Each row in (12)
presents a sequence of two PoAs in the attempted targets, and the number of
assimilatory cases. Te table is divided according to directionality (the table is
constructed based on the segmental analysis in 3.3.2). For example, ko.ˈχav →
[ko.ˈfav] ‘star’ (SR 1;06.26) is a [dorsal … labial] sequence exhibiting regressive
CH.

(12) Directionality and PoA

Directionality Configuration SR RM

Regressive Labial-Coronal 11 (31%) 8 (15%)
Coronal-Labial 6 (17%) 13 (25%)
Coronal-Dorsal 5 (14%) 5 (10%)
Dorsal-Coronal 4 (11%) 16 (31%)
Dorsal-Labial 3 (9%) 1 (2%)
Labial-Dorsal 5 (14%) 4 (8%)
Glottal-Coronal 0 (0%) 5 (10%)
Glottal-Dorsal 1 (3%) 0 (0%)

Total 35 52
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Directionality Configuration SR RM

Progressive Labial-Coronal 4 (29%) 6 (19%)
Coronal-Labial 6 (43%) 9 (28%)
Coronal-Dorsal 1 (7%) 3 (9%)
Dorsal-Coronal 2 (14%) 8 (25%)
Dorsal-Labial 0 (0%) 1 (3%)
Labial-Dorsal 1 (7%) 4 (13%)
Dorsal-Glottal 0 (0%) 1 (3%)

Total 14 32

Looking at the data, it seems that there is not much evidence that directionality
is determined by the need to avoid certain orders of PoAs, as CH applies in
both directions for most configurations. Given that regressive is the “default”
direction for CH (Tzakosta 2007), we might expect that progressive CH to
involve special configurations. However, this is not the case; the most common
two groups involve both coronal triggers and coronal targets. All in all, I can say
with some caution (since data amounts are small) that directionality ofCH is not
much affected by the participating PoAs. I propose to conduct further research
to examine sequencing limitations in the acquisition of Hebrew. Such a study
should take into consideration additional phenomena such as lexical selection
strategies and metathesis.

Next, the combined analysis of directionality and manner is shown in (13).
Recall that RM tends to usemanner assimilation to decrease sonority, and there-
fore the table is constructed based on sonority order configurations. For example,
ʁak → [kak] ‘only’ (RM2;09.17) is amanner harmony that decreases the sonority
of ʁ.

(13) Directionality and MoA

Directionality Output configuration SR RM

Regressive Decreased Sonority 10 (43%) 31 (74%)
Increased Sonority 13 (57%) 11 (26%)

Total 23 42

Progressive Decreased Sonority 6 (75%) 21 (75%)
Increased Sonority 2 (25%) 7 (25%)

Total 8 28

Te results of this cross-analysis confirm to some degree the findings in §3.3.2:
RM harmonizes to decrease sonority in both directions, while SR much less so.

Next, I analyze the interaction between directionality and prosody. Te rela-
tion betweendirectionality and stress is presented in (14). For every type of stress
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hierarchy (e.g. Trigger > Target) the table indicates the number of regressive and
progressive cases of CH.

(14) Directionality and stress hierarchy

Stress Hierarchy Directionality SR RM

Trigger > Target Regressive 29 (83%) 29 (81%)
Progressive 6 (17%) 7 (19%)

Total 35 36

Trigger < Target Regressive 10 (56%) 15 (56%)
Progressive 8 (44%) 12 (44%)

Total 18 28

Trigger = Target Regressive 17 (77%) 31 (58%)
Progressive 5 (23%) 22 (42%)

Total 22 53

Te table shows that regressive harmony is preferred in all configurations. How-
ever, when the trigger is in an unstressed syllable and the target is in a stressed
syllable, directionality is more even. Note that RM has a relatively large number
of progressive CH cases where stress is neutralized (i.e. tautosyllabic or between
two unstressed syllables). To further explore the link between directionality and
prosody, I analyze the correlation between directionality and the number of syl-
lables. Te results are presented in table (15).

(15) Directionality and number of syllables

Syllables Directionality SR RM

1 Regressive 3 (4%) 5 (4%)
Progressive 4 (5%) 8 (7%)

2 Regressive 37 (49%) 33 (28%)
Progressive 11 (15%) 14 (12%)

3 Regressive 14 (19%) 33 (28%)
Progressive 3 (4%) 15 (13%)

4 Regressive 2 (3%) 4 (3%)
Progressive 1 (1%) 3 (3%)

5 Regressive 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Progressive 0 (0%) 1 (1%)

Total 75 116

Here we see again that regressive harmony is dominant with any number of
syllables, except for monosyllabic productions. Te data on polysyllabic words
are compatible with Ben-David’s (2001) claim that CH is related to prosodic
development; syllables are acquired from right to lef and new onsets are more
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susceptible to CH than old ones. In monosyllabic words, the onset is usually
acquired before the coda, but Ben-David reports that CH usually occurs regres-
sively nonetheless, probably due to segmental effects. In the present study, CH
in monosyllabic words is mostly progressive, which seems to support the old-to-
new direction found in polysyllabic words. However, the number of examples is
too small to allow firm conclusions. To see whether these results indeed reflect
general properties of prosodic development, I analyze the general behavior of
different prosodic positions in the children’s productions.

Te following table shows the percentages of faithful productions of conso-
nants in different prosodic positions in the examined corpora (unfaithful pro-
ductions can be either deletion or substitution). For this illustration, I chose
mono- di- and trisyllabic target words of the most commonly used structures.

(16) Faithfulness by prosodic position

Prosodic SR RM
Structure Total Position Faithfulness Total Position Faithfulness

C1VC2 3212 1 84% 4025 1 79%
2 90% 2 56%

C1V.C2V 1751 1 55% 3523 1 68%
2 71% 2 82%

V.C1VC2 433 1 81% 649 1 87%
2 95% 2 81%

C1V.C2VC3 2502 1 66% 3212 1 71%
2 82% 2 85%
3 89% 3 81%

C1VC2.C3V 348 1 54% 376 1 68%
2 60% 2 54%
3 68% 3 72%

C1VC2.C3VC4 526 1 75% 581 1 56%
2 44% 2 58%
3 86% 3 73%
4 78% 4 78%

C1V.C2V.C3V 481 1 49% 876 1 62%
2 57% 2 77%
3 78% 3 80%

C1V.C2V.C3VC4 779 1 52% 1101 1 60%
2 74% 2 78%
3 85% 3 85%
4 92% 4 84%
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Te data above roughly support Ben-David’s (2001, this volume) claim that
the prosodic word in Hebrew is acquired from right to lef, and newly acquired
positions tend to be less faithful than well-established positions. According to
Ben-David, the order of acquisition is as follows: onset of final syllable → coda
of final syllable ↔ onset of non-final syllable → coda of non-final syllable (where
↔ indicates inter-child variation). Both children follow the scheme when con-
sidering onsets and codas separately; onsets/codas on the right are more faithful
than onsets/codas on the lef. Te only discrepancy is found in mixed configu-
rations where RM usually conforms to the generalization (with the exception of
CVC.CVC words), i.e. onsets are more faithful than tautosyllabic codas, while
the opposite is true for SR.

Tis deviation fromBen-David’s findings may highlight once again the differ-
ent paths that childrenmay take during acquisition.However, this can also be an
artifact of the present analysis; Ben-David’s generalizations are based on dynamic
developmental analysis, while the present analysis is staticwith nodifferentiation
of stages of development. It is likely that the current results are somewhat skewed
and do not truly reflect the prosodic development of the children.

It is worth examiningwhether the above findings are reflected in theCHdata.
Te following table cross-analyzes directionality and prosodic configuration. If
CH follows the same patterns as prosodic faithfulness, we would expect to find
more regressive than progressive assimilations between identical positions, and
mixed tendencies in mixed configurations.

(17) Directionality and prosodic configuration10

Configuration Directionality SR RM

Onset Onset Regressive 38 (54%) 36 (36%)
Progressive 12 (17%) 20 (20%)

Coda Coda Regressive 0 (0%) 1 (1%)
Progressive 0 (0%) 1 (1%)

Onset Coda Regressive 15 (21%) 24 (24%)
Progressive 5 (7%) 19 (19%)

Total 70 101

Te results confirm those in earlier studies, that regressive assimilation is more
abundant than progressive assimilation in all configurations. In onset-onset as-
similation the right-to-lef (regressive) direction correlates with the new-to-old

10) Tese data exclude cases whereCH skips identical positions (e.g. assimilation betweenC1
andC3 inC1V.C2VC3orC1V.C2V.C3V) andwhere there ismore than one potential trigger
(e.g. me.χa.ˈjeχ ‘smiles ms.sg’ → χe.ˈʁaχ (RM: 2;00.16)).
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direction. In onset-coda assimilation, regressive assimilation does not correlate
with old-to-new since onsets are acquired before codas. Tis suggests that direc-
tionality is mostly right-to-lef (regressive) regardless of the order of acquisition
of the prosodic positions. Te validity of the findings is, however, limited due to
the low amount of data. Note that coda-coda assimilations are hardly attested,
probably since productions containing two codas appear relatively late, when the
segmental system is developed enough to save the need for simplification.

3.3.5. Discussion

In this part of the study, I examined the properties of CH in the corpus. Te
segmental analysis of place harmony indicates that it is governed by input fre-
quency and involves coronalsmore than other types of PoA.Tis is in contrast to
the findings in Ben-David (2001), who notes that place assimilation is triggered
mostly by labials anddorsals in the acquisition ofHebrew. Interestingly, the exact
same conflict is reported in Tzakosta (2007); while her study reveals that coro-
nal harmony is dominant in the acquisition of Greek, Kappa (2001) reports that
labial harmony is the most frequent in her data. Such conflicting evidence from
children acquiring the same languagemay suggest that place harmony is not gov-
erned by a universal (or even language-specific) trigger-target hierarchy.

With respect to manner harmony, the picture is less clear—for SR the trigger-
target distributions seems to reflect input frequency, and as a consequence there
is no clear trigger-target hierarchy (some of the MoAs have close input frequen-
cies). RM, on the other seems to ofen use CH in order to reduce the sonority of
the target, whether for segmental or phonotactic reasons.

Te present study indicates that CH might be related to prosodic develop-
ment. Te directionality of assimilation seems to go hand in hand with the path
of prosodic development; CH tends to operate between identical positions (i.e.
onset-onset assimilation) from old to newwhich is also from right to lef (regres-
sive). In addition, CH appears more in short (disyllabic and trisyllabic) produc-
tions than in longer productions. Tis, according to Bat-El (2009), indicates the
synchronization between segmental and prosodic development; by the time the
children start producing long words their segmental and prosodic systems are
developed enough to eliminate the need to harmonize. Finally, the affect of stress
on CH is not entirely clear. Although nearly 50% of SR’s CH cases are from a
stressed to an unstressed syllable, there are still many cases in which stress is irrel-
evant. RM tends much less to favor a trigger that is more stressed than the target
(31%), and the majority of cases (45%) in her corpus involve neutralized stress.
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4. Conclusion

Tis study is devoted toCHin the acquisitionofHebrew. I started the discussion
with a quantitative identificationmethod forCH, required for cases inwhich the
production is ambiguous and can be analyzed both as CH and as a context-free
substitution (e.g. velar fronting). Te proposed method estimates the probabil-
ity that a given consonant substitution depends on a harmonic environment, and
by applying it to the data I claim to show that CH is amarginal phenomenon for
the child subjects in this study. Nevertheless, I argue that the identification of
CH is inherently problematic since there is no way to know the exact motiva-
tion behind any instance of consonant substitution; even when the child uses a
process that is generally context-free, we cannot know for certain that he is not
motivated by harmony as well. Further research is needed in order to test the
proposed method on data from different languages and with children that are
claimed to be productive “harmonizers”.

Te analysis of the properties of CH indicated the major effect of prosodic
factors. Directionality of assimilation between identical prosodic positions con-
verges in most cases (right-to-lef) with the direction of acquisition (i.e. old-
to-new). However, in onset-coda assimilation, while the right-to-lef is still the
dominant direction, it is not consistent with the order of acquisition.

Te segmental influence on CH seems to be rather marginal in the present
study. Te analysis of place harmony indicates that trigger-target hierarchy is
likely to be related to input frequency and even to individual factors. Tis find-
ing together with conflicting evidence from previous studies does not support
the repeated claim in the literature that place CH is governed by a universal
markedness hierarchy. Regarding manner harmony, SR’s data suggest that his
trigger-target choice is also determined by input frequency. On the other hand,
RM’s manner harmony usually reduces the sonority of the target. In summary, it
seems that for SR, CH is determined mainly by prosodic factors, while for RM,
segmental influence is also noticeable.

A final remark concerns inter-child variation (further studies on variation
between SR and RM are presented by Bat-El this volume and Cohen this vol-
ume). Although the children in this study are considered typical developers, they
are nonetheless quite different in several respects. SR is a fast developer, showing
little use of consonant substitutions from the beginning and developing a large
lexiconquite rapidly.He also stops usingCHrather early—CHmostly affects his
disyllabic productions. In addition, his use of CH reflects the frequency of place
and manner features in the input. By contrast, RM is a more average developer
and uses consonant substitutionmuchmore frequently.Her phonological reper-
toire is so rich that most of her harmonized productions are suspected to result
from context-free substitutions. She uses CH to a later stage than SR, and ofen
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in trisyllabic words. RM is also somewhat different fromSRwith respect toman-
ner harmony, as she seems to use CH rather consistently to reduce the sonority
of the target.While inter-child variation is a known phenomenon in the study of
language acquisition, further research is needed to examine the scope and limits
of the variation in CH.
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Abstract
Te paper provides an analysis of the acquisition of prosodic structure, including prosodic
words (number of syllables), feet, syllables and sub-syllabic units (i.e. nucleus, onset and coda).
Te analysis, couched within the theory of prosodic phonology (Selkirk 1984, Nespor and
Vogel 1986), accounts for the developmental path of each prosodic unit as well as develop-
mental interactions among the units. Particular attention is devoted to the markedness of the
prosodic units and the relationship between unmarked prosodic structures (e.g. CV syllables,
trochaic feet) and early development of these structures. Te data are drawn from a longitudi-
nal study of the early speech of 10monolingualHebrew-acquiring children from the age of 1;2
years till 2;10 (Ben-David 2001), the age when all prosodic units considered in the study were
produced correctly. Te analysis revealed two main findings. (i) Although children’s produc-
tions usually progress from the unmarked to the more marked structures during the course of
development, the role of universal markedness is not always recognized. (ii) Children “build”
their words from right to lef. Since themajority of words inHebrew have final or penultimate
stress, both stressed and final syllables are located at the end of theword and are rarely omitted.
However, while the final syllable is not subject to prosodic changes (except for coda deletion at
the beginning of the developmental process), the penultimate syllable is. Even in Strong-Weak
(SW)words, which occur very early in the child’s productions, cases of initial consonant dele-
tion and harmony of the nuclei and the onset of the first syllable can be detected.

Keywords
prosodic development; phonological acquisition; markedness; foot; syllable structure; He-
brew

1. Introduction

Studies on the development of prosodic structure address the relation between
markedness and the order of development of the various prosodic units, on the
basis of data from languages such as Dutch (Fikkert 1994, Levelt, Schiller and
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Levelt 2000) English (Demuth and Fee 1995, Demuth 1996, Kehoe and Stoel-
Gammon1997,Gnanadesikan 2004), European Portuguese (Fikkert and Freitas
1997), and French (Rose 2000). It has long been assumed that children’s pro-
ductions progress from unmarked to more marked structures during the course
of development ( Jakobson 1941/68). However, most studies in this area ana-
lyze data from children acquiring languages in which some of the predominant
prosodic structures are considered unmarked (e.g. trochaic feet in English and
Dutch).

Somewhat lesser attention has been given to the interaction among simultane-
ously developing prosodic units (e.g. the prosodic word and the syllable). Stud-
ies on interactions in the development of different prosodic units have focused
mainly on the relationship between rhymes (nuclei and codas), moras and
prosodic words, and described these relationship mainly in languages with a
phonological distinction between short and long vowels and a large number of
monosyllabic words compared to polysyllabic words (Fikkert 1994 for Dutch,
Kehoe and Stoel-Gammon 1997 for English). Furthermore, the relationship
between onset and prosodic word development has not yet been studied to date.

Hebrew has different prosodic characteristics compared to the abovemen-
tioned languages:

a. Te stress system in nouns is rather complex; although themajority of nouns
bear final stress, there are quite a few that take penultimate stress. In addition,
in most nouns, stress shifs to the final syllable when a suffix is added, but
there are others where stress remains on the stems (Bolozky 1982, Bat-El
1993).

b. As opposed to some of the more investigated languages (e.g. English and
Dutch), the predominant length of prosodic words in Hebrew open class
words is disyllabic, both in the language in general (Cohen-Gross 1997) and
in Child Directed Speech in particular (Segal et al. 2008).

c. Hebrew is considered a quantity insensitive language, since vowel length is
not distinctive, and there is no evidence that CVC syllables attract stress
more thanCV syllables.Tis implies thatHebrew does not provide evidence
for the role of the mora in the prosodic system of the language.

Tese unique prosodic characteristics of Hebrew offer the opportunity to study
the development of prosodic structures and their relationship in a different lin-
guistic environment, and to investigate the role of universal markedness in that
development in this linguistic context.

In this paper I describe the development of the prosodic word, foot and syl-
lable in Hebrew, and analyze the developmental paths in the light of the uni-
versal markedness relations (see also Ben-David 2001). Te analysis reveals that
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althoughmarkedness is amajor influential component in prosodic development,
some requirements for structural simplicity also play a role in the development
of the prosodic units.

In addition, I describe the relationship between syllable and prosodic word
development and show that although each prosodic unit has its own develop-
mental path, there are strong connections among the different prosodic struc-
tures (e.g. the development of sub-syllabic units of the initial syllable of the
prosodic word is much slower than that of the final syllable).

I begin in §2 with a brief theoretical background of the prosodic hierarchy
and its units (§2.1), followed by a short description of the prosodic structures
in Hebrew (§2.2). Details regarding the research method and the database are
presented in §3. In §4 I describe and analyze the developmental path of the
various prosodic units: Stages of prosodic word development are determined
(§4.1) with reference to the effect of universal markedness on the developmental
path. Te discussion on the development of the syllable structure (§4.2) attends
to each of the subsyllablic units (nucleus, onset and coda), with emphasis on the
connection of the development of these units to the development of the prosodic
word.Te conclusion in §5 provides a summary and discuss on themain findings
of this study.

2.Teoretical Background

Tis sectionbrieflyoutlines theprosodic structure ofwords and theirmarkedness
relations in general (§2.1), and in Hebrew (§2.2) in particular.

2.1. Prosodic Units and Markedness

Following the theory of prosodic phonology, words are organized in a hierar-
chical arrangement, called the Prosodic Hierarchy, which assumes dominance
relations among the prosodic units (Selkirk 1984, Nespor and Vogel 1986). Te
units relevant to the present study include the mora, the syllable, the foot, and
the prosodic word.

(1) Te prosodic hierarchy at and below the prosodic word

Prosodic Word (PW)
|

Foot (Ft)
|

Syllable (σ)
|

Mora (μ)
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Moras are weight units; light syllables have one mora and heavy syllables have
twomoras (Hyman 1985,Hayes 1986). Languages differ in whether they regard
coda consonants as moraic, so in some languages CVC is considered a heavy
syllable while in others it is considered a light syllable.

An alternative way of representing subsyllabic structure is the Onset-Rhyme
representation. Te onset comprises the prevocalic consonant(s). Te rhyme
contains the nucleus (i.e. the sonorous peak of the syllable) and the coda, where
the latter contains the postvocalic consonants.

Syllables are grouped together into feet, which are units of rhythm that deter-
mine the stress pattern of the word. Feet are usually binary at some level (i.e.
contain either two syllables or one bimoraic syllable), and can have the stressed
syllable on the lef or right. Lef-headed feet are trochaic ([σsσw]Ft) and right-
headed feet are iambic ([σwσs]Ft).1 In a word with an odd number of syllables,
there will be one unfooted syllable in some languages ([σ[σσ]Ft]PW) or a degen-
erate (monosyllabic) foot in others ([[σ]Ft[σσ]Ft]PW).

Feet are organized into prosodic words, which can contain one foot or more
([[σσ]Ft]PW or [[σσ]Ft[σσ]Ft]PW)).

Each prosodic unit has various possible structures, organized in markedness
relations. Below is the least marked structure for each unit:

(2) Te unmarked structures of the prosodic units

a. Prosodic Word: A word consists of at least one foot
b. Foot: (i) A binary foot (disyllabic or bimoraic)

(ii) A trochaic foot
c. Syllable: CV (a simple onset + a rhyme consisting of a short vowel and no coda)

Te combination of (2a) and (2b-i) creates the structure of the Minimal Word
(McCarthy and Prince 1986), which consists of only one binary foot. Tis min-
imal size restriction is evident in several languages, such as Bengali (Fitzpatrick-
Cole 1991), Dutch (Fikkert 1994), English (Demuth and Fee 1995), and Seso-
tho (Demuth and Fee 1995), where there are no open class words smaller than a
foot (moraic or syllabic).

2.2. Prosodic Structure in Hebrew

2.2.1. Syllable Structure

Te most common types of syllable in Hebrew are CV and CVC (e.g. xilazón
‘snail’), although consonant clusters may appear in onset position (mostly word
initial), and to a lesser extent in coda position (word final). Syllables with no

1) σs indicates the strong syllable in a foot and σw indicates the weak syllable in a foot.
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consonants at all (e.g. tauyót ‘mistakes’) are rare (Laufer 1992). Hebrew does not
make phonological distinction between short and long vowels nor between light
and heavy syllables (CVC syllables do not attract stress more thanCV syllables).
Tis implies that Hebrew does not provide evidence for the role of the mora in
the prosodic system of the language.

2.2.2. Prosodic Word Structure

Te predominant size of prosodic words in Hebrew open class words is disyl-
labic, both in the language in general (Cohen-Gross 1997) and inChildDirected
Speech (Segal et al., 2008). Trisyllabic words are fairly common, but words of
more than three syllables are less common. Since Hebrew does not distinguish
between light and heavy syllables, there are monosyllabic words which are
monomoraic (e.g. dli ‘bucket’, sus ‘horse’, kvi∫ ‘road’) and these are sub-minimal
words. However the percentage of monosyllabic words in the Hebrew dictio-
nary is only 0.5% (Adam and Bat-El 2010, based on Bolozky and Becker’s 2006
dictionary).

2.2.3. Stress Pattern

Hebrew has mainly word-final stress (e.g. jaldá ‘girl’, xilazón ‘snail’). However
numerous words have non-final stress, mainly penultimate (sávta ‘grandmother’,
rakévet ‘train’), and some loan words with antepenultimate stress (ótobus ‘bus’,
télefon ‘telephone’). Te percentage of nouns with final stress is about 70% both
in the language as a whole (Adam and Bat-El 2010, based on Bolozky and
Becker’s 2006 dictionary) and in Child Directed Speech (Segal et al. 2008). In
addition, in most nouns, stress shifs to the final syllable when a suffix is added,
but there are others where stress remains on the stems (Bolozky 1982, Bat-El
1993).

Te above description suggests that Hebrew stress patterns are quite complex
and likely to be challenging to acquire. In the prosodic word level, the final foot is
the strong foot (except for polysyllabic loan words with antepenultimate stress).
However, as a consequence of the complex stress pattern, there is a disagreement
as to what type of foot the stress system employs (see Bat-El 2005). I follow
Bolozky (1982) and Graf and Ussishkin (2003) in assuming that the strong foot
in Hebrew words (with the exception of words with antepenultimate stress) is
aligned with the right edge of the prosodic word, and it can be either trochaic
(3a) or iambic (3b).2

2) For further discussion see Adam and Bat-El (2008, 2009).
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(3) Foot structures in Hebrew

3. ResearchMethod

Te data were drawn from 10 typically developing Hebrew-speaking children
and were collected in two ways: (i) spontaneous speech sampling from three
children, transcribed once a week, and (ii) a structured test devised specifically
for this study and administered once a month to the same three children and to
seven others.

In order to examine the production of the common phonological units of
Hebrew, the constructed test consisted of words with different number of sylla-
bles (frommono- to quadrisyllabic) andwith various stress patterns (final, penul-
timate, and antepenultimate). Te syllables, in turn, were with various types of
onsets (empty, simple, and biconsonantal), and codas (empty and simple). All
the language’s segments were examined in various prosodic positions. Te test
was based on pictures and everyday objects depicting the stimuli words.

Te children were tested from the appearance of their first words, at the time
when each child produced approximately 10 words in the first session (average
age 1;2, age range 0;10–1;5) until the stage when all phonological units consid-
ered in the study were produced correctly, disregarding interdental production
of sibilants (average age 2;10, age range: 2;5–3;6).

4. Developmental Patterns

As shown in this section, the development of the prosodic word is highly con-
nected to the stress pattern of the target words. Interestingly, although Hebrew
has quite an irregular and complicated stress system (see §2.2), the findings show
that children hardly ever misplace stress in their productions. Tis implies that
Hebrew stress is acquired lexically, and serves as anchor for further develop-
ment.
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4.1. Development of the Prosodic Word

Stages of prosodic word development are defined in terms of the number of
syllables, and foot structure.3 In this study, I followed the increase in the num-
ber of syllables in the word and the changes in stress pattern in the child’s out-
put productions, with reference to the theory of prosodic phonology (§2.1).
Each change in these units is analyzed as a new stage in the development of the
prosodic word.

As noted in §2.1, the unmarked structure of the prosodic word is theminimal
word and the unmarked foot structure is a trochaic binary foot. As these struc-
tures are considered universally unmarked, it is expected that these would be the
initial word and foot structures produced by children. Tis was indeed found in
some studies, which reported that minimal words with trochaic feet were found
in early stages of development (Demuth and Fee 1995, Fikkert 1994).

In examining the production of monosyllabic target words throughout the
development process, no evidence suggesting that Hebrew-speaking children
attempt to produce minimal words as a minimal form was found. During the
whole process of development, target words with a (C)CV structure (e.g. lo ‘no’,
pe ‘mouth’,dli ‘bucket’)were not augmented in order to generate aminimalword,
neither by prolonging the vowel nor by adding a syllable. Tis is in contrast to
examples such as kópi for English ‘cup’ (Demuth et al. 2006) and tee for Japanese
te ‘hand’ (Ota 2001). Moreover, in target words with a (C)CVC structure, the
coda,which couldbe consideredby the children as an additionalmora, is deleted,
(e.g. kos → [ko] ‘glass’, ken → [ke] ‘yes’).4 Te production of subminimal words
for monosyllabic target words was found in languages like French (Demuth
and Johnson 2003), European Portuguese (Vigário et al. 2006), and English
(Demuth et al. 2006). Tis issue will be further discussed below, afer presenting
Stage I of the polysyllabic words development.

Tefindings of this study show that the early productions ofHebrew-speaking
children of polysyllabic targets are also not entirely consistent with the predic-
tion based on universal markedness.

3) In this paper, the notion of stage is considered as aminimal qualitative phonological change
between earlier and later productions.
4) Although Hebrew is considered a quantity insensitive language, it is not clear whether the
children have this knowledge in early stages of phonological development, and thus whether
they consider a CVC syllable as bimoraic, thus a minimal word. Most languages with iambic
systems are predicted to be quantity-sensitive (Hayes 1995). Since Hebrew has an iambic
system but at the same time is a quantity-insensitive language, these two conflicting properties
can make it difficult for children to gain the knowledge on the native language’s metrical
system.
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Below are the five stages of prosodic word development found in this study,
where the productions in each stage are analyzed with reference to the marked-
ness value of the prosodic units.

4.1.1. Stage I—Monosyllabic Productions

During Stage I, polysyllabic target words (mainly disyllabic) were produced as
monosyllabic. When the target words had final stress, the children produced
the final syllable, and when the target word had non-final stress they sometimes
produced the final syllable and other times the stressed syllable.Te productions
were mainly CV syllables, as can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1: Stage I: Monosyllabic productions

Target Final stress targets Non-final stress targets
structure Child Output Target Output Target

2σ: AR 1;7 du kadúr ‘ball’ to plúto ‘Pluto (name)’
EZ 1;5 ma nigmár ‘finished’ ma íma ‘mother’
NV 1;3 da jaldá ‘girl’ ta sáfa ‘grandmother’
GL 1;2 ma máim ‘water’

3σ: AR 1;7 ja ugijá ‘cookie’
EZ 1;5 pa télefon ‘telephone’
NV 1;4 bu ótobus ‘bus’
KL 1;2 to lifóax ‘to open’

Tis stage was quite short and there were only few examples of the monosyl-
labic productions of non-final stress targets. In eight out of 13 targets with non-
final stress, the children produced the final syllable and only in five cases the
stressed syllable had been produced.Te selection of stressed syllables for mono-
syllabic productions seems obvious due to their perceptual prominence (Echols
andNewport 1992, Smith 2002).However, positional prominence ofword edge
is also known to be a psycholinguistic component affecting child language
(Echols and Newport 1992, Beckman 1998, Pater 1997, Walter 2002). Te data
from this research may suggest that the final syllable is more prominent than the
stressed one, but more data are needed to support this. Adam and Bat-El (2008)
suggest that segmental effects, in particular the preference for the vowel a, also
play a role in the selection of the syllables children produce at this stage.

Production of monosyllabic CVwords at the outset of development indicates
that there is a stage in which children prefer to produce these productions over
binary feet comprising the unmarkedminimal word.Tis stage, where only a sin-
gle syllable, mostly CV, corresponds to various target words, is termed “the core
syllable stage” or “the sub-minimal stage”, and was found in studies on develop-
ment of other languages, such as English (Demuth and Fee 1995, Salidis and
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Johnson 1997), Dutch (Fikkert 1994, Lohuis-Weber and Zonnenveld 1996),
Spanish (Garrett 1998), French (Demuth and Johnson 2003), and European
Portuguese (Vigário, Freitas, and Frota 2006).

Demuth and Fee (1995) suggest that during this stage, the children’s output
forms are constrained due to a lack of access to the full prosodic hierarchy.
Demuth (1996) further argues that children’s early words take the unmarked
form of the syllable as a strategy for avoiding the issue of how to construct feet
in their language.

Alternatively, I suggest that the preference for monosyllabic CV productions
may stem from the simple fact that the monosyllabic foot is less complex; that
is, it contains less structure than the unmarked binary foot. Tis then suggests
that before adhering to universal markedness constraints, the children’s primary
preference is for as limited structures as possible.Tis suggestionwill be discussed
further in the next sections.

4.1.2. Stage II—A Trochaic Foot

During this stage, the children begin to produce binary trochaic feet from target
wordswithnon-final stress (i.e. SWpattern,where S indicates the strong/stressed
syllable in the word and W indicates the weak/unstressed syllable in the word).
However, they continue to produce monosyllabic feet (many of them CV) for
target wordswith final stress.Te syllables selected for production are usually the
final syllable and the stressed syllable, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Stage II: Te trochaic foot

Non-final stress Final stress

Child Output Target Output Target

2σ: MN 1;5 da todá ‘thank you’ ála gíla ‘Gila (name)’
EL 1;3 du kadúr ‘ball’ áta sáfa ‘grandmother’
KL 1;5 ma nigmár ‘finished’ ége régel ‘leg’

3σ: KL 1;4 ja ugijá ‘cookie’ téfo télefon ‘telephone’
EZ 1;6 te mataté ‘broom’ nána banána ‘banana’
AR 2;2 it masaít ‘truck’ téti spagéti ‘spaghetti’

4σ: GN 1;4 tam hipopotám ‘hippo- tína klemantína ‘tangerine’
potamus’

NV 1;5 ni duvdevaním ‘cherries’ zíza televízja ‘television’

Te effect of universal markedness is apparent during this stage, where the un-
marked foot structure is observed for the first time. When the target words have
non-final stress, the children produce a binary trochaic foot, i.e. the unmarked
foot. Te markedness limitations inhibit the production of iambic feet, even
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though many target words do comprise this type of foot. An additional phe-
nomenon, which provides evidence for the preference for trochaic feet, is that
children attemptmore targetwordswith penultimate stress thanwithfinal stress.
Tis finding which may suggest a selection and avoidance strategy (Schwartz
and Leonard 1982) strengthens the claim that children prefer trochaic feet at
this stage, since neither the frequency of trochee in Hebrew nor the frequency
of trochee in Child Directed Speech give priority to the trochaic foot (Cohen-
Gross 1997, Segal et al. 2008; see also Adam and Bat-El 2008, 2009 for further
discussion on this topic). Te fact that there are no productions longer than two
syllables at this stage may be due to the markedness constraints on the prosodic
word, since prosodic words that comprise only one foot are unmarked.

Te productions corresponding to iambic targets show that foot markedness
is more prominent in the children’s grammar than prosodic word markedness.
Terefore, they prefer producing non-binary feet (marked prosodic words) than
binary iambic feet (marked feet).5 In addition, there were no instances of stress
shif so as to create a binary trochaic foot for target words with final stress,
as reported in Fikkert (1994) for Dutch (e.g. balón → [bóme] ‘balloon’). Tese
findings support the claim that the minimal word structure is not so basic in the
first stages of the development of the prosodic word in Hebrew.

Te production of the trochaic foot accompanied by the truncation of target
words with final stress to monosyllabic forms has been documented extensively
in many languages, such as English (Echols and Newport 1992, Gerken 1994,
Allen and Hawkins 1978, 1980), Dutch (Fikkert 1994), German (Grijzenhout
and Joppen 1999), French (Demuth and Johnson 2003), European Portuguese
(Vigário, Freitas, and Frota 2006), and Catalan (Prieto 2006).

4.1.3. Stage III—Iambic Foot

During this stage, children begin to produce two syllables for target words with
final stress (i.e.WSwords) as well as for target words with penultimate stress (i.e.
SW words). Te additional syllable chosen for production is usually the penulti-
mate one, since it is adjacent to the final stressed syllable, and it seems likely that
there is a preference for producing syllables that are adjacent in the input. Tis
requirement for adjacent units in the input to be adjacent in the output, also

5) Although productions of final stressed targets do not change between stages I and II, it
is claimed that these productions in stage II are not remnants from the previous stage since
they stay stable for a period of several months. Conversely, most productions of targets with
non-final stress become disyllabic in stage II, so this seems like a different stage with different
constraints influencing it.
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termed “contiguity constraint” is well documented in child phonology (Bern-
hardt and Stemberger 1998, Van der Pas 2004, Yildiz 2005).

During stage III, the development is limited to the production of target words
with final stress. Tere is no change in the production of target words with
non-final stress as shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Children’s productions in stage III: Te Iambic foot

Final stress Non-final stress

Child Output Target Output Target

2σ: NV 1;8 ulám kulám ‘everybody’ tías tíras ‘corn’
GN 1;3 awáf xaláv ‘milk’ óko ∫óko ‘cocoa drink’
EZ 1;11 apík maspík ‘enough’ óto óto ‘car’

3σ: DA 1;1 alá agalá ‘stroller’ téfo télefon ‘telephone’
NV 1;8 taté mataté ‘broom’ bája ambátja ‘bath’
GL 1;3 uká metuká ‘sweetheart’ téti spagéti ‘spaghetti’

4σ: GN 1;8 otám hipopotám ‘hippo- tína klemantína ‘tangerine’
potamus’

EZ 2;0 kijá xanukijá ‘menorah’ kádo avokádo ‘avocado’

It is during this stage that children produce a non-final and unstressed syllable
for the first time. It can be assumed that the children finally reached the point
where they produce the unmarked structure of the minimal word in all their
polysyllabic productions. However, an alternative view of this stage is that the
children progress in the production of the prosodic word and are now more
faithful to the target word and that the minimal word structure is not relevant
to this production pattern.

All productions are restricted to maximally disyllabic words regardless of the
number of syllables in the input because the prosodic word is still limited to
the unmarked structure, that is, to comprise a single foot that is binary at most.
Evidence for a maximal disyllabic word stage was reported in other research as
well (Demuth and Fee 1995, Fikkert 1994, Kehoe 1999/2000, Pater 1997, Pater
and Paradis 1996).

4.1.4. Stage IV—Trisyllabic Productions

During this stage, the children begin producing trisyllabic words, thus exhibiting
a further development towards productionof the targetword.Tese productions
are possible when themarkedness requirement prohibiting prosodic words from
containing unfooted syllables is removed. While all syllables of trisyllabic target
words are produced at this stage, only three syllables (usually the last ones) are
produced for quadrisyllabic target words, as is shown in Table 4.
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Table 4: Children productions during stage IV: the trisyllabic productions

Final stress Non-final stress

Child Output Target Output Target

3σ: GN 1;8 ataná mataná ‘present’ ókolat ∫ókolad ‘chocolate’
NV 1;10 alím agilím ‘earrings’ agévet magévet ‘towel’
KL 1;7 vivivón sevivón ‘dreidel’ abáta ambátja ‘bath’

4σ: DA 1;10 popotám hipopotám ‘hippo- atína klemantína ‘tangerine’
potamus’

AR 2;4 akijá xanukijá ‘menorah’ gagólet tarnególet ‘hen’
NV 1;11 afefón melafefón ‘cucumber’ ikóter helikópter ‘helicopter’

During this stage, children no longer show more exclusivity to produce words
containing only one binary foot, and they start producing more marked word
structures containing unfooted syllables. However, words containing two feet
are still forbidden and this is why trisyllabic productions precede quadrisyllabic
productions.

Te findings were inconclusive as to whether trisyllabic productions of target
words with non-final stress preceded trisyllabic productions of target words with
final stress.

Te production of trisyllabic outputs afer the minimal word stage (i.e. disyl-
labic outputs) has also been found in Spanish (Lleo 2006), European Portuguese
(Vigário, Freitas and Frota 2006), and another study on the prosodic develop-
ment in Hebrew (Adam 2002). However, in languages like Dutch and English,
quadrisyllabic productions preceded trisyllabic productions (Fikkert 1994,
Demuth and Fee 1995).

Teorder found inHebrew supports, once again, the preference for producing
less structure (more simple structure) before developing a more complex s.

4.1.5. Stage V—Te Final Stage (around Age 2;2)

During this stage, the children produce all four syllables from quadrisyllabic
target words.6 Te children no longer show consideration for the unmarked
structures of the prosodic word and the feet, and they produce words that are
faithful to the target words. All target words and children’s productions show a
final (i.e. right) strong foot as is common in Hebrew.

6) Since target words with five syllables or more are not part of Hebrew-speaking children’s
lexicon, they were not tested in this study and there is no way of knowing how they would
have been produced at this stage.
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4.1.6. Summary

Te five stages of prosodic word development in Hebrew are illustrated below:

(4) Stages in prosodic word development

Te findings from prosodic word development reveal that there is a strong con-
nection between the order of development and the markedness of the prosodic
structures (e.g. a trochee foot is produced before an iambic foot, prosodic words
with one binary foot (maximal words) were produced before prosodic words
with two feet). However, there is less support for the role of the minimal word
as an unmarked structure in the prosodic word development in Hebrew. During
Stage I and Stage II, when children truncate target words to monosyllabic pro-
ductions, there is no evidence for attempts to reach the minimal word structure;
on the contrary, the children delete coda consonants and turn potential mini-
mal words into subminimal structures. Tis is because the requirements that the
child’s productions be as simple as possible and that no codas be produced are
more effective than the markedness requirement that a minimal word be pro-
duced.7

Two interesting findings derive from these data: (a) Hebrew-speaking chil-
dren expand the size of the prosodic word from right-to-lef, one syllable at a
time, starting with the rightmost syllable in words with final stress, and the two
rightmost syllables inwordswith penultimate stress, and (b)Te rightmost sylla-
bles are the most salient syllables in Hebrew target words, since they are stressed
or final, and consequently, they are particularly likely to be produced in first pro-
ductions.

4.2. Te Development of Syllable Structure within the Evolved Prosodic Word

Te unmarked syllable structure is CV, due to the markedness requirement that
every syllable contain anonset and to theprohibitionon theproductionof codas.

7) Other investigators also claim that the ‘Minimal Word’ structure is less evidenced in child
language and provide evidence from the phonological phenomena like vowel lengthening
(Song and Demuth 2008) and vowel epenthesis (Taelman and Gillis 2008).
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Tis syllable structure is also the most common in early productions of children
acquiring different languages. Like other studies, the present study found that
CV syllables are very common in early phonological development and more
complex syllables, such as CVC or CCV(C), are simplified to the CV structure
(e.g. kmo → [mo] ‘like’, gdi → [di] ‘young goat’, kos → [ko] ‘cup’, jad → [ja] ‘hand’).
From this stage on, children develop more complex syllable structures while
acquiring codas and clusters.8

When analyzing the syllable structure of the children’s early productions, an
interesting phenomenon has been revealed; initial syllables were produced less
faithfully to the target syllables than non-initial syllables (mainly final syllables).
Tat is, target syllables with similar structure were produced differently, depend-
ing on their position in the word.

Table 5: Te relation between syllable structure and position within the word

Syllabic Final syllable Initial syllable
Child constituent Output Target Output Target

AR 2;3 Nucleus du kadúr ‘ball’ tána túna ‘tuna fish’
GL 1;5 Onset íma íma ‘mother’ arák marák ‘soup’
MN 1;6 Onset du kadúr ‘ball’ búbi dúbi ‘teddy bear’
KL 1;6 Coda axám xaxám ‘smart’ bába bámba ‘type of crisps’

As mentioned above, children expand the prosodic word from right-to-lef, and
add one syllable at a time. In this section I show that the new syllable is not added
as a unit, but rather in stages, first the nucleus, then the onset and finally the
coda. Additionally, each one of these sub-syllabic units is not added as the target
segment, but is also developed in stages.

Te following sub-sections describe the developmental stages of each of the
sub-syllabic units, while connecting these stages to the development of the pro-
sodic word.

4.2.1. Syllable Nucleus

Te nucleus was the first sub-syllabic unit appearing when a new syllable was
added to the prosodic word (e.g. ∫ulxán → [axán] ‘table’). In many cases, the
vowels of the target words failed to surface in initial syllables, whether stressed

8) For the acquisition of Hebrew word initial clusters, see Ben-David (2001), Bloch (2011),
Becker (this volume) and Karni (this volume). For the acquisition of Hebrew codas, see
Ben-David (2001), Bat-El (2012, this volume), Becker (this volume), and Adi-Bensaid (this
volume).
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or unstressed. In this position, some occurrences of vowel harmony were found,
as shown in Table 6 below (see Cohen this volume). It is important to clarify
that nuclei were usually produced correctly in final syllables and inmonosyllabic
productions and vowel harmonywas rare in these positions.Teonly caseswhere
the correct vowel was not produced in these positions were when this vowel was
not part of the child’s segmental inventory (i.e. the production of that vowel has
not been mastered yet).

Table 6: Vowel harmony in initial nuclei

Stressed syllables Unstressed syllables

Output Target Output Target

áma íma ‘mother’ agá ugá ‘cake’
ála gíla ‘Gila (name)’ adá todá ‘thank you’
éne íne ‘here’ eék masrék ‘comb’
anána ∫o∫ána ‘Shoshana (name)’ egegól tarnegól ‘rooster’
evévet la∫évet ‘to sit’ ululá∫ me∫ulá∫ ‘triangle’

As noted above, the first disyllabic productions were only words with penul-
timate stress (i.e. SW words, corresponding to stage II of the prosodic word
development). Consequently, the targets of the vowel harmony were only ini-
tial stressed syllables, which will be referred to as reduplicated nuclei. Only dur-
ing the next stage of prosodic word development, when the children started
producing disyllabic words with final stress (i.e. WS words, corresponding to
stage III of the prosodic word development), the targets of the vowel harmony
were initial unstressed syllables. During this stage, a decline in the number of
SW productions with vowel harmony was observed. Te same pattern appeared
again when the children advanced to the next stage of prosodic word develop-
ment (stage IV) and started producing trisyllabic words. Here again, a decline
was observed in the number of vowel harmony cases in WS productions, and
vowel harmony appeared in the first syllable of the children’s trisyllabic produc-
tions. In other words, harmony in the nucleus appeared every time the child pro-
duced a new syllable at the level of the prosodic word. No cases of vowel har-
mony were found in quadrisyllabic productions in the data collected for this
study.

When integrating the development of the nuclei with the development of the
prosodic word, we can see the stages of Table 7.
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Table 7: Te development of the nuclei and the prosodic word (PW)9

Stage PW development Nuclei development Output Target

I Monosyllabic Correct to li∫tót ‘to drink’
productions ke ken ‘yes’

II SW A: Reduplicated áma íma ‘mother’
productions nucleus

B: Correct íma

III WS A: Reduplicated adá todá ‘thank you’
productions nucleus

B: Correct odá

IV Trisyllabic A: Reduplicated amalá nemalá ‘ant’
productions nucleus opóax efróax ‘chick’

B: Correct emalá
efróax

V Quadrisyllabic Correct melafefón melafefón ‘cucumber’
productions avokádo avokádo ‘avocado’

Tis integration shows that vowel harmony is a stage in the development of the
nuclei, before correct production of the nuclei appears.

Vowel harmony is hardly reported in studies of typical phonological develop-
ment (see Cohen this volume). Te reasons could be (i) that children usually
acquire vowels earlier than consonants, (ii) that the number of vowel harmony
cases according to this studywas quite small, and (iii) that there aremore appear-
ances of vowel harmony in WS words, which are less frequent in English and
Dutch (the two most studied languages).

Vowel harmony can be considered as having a less complex structure. Two
identical vowels in adjacent syllables share the same features and therefore com-
prise less structure in the word than two different vowels, each having a separate
set of features.

(5) Harmonic vs. non-harmonic structure: íma ‘mother’

Te tendency towards less complex structures described in the previous section,
as it relates to prosodic word development, is shown again here when analyzing
syllable structure development (see further discussion in §5).

9) Overlap between stages apeared as in every developmental path.
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4.2.2. Syllable Onset

Similarly to the findings on the syllable nucleus, the onset of the target word was
also usually produced correctly in final syllables and monosyllabic productions
(unless the consonant in the onset was not part of the child’s consonant inven-
tory). In initial syllables, the onset consonants appeared shortly afer the syllable
has been produced containing only a nucleus.Tus, the first stage of initial onset
development can be considered an onset deletion (e.g. légo → [égo] ‘Lego’, dúbi →
[íbi] ‘teddy bear’).10 Deletion appeared for all segments, including those that the
children have already mastered and which were found in non-initial onset posi-
tion.Tus, it is more likely that these cases of deletion are due to prosodic factors
than to segmental ones.

Aferwards, children began producing consonants in initial onset position,
but these were identical to the onset of the following syllable; i.e. the children’s
productions exhibit consonant harmony (see Gafni this volume), similar to the
vowel harmony described in the development of the nucleus (e.g. légo → [gégo]
‘Lego’, dúbi → [bíbi] ‘teddy bear’). Te majority of the consonant harmony cases
was onset-to- onset regressive harmony, and the target was the initial onset,
which is referred to here as the “reduplicated onset”. It seems like consonant har-
mony functions as a simplification strategy (as was claimed for vowel harmony),
which appears whenever a new onset is developed.

Finally, children began producing the target consonant in onset position. Te
consonants were pronounced according to the child’s segmental abilities, but
considered faithful from a prosodic point of view (e.g. légo → [jégo] ‘Lego’ (where
l → [j] in other prosodic positions), dúbi → [dúbi] ‘teddy bear’).11

Similar to the development of the nucleus, these three stages reappeared every
time the child progressed in the development of the prosodic word. Initial onset
deletion first appeared in SWwords, since these were the only polysyllabic words
produced at the beginning of the phonological development (stage II). Ten
consonant harmony appeared in initial onsets, and finally, faithful onsets were
produced. Each time the children produced a new syllable at the level of the
prosodic word, the same three stages of onset development reoccurred, as shown
in Table 8.

10) In many cases, variation between initial onset deletion and replacement of the initial
target consonant by a glottal stop can be seen in the same child and within the same words.
Sometimes, a glottal stop can be heard at the beginning of a single word but it disappears
when the word is in non-initial position in a phrase.Tus, it is more likely that the glottal stop
is inserted afer the deletion as a phonetic process since phrases cannot be vowel-initial.
11) Complex onsets are not produced at this stage and still need to be developed, but this
development is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Table 8: Stages of onset development

Stage PW development Onset development Output Target

I Only Correct ja jad ‘hand’
monosyllabic ko kos ‘cup’
productions pi kapít ‘teaspoon’

II SW productions A: Initial onset ésa pétsa ‘wound’
deletion

B: Initial onset sésa
reduplication

C: Correct pésa

III WS productions A: Initial onset itá mitá ‘bed’
deletion

B: Initial onset titá
reduplication

C: Correct mitá

IV Trisyllabic A: Initial onset ataná mataná ‘present’
productions deletion abólet karbólet ‘crest of a

male bird’
B: Initial onset tataná

reduplication babólet
C: Correct mataná

kabólet

V Quadrisyllabic Correct makaróni makaróni ‘macaroni’
productions televíza televízja ‘television’

It is important to add that not all three stages of initial onset development faded
before the child moved to the next stage of prosodic word development. Tere
are many overlaps between stages, but the developmental pattern is retained.

No cases of initial onset deletion or consonant harmonywere found in quadri-
syllabic productions in the data collected for this study.

Since CV is the unmarked syllable structure, we would expect children to
produce onset consonants in all their syllables even newly added ones. Fikkert
(1994) reported that Dutch speaking children not only produce initial conso-
nants in all their syllables, but they also add onset consonants to target words
with empty initial onsets at the beginning of their initial onset development (e.g.
auto → [tó:to:] ‘car’). Similar findings were reported for Greek (Kappa 2002),
French (Rose 2000) and English (Cruttenden 1978). Studies such as these led
investigators to conclude that initial consonant deletion is an atypical and non-
developmental phonological process.

However, other studies found that initial consonant deletion exists in the
earlier periods of development in Hebrew (Karni 2011, this volume), Maltese
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(Grech 2006), Finnish (Savinainen-Makkonen 2000), Putonghua (Hua 2006),
and German (Grijzenhout and Joppen-Hellwig 2002). Different explanations
were provided to this peculiar phenomenon. Some studies argue that onset dele-
tion results from segmental difficulty, i.e. children delete initial consonants like
liquids or fricatives because of their articulatory complexity (Grijzenhout and
Joppen-Hellwig 2002,Costa andFreitas 1996, Stoel-Gammon andDunn1985).
Vihman and Crof (2007) provide a different explanation, that when children
are learning pronunciation of another part of the word (e.g. the lengthening of a
medial consonant or final vowel) their attention is drawn away from the initial
segment.

Te findings of this study support to some extent Vihman and Crof’s “learn-
ing explanation” since, as was emphasized earlier, (i) no segmental difficulty
effectwas found in thedata, and (ii) children are learning toproduce theprosodic
word at the same stage in which they delete the initial onsets. However, it is
important to note that when they begin to develop the onset, the development
process is graduated according to the complexity of the production. At first, no
consonant in onset position, then reduplicated consonant, which is less complex
due to feature sharingwith the next onset, and finally the correct consonant.Tis
is additional evidence that in the initial stages of phonological development, chil-
dren prefer to produce as simple structures as possible, even if these are not the
unmarked ones.

4.2.3. Syllable Coda

Te coda was initially deleted from almost all the children’s productions (e.g. sús
→ [sú] ‘horse’, tanín→ [ní] ‘crocodile’). Coda production followed the production
of the onset and the onset production almost always preceded the coda produc-
tion within the same syllable.

In final syllables, no specific prosodic stage was recognized, i.e. afer the dele-
tion stage the coda appeared with some segmental preferences which will not be
described here (see Ben-David 2001). Later, children produced the coda in non-
final syllables, but only in syllables within the word’s strong (final) foot. Tus,
the coda in the second syllable (C2) of a CVC1.CVC2.CV word was produced,
but that in the first syllable (C1) was not (e.g. abátja for ambátja ‘bath’). Finally,
codas are produced correctly in all syllables.

At the beginning of coda production in non-final syllables, a few examples
were found for coda-to-coda consonant harmony (e.g. lidfók→ [likfók] ‘to knock’,
sandál → [saldál] ‘sandal’). Another finding from these examples is that in their
first non-final codaproductions, some childrenproduced targetwordswith iden-
tical consonants in final and non-final positions (e.g. [bakbúk] ‘bottle’, [lixlúx]
‘dirt’), and there was also one case of metathesis that resulted in identical coda
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consonants (e.g. zormím → [zomrím] ‘flow ms.pl.’). Tese productions suggest
that there is an intermediate stage between deletion and correct production of
codas in non-final syllables (i.e. coda reduplication) similar to the findings for
onsets and nuclei development. Although these were only a few examples and
though the same findings have not been attested in other studies on the develop-
ment of non-final codas by Hebrew-speaking children (Kaltum-Roisman 2008,
Gishri 2009), it seems that this coda-to-coda harmony is a phenomenon which
cannot be ignored. Te harmony was found in half of the children in this study
(i.e. 5 out of 10), and for every such child there was more than one example dur-
ing the same developmental stage, which is at the beginning of non-final coda
production. Perhaps the small amount of evidence of this type of consonant har-
mony is due to the fact that medial codas in Hebrew are acquired at a late stage
in the developmental process, when development is more rapid and details are
obscured. Te coda reduplication stage is similar to the reduplication strategies
described for the nucleus and for the onset and provides further evidence to the
finding that sub-syllabic units are developed gradually. Unfortunately, the small
number of examples does not enable us further analysis of coda harmony with
reference to stress or word length.

Te stages of coda development are summarized below:

(6) Stages of coda development

Stage I: Coda deletion in all prosodic positions
Stage II: Faithful production of word-final and stressed codas only
Stage III: Faithful production of all word-final codas
Stage IV: Non-final coda reduplication
Stage V: Faithful production of medial codas in the penultimate syllable
Stage VI: Faithful production of all medial codas

5. General Discussion

Te above analysis of the prosodic development in the speech of Hebrew-
speaking children revealed twomainfindings.Tefirst is that although children’s
output productions usually progress from unmarked to more marked structures
during the course of development, the role of universal markedness is not always
recognized. One example of this was the evidence that the role of minimal word
structure is not of paramount importance in prosodic word development, unlike
what has been described for some other languages. In fact, in Hebrew there is
no crucial evidence that the minimal word influences the development path at
all, other than to function as a maximal word during Stage III of the prosodic
word development. It is not argued thatmarkedness constraints do not affect the
developmental process; on the contrary, many markedness constraints influence
this process (e.g. trochaic foot, codaless syllables), but some do not.
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Another example of the non-influence of universal markedness on the devel-
opment is the initial onset deletion process, which runs counter to the marked-
ness requirement that every syllable has an onset (see further discussion in Karni
2011, this volume).

Te commonality of these two processes is that both require a structure to
be produced (i.e. the minimal word requires words to contain two syllables or
moras, and onset requires syllables to have an onset). On the other hand, almost
all othermarkedness constraints restrict the structures (e.g. the requirement that
syllables do not have a coda or a branching structure, the requirement that the
prosodic word does not have more than one foot). Te evidence from Hebrew
prosodic development reveals that children’s structure at the beginning of the
development is affectedmore by the restricting constraints than by those requir-
ing structure.

Tis leads to the conclusion that children show preference for structural sim-
plicity aimed at simplifying their early productions as much as possible. When-
ever this need for simplicity corresponds to the markedness structures (i.e. no
coda), it is impossible to decide whether it was the universal markedness that
influenced the productions or the need to produce as simple a structure as pos-
sible. However, when these two factors conflict, the evidence indicates that the
children give preference to structural simplicity rather than to universal marked-
ness.

Te second finding of this study is that children “build” their words from
right to lef. Since the majority of words in Hebrew have final or penultimate
stress, both stressed and final syllables are located at the end of the word and
are rarely omitted. However, while the final syllable is not subject to prosodic
changes (except for codadeletion at thebeginningof thedevelopmental process),
the penultimate syllable is. Even in SW words, which occur very early in the
child’s productions (stage II), cases of initial consonant deletion and harmony
of the nuclei and the onset of the first syllable can be detected. As described
above, whenever a syllable is added to the prosodic word, it is added towards
the beginning of the word.

When syllables are added to the prosodic word, they are not added as a unit
but rather, in stages—first the vowel and then the onset; the coda is usually the
last to be realized. Te graded order of syllable building is realized (onsets and
codas) in deletion and reduplication, which are the building stages of the ini-
tial sub-syllabic units of the syllable just added to the prosodic word. Tus, it is
almost impossible to separate prosodicword development from syllable develop-
ment. Even though the strategies for syllable building are not unique to Hebrew
development, some of the strategies aremore prominent due to language-specific
characteristics.
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Abstract
Data obtained in a longitudinal study of three Hebrew-acquiring children indicate the exis-
tence of a stage in which target words with word-initial simple onsets are produced without
an initial onset, while target words with an initial complex onset are produced with a simple
onset.Tis is a case of chain shif, where the output of cluster simplification (w[CCV→ w[CV)
is the input of onset deletion (w[CV → w[V), but forms derived from cluster simplification
do not result in onset deletion (w[CCV → *[V). Assuming the constraint-based framework of
Optimality Teory (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004), the main question to be addressed is
how can we account for different outputs for input-simple onsets compared to input-complex
onsets during the same stage of phonological development? In addition, given the principles of
universal markedness and their role in language acquisition, how can we account for the pro-
duction of onsetless syllables for targets with onsets? I argue that the underlying motivation
for omission is an increase in prosodic complexity, and propose an analysis based on local con-
straint conjunction (Smolensky 1993) to provide a unified developmental account of simple
and complex onsets.

Keywords
language acquisition; phonology; onsets; chain shif; optimality theory; local conjunction

1. Introduction

Tis paper is concerned with chain shif effects in the acquisition of word-initial
onsets inHebrew.Data obtained from three children acquiringHebrew indicate
the existence of a stage in which polysyllabic target words with word-initial
simple onsets are produced without an initial onset (e.g. giná ‘garden’ → iná),
while target words with an initial complex onset are realized with a simple onset

*) I am grateful to Outi Bat-El, Galit Adam, Evan Cohen, Avivit Ben-David, Michael Becker,
Suhair Abed Elghani, Chen Gafni, Hadas Yeverechyahu, Hadass Zaidenberg, Avi Mizrachi,
and Ezer Rasin for their valuable insights. I would also like to thank the two anonymous
reviewers for their helpful comments, as well as the participants of the 2011–2012 TAU
phonology circle.
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(e.g gviná ‘cheese’→ giná). Tis state of affairs falls within the criteria of a chain
shif (Kirchner 1995, 1996, Dinnsen and Barlow 1998), whereby the output of
cluster simplification (gviná → giná) is identical to the input of onset deletion
(giná → iná).

Within a rule-based framework (Chomsky and Halle 1968), a chain shif
effect can be accounted for using a counterfeeding order of rules. However,
it poses a challenge to the non-derivational framework of Optimality Teory
(Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004). In Optimality Teory, surface forms are
selected according to a language specific constraint ranking.Te twomajor types
of constraints are markedness constraints, representing conditions on the well-
formedness of surface structures, and faithfulness constraints, acting to preserve
lexical contrast through correspondence between input and output forms
(McCarthy and Prince 1995). Te process of language acquisition involves the
gradual reranking of these universal constraints towards the hierarchy in the tar-
get language (Tesar and Smolensky 1996), and each stage in development is char-
acterized by a single ranking of constraints. Terefore, if the input giná is pro-
duced as inádue tomarkedness constraints, the input gviná is expected to be pro-
duced as iná as well during the same stage. Under the assumption of strict domi-
nation (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004), the same ranking between the anti-
omission constraint and the conflicting markedness constraint cannot account
for the different outputs iná and giná during the same stage of phonological
development.

Tis paper offers an analysis based on local constraint conjunction (Smolen-
sky 1993), which has been employed in Kirchner’s (1995,1996) account of syn-
chronic chain shifs. Tis notion refers to the combined effect of two conjoined
constraints as opposed to the effect of each constraint independently. Under this
approach, ranking the self-conjoined faithfulness constraint prohibiting conso-
nant deletion (along with the markedness constraint prohibiting clusters) above
the markedness constraint prohibiting onsets will correctly predict the omission
of one, but not two onset consonants in complex-onset targets.

Te production of onsetless forms for target words that have an initial onset
poses another challenge, as it results in the substitution of the universally un-
marked CV syllable structure with the relatively marked V structure. Tis is sur-
prising because child grammar is usually characterized by processes that reduce
relativemarkedness, not increase it. A closer look at the data reveals the omission
of onsets to be systematic, aswell as context-specific;while all three childrenomit
the onset in polysyllabic productions, two of the children do not omit the onset
in monosyllables. Although one child did omit the onset in monosyllables, the
omission rate was significantly lower in these productions compared to the omis-
sion rate in polysyllabic productions. I will argue that this context-specific omis-
sion implies the process is triggered by an increase in prosodic complexity (see
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also Ben-David 2001, this volume).Tis is further substantiated by the omission
of word-initial onsets in later attempted tri- and quadrisyllabic targets.

In §2, I provide quantitative and qualitative data, which allow to draw gen-
eralizations regarding the stages of simple and complex onset development in
Hebrew. I then propose an Optimality Teoretic analysis in §3, which provides
a unified developmental account. Concluding remarks are provided in §4.

2.TeDevelopment of Simple and Complex Onsets

Afer providing details regarding data collection and quantitative evaluation
(§2.1), I introduce the phenomenon of simple onset deletion (§2.2), with em-
phasis on the distinction between mono- and polysyllabic productions (§2.3).
Ten I discuss complex onset simplification (§2.4) and proceed with the main
issue of this paper, i.e. chain shif effects in the development of onsets (§2.5).

2.1. Research Method

Te data are drawn from a longitudinal study of three monolingual children:
RM (1;04–2;03 girl), SR (1;02–2;0 boy), and YV (1;03–2;10 boy), where the
latter was diagnosed with mild Pervasive Developmental Disorder (PDD).1 Te
children were recorded during hour-long sessions on a weekly basis in their nat-
ural environment, starting from the pre-speech (babbling) stage. Recordings
include spontaneous speech as well as naming tasks. Stimuli in naming tasks
were designed to elicit all segments and possible prosodic structures and stress
patterns inHebrew.Te recordings were transcribed using theCHAT transcrip-
tion format designed forCHILDES. Sessionswith each childwere recorded and
transcribed by the same investigator, with the exception of one child, RM, who
was recorded by one investigator and transcribed by another for the most part.
Te transcribers, trained linguists, held frequentmeetings and followed the same
guidelines and conventions as directed by the project supervisors. Transcripts
include a specified account of the children’s productions and the intended targets
in phonemic andphonetic (IPA font) transcription, and phonemic transcription
of utterances made by the investigator or other participants when preceding/fol-
lowing or otherwise relating to the children’s utterances.

Only words with clear targets were taken into account in the analysis. Since
the phenomenon under discussion refers to the onset position, cases that could
result in re-syllabification were excluded (i.e. non-utterance-initial productions,

1) Tedata are drawn from the database of theAdam andBat-ElChild Language Project (ISF
grant #554/04).
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such as ʃel óni → ʃe.lo.ni for the target ʃel ʁóni ‘of (possess.) Roni’). Non-major
lexical items (e.g. zé ‘this’, kazé ‘like this one’) and onomatopoeic productions
(e.g. gága ‘duck quack’, kwakwa ‘frog croak’) were also excluded, as well as glottal
initial targets (e.g. hipopotám ‘hippopotamus’) as glottals are ofen omitted in
speech (hipopotám ~ ipopotám).

Te count is based on productions per session. Repetitions within the same
session (not necessarily immediate) were counted only once. For the purpose of
calculating the rate of omission, faithful productions were defined as produc-
tions that included a word-initial onset consonant, regardless of the quality of
the consonant. Tat is, if the child substituted one consonant for another in
word-initial onset position in two productions of the same target word, the pro-
ductions were not counted twice (e.g. sipúr and tipúr for sipúr ‘story’, pláster and
kláster for pláster ‘band-aid’). Productions that differed in the number of sylla-
bles were not considered repetitions and were counted separately (e.g. púax and
tapúax for tapúax ‘apple’).

I adoptedAdamandBat-El’s (2008, 2009)methodological tool of the division
of periods on the basis of lexical development. Te lexical development is mea-
sured by cumulative target attempts on a scale of approximately 50 new word
types per period. Under this approach, the data are evaluated and compared
based on the children’s lexical development, eliminating the effect of age-related
differences.

2.2. Simple Onset Omission

All three children produced word-initial onsetless syllables. Te examples in
Table 1 suggest that onset omission affected all types of segments, although, as
shown in §2.3, sonorants exhibit the highest omission rate.

Table 1: Productions of word-initial onsetless syllables

Child Age Target onset Output Target

RM 1;08.07 d éve dévek ‘glue’
RM 1;05.29 k adú kadúʁ ‘ball’
YV 2;00.26 k éʃet kéʃet ‘arch’
SR 1;05.15 ʃ émeʃ ʃémeʃ ‘sun’
RM 1;10.13 m ətá mitá ‘bed’
SR 1;06.20 m itá mitá ‘bed’
YV 2;01.22 m áka málka ‘Malka (name)’
SR 1;05.04 n úki pinúki ‘Pinuki (name)’
SR 1;07.09 l aʃón laʃón ‘tongue’
RM 2;00.16 l éxem léxem ‘bread’
YV 2;03.19 l et͡sá leyt͡sán ‘clown’
YV 1;06.05 ʁ úwaa ʁúax ‘wind’
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Table 2 below presents for each child the overall proportion of simple onset
omission and preservation in all 14 periods combined.2

Table 2: Faithful and onsetless polysyllabic productions

Target Output

Child Period Age Structure Total w[CV w[V

RM 1–14 1;04–2;03 w[CV 728 625 85.9% 103 14.1%
SR 1–14 1;02–2;00 w[CV 1075 879 81.8% 196 18.2%
YV 1–14 1;03–2;10 w[CV 750 571 76.1% 179 23.9%

Tehighest rate of omission (w[V) is found in YV’s productions. Recall that YV
had been diagnosed with mild PDD and is considered to be a slow developing
child (Gishri 2009). His development differs from that of RM and SR in several
aspects, as will be shown in the following sections.

Te substitution of the unmarked CV syllable with the relatively marked V
syllable is unexpected, given the typology of syllable structure, and that this
pattern is unattested in fully developed languages.While it is true that languages
that permit onsetless syllables ofen do so in word-initial position, the process of
omitting an underlying onset is, it seems, unique to child language (excluding
omission in cluster simplification processes).3

Teomission of onsets is evenmore unexpected considering the loss of lexical
information borne by consonants (compared to vowels) and contextual strength
relations. Tis notion refers to the asymmetry in the behavior of phonological
elements in different positions, specifically prominent vs. non-prominent posi-
tions (Casali 1996, Beckman 1998, Lombardi 1999, Smith 2000). Cross lin-
guistically, phonological units in certain positions tend tomaintain contrast and
resist processes of neutralization. Such positions include roots, initial position
(in syllable, foot or word), and stressed positions, and are perceived as more
salient. In contrast, units in perceptually weak positions (e.g. medial and un-
stressed positions) are more likely to undergo such processes. In light of these
observations, the omission of word-initial onset consonants seems to contradict
the natural tendency to preserve information in prominent positions.

2) Te rate of onset omission per period reached 45% (19/42; 31/69 respectively) in RM
and YV’s productions and 35% (53/149) in SR’s productions at the highest point. Following
McReynolds and Elbert’s (1981) proposal, these numbers meet the criteria for defining an
active process (occurrence in at least 20% of target words).
3) Although it is widely agreed upon that languages that allow onsetless syllables also allow
syllable onsets but not necessarily vice versa, there have been arguments in support of syllabifi-
cation of consonants as codas rather than onsets in the central Australian language of Arrernte
(Breen and Pensalfini 1999).
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Nevertheless, a closer look at child phonology reveals more such ‘unnatu-
ral’ processes. Dinnsen and Farris Trimble (2009) as well as Buckley (2003)
present evidence of voice, manner and place contrasts being reduced in onset
position while maintained in coda position. Inkelas and Rose (2008) discuss
velar fronting and lateral gliding in word-initial and/or stressed onsets. Neu-
tralization in these prosodically-prominent positions is prevalent in child, but
not adult language. Another significant fact is that the omission of onsets dur-
ing acquisition is consistently observed cross linguistically. Apart from Hebrew,
children acquiring Portuguese, English, German, French and Italian have been
reported to omit onset consonants (seeBen-David 2001, Buckley 2003,Dinnsen
and Farris-Trimble 2009, and references therein). Tis leads us to conclude that
there must be an underlying motivation for the children’s production of word-
initial onsetless syllables.

Te next section investigates the possible effect of prosodic complexity on the
production of word-initial onset consonants.

2.3. Monosyllabic vs. Polysyllabic Words

Te comparison betweenmonosyllabic and polysyllabic productions in the con-
text of onset omission will focus on the class of sonorants. Tis is due to the fact
that for all three children, sonorants exhibit the highest omission rate. Te over-
all omission rate of sonorants in the children’s productions is 41% (275/673)
while the omission rate of obstruents is 10% (178/1795). Corresponding to the
Sonority Sequencing Principle (Clements 1990), the selection of a low sonority
onset contributes to the optimization of syllable structure as itmaximizes the rise
in sonority fromonset tonucleus (see alsoTopintzi 2005on the relationbetween
onset sonority, syllable well-formedness andmoraicity).Te lower omission rate
of obstruents compared to sonorants, exhibited in the productions of all three
children, is naturally predicted in this context. Te omission rate in monosyl-
labic compared to polysyllabic productions is provided in Table 3.

Table 3: Omission rate in monosyllabic vs. polysyllabic productions

RM ʁ l j m n
Polysyllabic 11/29 38% 11/36 31% 10/36 28% 15/81 19% 5/35 14%
Monosyllabic 0/14 0% 0/3 0% 11/29 38% 0/12 0% 0/15 0%

SR j ʁ l n m
Polysyllabic 24/44 55% 30/56 54% 17/42 40% 12/32 38% 18/85 21%
Monosyllabic 0/12 0% 2/18 11% 0/0 0% 0/5 0% 0/10 0%

YV l m ʁ n j
Polysyllabic 16/21 76% 68/92 74% 17/24 71% 15/32 47% 6/28 21%
Monosyllabic 9/26 35% 4/22 18% 25/43 58% 6/39 15% 25/51 49%
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Tefigures above indicate a difference in the rate of omission between polysyl-
labic andmonosyllabic productions. In fact, SR seems to avoid producing onset-
less monosyllabic words altogether (Fisher’s exact test determined p<0.0001 for
SR and p=0.139 for RM). Although there is a higher rate of [j] omission inRM’s
monosyllabic productions, omissions occur in the same word (jeʃ ‘there is’), pos-
sibly pointing to a different cause in this case. Te same cannot be said for YV,
as there is no apparent reason for the higher omission rate of [j] in his monosyl-
labic productions. However, apart from [j], the relatively low rate of omission in
monosyllabic compared to polysyllabic words is evident in YV’s productions as
well (p<0.0001).

Tis difference could imply that the context for omission is a higher level
of prosodic complexity. Te children do not produce these forms because of
syllable well-formedness, they produce them in spite of it. Following Jakobson
(1941/1968), the prediction regarding markedness and acquisition is that un-
marked structures will be produced prior to relatively marked ones. However,
when it comes to the acquisition of prosodic structures, a slightly different gener-
alization can be made: Where markedness and prosodic complexity do not con-
form, complexity prevails. Tus, children produce sub-Minimal Words before
producing the universally unmarked binary foot (Demuth 1995, Demuth and
Fee 1995, Ben-David 2001, this volume, Adam 2002). As Ben-David (2001, this
volume) notes, the nucleus is the minimal syllabic unit. Vowels are also more
perceptually prominent and require minimal effort in production compared to
consonants. Terefore, each new syllable that is added will initially consist of a
vowel.

Tis claim is supported by the omission of onsets in productions of longer
target words, observed in Ben-David (2001, this volume) and the present study.
However, the number of onsetless tri- and quadrisyllabic productions is smaller
compared to disyllabic productions, indicating the transition between stages of
prosodic development is faster at this point in development.

Table 4: Productions of tri- and quadrisyllabic targets

Child Age Output Target

RM 1;08.27 edáim jadáim ‘hands’
RM 1;09.18 abáim garbáim ‘socks’
RM 1;09.27 emíma jemíma ‘Yemima (name)’
RM 2;01.27 átat͡sim nát͡snat͡sim ‘sparkles’
RM 2;02.04 avaním levaním ‘white ms.pl.’
SR 1;06.12 ipaʁáim mispaʁáim ‘scissors’
SR 1;06.26 anána banána ‘banana’
SR 1;07.17 itijá mitʁijá ‘umbrella’
SR 1;07.23 ókolad ʃókolad ‘chocolate’
SR 1;10.26 agafáim magafáim ‘boots’
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Child Age Output Target

YV 2;04.09 ekuká mekulkál ‘out of order’
YV 2;05.00 efúax tapúax ‘apple’
YV 2;06.04 ifét͡set miflét͡set ‘monster’
YV 2;08.27 atosím metosím ‘airplanes’
YV 2;10.07 ikafáim miʃkafáim ‘glasses’

When children begin to produce a new grammatical form,we sometimeswitness
a regression in their grammar, referred to as a “trade-off ” regression (Garnica
and Edwards 1977, Bernhardt and Stemberger 1998, Stemberger et al. 1999,
Bat-El 2012). In this case, prosodic complexity increases (words consisting of
more syllables) at the expense of segmental faithfulness (onset omission).4

Two anonymous reviewers raised additional factors that could possibly con-
tribute to the difference in omission between monosyllabic and polysyllabic
words.Tese are the influence of stress andminimality considerations. Asmono-
syllabic words consist of only one syllable, that syllable is stressed by default. In
comparison, in polysyllabicwords the initial syllable is not necessarily stressed, as
stress in Modern Hebrew may be final, penultimate or antepenultimate. Tere-
fore, a plausible claimwould be that the relative resistance ofmonosyllabicwords
to omission may be due to their prominence. Comparison of omitted onsets in
stressed and unstressed syllables in Table 5 shows that while RM and YV tend
to preserve the onset in stressed syllables to a greater extent, SR’s productions
indicate the opposite; he actually omits it more in this position.

Table 5: Omission in stressed vs. unstressed syllables

Target Output

Child Period Age Structure Stress Total w[V

RM 1–14 1;04–2;03 w[CV + 179 16 8.9%
– 549 87 15.8%

SR 1–14 1;02–2;00 w[CV + 333 76 22.8%
– 742 120 16.2%

YV 1–14 1;03–2;10 w[CV + 217 34 15.7%
– 533 145 27.2%

4) An increase in syllabic complexity is another context we might expect to witness a similar
“trade-off ”. Terefore, when the child begins to produce word-medial coda consonants, the
omission of onsets is still expected to take place even if the onset consonant is already produced
in word-initial position faithfully. Indeed, such productions can be found in the data. For
example, in ʃaʁʃéʁet → ʃeʃéʁet ‘necklace’ (RM 2;00.16) the medial coda [ʁ] is omitted when
the onset is preserved, but in gaʁbáim → əʁbáim ‘socks’ (RM 1;11.18) the medial coda [ʁ] is
preserved when the onset is omitted.
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Fisher’s exact test confirms this observation with values of p=0.026, 0.0006
and 0.01 for RM, YV and SR respectively. Recall, however, that the difference
between omission in monosyllabic vs. polysyllabic words was most evident in
SR’s productions (he did not omit the onset in monosyllables at all). Based on
the figures in Table 5 this difference cannot be attributed to the effect of stress.

Te second factor to consider is contrast (Grijzenhaut and Joppen 1999).
Since coda consonants are ofen absent from children’s early productions, omis-
sion of the onset in monosyllabic productions will result in consonant-free
words, i.e. words consisting of vowels only (Adi-Bensaid and Tubul-Lavy 2009).
Such productions minimize lexical contrast and are therefore usually avoided in
typical development. Tese considerations are likely to contribute to the preser-
vation of onset consonants inmonosyllabic words; however as shown in Table 4,
onset omission is also characteristic of later stages in prosodic development
where the number of syllables increases.

Addressing the matter of contextual strength, how can we account for a pro-
cess of reduction in a prominent position?

Dinnsen and Farris-Trimble (2009) argue for the early prominence of rhymes
over onsets in developing grammars. Final positions, along with stressed posi-
tions, have been shown to be salient to young children, based on patterns of
preservation in truncated productions (Echols and Newport 1992). In a picture
naming experiment combining phonological priming, Brooks andMacWhinney
(2000) determine that there is a shif in response to rhyme-priming vs. onset-
priming over the course of development. Results indicated a significant effect of
rhyme-based phonological priming for young children compared to older chil-
dren and adults and to a greater extent than onset-based priming. Te perfor-
mance of the older age groups was strongly influenced by onset-based, but not
rhyme-based priming. Brooks and MacWhinney take this to be an indication of
differences between children and adults in speech production strategies involv-
ing the role of onsets in lexical activation. It is important tonote that the youngest
participants in the experiment were five year-olds. By that age, the majority of
children will have mastered the acquisition of prosodic structures. Te persist-
ing effect of rhymes supports the argument for the early prominence of rhymes
over onsets.

Te disparity between child and adult language reflects the different con-
siderations, limitations and priorities of developing systems compared to fully
developed ones. In contrast to adult language, where the importance of word-
initial position is reflected cross linguistically, children are preoccupied with the
task of acquisition and are subject to other considerations, both perception and
production-related. As pointed out by Bat-El (2009), early speech development
is governed mostly by perceptual and articulatory facilitation (see also Goad
1997 on consonant harmony), thus giving priority to perceptually prominent
positions.
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2.4. Complex Onset Simplification

As shown in §2.2, all three children produced word-initial onsetless syllables at
a rate of 14%-23% for target words with word-initial simple onsets. However,
their productions corresponding to targets with word-initial complex onsets
reveal a different pattern.5 Table 6 compares the realization of simple onsets with
that of complex onsets.

Table 6: Rate of faithful and onsetless polysyllabic productions: Simple vs. complex onsets

Target Output

Child Period Age Structure Total w[CCV w[CV w[V

RM 1–14 1;04–2;03 w[CV 728 – 625 85.9% 103 14.1%
w[CCV 96 53 55.2% 42 43.8% 1 1.0%

SR 1–14 1;02–2;00 w[CV 1075 – 879 81.8% 196 18.2%
w[CCV 86 6 7.0% 75 87.2% 5 5.8%

YV 1–14 1;03–2;10 w[CV 750 – 571 76.1% 179 23.9%
w[CCV 62 6 9.7% 44 71.0% 12 19.3%

Te data clearly show that the number of onsetless productions for target words
with initial complex onsets is significantly lower than for targetwordswith initial
simple onsets. RM and SR tend to reduce clusters to a single onset, but do not
omit them entirely. In contrast, YV’s productions include both omissions and
reductions, implying the existence of an initial stage in which onset clusters are
not produced at all.6

5) Te present study does not attend to the strategies of cluster reduction in the acquisition
of Hebrew. For this issue see Ben-David (2001) and Bloch (2011).
6) Te relatively low number of cluster-initial target words in the data makes it difficult to
determine the status of complete cluster omission in YV’s development. Te proportions
in the data are close to the proportions of cluster-initial targets compared to simple-onset
initial targets inHebrew. In Becker and Bolotzky’s (2006) dictionary, there are 1189 targets of
w[CCVstructure vs. 8084 targets of w[CVstructure, excludingword-initial glottal consonants.
Based on omission rates reaching 36% (4/11) per period during YV’s development, as well as
previous observationsmade by Ben-David (2001) andGreenlee (1974), I assume it is an active
process.
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Table 7: Omission of simple vs. complex onset

Child Output Target

YV (2;02.28–2;05.28) ixá mixál ‘Michal (name)’ } Initial stageYV (1;10.09) exá smixá ‘blanket’

RM (1;10.28–2;03.01) ixá mixál ‘Michal (name)’
RM (2;00.16) mixá smixá ‘blanket’

Although onlyYVprovides substantial evidence of this stage, this does notmean
it is unique to atypical development. Adi-Bensaid andTubul-Lavy (2009) report
on production of consonant-free words by hearing-impaired children acquiring
Hebrew. Despite the fact that such productions are rarely documented in typ-
ical development, the authors maintain that they are not limited to atypically
developing children, but rather characterize the transition stage between bab-
bling and speech. Tey claim that the distinction between typical and atypical
development lies in the degree of overlap between the stages.Tis claim is highly
relevant in the present context. In this view, the assumption is that RM and SR
went through the same stages of development as YV, including total omission of
onsets for both simple and complex-onset targets, but due to their relative quick
progress the overlap is very small.Tis gradual pathwayof development coincides
with the observations of Ben-David (2001) and Greenlee (1974) regarding the
acquisition of clusters.

In this particular instance, what may seem at first glance as an idiosyncratic
property of YV’s atypical development could in fact reflect what we might
achieve if we could examine typical development in slow motion. YV, who has
previously been established as a slow developer (Adam and Bat-El 2008, Gishri
2009) provides additional quantitative (as his development stretches over a
longer period of time) and qualitative data (evident in the production of onset-
less monosyllabic words as well as complex-onset targets), enabling us to observe
in more detail the processes that take place.7

2.5. Chain Shif Effect in the Acquisition of Onset Clusters

As the (near-)minimal pairs in Table 8 show, the same segments that are omitted
in productions of simple-onset targets are realized faithfully in productions of
onset clusters:

7) A similar assumption could be made for the production of onsetless monosyllables; i.e.
YV’s productions are an indication of an initial stage where such forms are produced in typ-
ical development as well. However, even if such words are produced, the rate of production
compared to polysyllabic words is expected to be significantly lower (as evident in YV’s pro-
ductions), indicating a clear trend.
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Table 8: Omission of simple and complex onsets—(near-)minimal pairs

Child Segment Output Target

RM (1;10.28–2;03.01) m ixá mixál ‘Michal (name)’
RM (2;00.16) mixá smixá ‘blanket’

SR (1;09.00) n améʁ naméʁ ‘tiger’
SR (1;07.09) naí snaí ‘squirrel’

YV (2;05.21) g azén gaʁzén ‘ax’
YV (2;05.00) gadím bgadím ‘clothes’

Teobservation outlined above falls within the criteria of a chain shif.Te effect
of a chain shif refers to a state in which two processes, where the output of one
can be the input of the other, occur synchronically. In a chain shif of the form a
→ b → c, a unit /a/ surfaces as [b], and /b/ surfaces as [c]. However, the process b
→ c does not affect the [b] forms derived from /a/, and thus both [b] and [c] exist
on the surface, resulting in opacity (Kirchner 1995, 1996).

In the present case, w[CCV → w[CV (gviná → giná) and w[CV→w[V (giná →
iná), but w[CV derived from w[CCV does not result in w[V (gviná → *iná). Te
generalization in terms of the process taking place is that only one consonant can
be omitted. However, in terms of surface forms it is puzzling why the disfavored
onset in one form (giná → iná) is accepted in another (gviná → giná).

Similar instances of this pattern have been reported in Chemehuevi (Press
1979) and Hidatsa (Harris 1942, Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1977) with refer-
ence to a chain shif of the formV1V2]w →V1]w →∅]w, where aword-final vowel is
deleted, but in the case of two consecutive vowels only one is deleted. In language
acquisition, well documented chain shifs include the s → θ → f chain (Dinnsen
and Barlow 1998) and the famous ‘puzzle-puddle-pickle’ chain (Smith 1973; see
also Dinnsen et al. 2001 and Jesney 2005). As McCarthy (2010) notes, the term
chain shif is somewhatmisleading since the two processes do not chain together.

Te stages of onset acquisition that emerge from the findings presented above
are summarized in Table 9.

Table 9: Stages of onset acquisition

Stage w[CCV gviná ‘cheese’ w[CV giná ‘garden’ Periods

RM SR YV

I No onset w[V iná w[V iná – – 1–14
II One C deleted w[CV giná w[V iná 1–7 1–10 –
III Simple onset w[CV giná w[CV giná 7–14 10–14 –
IV Faithful w[CCV gviná w[CV giná – – –

During stage I, target words with both simple and complex word-initial onsets
are produced without an initial onset. Tis stage was observed only in YV’s
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productions, while RMand SRprovided evidence of the next two stages. During
stage II, target words with word-initial simple onsets are produced without an
initial onsetwhileword-initial clusters are reduced to a simple onset. In this stage,
a chain shif effect is observed. During stage III, word-initial simple onsets are
produced while word-initial clusters are still reduced to a singleton. In the final
stage both simple and complex word-initial onsets are produced. By the end of
period14 (the last period) the childrenhavenot reached thefinal stage of faithful
productions yet.

Te next section incorporates these stages of development into anOptimality
Teory based analysis.

3. OptimalityTeoretic Analysis

In the constraint based framework ofOptimalityTeory (Prince and Smolensky
1993/2004, henceforth OT) the grammar comprises a system of universal con-
straints organized in a language-specific hierarchy, according to which possible
outputs for a given input are evaluated. Te winning candidate (the actual sur-
face representation) is the one that best satisfies the constraint hierarchy of the
language. In classicOT, the generation and evaluation of candidates is performed
in parallel, i.e. without intermediate derivational steps.8 Language acquisition in
OT involves gradual reranking of constraints, in order to achieve the ranking in
the target language (Tesar and Smolensky 1996).9 Te relevant constraints are
provided in (1):

(1) a. Markedness constraints
*Complex No more than one C or V may associate to any syllable position node

(e.g. no CCV syllables)
w[V Align the lef edge of the prosodic word with the head of a syllable

b. Faithfulneses constraints
Max-Seg Every segment in the input has a correspondent in the output

Te markedness constraint *Complex, which prohibits clusters, and the faith-
fulness constraint Max-Seg, which prohibits deletion, are active in both child
and adult language. However, evidence of the activity of the constraint w[V in
fully developed grammars is scarce (§2.2). Tis raises once again the issue of
child-specific constraints (Goad 1997 and Pater 1997).Tis paper does not offer

8) See, however, McCarthy (2007) for a review of gradual approaches to evaluation within
OT.
9) Tere are different views as to how this reranking is achieved. Some propose demotion
of constraints (e.g. Tesar and Smolensky 1996), while others argue for the promotion of
constraints (e.g. Gnanadesikan 1995/2004).
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a solution to this problem, though it does raise questions regarding the status
of the constraint w[V. Tis constraint belongs to the family of alignment con-
straints (McCarthy and Prince 1993). Te alignment of a vowel with the lef
edge of a word (or a syllable) is, indeed, rarely documented.However, other vari-
ations of alignment of consonants and vowels with edges are widely attested.
Tere are languages requiring obligatory onsets, such asArabic (McCarthy 1979,
1983, McCarthy and Prince 1990a, 1990b) or Lardil (Klokeid 1976, Prince and
Smolensky 1993/2004), languages that avoid codas, such as many Bantu lan-
guages (Werner 1919), and languages that prefer word or stem-final consonants
over vowels, such as Lardil (Klokeid 1976, Wilkinson 1988), some Micronesian
languages (Kennedy 2003) and Arabic (McCarthy and Prince 1990a, 1990b).
Tis typological asymmetry is summarized below:

(2) Typological asymmetry of alignment10

Consonant-initial Vowel-final Consonant-final Vowel-initial
✓ ✓ ✓ ?

Te lack of evidence supporting the role of this constraint goes against typolog-
ical predictions.

3.1. Stage I: Total Omission (Markedness >> Faithfulness)

As evident in YV’s productions, during this initial stage the onset is omitted,
regardless of the input. Consequently, productions of simple and complex onset
targets do not contrast. Te tableaux in (3) demonstrate the constraint ranking
during this stage of development:

(3) Simple and complex onset omission

a. Target: Simple onset

Input: gina *Complex
......... w[V Max-Seg

a. gina
.........

*!

b. ☞ ina
.........

*

b. Target: Complex onset

Input: gvina *Complex
......... w[V Max-Seg

a. gvina *!
.........

**

b. gina
.........

*! *

c. ☞ ina
.........

**

10) Te table does not reflect what is allowed, but rather what is preferred by some languages,
i.e. it is not the case that languages do not allow vowel-initial syllables, they simply do not
prefer them.
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Since w[V (markedness) outranks Max-Seg (faithfulness), the winning can-
didate is the onsteless form, whether the target-onset is simple (3a) or complex
(3b). Tere is no evidence at this point for crucial ranking of *Complex with
respect to w[V, and therefore the constraint ranking during this stage of devel-
opment is *Complex, w[V >> Max-Seg.

3.2. Stage II: Simple Onset Omission & Cluster Reduction (Markedness~Faith-
fulness)

Tis stage of development is characterized by onsetless productions for targets
with a simple onset (giná → iná) and simple onset productions for targets with
a complex onset (gviná → giná). Te tableau in (4) demonstrates the constraint
ranking yielding the output for simple onset targets:

(4) Simple onset omission

Input: gina *Complex
......... w[V Max-Seg

a. gina
.........

*!

b. ☞ ina
.........

*

Te selection of candidate (b) over (a) in (4) is an indication that w[V still
outranksMax-Seg.However, this ranking cannot account for the output in the
case of targets with a complex onset, as shown in (5):

(5) Complex onset omission—wrong output

Input: gvina *Complex
......... w[V Max-Seg

a. gvina *!
.........

**

b.☹ gina
.........

*! *

c.☛ ina
.........

**

While the expected output in (5) is candidate (c), indicated by the☛ symbol, the
actual form is (b), indicated by the☹ symbol.

It would be possible to claim that this inconsistent ranking reflects an interme-
diate stage, i.e. where two rankings are active: the ranking of stage I (*Complex,
w[V >> Max-Seg) and the ranking of stage III (*Complex >> Max-Seg >>
w[V).However, if this were the case, wewould expect to see onsetless syllables for
target words with both simple and complex onsets.Te consistency in which the
children reduce target complex onsets to simple onsets as opposed to omitting
them entirely (recall the rate of onset omission in simple vs. complex onsets dis-
cussed in §2.4) is not compatible with the pattern of free variation characteristic
of transition stages.

Tis leads to the conclusion that there must be another constraint favoring
candidate (b) over (c) in (5). To put it simply, there is a constraint preventing
gviná → iná, thus creating a chain shif effect.
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Kirchner (1995, 1996) proposes the use of local constraint conjunction of two
faithfulness constraints in order to account for synchronic chain shifs. Kirchner
(1995) refers to the notion of Distantial Faithfulness, later adopted by Dinnsen
and Barlow (1998) in their account of chain shifs in acquisition. Under this
notion, the distance between the input and output candidates is evaluated along
a certain scale. Te larger the distance between the input and output candidate
on that scale, the more violations of the constraint demanding minimization
of this distance are incurred. Te concept underlying local conjunction of con-
straints (Smolensky 1993) refers to the combined effect of conjoined constraints
as opposed to the effect of each constraint independently. Tat is, simultaneous
violation of two conjoined constraints leads to the elimination of a candidate
whereas a violation of each constraint alone does not (see Moreton and Smolen-
sky 2002 for a discussion of typological predictions of local constraint conjunc-
tion). Self-conjunction is a special case of constraint conjunction, where the con-
joined constraints are identical (Ito and Mester 1998). Tis is the case here.

Te mechanism of constraint conjunction has received criticism, mainly due
to the lack of restrictiveness and the problem it poses for acquisition (see Jes-
ney 2005, McCarthy 2007 and Tihonova 2009 for discussion). One proposed
alternative isOptimalityTeorywithCandidateChains, orOT-CC (McCarthy
2007). In this model of OT, the candidates are chains of forms, rather than
a single output. Starting from the fully faithful form, each form in the chain
differs minimally from the preceding one. In order for the chain to be valid,
the change must improve the relative harmony of that form. OT-CC also intro-
duces a new type of constraints: Precedence constraints, which favor certain
precedence relations among the forms in the chain. While this model of OT
seems capable of accounting for both counterbleeding and counterfeeding opac-
ity effects (McCarthy 2007,Tihonova 2009,Dinnsen et al. 2011), the chain shif
presented here differs from those discussed so far, such as the s → θ → f chain shif
(Dinnsen and Barlow 1998, Dinnsen et al. 2011) and the ‘puzzle-puddle-pickle’
chain (Smith 1973, Dinnsen et al. 2011). Tese chains involve two separate pro-
cesses: dentalization and labialization in the former, and stopping and velar-
ization in the latter. Te chain presented here involves only one process: onset
omission. In terms of constraints, the s → θ → f and ‘puzzle-puddle-pickle’ chains
incur violations of separate faithfulness constraints, but the w[CCV→ w[CV →
w[V chain incurs two violations of the same faithfulness constraint (Max-Seg),
which constitutes a problem for determining precedence relations.

Another alternative to constraint conjunction is amodel of additive constraint
evaluation, or a model of OT with weighted constraints (Pater 2009). In this
model, strict rankings are replaced by assigning numeric weights to constraints.
Te winning candidate is the candidate with the lowest sum of weighted viola-
tions. Te additive approach manages to successfully capture ‘ganging up’ effects
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(i.e. where lower ranked constraints gang up to overcome a higher ranked con-
straint), however as explained in Michaels (2010), capturing a chain shif using
the standard principle of constraint summation leads to a weighting paradox. In
the present case, in order for w[CV to surface as w[V, the weight of the constraint
w[Vmust be higher than the weight ofMax-Seg.However, in order for w[CCV
to surface as w[CV and not as w[V, the sum of w[V + Max-Seg must be lower
than the sum of Max-Seg + Max-Seg. Tis is impossible if the weight of w[V
is higher than the weight of Max-Seg. In order to formalize the intuition that
multiple violations of the same type of constraint can be worse than a single vio-
lation of a mixture of constraint types, Albright et al. (2008) propose the Split
AdditiveModel, wheremarkedness and faithfulness violations are evaluated sep-
arately. Implementation of this model to the ‘puzzle-puddle-pickle’ chain shif
shows promising results (see Michaels 2010). Further research and testing will
determine whether it could serve as a viable alternative for the mechanism of
constraint conjunction.

I apply constraint conjunction to demonstrate a unified account of simple
and complex onset acquisition in Hebrew, as it reflects in a straightforward and
intuitive manner the observation made here, namely—that one, but not two,
consonantsmaybeomitted inonset position.Teproblemof restrictiveness does
not arise in the present case since in this instance the conjunction is of the same
constraint.

Te tableaux in (7) demonstrate the constraint interactionunder the approach
of constraint conjunction, introducing the self-conjunction of Max-Seg, as de-
fined in (6):

(6) Self conjunction of Max-Seg

Max-Seg2ons Max-Seg2ons is violated if there are two violations of Max-Seg in the
domain of onset.

(7) Constraint conjunction

a. Target: Simple onset

Input: gina *Complex
.........
Max-Seg2ons w[V Max-Seg

a. gina
.........

*!

b. ☞ ina
.........

*

b. Target: Complex onset

Input: gvina *Complex
.........
Max-Seg2ons w[V Max-Seg

a. gvina *!
.........

**

b. ☞ gina
.........

* *

c. ina
.........

*! **
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When the input has a simple onset (7a),Max-Seg2ons is not relevant and thus
the ranking w[V >> Max-Seg gets to select the onsetless optimal candidate ina.
Tis same candidate is, however, eliminated by Max-Seg2ons when the input
has a complex onset (7b), suggesting the crucial ranking Max-Seg2ons >> w[V.
Tere is no evidence for the ranking between *Complex and w[V, since w[V
alone can eliminate the candidate with complex onset in (7b), given the two
segments between the lef edge of the vowel and the lef edge of the prosodic
word (compared with one segment in the optimal candidate).

Tus, by introducing the conjoined constraint, we are able to correctly predict
the output for both simple and complex onset targets. Although this interaction
is somewhat opaque (giná is produced in some, but not all contexts), it is impor-
tant to note that unlike stage I, contrast is retained in this stage between targets
with simple and complex onsets.

Te constraint ranking during this stage of development is thus *Complex,
Max-Seg2ons >> w[V >> Max-Seg. With the addition of Max-Seg2ons, the
hypothesized ranking for the initial stage is *Complex, w[V >> Max-Seg2ons,
Max-Seg (markedness above faithfulness).

3.3. Stage III: Faithful Simple Onsets & Cluster Reduction

During stage III, the children produce simple onsets faithfully, while still reduc-
ing clusters to singletons. Te tableaux in (8) illustrate the predicted outputs for
targets with simple and complex onsets.

(8) Faithful simple onset and reduced complex onset

a. Target: Simple onset

Input: gina *Complex
.........
Max-Seg2ons Max-Seg w[V

a. ☞ gina
.........

*

b. ina
.........

*!

b. Target: Complex onset

Input: gvina *Complex
.........
Max-Seg2ons Max-Seg w[V

a. gvina *!
.........

**

b. ☞ gina
.........

* *

c. ina
.........

*! **

Te winning candidate in (8a) violates w[V, thus providing evidence of the re-
ranking of Max-Seg above w[V. From the selection of candidate (b) over (a)
in (8b) we conclude that *Complex still outranks Max-Seg. Terefore the
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ranking during this stage of development is *Complex,Max-Seg2ons>>Max-
Seg >> w[V.

3.4. Stage IV: Faithful Productions (Faithfulness >> Markedness)

When they reach the final stage, the children produce all target onsets faithfully,
as illustrated in (9).

(9) Faithful productions

a. Target: Simple onset

Input: gina Max-Seg2ons
.........
Max-Seg *Complex

......... w[V

a. ☞ gina
.........

.........
*

b. ina
.........

*!
.........

b. Target: Complex onset

Input: gvina Max-Seg2ons
.........
Max-Seg *Complex

......... w[V

a. ☞ gvina
.........

*
.........

**

b. gina
.........

*!
.........

*

c. ina *!
.........

**
.........

When the children reach the final stage, faithfulness constraints outrank
markedness constraints, i.e. Max-Seg2ons, Max-Seg >> *Complex, w[V, and
thus both simple and complex onsets are produced faithfully.

An important note with regards to variability in acquisition must be made.
When examining the omission of simple onsets over time for each child, omis-
sion does not exceed 50% at the highest point, i.e. themajority of onsets are real-
ized faithfully. Taelman and Gillis (2002) found high degree of intra-word vari-
ation throughout the development, and concluded that it is an essential charac-
teristic of development (see also Bloch 2011 regarding the nature of variation in
cluster simplification).Tepurpose of the analysis provided abovewas todemon-
strate the constraint interaction underlying onset omission.Te full spectrum of
the children’s productions as evident in the data can be formally accounted for
within anOTmodel of stochastic evaluation (see Boersma 1997, 1998, Boersma
and Hayes 2001 and Hayes 2000 regarding gradient ranking and gradual learn-
ing). Tis model assumes a continuous ranking scale rather than the classic OT
strict ranking between pairs of constraints, and thus allows for the variable out-
puts and the gradual learning characterizing acquisition.
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4. Conclusion

During the course of simple and complex onset acquisition, children go through
a stage in which they omit word-initial consonants. Quantitative and qualitative
data obtained from two typically developing children (RM and SR) and one
atypically-developing child (YV) confirm this observation, previously made by
Ben-David (2001).

Te omission of onsets is unexpected, considering the prominence of word-
initial position and the relative markedness of the resulting V syllable compared
to the target CV syllable. However, the data clearly show that the omission is
systematic and previous research has shown it occurs in other languages as well
(Ben-David 2001, Buckley 2003, and references therein). Tis strongly suggests
the involvement of considerations other than the well-formedness of syllable
structure, originating in the difference between developing systems and fully
developed ones.

Data analysis showed the omission to be context-specific, in particular a clear
tendency for omission in polysyllabic, as opposed to monosyllabic productions.
Tis implies that the process is triggered by an increase in prosodic complex-
ity. Tis argument is supported by the omission of word-initial onsets in later
attempted tri- and quadrisyllabic targets, although to a lesser extent.

A developmental account of simple and complex onset acquisition revealed
the existence of a stage during which simple onsets are omitted (e.g. giná → iná
‘garden’), while complex onsets are reduced to singletons rather than omitted
entirely (e.g. gviná → giná ‘cheese’). Tis creates a chain shif of the form w[CCV
→ w[CV → w[V, where the output of cluster simplification (gviná → giná) is the
input of onset deletion (giná → iná), but forms derived from cluster simplifica-
tion do not result in onset deletion (gviná → *iná). Where a classic OT analysis
fails to account for this state of affairs, the existence of both forms in the same
stage of phonological development has been resolved by using local constraint
conjunction (Smolensky 1993),which refers to the combined effect of conjoined
constraints as opposed to the effect of each constraint independently. Incorpo-
rating the notion of constraint conjunction enables a unified Optimality Teo-
retic account of the acquisition of simple and complex onsets in Hebrew.
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Abstract
Te paper describes the developmental phases in the acquisition of codas in the speech of
Hebrew-acquiring hearing-impaired children, with reference to prosodic properties—the
prominence (stress) and the position of the syllable hosting the coda.Te participants were 10
hearing-impaired children using cochlear implant or conventional hearing aid device, ranging
in age from 1;5 to 3;5 years old in their first recording session. Data collection continued until
each child completed the acquisition of codas. A prosodic analysis of the phases of coda acqui-
sition reveals a similarity between hearing impaired children and typically developing hearing
children acquiring Hebrew, as well as other languages. Te results suggest that the position of
the syllable in the word (final, penultimate, antepenultimate) plays a major role in the devel-
opment of codas, whereas stress has no significant effect.

Keywords
language acquisition; codas; hearing impairment; cochlear implant; Hebrew

1. Introduction

Phases of coda acquisition in the speech of typically developing children are
described in various studies, such as Ingram (1981) for English, Fikkert (1994)
for Dutch, Ben-David (2001) for Hebrew, Kappa (2002) for Greek, and Lleó
(2003) for Spanish. Fewer studies describe the phases of coda acquisition in
atypical development; for example, Bernhart and Stemberger (1998) for various
English-acquiring children, Tubul-Lavy (2005) for Hebrew-acquiring dyspraxic
children, andGishri (2009) for aHebrew-acquiring slow developing child. Also,
there are many studies dealing with phonological development of hearing-
impaired children in various languages, such as West and Weber (1973), Oller
and Kelly (1974), Dodd and So (1994), Meline (1997), Tobin (1997), and

*) I would like to thank the two anonymous reviewers for their valuable comments and sug-
gestions. Also, special thanks to the children, who participated in the study, and their families.
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Huttunen (2001). However, these studies usually describe the phonological in-
ventory of the children as well as their phoneme production in terms of phono-
logical processes. As far as I know, there is no study describing the development
of codas in the speech of hearing impaired children in general, and in terms of
developmental phases in particular.

Tis study fills this gap, with a detailed description of the developmental
phases in the acquisition of codas in the speech of hearing-impaired Hebrew-
acquiring children. In terms of phonological structure, the study refers to the
effect of prosodic properties on the acquisition of codas—the prominence
(stress) of the syllables hosting the codas and their position in theword. It aims to
reveal the properties that play a role in the acquisition of codas, and to examine
the interaction between universal and language specific characteristics (see also
Bat-El this volume on the interaction of coda development with the acquisition
of verb inflectional suffixes).

I start with details on the data source of the hearing-impaired children as
well as the typically developing ones (§2). Ten, data and analysis of the phases
in coda acquisition is presented, distinguishing between codas in stressed and
unstressed syllables as well as codas in final and non-final syllables (§3). A sum-
mary is then provided (§4).

2. ResearchMethod

2.1. Participants

Ten monolingual children acquiring Hebrew participated in the study, 5 boys
and 5 girls, with prelingual hearing impairment and bilateral sensorineural hear-
ing loss.Tese children participated inAdi-Bensaid’s (2006) broader study of the
development of the prosodic word. Te children were divided into two groups
according to the type of hearing device: CI (Cochlear Implant) users and HA
(conventional Hearing Aid) users.

Te CI group (Cochlear Implant users) consisted of 6 children (3 boys and
3 girls), ranging in age from 1;05 to 2;08 years at the first recording session.
All the children had profound hearing loss in both ears prior to implantation.
Teir unaided thresholds prior to implantation were above 110 dB in both ears
(this level represents the mean pure tone average of 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz).
Tey were fitted with binaural personal conventional hearing aids for a short
period early in their childhood.Te hearing aids improved their auditory aware-
ness to environmental and speech sounds. However, they received a cochlear
implant because they derived negligible benefit from the conventional hearing
aids and had no functional hearing. Afer implantation, their auditory thresh-
olds for speech improved. Tus, more speech sounds became audible to them
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and they were able to detect, discriminate, identify and understand more speech
stimuli. In fact, afer implantation, the hearing of all the children became more
functional. (Table 1)

Table 1: Background information for the CI group

Onset age of Age of Age of
Child Gender profoundHL HA fitting implantation

A1 Male Congenital 0;05 1;02
A2 Female Congenital 0;06 1;00
A3 Female 1;00 1;03 1;09
A4 Male 0;03 0;10 2;00
A5 Female 0;01 0;03 1;09
A6 Male 1;02 1;08 2;05

HL—hearing loss; HA—conventional hearing aid

TeHA group (conventional Hearing Aid users) consisted of 4 children (2 boys
and 2 girls), ranging in age from 1;05 to 3;05 years at the first recording session.
All children had severe hearing loss. Tey were all fitted with hearing aids early
in their childhood, which allowed them to detect, discriminate, identify and
understand more speech stimuli. (Table 2)

Table 2: Background information for the HA group

Onset age of Mean unaided Mean aided
Child Gender profoundHL PTA (dBHL) PTA (dBHL)

B1 Male 0;04 80 34–40
B2 Female 0;03 90 50
B3 Male 2;05 80 30
B4 Female 0;10 75 35

HL—hearing loss; PTA—pure tone average; HA—conventional hearing aid

Te findings from the hearing impaired children were compared with those
reported in studies on typically developingHebrew-acquiring childrenwith nor-
mal hearing. Te major part of the data was drawn from Ben-David (2001), a
longitudinal study of the acquisition of Hebrew phonology (see also Ben-David
this volume).Te participants in this studywere 10monolingual typically devel-
oping Hebrew-acquiring children (6 boys and 4 girls), ranging in age from 0;10
to 1;05 years at their first recording session. Te secondary data were drawn
from Kaltum-Royzman (2008), a cross-sectional study of prosodic and segmen-
tal aspects of coda acquisition in Hebrew. Te participants in this study were 21
typically developing children (10 boys and 11 girls), ranging in age from 1;08 to
2;05 years.
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2.2. Data Collection

In all three studies mentioned above, the data were collected by speech and lan-
guage pathologists (including the respective authors). Data collection for the
longitudinal studies (hearing impaired in Adi-Bensaid 2006 and the typically
developing in Ben-David 2001) was based on monthly recordings of sponta-
neous speech as well as picture and object naming (but only isolated words
were analyzed). In the cross-sectional study of the typically developing children
(Kaltum-Royzman 2008), only a naming task was used, which included 20 pic-
tures representing different prosodic properties (word length and coda position
in the word) and segmental properties (manner of articulation).

Data collection of the CI group started 2 to 4 months afer implantation,
from the beginning of the first words. During the initial recordings, each child
produced less than ten words, most of them through imitation.

Due to difficulties in finding children using a conventional hearing aid device,
who were also in the one word phase and who were not candidates for cochlear
implant, the data collection of the HA group was less homogenous and started
at different periods of the phonological development of each child. In order
to determine the linguistic phase of each child, the Hebrew Communicative
Development Inventory (HCDI) revised for hearing impairmentwas conducted
for each child in the HA group.1 Te original HCDI (Maital et al. 2000) is an
adaptationof theMacArthurCommunicativeDevelopment Inventory (MCDI)
developed for English (Fenson et al. 1993).

Table 3: Age of the children at the beginning and end of the study

Age— Age—
Child beginning end

CI group: A1 1;05 3;05 Completed phonological development
A2 1;06 3;01 Completed phonological development
A3 2;01 5;01 Completed phonological development
A4 2;04 4;11 Completed phonological development
A5 2:00 4;03 Completed phonological development
A6 2:08 5;06 Dropped out afer 3 months—stopped cooperating

HA group: B1 1;06 2;11 Completed phonological development
B2 3;02 4;09 Dropped out afer 19 months—moved to another

city
B3 3;05 4;08 Completed phonological development
B4 2;10 3;11 Dropped out afer 13 month—due to implantation

1) Te parents of the HA group responded to the questionnaire of the HCDI version for
hearing impaired children, which enabled determining the linguistic vocabulary size of each
child: B1—130 words, B2—70 words, B3—200 words, and B4—50 words.
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Data collection for the typically developing children in the longitudinal study
(Ben-David 2001) started when each child had ten words in the first meeting
(age average 1;02).

Data collection of the longitudinal studies (Adi-Bensaid 2006 for hearing
impaired andBen-David 2001 typically developing) continued till the endof the
phonological development (for most children; see table 3), i.e. until the children
have completed the acquisition of the prosodic aspects of the words (number of
syllables, onsets, codas, and complex onsets).

Te data for the hearing impaired children were collected during 30–45
minute recording sessions once a month. All sessions were recorded using a high
quality audio recorder, a Panasonic microcassette recorder model No. RQ-L10.
Te recorder was placed close to the children, so that the signal-to-noise ratio
obtained was highly efficient. Five audiotape-recording sessions of each child
were selected at random, and a second examiner independently transcribed the
sample records. Te agreement between the examiners regarding the transcrip-
tion reflected a high degree of inter-judged measurement reliability.

3. Phases of Coda Development

Tis section describes the phases of coda development of the hearing impaired
children, both CI and HA groups. Troughout the discussion, a comparison
with typically developing children acquiring Hebrew, as well as children acquir-
ing other languages is provided. Since the findings for the children in the CI
group were very similar to those in the HA group, data of the two groups are
integrated.

3.1. Codaless Words (Phase I)

During the early phases of acquisition, the hearing-impaired children produced
words without codas for target words of any length. Coda deletion occurred
regardless of the position (final vs. non-final) and prominence (stressed vs.
unstressed) of the target syllables with codas. (Table 4)

Table 4: Codaless words

Output Target Child Age

ya yad ‘hand’ A1 1;09
e: en ‘none’ B1 1;05
má.i má.im ‘water’ A1 1;09
tí.ta tík.tak ‘clock sound’ A3 2;02
bá.ba bám.ba ‘snack’ A2 1;10
to li∫.tót ‘to drink’ A2 1;11
pa.tí pa.tí∫ ‘hammer’ B1 1;05
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Codaless words in early phases of acquisition were also reported for typically
developing children acquiringHebrew (Shaked 1990, Ben-David 2001, this vol-
ume) as well as other languages, such as English (Ingram 1976, Salidis and John-
son 1997), Dutch (Fikkert 1994, Levelt and Van de Vijver 1998), Portuguese
(Fikkert and Freitas 1997, Freitas 1999), various dialects of Spanish (Macken
1978, Goldstein and Citron 2001), and Greek (Kappa 2002). Tese studies
indicate that the segments, syllable structures, and word structures found in
children’s early speech tend to exhibit unmarked, simple structures (cf. Jacobson
1968).

Tus, the absence of codas during this phase is explained by prosodic marked-
ness. Because language development proceeds from the unmarked (simple struc-
ture) to the marked (more complex structure), and as codaless syllables are less
marked than syllables with codas, children are expected to first produce syllables
without codas. Tis prosodic markedness is perceptually grounded: since a seg-
ment following the vowel of a syllable (i.e. coda) is acoustically less prominent
than a segment preceding a vowel (i.e. onset) (Steriade 2000), codas are more
likely to be deleted during the initial phases of acquisition.

Coda deletion occurred regardless of whether or not the segment had been
acquired. For example, má.im → [má.i] ‘water’ shows that m has been acquired
but nevertheless deleted in coda position. Te same observation has been re-
ported inAbraham(1989)with reference toEnglish-acquiringhearing-impaired
children using a hearing aid device. It should be noted, however, that although
the first phase is characterized by coda deletion (i.e. codaless words), a few pro-
ductions with codas in final position do appear.

3.2. Preservation of Word Final Codas (Phase II)

During the second phase, the hearing impaired children started producing word
final codas, with an increase in final coda preservation from 20% in phase I to
44% in phase II. Te examples in table 5 exhibit coda preservation in target
words of different lengths and in different stress patterns, though during this
phase, most productions were maximally disyllabic.

Table 5: Word final coda preservation

Output Target Child Age

dad dag ‘fish’ A1 2;04
tuθ sus ‘horse’ B1 1;08
i.póy t͡si.póʁ ‘bird’ A5 2;07
a.ím, ta.ím ta.ím ‘delicious’ B4 2;11
us, ó.bus ó.to.bus ‘bus’ A1 2;06
má.im má.im ‘water’ B1 1;08
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Shaked (1990) found that deletion of final codas was a frequent phonolog-
ical processes in the speech of young typically developing Hebrew-acquiring
children, in particular for the group of children between 1;07 and 2;02 years;
the older group, between 2;02 and 2;07 years, produced the final codas quite
well.

One of the questions addressed with regard to deletion in child’s speech is
whether syllables in prominent positions resist deletion to a greater extent than
syllables in non-prominent positions. Accordingly, the following sub-sections
examine coda preservation with reference to stressed vs. unstressed syllables
(§3.2.1) and finals vs. non-final syllables (§3.2.2).

3.2.1. Stress

Table 6 provides quantitative data for the preservation of word final codas
during phase I (codaless words) and phase II (preservation of final codas),
with emphasis on the distinction between codas in stressed and unstressed sylla-
bles.

Table 6: Word final coda preservation with reference to stress

Phase I:Codaless words Phase II: Preservation of final codas

Target’s stress Target Output % Target Output %

Stressed 685 153 22% 1224 570 46.5%
Unstressed 478 81 17% 901 368 40.8%

Total 1163 234 20% 2125 938 44%

As shown in table 6, there is an increase in coda preservation from phase I (20%)
to phase II (44%) in both stress patterns.Te difference between the two phases
was significant for each stress pattern. For stressed syllables, where 22% of the
codas were preserved in phase I and 46.5% in phase II, the difference was sta-
tistically significant using a paired t-test analysis (t(9)=-7.08, p=.0001). Similarly,
for unstressed syllables, where 17% of the codas were preserved in phase I and
40.8% in phase II, the difference was statistically significant using a paired t-test
analysis (t(9)=-5.27, p=.0003).

However, within each phase, there was no significant difference between coda
preservation in words with ultimate stress and words with non-ultimate stress
(p>.05), though percentages show a stronger tendency of final coda preservation
in stressed syllables. Tis tendency is also reported in Ben-David’s (2001) study
for typically developing children, although her study is qualitative and does not
include a statistical analysis. Also, it can be seen that during the second phase
of final coda development, there was still a considerable degree of coda deletion
(above 50%), suggesting a gradual development.
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With regard to the target words, the ratio within each stress group of words
(i.e. final and non-final) did not change across the phases: words with final stress
were about 58% of all target words; 58.9% (685/1163) in phase I and 57.6%
(1224/2125) in phase II.2 Tat is, no significant stress effect was found in the
speech of the hearing impaired children.

Tese findings are similar to those in Gishri (2009), who reports on the
absence of stress effect in the speech of a slow developing Hebrew-acquiring
child. Similarly, Schwartz and Goffman (1995) report that coda deletion in
English is affected mainly by its position in the word rather than by the stress
pattern. Tat is, deletion occurred in word medial position more ofen than in
word-final position and did not appear to be influenced by stress. Te authors
suggest that vowel lengthening in word final position may make the final codas
more resistant to deletion.

In contrast with the findings in the present study, Ben-David (2001) reports
on a brief stage during which final codas are produced only in stressed syllables.
Similar findings are reported also for Spanish (Lleó 2003), Japanese (Ota 2003),
Portuguese (Freitas et al. 2001) and English (Zamuner and Gerken 1998). Te
latter study,which used a novelword imitation task, found that English-speaking
2-year olds had a greater tendency todelete final codas inunstressed syllables than
in stressed syllables.

Te role of stress in children’s productions is due to its acoustic prominence.
Stressed syllables are of higher pitch, longer duration, and have stronger ampli-
tude than unstressed syllables (Lehiste 1970, Ladefoged 2011). Terefore, they
are better perceived than unstressed syllables and thus better produced by chil-
dren.

In Hebrew, stress is predominantly final (Bat-El 1993, Graf and Ussishkin
2003), and since final syllables are also acoustically salient, the combination of
two prominent acoustic properties in the same syllable contribute to it being
better perceived and consequently producedmore accurately than non-final and
unstressed syllables. However, according to Ben-David (2001, this volume), the
children start with preserving codas in final stressed syllables only, both inmono-
syllabic target words and disyllabic target words with final-stressed syllable, but
not in disyllabic targetwordswith non-final stress.Teir productionswith codas,
however, consisted ofmonosyllabic words only. For example, Carmel (1;05) pro-
duced the final coda xi.túl → [tul] ‘diaper’, but deleted it in ʁé.gel → [é.ge] ‘leg’, and

2) Tese findings do not coincide with those in Adam and Bat-El (2009), which show the
predominance of targets with non-final stress in early acquisition. Te discrepancy might
be due to the fact that the present study considers only targets with codas. In addition, the
predominance of targets with non-final stress in Adam and Bat-El’s study is limited to a very
early period, which has probably been missed here because the children are older.
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Eyal (1;06) produced the final coda in [kax] ‘take! ms.sg.’, but deleted in xó.∫ex →
[kó.∫e] ‘darkness’. In both cases, the same segment is preserved in a stressed sylla-
ble (monosyllabic productions), but deleted in an unstressed syllable. It should
be noted, however, that all disyllabic word productions during this stage ended
with an unstressed syllable. Terefore, the effects of word length and stress can-
not be isolated.

3.2.2. Position

Te quantitative data in table 7 provides the relative rate of coda preservation
during phase II, comparing between final and non-final codas. (Table 7)

Table 7: Coda preservation in final vs. non-final syllables (phase II)

Target syllable Final coda preservation Non-final coda preservation
with coda Target Output % Target Output %

Stressed 1224 570 46.5% 222 41 18.5%
Unstressed 901 368 40.8% 321 46 14.3%

Total 2125 938 44.1% 543 87 16.0%

In both stressed and unstressed syllables, there was a higher rate of final coda
preservation than non-final coda preservation. Using a paired t-test analysis, this
difference was statistically significant for stressed syllables (t(9)=4.21, p<.0011)
as well as unstressed syllables (t(9)=4.35, p<.0009).

ChildA2 (2;06), for example, deleted the lateral coda in the unstressedmedial
syllable in ∫ul.xán → [u.xán] ‘table’ and yal.dá → [ya.dá] ‘girl’, but preserved it
in the final stressed syllable in [ga.dól] ‘big ms.sg.’. Similarly, within the same
word, child A4 (3;05) preserved the final glide coda but deleted the medial
one in bay.báy → [ba.báy] ‘bye’. Tese examples suggest that during this phase of
acquisition, the production of final codas is affected by prosodic considerations,
i.e. the position of the coda in theword, rather than by segmental considerations.
Both children had the segment in their inventory, but they selected to produce
it depending on its position in the prosodic word.

Similar findings are reported in Kaltum-Royzman’s (2008) cross-sectional
study of typically developing Hebrew-acquiring children. Final codas (208/
252=82.5%) were produced more frequently than non-final codas (33/168=
19.64%), with significant distinction (χ2(1)=91.55, p<.0001).

Recall that there was no significant difference between coda preservation in
words with ultimate stress and words with non-ultimate stress (p>.05) in the
previous phase I (table 6). Te same is true for phase II; there was no significant
difference in coda preservation between words with ultimate stress and words
with non-ultimate stress, both in final codas (t(9)=1.52, p>.05), and in non-final
codas (t(9)=-0.32, p>.05).
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Terole of position in the preservation of final codas is acoustically supported.
Acoustic cues are more salient in word final syllables than in non-final syllables
due to the lengthening occurring in final position (Cooper 1983, Snow 1998,
Echols and Newport 1992). Terefore, it is not surprising that codas in word
final position are produced earlier than codas in non-final position, not only in
Hebrew (Ben-David 2001, Kaltum-Royzman 2008), but also in Dutch (Fikkert
1994), French (Rose 2000), and Catalan (Prieto and Bosch-Baliarda 2006).

Te interaction of stress and position is also studied. Kirk and Demuth’s
(2006) study of English-acquiring children found that the distinction between
final and non-final codas is significant only in the unstressed syllables. Lleó’s
(2003) study of two Spanish-acquiring children reveals that, contrary to the
above-mentioned studies, non-final codas are acquired before final codas. She
attributes this apparent counter example to stress, as word final codas in Span-
ish typically occur in unstressed syllables (cf. Hebrew, where words final codas
typically occur in stressed syllables).

3.3. Preservation of Medial Codas

As the data in table 7 indicate, medial codas in Hebrew are acquired afer final
codas. However, also within the development of medial codas we can detect two
phases, as codas in penultimate syllables (§3.3.1) are acquired before codas in
antepenultimate syllables (§3.3.2).

3.3.1. Medial Codas in Penultimate Syllables (Phase III)

During the subsequent phase III of coda development, there was a gradual prog-
ress in coda production in penultimate syllables. Tis phase enjoyed 70% (272/
394) medial coda preservation in penultimate syllable, compared with 16% in
the previous phase II (table 7).

Table 8: Preservation of medial codas in penultimate syllables

Output Target Child Age

tiv.sá kiv.sá ‘sheep’ A5 3;07
zéb.ʁa zéb.ʁa ‘zebra’ A4 4;01
más.tik más.tik ‘chewing gum’ A1 2;08
táf.ta sáf.ta ‘grandma’ A5 3;07
pás.ta pás.ta ‘pasta’ B1 2;11
pan.téʁ psan.téʁ ‘piano’ B1 2;11
ox.yím ox.lím ‘eat ms.pl.’ B1 2;01

During this phase, codas in the antepenultimate syllables of trisyllabic target
words were hardly produced (only 16.6%).
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Table 9: Deletion of medial codas in antepenultimate syllables

Output Target Child Age

a.bát.ya am.bát.ya ‘bath’ A4 4;02
á.bu.las ám.bu.lans ‘ambulance’ A2 2;11
ta.da.lám san.da.lím ‘sandals’ A5 3;07
ma.∫i.vá mak.∫i.vá ‘listens fm.sg’ A5 3;07
li.ya.tán liv.ya.tán ‘whale’ B1 2;01
ta.e.gól taʁ.ne.gól ‘rooster’ B1 2;03
ga.ga.yím gal.ga.lím ‘wheels’ B1 2;02

Given thatHebrew stress is predominantly final, it is not surprising that in 72.8%
(287/394) of the produced tokens the medial codas were in unstressed syllables.
In addition, the role of stress was insignificant in the production ofmedial codas,
as it is the case with final codas (§3.2.1); there was no significant difference in
the deletion of non-final codas between codas in stressed (34/107=31.77%)
and unstressed (88/287=30.66%) syllables. A paired t-test analysis revealed no
significant difference between coda productions with different stress patterns
(t(5)=-0.33, p>.05).

Gishri (2009) reports on similar findings, whereby among the child’s targets
withmedial codas, 75% (457/612) were found in unstressed syllables. However,
a detailed evaluation of stages of development revealed an early effect of stress.
During stage I, the child producedmoremedial codas in stressed syllables (47%)
than in unstressed syllables (24%). Te effect of stress disappeared during stage
II, where coda preservation was found in nearly equal proportions between the
two syllable types—56% in stressed syllables and 63% in unstressed syllables.

Since the data in Gishri’s study are drawn from a slow developing child, I
assume that the effect of stress on medial coda preservation does exist. However,
this effect is too small to detect in typical development (Ben-David 2001), as
well as in the present study of hearing-impaired children, whose language devel-
opment started at a later age due to input deficiency. Both in Ben-David’s (2001)
study and in the current study, percentages show a higher tendency of coda
preservation in stressed syllables, however, a statistical analysis (in the present
study) has shownno significant difference between codaproductionswithdiffer-
ent stress patterns.Note also that data collection inGishri’s studywas on aweekly
basis, while data collection in the current study, as well as in Ben-David (2001),
was on a monthly basis.

Te examples in tables 8 and 9 reflect the preference for coda preservation
in penultimate position (70%) as opposed to coda preservation in antepenulti-
mate position (16.6%). During this phase of coda development, children either
preserve codas in penultimate position, or replace them with other segments
according to their segmental phases of coda acquisition. For example, child A2
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produced m in the penultimate coda in [kum.kúm] ‘kettle’, but deleted it in the
antepenultimate syllable in ám.bu.lans → [á.bu.las] ‘ambulance’. Similarly, child
A5produced f in the penultimate syllable in [bif.ním] ‘inside’, but deleted it in the
antepenultimate syllable in af.ta.á→ [a.ta.á] ‘surprise’.Once again, these examples
suggest that during this phase of acquisition, the production of non-final codas is
contingent upon prosodic rather than segmental considerations. Both children
had the segment in their inventory, but they elected to produce it depending on
its position in the prosodic word.

Tis phase of coda development was also reported for typically developing
children acquiring Hebrew (Ben-David 2001, this volume) and English (Smith
1973).However, Ben-David reports on an additional earlier, though rather short
stage duringwhich the children either copied the final coda (e.g. lid.fók→ [lik.fók]
‘to knock’, san.dál→ [sal.dál] ‘sandal’), or selected targetswith two identical codas
and preserved them both (e.g. [mí∫.mi∫] ‘apricot’, [paʁ.páʁ] ‘butterfly’, [lix.lúx]
‘dirt’). Tere were few such forms in the present study (e.g. [bay.báy] ‘bye’,
[paʁ.páʁ] ‘butterfly’, [kum.kúm] ‘kettle’, baʁ.váz → [baw.báw] ‘duck’), but too few
to support a separate phase.

3.3.2. Medial Codas in Antepenultimate Syllables

During the final phase, codas are preserved in all positions, regardless of the
length of the target words. (Table 10)

Table 10: Faithful codas everywhere

Output Target Child Age

i∫.to.lél i∫.to.lél ‘went wild ms.sg.’ A1 3;00
píl.pe.lim píl.pe.lim ‘peppers’ A1 3;00
max.bé.ʁet max.bé.ʁet ‘notebook’ A1 3;00
mag.ye.∫á mig.la.∫á ‘playground slide’ A1 3;01
ám.bu.lan ám.bu.lans ‘ambulance’ B1 2;11
max.∫e.fá max.∫e.fá ‘witch’ B3 4;08

Tus, as in the case of final codas, the production of medial codas by the hearing
impaired children is affected by position rather than by stress.

4. Summary

Te present study on the acquisition of Hebrew codas revealed that the devel-
opmental path of hearing-impaired children (using CI as well as a conventional
HA device) is similar to that of typically developing (hearing) children. Te ini-
tial phase I is characterized by the dominance of codaless words (80%). Codas
were deleted regardless of the prominence of their hosting syllable (stressed vs.
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unstressed) and its position in the word (final vs. non-final). During phase II
there was a significant increase in the preservation of word final codas, while
medial codas were still deleted in most cases. An increase in the preservation of
medial codas is then encountered, during phase III, in penultimate codas, and
only later, during phase IV, in antepenultimate codas. Te four phases of coda
development are summarized in table 11.

Table 11: Phases of coda development

Phase I: Coda deletion in all prosodic positions and in all stress patterns
Phase II: Preservation of word final codas
Phase III: Preservation of medial codas in penultimate syllables
Phase IV: Preservation of medial codas in antepenultimate syllables

Contrary to earlier studies, which showed the effect of position and stress on
coda preservation, the present study provides evidence for the effect of position
only; there was no significant effect of stress. However, the percentages show
a greater tendency of coda preservation in stressed syllables than in unstressed
syllables. For example, 22% vs. 17% of final coda preservation in stressed vs.
unstressed syllables respectively during phase I, and 46.5% vs. 40.8% during
phase II (table 6). Te same tendency was shown with respect to medial codas.
For example, 18.5% vs. 14.3% of medial coda preservation in stressed vs. un-
stressed syllables respectively during phase II (table 7). In other words, although
no significant difference was found between coda productions in different stress
patterns, there seems to be a numerical tendency towards coda productions in
stressed syllables. It is possible that these differences were not statistically sig-
nificant because the group of the hearing-impaired children was too small and
heterogeneous (the wide range of standard deviation strengthens this proposal).
Although Ben-David (2001, this volume) reports on stress effect in her study
with typically developing Hebrew-acquiring children, no statistical analysis was
done in her study, thus she also presents tendencies only, and as a result, no com-
parison to typically developing children could be made. A future study includ-
ing a homogenous group with more children may enable us to understand stress
effect in the production of codas in the speech of Hebrew-acquiring children.
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Abstract
SR shows a typical acquisition pattern of first avoidingmarked structures, then repairing them,
then producing them faithfully. I propose amethod for diagnosing and quantifying avoidance,
and then analyze the avoidance using the null parse approach. I offer a computationally imple-
mented analysis of SR’s acquisition path in terms of Error Selective Learning (Tessier 2007,
2008, 2009, Becker and Tessier 2012), modeling the avoidance of marked structure as selec-
tion of the null parse. Te model predicts a realistic acquisition path using a persistent M > F
> MParse bias and the relativization of MParse to markedness constraints.
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1. Introduction

Child speech is phonologically different from adult speech in several different
ways. One prominent and noticeable property of child speech is deletion, typi-
cally leading to entire syllables missing in the child’s pronunciation. It is a long-
standing observation that by using deletion so liberally, children eliminate struc-
tures that they are not ready to pronounce, such as codas, complex onsets, and
unstressed syllables. As they approximate the adult pronunciation, children grad-
ually phase deletion out of their speech. Another option children have, however,
is to avoid words that have such structures altogether; they stay silent, or choose
to say different words.

*) Tanks toOuti Bat-El for sharing her data and her insights, and to two anonymous review-
ers for their helpful comments.Tanks also to AdamAlbright, Hannes Fellner,Wendell Kim-
per, Joe Pater, John McCarthy, and Matt Wolf for feedback and valuable comments. Special
thanks go to Anne-Michelle Tessier for thorough discussion of the proposal. I also thank the
audience at the workshop on computational modeling of sound pattern acquisition (Univer-
sity of Alberta, Edmonton), and at the UC Berkeley linguistics department, in particular,
Bruce Hayes, Sharon Inkelas, and John Sylak. Tere are no remaining errors.

http://brill.com/baall
mailto:michael.becker@phonologist.org
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Te idea that avoidance is a way to approximate adult speech is expressed in
Kiparsky and Menn (1977:56–58), quoted by Kager et al. (2004:11), emphasis
mine:

Different children exclude definable classes of output by different means… When we
observe such repeated ‘exclusion’, we conclude that these classes of outputs … represent
difficulties to the child, and the various rules of child phonology (substitutions, dele-
tions, etc.) as well as selective avoidance of some adult words, are devices the child finds
for dealing with those difficulties.

Te quote is particularly insightful given that it predates a theory with output
constraints that can be satisfied in a variety of ways; the idea of excluding classes
of output bydifferentmeanswas not expressible in the rule-based theory thatwas
prevalent at the time (deletion or avoidance could bemodeled separately in rule-
based theory, but the conspiracy between them could not). In terms ofOptimal-
ity Teory (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004), a single markedness constraint,
say against complex onsets, causes both simplification of these complex onsets by
deletion, and avoidance ofwords that have complex onsets in their adult form.By
avoiding words with complex onsets in their adult forms, children eliminate the
faithfulness violations that would be caused by simplifying the adult form. Tar-
get avoidance, or target selection, is mentioned as a feature of language acquisi-
tion in, among others, Ferguson andFarwell (1975), Kiparsky andMenn (1977),
Schwartz and Leonard (1982), Schwartz (1988), Schwartz et al. (1987), Stoel-
Gammon andCooper (1984), Fikkert (1994), Grijzenhout and Joppen-Hellwig
(2002),Menn (2004), andGoad and Rose (2004), Bat-El this volume. In partic-
ular, Adam andBat-El (2008a,b, 2009, 2010) discuss SR’s target avoidance in the
context of prosody (preferences for trochaic targets) and another child’s selection
of vowels (preference for [a]).

By selecting targets based on phonological criteria, the child carves out an
increasingly representative subset of the adult language for their productions.
In SR’s case, he starts with a lexicon that has very few final sonorants in its
adult forms, which is not at all representative of adult Hebrew. Afer a period of
avoiding these words, he gradually adds final sonorants to his speech, until such
words make more than a third of all the words he says, as in the adult language.

In this paper, I focus on two structures in SR’s speech: initial complex onsets
(see also Bloch 2011 and Karni 2012) and final sonorant codas (see also Bat-El
2012). I show that he avoids words that have these structures in §2, and I offer
anOptimalityTeoretic analysis that derives the avoidance by selection of a null
parse, or a failure to parse the input, in §3. A generalized theory of avoidance,
with a learning algorithm that produces the stages of acquisition, from avoidance
to deletion to adult speech, is presented in §4. A computational implementation
of the learning algorithm, which formalizes the analysis, is presented in §5, and
§6 concludes.
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A particularly interesting aspect of SR’s development is that complex onsets
are avoided longer than sonorant codas.Teoretically, this will require avoidance
to be sensitive to the marked structure that is being avoided. Te model will
accommodate this fact by relativizing a constraint against avoidance to particular
markedness constraints that are active in the grammar.

2. Diagnosing Target Selection

By its very nature, target selection is not directly detectable. Rather, it needs to
be deduced from the data by identifying the conspicuous underrepresentation
of certain types of words.Te phonological acquisition literature is mostly inter-
ested in unfaithful productions, and rightly so, since they are directly observable.

As the child transitions from avoiding a certain structure to a more advanced
stage (either simplified production or adult-like production), the previously
underrepresented structure will become increasingly prevalent, and gradually
reach its ratio in the adult language. On the other hand, structures that are not
avoided will be present in the data from the beginning, and their relative preva-
lence will not increase over time (in fact, it may decrease over time, as previously
avoided forms become more prevalent).

SR’s longitudinal corpus is ideally suited for testing the relative proportion
of various structures along the acquisition path. SR was recorded by a trained
phonetician about once aweek, starting during his babbling period; he produced
his first word at age 1;2. His productions were transcribed and paired with their
intended meaning (as determined by the recorder). Most words were produced
in the context of directed play, including naming tasks.

Figure 1 charts the development of SR’s initial complex onsets. Te diamonds
trace the production of complex onsets as a percentage of SR’s total productions.
Each diamond represents one session, with its size proportional to the number
of words recorded on that session. Up until the age of 1;7, SR does not produce
complex onsets at all. Once he starts producing them faithfully, they gradually
increase in frequency until they make about 2% of his productions. Statistically
speaking, this development of SR’s productions canbe shown tobe a positive cor-
relation between SR’s age and the probability that he would produce a complex
onset. A logistic regression model using the glm function in R (R Development
Core Team 2011) confirms that the correlation is significant (z=6.89, p<.0001).

Te circles in Figure 1 trace SR’s attempts to produce words with complex
onsets. If SRwere to choose words from the adult language based purely on their
meaning, we would expect to see no progression; words with complex onsets
would be attempted at a constant rate throughout the period of acquisition.Tis
is not the case: SR starts by hardly attempting any complex onsets at all until
about 1;5, then his attempts increase gradually until about 1;8. Tis gradual rise,
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Figure 1: Increase in SR’s initial cluster targets up until 1;8

or positive correlation between age and attempts of complex onsets, is statisti-
cally significant.

A logistic regressionmodelwith a changepoint1 at 1;8 shows an initial positive
slope from1;2 up to 1;8 that is highly significant (z=3.84, p<.0005). Admittedly,
the followingdecline in the prevalence of complex onsets is lefunexplainedhere.
I speculate that the decline from 1;8 to 2;2 is due to the acquisition of other
marked structures, or perhaps other morpho-phonological categories (such as
verbs), which make complex onsets relatively less common. I leave this puzzle
for future work.

To summarize SR’s treatment of complex onsets, we have seen that he starts
without any complex onsets, neither in production nor in attempts. In other
words, it is not simply the case that words with complex onsets are simplified—
they are eliminated altogether, or avoided.Te initial state gradually gives way to
a stage where words with complex onsets are attempted, and produced unfaith-
fully. Te increase in attempts of complex onsets, or the decrease in their avoid-
ance, is statistically significant.

SR’s treatment of final sonorant codas shows a similar pattern of avoidance.
Figure 2 charts the development of his final sonorants, again showing produc-
tions with a solid line and attempts with a dashed line. Until the age of 1;4,
SR hardly produces any sonorant codas at all, and then he quickly transitions to
producing them mostly faithfully at 1;6. Tis acquisition is much quicker than

1) Change points allow a regression analysis to model the rise and subsequent fall in the ratio
of complex onsets in thedata. In the case of SR’s complex onsets, the introductionof the change
point is justified by the significant improvement it makes over the model that lacks a change
point (χ2(1)=30.2, p<.0001). For a similar use of a change point analysis in child data, see
Becker andTessier (2011). For general reference on regressionswith a change point, seeBaayen
(2008) §6.4, Jaynes (2003) §15.8.1, and Mudelsee (2010) §4.2.2.
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Figure 2: Increase in SR’s final sonorant targets up until 1;8

SR’s acquisition of complex onsets, which is to be expected given the higher fre-
quency of these sonorant codas. Te increase in final sonorants is also seen in
his attempts: words with final sonorants in their adult form become increasingly
prevalent in his speech, up until 1;8, and again this increase comes out statisti-
cally significant in a logistic regression model (z=6.68, p<.0001).

Te evidence for avoidance of final sonorants is precisely the increase in SR’s
attempts from 1;2 to 1;8. If SR had not avoided sonorant codas, they would
be targeted or attempted at a constant rate, but the regression analysis confirms
that the change in the ratio of sonorant codas is significantly different from zero.
Past the age of 1;8, the ratio of sonorant codas declines both in attempts and in
production—mirroring the decline seen for the complex onsets.

Te evidence for avoidance relies exclusively on the distribution of attempted
targets, i.e. on the adult phonological forms, disregarding SR’s surface produc-
tions. How SR pronounced these words is orthogonal to the question of avoid-
ance; the fact that they are conspicuouslymissing fromhis earlymonths of speech
is enough evidence for target selection. Equivalently, the question can be framed
in terms of overrepresentation of the complement forms: a vocabulary limited to
final vowels and obstruents, with no initial clusters, is not a representative sample
of the Hebrew lexicon. Now, it is possible that such a vocabulary is representa-
tive of a child lexicon, and that this is an accident about the Hebrew lexicon that
concepts that children discuss at that age are phonologically simple. Tis does
not seem to be the case: words like taˈpuaχ ‘apple’ and aˈɡas ‘pear’ (which SR
says) are hardly more relevant to a child’s interests than ˈmaim ‘water’ and ˈɡlida
‘ice-cream’ (which SR avoids). A cross-linguistic study of the acquisition of these
concepts would clear this point, but this is beyond the scope of this paper.

SR does not attempt all words with equal probability. Rather, he carves out a
non-representative portion of the lexicon for his early productions, limiting his
attempts to words that he can produce with sufficient accuracy. To be sure, this is
not a claim about SR’s conscious efforts; as withmost phonological behavior, it is
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entirely plausible that his avoidance is unconscious. Te analysis provided below
does not assume any conscious manipulation of linguistic elements.

While the evidence for avoidance comes from the distribution of SR’s targets,
it is also instructive to look at his productions. Once words with final sonorants
or initial clusters appear, what form do they take? Here, we have to rely on
the transcription of SR’s words. While it is known that adults are imperfect
transcribers of child productions, we have no better data for SR’s speech, and
therefore I will assume that the transcriptions are at least indicative of SR’s actual
speech.

Consonant deletion is SR’s most common repair for word-final sonorants and
word-initial clusters. For final sonorants, deletion accounts for about half of all
unfaithful token, as in (2).2 With initial onsets, deletion accounts for about three
quarters of all unfaithful tokens, as exemplified in (3)

(2) SR’s repairs of final sonorants by deletion

Target Output

ˈpil ˈpi ‘elephant’ 1;04.10
na.ˈmeʁ̞ na.ˈme ‘tiger’ 1;05.08
ˈma.im ˈma.i ‘water’ 1;05.15

(3) SR’s repairs of initial clusters by deletion

Target Output

ˈpkak ˈpak ‘cap’ 1;05.29
ˈɡli.da ˈɡi.da ‘ice-cream’ 1;06.12
dvo.ˈʁ̞a do.ˈʁ̞a ‘bee’ 1;06.26

If we accept that consonant deletion is used as a repair for both final sono-
rants and initial clusters, wemust conclude that the same faithfulness constraint,
namely Max-C, is involved in both processes. Te analytical implications of
this shared reliance on Max-C are explored in §3.2. Going beyond the specifics
of SR’s particular acquisition path, however, it seems highly likely that a single
repair, and in particular deletion, will be deployed by a child to deal with two
separate sources of markedness; thus, the problem at hand is likely to be rele-
vant to the analysis of acquisition paths in general. Even if the reader does not
accept the accuracy of the transcriptions in this corpus, the form of the problem
remains if one accepts that deletion can be used to repair more than one marked
structure.

2) SR opts for metathesis in about one third of the tokens when it repairs an onsetless un-
stressed syllable, as in [ˈja.li] or [ˈla.li] for adult [ˈla.il] ‘Lyle (name)’.
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3. Analysis: SR’s Avoidance as a Null Parse

I will analyze avoidance in OT (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004), using the
idea that avoidance results from inputs of certain kinds being mapped onto the
null parse (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004; McCarthy and Wolf 2010). Te
null parse is a candidate that fails to have any phonological or morphological
structure, and thus vacuously satisfied all markedness and all faithfulness con-
straints. Noted ⊙, the null parse only violates the special constraint MParse.

Prince and Smolensky (1993/2004) proposed the null parse tomodel phono-
tactic gaps, and the approach has been used this way by Smith (2009) and Al-
bright (2011). Te null parse has also been used to model paradigm gaps, e.g. in
Rice 2006, Bat-El 2010 (though see Albright 2010 for a different view).Te null
parse formalizes the idea that a phonological derivation may not succeed in gen-
erating an output; passing a phonological or morpho-phonological input form
through the grammar produces no output, or equivalently, produces an output
with no phonological or morphological form at all.

3.1. Error-Selective Learning of Target Avoidance

To generate realistic acquisition paths based on the null parse, I use Error Selec-
tive Learning (Tessier 2007, 2008, 2009, Becker and Tessier 2012), which is an
elaboration of the error-based learning algorithms in Prince and Tesar (2004),
Hayes (2004), et seq. In error-based learning, an error is defined as a mismatch
between an adult form and the pronunciation is it assigned by the child. Te
child uses the error to learn by pairing it with the adult form, making a winner-
loser pair, and finding outwhich constraints prefer thewinner using comparative
tableaux (Prince 2002). Te winner-loser pairs are stored in the Support, which
represents the evidence that the child has for their current constraint ranking.
What Error Selective Learning adds to the basic algorithms in Prince and Tesar
(2004) andHayes (2004) is amethod for choosing errors to learn from in a grad-
ual way. In this paper, I will simply assume that the errors are selected correctly;
the interested reader should consult the works cited above for further detail.
One property of Error Selective Learning is that more frequent errors trigger
learning earlier. In the case of SR, Error Selective Learning ensures that learn-
ingmatches SR’s path ofmastering sonorant codas first and complex onsets later,
simply because sonorant codas are more frequent in the target language.

To see how Error Selective Learning works, I start with a simplified gram-
mar that has only three constraints: the markedness constraint M, the faithful-
ness constraint F, and MParse. Tere will only be one word in the language,
‘adult form’, which violates M. Te learner is equipped with a M > F > MParse
bias, meaning that in the absence of evidence to the contrary, all markedness
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constraints are at the top, all faithfulness constraints are ranked below, and
MParse is at the bottom.WithMParse so lowly ranked, thenull parse is always
thewinner, and all words are avoided.Tis initial grammar, also known as the ini-
tial state, is noted asℋ0 in (4).With this grammar, the child is silent, as all words
are mapped onto the null parse.

(4) ℋ0: M≫ F≫MParse
MParse is at the bottom, everything is avoided.

When the child attempts to pronounce ‘adult form’, the current grammar selects
the null parse as the winner (5). Te outside observer hears nothing being said,
so the word ‘adult form’ is avoided. Since we assume ‘adult form’ as the input, the
candidate ‘adult form’ is faithful, so it only violates M, but not F. By definition,
the null parse only violates MParse.

(5) /adult form/ M F MParse

a. adult form *!

b. ☞ ⊙ *

Teadult formdoesnotwin in (5), i.e. the childmakes an error.To learn fromthis
error, the intendedwinner is compared to the actualwinner, and this comparison
creates the comparative tableau in (6), also known as the Support. Te Support
collects the errors that the child decides to learn from. Te constraint M assigns
a violation mark to the winner but not to the loser, so it prefers the loser. Tis
preference ismarkedwith an L in (6); similarly,MParse prefers the winner, so it
marked with W. When the ranking algorithm is run on the Support, MParse is
installed, meaning it is placed at the top of the hierarchy.Te single winner-loser
pair is accounted for and thus removed, leaving M and F without any evidence
about their ranking. Due to the M > F bias, M is installed first below MParse,
and F is installed below M, giving the new grammar in (7).

(6) M F MParse

adult form ≻ ⊙ L W

(7) ℋ1: MParse≫M≫ F
Faithfulness at the bottom, everything is simplified

In this new grammar, faithfulness is lowly ranked, so running ‘adult form’
through the new grammar will give a new winner ‘simplified form’. We will
assume that ‘simplified form’ does not violate M and does violate F. Choosing
‘simplified form’ as the output is still an error, so learning needs to take place
again. Now the learner pairs ‘simplified form’ with the adult form, and learns
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from the new error. Te winner-loser pair from (6) is still part of the Support, so
it also appears in (8).

(8) M F MParse

adult form ≻ ⊙ L W

adult form ≻ simplified form L W

When running the ranking algorithm on (8), we have two constraints that only
prefer winners to choose from, F and MParse. Due to the F > MParse bias,
we first install F, followed by MParse. When both are installed, M is free for
installation below them, as in (9). At this point, the learner reached the adult
grammar.

(9) ℋ2: F≫MParse≫M
Adult forms surface faithfully

Te learning path as illustrated moved the learner from avoidance through sim-
plification to the adult form. Te three stages appear without anything known
about the specific markedness and faithfulness constraints involved; the trajec-
tory of the learning path is only due to the general definition of markedness and
faithfulness and to the M > F > MParse bias in the constraint ranking algo-
rithm. Te ranking algorithm as given by Prince and Tesar (2004) and Hayes
(2004) only use an M > F bias, which I augmented with an F > MParse bias.
Te addition of further biases to constraint ranking algorithms has several prece-
dents, such as the addition of the OO-F > M bias and the splitting of F into a
specific-F > general-F bias; see Tessier (2006, 2007) for a review.3

Te null parse approach has only been used to model avoided forms in adult
language, to my knowledge. My use of it here is particularly close to its use in the
modeling of phonotactic gaps, as in Prince and Smolensky (1993/2004), Smith
(2009) and Albright (2011). Tis paper integrates the null parse approach with
the learning algorithms used in constraint-based approaches.

Te idea that gaps may shape language acquisition suggests that over time,
some languages will get rid of words that have marked structures. An instructive
case comes from the history of rhotic-initial roots in Proto-Indo-European: in
most daughter languages, these rhotic-initial roots appearwith prothesis, but the
same roots aremissing inAnatolian (Rasmussen1999,Operstein to appear). Per-
haps future attention from historical linguists will uncover more of these cases.

3) Te proposed F > MParse bias is motivated in this case by SR’s acquisition path, and any
other acquisition path that is similarly characterized by avoidance followed by simplification.
It is hoped that this bias will receive additional support in the future from other sources,
cross-linguistic and experimental.
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3.2. Application to Syllable Margins

In the previous section, we have seen how a single markedness constraint can
interact with faithfulness and MParse to produce the kind of learning trajec-
tory that SR exhibits, with avoidance followed by repair and then mastery. Tis
section assumes further that SR’s initial clusters and final sonorants are both
repaired with deletion, and thus both give rise to violations of the same faithful-
ness constraint, Max-C. Admittedly, it may not be possible to verify that dele-
tion is involved in both cases beyond reasonable doubt, but the general case of
two different markedness violations giving rise to violation of the same faithful-
ness constraint seemsquite plausible. Inparticular, deletion is known tobehighly
prevalent in child language, and it is quite likely that at least some childrendeploy
deletion as a repair for more than one marked structure.

With sonorants inword-final codas, SR’smain choices are shownas candidates
in (10).Te grammar is in its initial state, as in (4), withM≫F≫MParse.Here,
themarkedness constraints are instantiated by *SonCoda,which penalizes final
sonorants, and *Complex,which penalizes initial clusters.Te faithfulness con-
straint is Max-C, which assigns one violation mark for every consonant of the
input that lacks anoutput correspondent.Tefirst candidate in (10) is fully faith-
ful, violating the markedness constraint *SonCoda. Te second candidate is a
simplified form, with the final consonant deleted. Te final candidate is the null
parse, which only violates MParse.

(10) /na.ˈmeʁ̞/ *SonCoda
.........
*Complex Max-C MParse

a. na.ˈmeʁ̞ *!
.........

b. na.ˈme
.........

*!

c. ☞ ⊙
.........

*

When SR moves to the next grammar, as in (7), MParse is installed above
*SonCoda. *Complex is not involved, and it stays at the top of the hierarchy.
But since MParse is no longer at the bottom, complex onsets can no longer be
avoided; this unintended consequence is shown in (11).

(11) /ˈɡli.da/ *Complex MParse *SonCoda Max-C

a. ˈɡli.da *!

b. ☞ ˈɡi.da *

c. ⊙ *!

Once Max-C is below MParse, avoidance is more costly than deletion, and
all marked structures that can be repaired by deletion can no longer be avoided.
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In other words, once sonorant codas are simplified, complex onsets should be
simplified as well. Yes this is not the case: SR starts simplifying sonorant codas
from the very first recording session at 1;2, while simplified complex codas do
not appear until more than a month later.

Te unintended interaction between the processes seen above is more severe
when examined in a more generalized way. In §4 below, I show the true depth of
the problem, and offer a solution in the form of sub-categorization of MParse.

4. Generalizing theMParse(M) Approach

In this section, I show that the M > F > MParse bias is too coarse to derive a
realistic acquisition path; the effect of MParse is too dramatic. Instead, I will
propose that MParse is relativized to particular markedness constraints, thus
limiting its effect.

4.1. Te Problem: Avoidance Lost Too Soon

To see the problem in its general form, assume a more realistic grammar with
several markedness constraints, noted M1, M2, M3, etc., and several faithfulness
constraints, noted F1, F2, F3, etc. In the initial state, as in (12), all themarkedness
constraints are in one stratum at the top, followed by all of the faithfulness
constraints, and MParse at the bottom.

(12) ℋ0: M1, M2, M3, …≫ F1, F2, F3, …≫MParse
Initial state: everything avoided.

Now, the learner notices that one word, ‘adult form’, is being avoided, and it is
paired with the current output, the null parse, to form the winner-loser pair in
(13). We assume that ‘adult form’ violates M1. Te markedness constraints that
do not have an L in their column are installed first, followed by MParse. Once
the winner-loser pair is accounted for, M1 is free to be installed, followed by all
of the faithfulness constraints. Te resulting grammar is in (14).

In this new grammar, MParse outranks all of the faithfulness constraints, so
the null parse will never be a winner. Any possible repair forM1 will be preferred
to a violation ofMParse.What happenedwas that learning triggered by a single
markedness constraint caused avoidance to no longer be available as a response
to any markedness violations.

(13) M1 M2 M3 F1 F2 F3 MParse

adult ≻ ⊙ L W

(14) ℋ1: M2, M3, …≫MParse≫M1≫ F1, F2, F3, …
Nothing avoided; everything simplified.
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Continuing from here, the learner now produces ‘adult form’ simplified. Pair-
ing ‘simplified form’ with ‘adult form’ adds another winner-loser pair to the Sup-
port, as in (15).

(15) M1 M2 M3 F1 F2 F3 MParse

adult ≻ ⊙ L W

adult ≻ simplified L W

When running the ranking algorithmon (15),M2 andM3 are free for installation
first. Ten F1 and MParse need to be installed to free M1, followed by the
remaining faithfulness constraints F2 and F3. Te resulting grammar is in (16).

(16) ℋ2: M2, M3, …≫ F1≫MParse≫M1≫ F2, F3, …
M1-violating forms surface faithfully; everything else simplified if F1 is not involved;

avoided if F1 involved.

In this grammar, the low ranking of M1 allows forms that violate it to surface
faithfully. Avoidance in general is not in use, because most faithfulness con-
straints are below MParse, but avoidance can happen in a situation where the
only other option is violating F1.

Te learning path described in (12–14–16) seems rather implausible.While it
correctly starts with avoidance, and leads particular forms through simplification
to the adult forms, there is an unintended consequence for avoidance in general.
Te early promotion of MParse above all faithfulness constraints means that
avoidance is no longer available as a strategy for dealing with any kind of phono-
tactic restriction. Since the null parse will no longer be a winner once the gram-
mar in (14) is adopted, there will no longer be evidence for ranking it below any
markedness constraint other than M1.

4.2. Te solution: Markedness-Based Avoidance

Wehave seen in §4.1 thatMParsemust not bepromoted too early, or itwill have
an implausibly strong effect. Te solution I propose relies on a better formaliza-
tion of Kiparsky andMenn’s insight quoted in (1), according towhich avoidance
is a response to a markedness constraint.

Instead of installing MParse above markedness as in §4.1, the revised algo-
rithm installs a markedness-specific instances of MParse. Tis approach finds
precedent in Rice (2006), who also proposes that MParse should be relativized
to apply in fewer contexts.

Te learner starts as before, with a grammar that has several markedness con-
straints, then several faithfulness constraints, and finally MParse at the bottom
of the hierarchy.
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(17) ℋ0: M1, M2, M3, …≫ F1, F2, F3, …≫MParse
Initial state: everything avoided.

Again the learner’s grammar generates the null parse from the input ‘adult form’,
and a winner-loser is formed, as in (18).

(18) M1 M2 M3 F1 F2 F3 MParse

adult ≻ ⊙ L W

Now, applying the ranking algorithmwould normally lead us to installMParse.
But instead, we create a new constraint, MParse(M1), and install it. Tis new
constraint only penalizes the null parse if the fully faithful candidate violatesM1

(see 23 below for a formal definition).Tis frees upM1, and following it, faithful-
ness can be installed, followed by the general MParse. With this new grammar,
faithfulness still outranks generalMParse, and avoidance is still largely in place.
Only forms whose fully faithful candidate violates M1 are simplified.

(19) ℋ1: M2, M3, …≫MParse(M1)≫M1≫ F1, F2, F3, …≫MParse
M1-violating adult forms simplified; everything else avoided.

Now, the learner’s output for ‘adult form’ is ‘simplified form’, which is still an
error. An additional winner-loser pair is added to the Support, as in (20).

(20) M1 M2 M3 F1 F2 F3 MP(M1) MParse

adult ≻ ⊙ L W W

adult ≻ simplified L W

Te Support in (20) has three constraints that could be installed: F1, MParse
(M1), and MParse. We install F1 first due to the F > MParse bias. Next,
MParse(M1) is chosen for installation, presumably because it is more specific
than MParse. Te resulting grammar, in (21), allows forms that violate M1 to
surface faithfully, but forms that do not violate M1 are still avoided.

(21) ℋ2: M2, M3, …≫ F1≫MParse(M1)≫M1≫ F2, F3, …≫MParse
M1-violating forms faithful; everything else avoided.

Te learner achieved an adult-like grammar as far asM1 is concerned.Te acqui-
sitionpath goes through avoidance and then simplificationon itsway to the adult
form, all the while allowing forms that do not violate M1 to remain avoided.
Regarding the formal definition of themarkedness-specific versions ofMParse,
it should be noted that MParse(M1) is defined relative to the fully faithful can-
didate (McCarthy 2003, 2007). In this stage of phonotactic acquisition, the fully
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faithful candidate (FFC) is conveniently identical to the adult form (as in, e.g.
Hayes 2004).

(22) MParse(M1): Assign a violation mark to ⊙ if the FFC violates M1

Te definition of the markedness-specific MParse can be made more general,
applying to a set of markedness constraints.

(23) Mparse(Mm …Mn): Assign a violationmark to⊙ if the FFC violates all of theMarked-
ness constraints in Mm … Mn

Tosummarize, I showed that the generalMParse is tooblunt as a tool formodel-
ing avoidance in acquisition, as it creates unintended and implausible
effects on the learner’s behavior. Relativizing MParse to the markedness con-
straints that cause avoidance creates awell-behaved and realistic acquisition path,
and offers a first formalization for Kiparsky and Menn’s insight.

An anonymous reviewer asks whether it would be possible to relativize faith-
fulness constraints instead of MParse. While it is technically possible, it would
lead to amuchmore complicated theory: to prevent avoidance in response toM1,
F1 will need to be demoted below MParse, but only for those cases where M1 is
involved. So F1 will have to be split into one version that is sensitive to M1 (to be
demoted below MParse), and one version that is sensitive to all candidates that
do not violate M1 (to be kept above MParse). Te general F1 is removed from
the grammar. Worse still, all other faithfulness constraints will also have to be
specified as not applying to forms that violate M1. Tese negative definitions of
faithfulness constraints will have to be repeated for each markedness constraint
that causes simplification rather than avoidance. Relativizing MParse, then, is
the preferred solution.

5. Implementation

Te issue of learning Optimality Teoretic grammars has received much atten-
tion over the years, with much of the theory highly formalized and rigorously
proven to work, as in e.g. Tesar and Smolensky (1998, 2000). Te current model
adds a new component to the theory, and thus should be checked carefully to
work as advertised. I implemented the learner computationally as a Perl script.
Te script and accompanyingfiles are available at http://becker.phonologist.org/
shaxar/.Te learner is overall similar to the one in Becker andTessier (2012), but
with constraints defined as bona fide functions, as in Becker (2005).

First, I will show the learner in its basic form, and show how it generates the
problemdiscussed in §4.1.Ten, amechanism for installingmarkedness-specific
versions of MParse will be added, and a more realistic acquisition path will
emerge.

http://becker.phonologist.org/shaxar/
http://becker.phonologist.org/shaxar/
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Te implementation I offer is categorical in two senses: it moves from one
grammar to the next categorically (i.e. there is only one grammar operative at
each point in time), and each grammar is categorical (all constraints are categor-
ically ranked). Tis results in a simplified acquisition path relative to SR’s actual
productions. SeeBecker andTessier (2012) for a noisier implementationof Error
Selective Learning.

5.1. Installing the General MParse

Te learner starts with a set of four universal constraints (con): *SonCoda,
*ComplexOnset, Max, MParse. When given an input, eval creates up to
five candidates: the fully faithful candidate and⊙ are always created. If the input
has an initial cluster or a final sonorant, simplified forms that repair either or
both are created. Given a candidate set, eval simply chooses the winner given
the current ranking.

Whenever the learner produces a non-adult form, or an error (i.e. the fully
faithful candidate is not the winner), it is stored in the Cache (Tessier 2007,
2008, 2009, Becker and Tessier 2012). When errors accumulate in the Cache,
they are selectively moved to the Support. Ten, the ranking algorithm (à la
Prince andTesar 2004,Hayes 2004) creates a new grammar, persistently favoring
M > F > MParse.

As its input, the learner runs a list of SR’s targets through its current gram-
mar, one by one, in random order. Randomizing the list assures that the learner
attempts words with marked structures throughout the learning process. When
enough errors accumulate, the Support is updated and a new grammar is learned.
Te learner starts with the initial state (ℋ0) and passes through three intermedi-
ate grammars on its way to the adult grammar (ℋ4).

As seen in Figure 3, the learner starts by being completely silent in ℋ0, as
everything is avoided.Ten, final sonorants are simplified inℋ1, and at the same
time, initial clusters are simplified as well. Avoidance is switched off atℋ1 for
both marked structures. When *SonCoda is ranked below faithfulness inℋ2,
final sonorants are pronounced faithfully, and initial clusters are avoided again.
Initial clusters are again simplified inℋ3, and produced faithfully inℋ4.

Te appearance of simplified initial clusters inℋ1 is due to the installation of
MParse above faithfulness, and their disappearance inℋ2 is due to the renewed
installation of MParse below faithfulness. Te learner adopts both of these
grammars in an attempt to master final sonorants; the effect on initial clusters
is unintended.

It should be noted that the learner chooses what to learn from based on the
accumulation of errors in the Cache, which is a buffer that determines which
errors are sent to the Support. In Hebrew, final sonorants are much more com-
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Figure 3: Model predictions: Productions and attempts of marked syllable margins.
Solid lines represent faithful productions, dashed lines simplified productions.

mon than initial clusters, which is why the learner masters them earlier. It would
seem, however, that the frequency effect here is rather large: initial clusters are
about five times rarer than sonorant codas, yet SR acquires them in fairly rapid
succession.Tomimic SR’s pace, I allowed learning thresholds todiffer bymarked-
ness constraint; in essence, making the model more sensitive to violations of
*ComplexOnset than frequency would require. While this improves the fit
of the model to the data, further research will be needed to assess the appropri-
ateness of this solution more generally.

5.2. Installing Markedness-specific MParse

To fix the problem with the model in §5.1, a new model was built that installs
markedness-specific versions of MParse, as defined in (23). Te original
MParse stays at the bottom of the hierarchy. Markedness constraints and
MParse are functions from a linguistic form (a candidate) to a number of vio-
lations. Similarly, faithfulness constraints are functions from a pair of linguistic
forms (the input and a candidate) to a number of violations. Te new marked-
ness-specific MParse proposed here is a little more involved, though perfectly
well-defined: it is a function from a linguistic form (the candidate), a marked-
ness constraint, and the fully faithful candidate, to a number of violations. Te
simulation creates these new constraints/functions on the fly, and they are added
to con.

Running the simulation with this new mechanism in place makes the acquisi-
tion path more plausible, as show in Figure 4. Inℋ1, the general MParse is still
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Figure 4: Model predictions: Productions and attempts of marked syllable margins.
Solid lines represent faithful productions, dashed lines simplified productions.

at the bottom of the hierarchy, but MParse(*SonC) is installed above *Son-
Coda. Forms with initial clusters are still avoided, since the general MParse
is below faithfulness. And yet, Figure 4 shows a few forms with initial clusters
sneaking in duringℋ1.Why is that?Te reason is that some words contain both
an initial cluster and a final sonorant, and these words are not avoided whenℋ1

is in place. Recall that simplifying an initial cluster or a final sonorant is done
by deletion, so the same Max-C is violated in both cases. When a form such as
[pʁ̞a.ˈχim] ‘flowers’, which has both marked structures, is run through ℋ1, the
null parse is not the winner (24).

(24) /pʁ̞a.ˈχim/ *Complex Onset MParse (*SonC) *SonCoda Max-C MParse

a. pʁ̞a.ˈχim *! *

b. pa.ˈχim *! *

c. ☞ pa.χi **

d. ⊙ *! *

Te emerging result is that two marked configurations that involve the same
faithfulness constraint are predicted to interact, but only in the words that have
both configurations. I find the prediction to be intriguing, yet SR’s data is not
sufficiently rich to prove or disprove it. Hopefully, more generous avoidance
patterns will be identified and examined in this light in the future.
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6. Conclusions

I analyzed SR’s acquisition of marked syllable margins, showing that he first
avoids words that have them, then he deletes the offending consonants, then pro-
duces them faithfully. I offered an analysis of SR’s acquisition path in terms of
Error Selective Learning, modeling the avoidance of marked structure as selec-
tion of the null parse.Temodel includes a persistentM>F>MParse bias and
relativization of MParse to markedness constraints.

A result that emerges from the null parse approach to target selection is the
dual utility of target selection: Firstly, selection removes non-adult-like produc-
tions, leaving the forms that the child does produce more adult-like than they
would otherwise be. Tis makes the child’s speech more likely to be interpreted
correctly by hearers. Secondly, selecting the null parse is informative: it identified
the markedness constraints that are involved, and it causes the learner to transi-
tion into simplification and then into adult-like speech.

Te analysis is implemented computationally, which serves as a check on its
accuracy and its ability to generate realistic acquisition paths. Te selection of
constraints to install is a rather complex procedure, as it goes through marked-
ness, faithfulness, andMParse, treating each one differently. It would seem that
the mechanism can be improved and streamlined, perhaps with an optimization
technique on the selection process; this is lef for future work.

Questions remain about the general applicability of the approach taken in this
paper. I diagnosed target avoidance in SR’s corpus by looking at his intended
productions only. Te assumption that two different kinds of marked struc-
tures are repaired in the same way relies additionally on the transcriptions of
his productions, which requires a greater reliance on the accuracy of the cor-
pus. It is hoped that future research will shed more light on the repairs that chil-
drenmake, and improve our confidence in analyses that rely on repair identifica-
tion.

Going beyond SR’s case, questions remain about the kinds of structures that
children avoid, and differences between children in their tendencies to avoid
certain structures and not others. Assuming that such differences do exist, the
learning mechanism would need to accommodate these differences, hopefully
by nothing more than minor adjustments to the model’s parameters.
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Abstract
Written language is based on linguistic knowledge, and thus children with language impair-
ment, primarily phonological impairment, may have difficulties in learning literacy. In this
study, the spelling of phonologically impaired Hebrew-speaking children is compared with
that of typically developing children. Twenty-five children participated in the study and were
divided into four groups: children with typical development (n = 7, 2nd grade), language
impaired (n = 7, 3rd to 5th grade), phonologically impaired (n = 7, 3rd to 5th grade), and
children who have a history of phonological impairment (n = 4, 3rd to 5th grade).Te results
are compatiblewithprevious studies that found that spelling correlateswithphonological abil-
ities.
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1. Introduction

Recent research has revealed a close connection between children’s development
of spoken language andwritten language, and the importance of language acqui-
sition to basic reading and writing skills (Kamhi and Catts 1999, Bourassa and
Treiman 2001). Moreover, writing is regarded to be the forth language skill to
develop within a child, afer three prime developmental prerequisites: under-
standing, speaking and reading (Ezer 1991).

Tis paper examins the spelling errors of Hebrew-speaking children, com-
paring among four groups of children: children with typical development, lan-
guage impaired, phonologically impaired, and children with a history of phono-
logical impairment.Te discussion concentrates on phonological spelling errors,
which correlate with phonological processes in the course of language ac-
quisition (e.g. coda deletion, consonant harmony). Te results suggest that
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children with phonological impairment (in the past or the present) have more
spelling errors than younger typically developing children aswell as childrenwith
language impairment, though the children with current phonological impair-
ment have more errors than children with a history of phonological impair-
ment.

2. Phonology and Spelling

Tis section provides a brief review of the phonological processes (§2.1)
and types of spelling errors (§2.2) found in typical and atypcial populations. It
then discusses the relation between phonological impairment and spelling skills
(§2.3).

2.1. Phonological Process in Acquisition

2.1.1. Typical Development

Children’s productions of Hebrew words, compared to those of adults, reveal
various phonological processes occurring at all levels of representation. Processes
at the segmental level include substitution of segments (e.g. vilón → [bilón] ‘cur-
tain’, kof → [tof] ‘monkey’), assimilation/harmony (e.g. dégel → [dédel] ‘flag’, dúbi
→ [búbi] ‘bear’), andmetathesis (e.g. patí∫ → [tapí∫] ‘hammer’, kise → [sike] ‘chair’).
Processes at the syllabic level include consonant omission (e.g. glída → [gída] ‘ice
cream’, bakbúk → [babú] ‘bottle’), vowel insertion (e.g. dli → [delí] ‘bucket’), and
coalescence (e.g. trufá → [kufá] ‘medicine’). At the prosodic word level, there is
syllable omission (e.g. kadúr → [dur] ‘ball’). Tese processes gradually disappear
in the course of language development. In terms of age, Grunwell (1981) reports
(for English) that they disappear by the age of 3:6–4:0. In terms of the children’s
developmental stage, Ben-David (2001) reports (forHebrew) that they diminish
as children produce longer words; most of the processes decrease at the minimal
word stage (a disyllabic word inHebrew), and the rest fade away when trisyllabic
words are produced.

2.1.2. Atypical Development

Phonological impairment is “a communication disorder characterized by diffi-
culty to use developmentally expected speech sounds, matched for age and dia-
lect” (DSM-IV 1994). Speech intelligibility in children with phonological im-
pairment is low due to the presence of a relatively large number of phonological
processes that fail to fade at the expected rate.Tese processes are ofen compara-
ble to typical phonological development (e.g. the omission of a word’s unstressed
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non-final syllable), though they linger to a relatively advanced age. In such cases,
the difference between the typically developing and the phonologically impaired
children is only quantitative. Forphonological phenomena that are rarely evident
in typical development, such as the production of consonant free words (e.g.
ótobus → [ó.o.u] ‘bus’; Adi-Bensaid and Tubul-Lavy 2009), the difference may be
qualitative.

2.2. Spelling

2.2.1. Te Acquisition of Spelling

Spelling is the encryptionof linguistic forms intowritten formor, in otherwords,
the usage of conventional written language to encode spoken language (Treiman
2004). It follows that spelling is not merely a technical skill, but also, and per-
haps primarily, the representation of the language’s phonology,morphology, and
syntax. Terefore, spelling is based on linguistic knowledge; i.e. the writing pro-
cess depends on verbal thinking, learned afer the acquisition of speech (Veltman
1992). Another important component in reading and writing is the acquisition
of morphological skills (Ravid 2011), but this issue is beyond the scope of this
study. Some researchers claim that reading and spelling share orthographic and
phonological representations (Romani, Olson and Di Betta 2005, Friend and
Olson 2008). Others argue that they require different skills (Landerl, Wimmer,
and Frith 1997); while reading is a process of identification that can be carried
out with cues, writing is an output process that requires complete and accurate
knowledge. Henceforth, we focus on writing.

According to Moats (1995), difficulty in spelling stems from a deficiency in
the linguistic ability to analyze sounds and syllables in spokenwords and in writ-
ten language. Terefore, when children begin writing at kindergarten age or in
first grade, they spell according to sounds, i.e. with phoneme-grapheme corre-
spondence. However, this phase, known as the alphabetic stage, is short lived.
Children later spell according to spelling rules, while relying on language knowl-
edge. Levin, Share and Shatil (1996) identified five writing levels in Hebrew-
speaking children’s orthographic acquisition in the age range of 4 to 7 years. Te
last two are phonetic writing, i.e. breaking the grapho-phonemic code which as-
sociates graphemes with phonemes, evidenced by letters representing phonolog-
ical units in the spoken word, and orthographic writing, which involves incorpo-
rating orthography-specific andmorphological components into the spelling. In
the orthographic level, children learn to use words and syllable units as exem-
plars of possible spelling patterns (Seymour 2005). Tese levels are compati-
ble with those found in other languages (Ellis 1994, Goswami 1999, Treiman,
Zukowski and Richmond-Welty 1995). Development of the alphabetic stage is
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highly influenced by the relationship between individual letters and sounds in
a given language. Children who have spelling difficulties because of specific lan-
guage impairmentmay be stuck at the beginning of the alphabetic stage.Tey fail
to link letter to sound and sound to letter, skills that are required in the alpha-
betic phase (Dodd and Carr 2003).

2.2.2. Hebrew Spelling Characteristics

Hebrew script is an alphabetical writing systemwith two types of orthographies:
(a) “transparent orthography”, with one-to-one correspondence between sound
and letter (e.g. the letter <ל> is always and only l, and the letter <מ> is always
and only m), and (b) “deep orthography”, where one sound corresponds to more
than one letter (e.g. k corresponds to <כ> and ,(<ק> and one letter corresponds
to more than one sound (e.g. <כ> corresponds to k and x). Te deepness of the
Hebrew orthography is also due to the scarce vowel representation. Most let-
ters represent consonants, and only a couple <ו>) and (<י> represent vowels)
e.g. < יבוד > dúbi ‘teddy bear’, where <ו> corresponds to u and <י> to i, < רמוש >
∫omér, where <ו> corresponds to o). Otherwise, vowels are represented by dia-
critics below or above the consonant letters. Te presence of vowel diacritics,
the so-called “pointedHebrew”, greatly enhances the orthographic transparency.
However, this system is used primarily in children’s books and poetry. In all other
literary texts, theHebrew orthographic system is characterized as deep orthogra-
phy. For example, the word spelled < רפס > represents sapár ‘hairdresser’, safár ‘he
counted’, séfer ‘book’, and sfar ‘periphery’, where only the semantic and/or syn-
tactic context allows disambiguation.

Consequently, knowledge of the Hebrew writing system requires more than
sound-to-letter encoding. It requires phonological,morphological, and syntactic
knowledge of the language (Bourassa and Treiman 2001, Ravid 2001, Bar-On
2010, Vaknin-Nusbaum and Miller 2011).

Preschoolers initially write phonetically and exhibit much variation in their
writing. Tey may omit letters corresponding to vowels, as in <LŠN> instead
of <LŠWN> la∫ón ‘tongue’, or exchange letters that correspond to the same
sound, as <MRK> instead of <MRQ> marák ‘soup’ (Ravid 2005). In the first
and second grades, there is a transition from the alphabetic phase to orthographic
writing, but spelling errors of the following types remain:

a. Distorted representation of vowels, including the omission of vowel letters
(e.g. <ŠFR> instead of <ŠWFR> ∫ofár ‘horn’), and the addition of vowel
letters (e.g. <DאG> instead of <DG> dag ‘fish’).

b. Homophonous exchanges between characters representing the same linguis-
tic sound (e.g. <QWV9> instead of <KWV9> kóva ‘hat’).
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c. Phonetic substitutions between letters representing similar phonetic sounds
(<RTF> instead of <RDF> radáf ‘chased’).

By the third grade, as orthographic spelling and writing skills become domi-
nant, children acquire phonological, morphological, and morpho-phonological
knowledge, knowledge of spelling patterns, and of the proper spelling of words,
and they acquire the ability to write fluently (Shany, Zeiger, and Ravid, 2001,
Ravid 2005).

2.2.3. Spelling Errors (dysgraphia)

DSM-IV defines dysgraphia as a “disturbance in written expression”. Te distur-
bance is identified when “writing accomplishments are below those expected …
relating to age, intelligence and learning appropriate for his age” (Stott, Hender-
son, and Moyes, 1987). According to O’Hare and Brown (1989), there are three
types of dysgraphia: TypeA includes technical difficulties such asmotor learning
and execution of the script; type B relates to difficulties in the linguistic aspects
of written language, such as spelling, punctuation, structure, and language rules;
and type C includes semantic problems such as written expression, text organi-
zation, formulation, planning, and feedback. In this study, we focus on type B
of dysgraphia, that is, on the linguistic aspect in general, and spelling in particu-
lar.

2.3. Te Relationship between Phonological Impairment and Spelling

Previous research found a link between phonological disorders and different lan-
guage capabilities, such as word retrieval (Ellis and Young 1988), auditory mem-
ory (Webster, Plante, and Couvillion 1997, Stackhouse et al. 2002), phonologi-
cal awareness (Bird, Bishop, andFreeman1995), and reading andwriting (Lewis,
Freebairn, and Taylor 2000).

Studies on the relation between the spoken and written English (Menyuk
1983, Kahmi and Catts 1989, Carlisle 1995) and on Hebrew (Ravid 2011) have
concluded that the spoken language is the basis for typical reading and writing.
Terefore, difficulty in the spoken language causes difficulty in the written lan-
guage (Rapin and Allen 1983, Kahmi and Catts 1999, Leonard 1998). Several
studies (Lewis, Freebairn, and Taylor 2000, Friend and Olson 2008, among oth-
ers) found a high correlation in preschool and school children between impaired
phonological development and difficulties in spelling. Dodd, Sprainger, and
Oerlemans (1989) compared children with spelling errors to children with typi-
cal development, and concluded that childrenwith spelling errors have difficulty
in processing phonological information in reading, writing, and in speaking.
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Researchers are still debating whether childrenwith spelling errors differ from
typical children only quantitatively (i.e. their errors resemble those of typical
younger children), or whether the gap is also qualitative (spelling errors that
are incompatible with a developmental writing process). Swanson and Ramalgia
(1992), for example, found that 13 year-old children with learning disabilities
exhibited misspellings that matched those of typical 9 year olds. In contrast,
Lewis, Freebairn, and Taylor (2000) found that children with spelling errors
have poor phonological representation, i.e. their spelling errors are not according
to the language’s rules and are, therefore, qualitatively different. Since most of
the studies are for English-speaking children, and no research has been made
on Hebrew with its peculiar writing system, I attempt to answer this question
with reference toHebrew-speaking children. Specifically, I address the following
questions:

a. What is the prevalence of orthographic and phonologicalmisspelling in chil-
dren with atypicial development compared to the typically developing chil-
dren?

b. What are the common phonological processes that result in phonological
spelling errors?

c. Are errors corresponding to phonological processes affected by complexity,
such as word length or syllable structure?

Following the studies linking between impaired phonological development and
misspelling (Lewis and Freebairn 1993, Friend and Olson 2008, Lewis, Free-
bairn, and Taylor 2000, Arndt and Foorman 2010), our hypotheses are as fol-
lows:

a. Te prevalence of orthographic and phonological misspelling will be higher
in children with phonological impairment (current and past) than in chil-
drenwith (non-phonological) language impairment or with no impairment.

b. Te common phonological processes exhibited in the spelling errors of the
phonologically impaired children (current and past) will correspond to the
latest phonological processes to be acquired in spoken language (e.g. medial
coda deletion and cluster reduction).

c. Tese phonological processes may be affected by structural complexity, espe-
cially in children with current or past phonological impairments.
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3.Te Experiment

3.1. Research Method

3.1.1. Participants

Twenty five children (10 girls and 15 boys) ages 7:6–11:0 years participated in
the study. Tey were divided into four groups:

Group A – Phonological Impairment (PI): 7 children (3 girls and 4 boys), 3rd
to 5th graders, ages 8:6–11:0, with a current phonological impair-
ment with no known etiology (diagnosed by speech therapists, still
receiving treatment). Tey had difficulties also in reading and re-
ceived tutoring for improving their reading.

Group B – Phonological Impairment in the Past (PIP): 4 children (1 girl and
3 boys), 3rd to 5th graders, ages 8:6–11:0, with a history of phono-
logical impairment with no known etiology, whose speech is cur-
rently error free (diagnosed by speech therapists as having moder-
ate phonological impairment including reduced speech intelligibil-
ity with at least four phonological processes and had been treated in
the past once a week for more than two years). Tey did not have
any reading difficulties.

Group C – Language Impairment (LI): 7 children (2 girls and 5 boys), 3rd
to 5th graders, ages 8:6–11:0, with language impairment without
phonological disorders (diagnosed by speech therapists as having
semantic, morphological or syntactic disabilities and still receiving
treatment). Tey did not have difficulties in encoding, but had a
relatively low level of reading comprehension for their age.

Group D – Typical Control Group (TCG): 7 children (4 girls and 3 boys), 2nd
graders, ages 7:6–8:0, without any impairment. Tey all had good
reading skills as expected of their age.

Since spoken language is the basis of written language, we wanted to see if there
were traces of phonological impairment in the spelling of PIP group, despite the
accuracy of their speech production.

Althoughmost researchers found that language impairment relates to difficul-
ties in reading comprehension, wewanted to check if this is also the case with the
Hebrew LI group, given Hebrew’s peculiar writing system (§1.4).

Te children in group D (TCG) are one or two years younger than the chil-
dren in groups A–C. If the spelling errors of the other groups match those of
the younger children, then this is merely a prolonged phase, and the difference is
thus quantitative; if they do not match, then the difference must be qualitative.
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3.1.2. Instrument

Te test consisted of 49 pictures, each representing an individual word. All the
words were common and concrete nouns. Te pictures were divided into 5
groups, based on the words’ syllabic templates:

a. 4 ‘warm-up words’ with CV syllables only (e.g. kisé ‘chair’)
b. 15 words with final codas only, with no medial codas (e.g. xatúl ‘cat’)
c. 8 words with medial codas only, with no final codas (e.g. malká ‘queen’)
d. 10 words with both medial and final codas (e.g. sargél ‘ruler’)
e. 12 words with initial consonant clusters with codas (e.g. kluv ‘cage’) and

without codas (e.g. dvorá ‘bee’).

Each template was divided into groups of words according to the number of
syllables, from one to three syllables, with the exception of words with medial
codas, which were disyllabic and trisyllabic words only.

3.1.3. Process

Each child was given two tasks during a personal meeting in a quiet room. Te
first task consisted of naming the pictures and the second of writing the words.
All 49 pictures were presented in a fixed order. If the child made a mistake when
naming the picture, a hint was provided, and s/he was asked to name the picture
again. For example, if a picture of a tooth paste was named a toothbrush, the clue
was “you spread it on the toothbrush”. Afer giving the correct answer, the child
was asked to write the word. If the child had a phonological error in the spoken
response, the experimenter did not correct him/her, but asked the child to write
the word. Te children used a script without points (vowels).

Diacritics were not included in the error analysis. Te results refer to the writ-
ten words only. Te errors were categorized at first, to orthographic errors and
phonological errors. Ten the phonological errors were divided according to
their phonological process: consonant harmony, coda deletion, voicing, substi-
tution, syllable deletion, metathesis and cluster reduction.

3.2. Results

Te aim of the test was to compare spelling skills of the four groups of children
and to evaluate thephonological characteristics of the errors.GroupsA,C, andD
provided 343 words each (49 words × 7 children), and group B (PIP) provided
196 words (49 words × 4 children). Te spelling errors were compared among
the groups.
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3.2.1. Comparison among Groups

Te first hypothesis was that the PI group would have more spelling errors than
the other three groups. In order to test this hypothesis, a one way ANOVA test
was conducted. Te hypothesis was confirmed ((F 3, 21)=23.56, p < 0.001).
Table 1 presents the means and standard deviations of the misspelled words
among the four groups.

Table 1: Spelling errors by type

PI PIP LI TCG
% SD % SD % SD % SD

Phonological errors 33.12 17.55 10.20 1.66 2.04 1.66 1.71 1.79
Orthographic errors 37.76 16.97 24.48 13.63 24.77 13.6 8.18 6.95
Total errors 70.88 18.16 34.68 13.01 26.81 14.4 9.91 8.08

In order to test whether the groups were significantly different fromone another,
a post hoc test was performed. A Scheffé post-hocmultiple comparison revealed
that that the PI group differed significantly from all the other groups. Tere was
no significant difference among these three groups.

Te results in Table 1 distinguish between orthographic and phonological
errors. Orthographic errors included errors that occurred due to the impaired
orthographic knowledge, such as homophones usage (e.g. <ק> instead of <כ>
for k, or <ו> instead of <ב> for v). Phonological errors (see §2.2.2) correspond
to phonological processes that occur in children’s speech, such as devoicing (e.g.
f instead of v) or deletion of codas (e.g. < הכמ > instead of < הכלמ >, deleting <ל>
for the medial coda l).

A one way ANOVA test was conducted among the four groups. Te results
of both the orthographic erros (F 3, 21 = 5.684, p < 0.05) and the phonological
errors ((F 3, 21) = 15.82, p < 0.01) were significant. A Scheffé post-hocmultiple
comparison revealed that the PI group made significantly more phonological
errors than each of the other groups. No significant difference was found among
the three other groups, though the PIP group (phonological impairment in the
past) had a higher rate of phonological spelling errors than both the LI group
(language impairment) and the TCG group (typical control). For orthographic
errors, the PI group made significantly more errors than the typical group only.
Hereafer, we focus on the phonological errors and their nature.

3.2.2. Phonological Processes

Te second hypothesis was that that the common phonological processes inmis-
spelling in the PI group would correspond to the phonological process that are
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the last to disappear in children’s speech, i.e. medial coda deletion and cluster
reduction. A one way ANOVA test was conducted for each of the seven depen-
dent variables: consonant harmony, coda deletion, voicing, substitution, sylla-
ble deletion, metathesis and cluster reduction. Significant results were found for
consonant harmony (F(3,24)=6.02, p < 0.01), coda deletion (F(3,24)=3.09, p
< 0.05), voicing (F(3,24)=6.28 p < 0.01), and syllable deletion (F(3,24)=5.9,
p < 0.01). Substitution, cluster reduction, and metathesis were not significantly
different statistically.Tat is, our hypothesis was weakly confirmed: the PI group
made significantly more errors with medial codas (see §3.2.4), as predicted, but
not with clusters. In addition, the PI group made significantly more errors with
consonant harmony, although this process disappears rather early in children’s
speech.

Table 2: Errors by phonological processes

PI PIP LI TCG
% SD % SD % SD % SD

Consonant harmony 3.29 2.43 1.75 1.7 0.29 0.48 0.43 0.53
Coda deletion 5.00 6.40 1.25 0.95 0.29 0.48 0 0
Voicing 2.29 1.79 1.00 0.80 0 0 0.43 0.53
Substitution 2.29 3.20 0.25 0.50 0.14 0.37 0 0
Syllable deletion 1.14 0.90 0.25 0.50 0.14 0.37 0 0
Metathesis 1.00 1.41 0.75 0.50 0 0 0 0
Cluster reduction 1.71 2.81 0 0 0 0 0 0

A Scheffé post-hoc multiple comparison revealed that the PI group made sig-
nificantly more errors than the LI and TCG groups, but not the PIP group, in
voicing and consonant harmony. As for syllable deletion and coda deletion, the
PI group made significantly more errors than the typical group only. Tere were
no significant differences among the groupswith regard to cluster reduction, sub-
stitution, andmetathesis.TePIP groupmademore errors than the LI andTCG
groups, but the difference was not statistically significant for all the phonological
processes.

3.2.3. Word Length

Te third question addressed the impact of word length on spelling errors. Table
3 presents the percentage and standard deviation of errors inmonosyllabic, disyl-
labic, and trisyllabic words.
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Table 3: Errors by word length

PI PIP LI TCG
Length of word % SD % SD % SD % SD

Monosyllabic 10.29 7.67 6.50 4.50 0 0 1.29 3.40
Disyllabic 31.86 23.58 11.00 2.30 1.93 2.40 1.93 2.40
Trisyllabic 49.43 26.31 15.25 3.17 3.50 4.87 2.57 4.80

AonewayANOVAtest confirmed that each of the four groups differs in the per-
centage of spelling errors in words with increasing length: monosyllabic words
(F(3,21) = 6.77 p < 0.05), disyllabic words (F (3,21) = 8.55 p < 0.01), trisyllabic
words (F(3,21) = 15.30 p < 0.001). Tat is, as predicted, the longer the words
(in terms of number of syllables) the more spelling errors.

To test whether the percentage of errors differed significantly between the PI
group and the other three groups, a Scheffé post-hoc multiple comparison was
conducted. Te comparison revealed that in monosyllabic and disyllabic words,
the PI group made significantly more errors than the LI and TCG groups. Te
PI group made more errors than the PIP groups, but this was not significant.
In trisyllabic words, the PI group made significantly more errors than any of the
other three groups.

3.2.4. Position of Codas

Our last hypothesis was that the phonological processes may be affected by the
position of the coda in the word, especially in children with current or past
phonological impairments. In order to test the effect of the position of the coda
on spelling errors in each of the four groups, a one-way ANOVAwas conducted.
Te results were significant for final coda (F(3, 21) = 6.889, p < 0.005), medial
coda (F(3, 21) = 15.64, p < 0.001) and both final and medial codas (F(3, 21) =
33.24, p < 0.001). Table 4 shows the effect of coda position (final vs. medial) and
the number of codas in the word (final and medial) on misspelling.

Table 4: Errors by codas

PI PIP LI TCG
Coda position % SD % SD % SD % SD

Final only 10.12 7.55 5.20 2.08 0 0 0.14 0.37
Medial only 40.21 22.11 21.88 6.25 5.93 4.09 1.78 1.27
Medial and final 44.42 15.42 22.73 5.24 2.60 4.43 2.60 4.43

To test which group differed from the others in misspelled words with codas, a
post hoc test was performed. A Scheffé post-hoc multiple comparison revealed
that the PI group differed significantly only from the LI and TCG groups on
words with final codas and on words with medial codas. On words with both
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medial and final codas, the PI and PIP groups differed significantly from all the
other groups.

4. Discussion

Te study examined phonological spelling errors of 25 Israeli Hebrew-speaking
children aged between 7:6 and 11:0 years: children with phonological impair-
ment (PI; n = 7, 3rd to 5th grade), children with phonological impairment in
the past (PIP; n = 4, 3rd to 5th grade), children with language impairment (LI;
n = 7, 3rd to 5th grade), and typically developed children (TCG; n = 7, 2nd
grade). Te children’s errors were analyzed according to phonological processes,
word length, and coda position.

Te results show that there is no significant difference between the typically
developed (TCG) and the language impaired (LI) children. Te phonologically
impaired children (PI), however, made significantly more errors than the other
three groups in general (1), though in three phonological processes (substitution,
cluster reduction, and metathesis) the difference was not significant. Tese find-
ings rank the spelling skills of the PI group below that of the other groups. As
for the group with past phonological impairment (PIP), although their speech
was intelligible, they had numerically more errors than the other two groups but
fewer than the PI group. In some cases (consonant harmony, deletion of final
codas, voicing, syllable deletion), their error rate did not differ significantly from
the PI group.Tese results rank the PIP group above the PI group but below the
two other groups.Tis suggests that the phonological system underlying written
language of the PIP group is still incomplete, and since the spelling skills rely
on phonological knowledge (see §2.3), we can conclude that the phonological
system of the PIP group is also incomplete.

All in all, the ranking of the four groups is, as expected, PI < PIP < LI and
TCG. Tese findings support studies on Italian (Brizzolara et al. 2011) and
English (Bradley and Bryant 1985, Bruck 1993, Rvachew 2007), which found
a correlation between phonological impairment and spelling errors.

4.1. Te Dual Spelling Route

To write a word in free writing, two routes are available: the lexical route and
the sub-lexical route (Gvion, Friedmann and Yachini 2008). Te more efficient
route, the lexical route, uses the orthographic output lexicon in which ortho-
graphic representations of words are stored and activated.Te orthographic out-
put lexicon can be accessed from the semantic system in free writing. Only items
that exist in the orthographic output lexicon can be written via the lexical route;
non-words and new words cannot.
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Te sub-lexical route uses phoneme-to-grapheme conversion. Tis route is
used mainly for writing new words and non-words, i.e. letter sequences that do
not exist in the orthographic lexicon. It is also used when the lexical route is
impaired, as in surface dysgraphia (where a good visualmemory is coupledwith a
poor ability to encode serial order).Words that havemore than a single option for
conversion from phonemes to graphemes (i.e. words with homophonic letters)
and also words that do not obey standard phoneme-to-grapheme conversion
rules (i.e. irregular words), may be written incorrectly via the sub-lexical route.
Tis route is heavily used by first graders in the early stages of writing, enabling
the writing of new words (Berninger 1994, Gvion and Friedmann 2010). It is
also the route thatwas predominantly used by the PI group, although theywould
have been expected to use the lexical route more ofen.

Spelling mistakes can help us learn about the routes that were taken. Te
results of a spelling dictation given to English speaking second-graders revealed
that morphological spelling errors occurred more frequently than orthographic
and phonological errors and that the children relied on multiple sources of lin-
guistic knowledge for spelling (Arndt and Foorman 2010). In contrast, Dodd,
Sprainger, and Oerlemans (1989) argue that children who have a phonological
speech disorder have difficulties in spelling due to a particular difficulty in gen-
erating phoneme-to-grapheme correspondence. Tey base this on the fact that
these children are much worse than normal children at spelling words that have
a 1:1 sound-letter correspondence, but are equally bad at spelling words that do
not have a 1:1 correspondence.

Most research on spelling errors was conducted on Latin orthographies (e.g.
Gillam and Johnston 1992, Mackie and Dockrel 2004 for English, Pennala et
al. 2010 for Finnish), rarely on Semitic orthographies like Arabic and Hebrew.
Two studies were carried out for Arabic: one included students in grades 1–9
who were presented with lists of words to test their spelling skills. Teir spelling
errors were analyzed according to error categories and the most frequent errors
were found to be phonological. No significant differences in the percentages
of phonological errors were found across grades one to nine (Abu-Rabia and
Taha 2006). An earlier study included second-graders: dyslexic Arabic readers,
a young readers group (matched with the dyslexics for reading level) and an age-
matched group (Abu-Rabia andTaha 2004). A dictated spelling test of texts, iso-
lated words and pseudo-words was administered. Results revealed that the pro-
file of spelling errors was similar in percentages and quality among the dyslex-
ics and the reading-level-matched group but different from the age-matched
groupon the spellingmeasures.Tedominant type of errorwas phonological due
to the limited orthographic lexicon. In addition, Arabic orthography also con-
tributed to these types of errors because many spelling mistakes were made due
to poor knowledge of the spelling rules. Terefore, the authors concluded that
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phonology probably presents the greatest challenge to students developing spel-
ling skills in Arabic (Abu-Rabia and Taha 2004, 2006).

Our research, which deals with phonological and orthographic misspelling,
supports these findings. Te errors of Hebrew-speaking children were similar;
the phonologically impaired groups (PI and PIP) had more spelling mistakes
than the typical and LI groups. Tis suggests that Hebrew phonology plays an
important role in spelling, probably due to deep orthography enriched with
homophones, where in several cases one letter corresponds to two sounds and
two sounds correspond to one letter. Homophones can only be learned via the
lexical route.Typical first and second graders canhave spellingmistakes in homo-
phones, but such errors may also indicate a problem in developing a lexicon.
Tus, we assume that PI and PIP children have difficulty in both routes: lexi-
cal and sub-lexical. Our claim is supported by a study on a transparent language
such as Italian (Brizzolara et al. 2011), which shows that children have difficul-
ties in spelling, although the correspondence between letter and sound is rather
clear.Terefore, in addition to phonology, knowledge of vocabulary is important
to spelling. Stackhouse and Snowling (1992) even suggest that both impaired
speech production and spelling difficulties can be attributed to difficulties in the
mental representation of words in the lexicon.

Bird et al. (1995) found that students with a history of phonological impair-
ment whose speech is currently error free are at risk of experiencing reading and
spelling difficulties. Moreover, children with a history of phonological impair-
ment in preschool are likely to have literacy difficulties even as adolescents
(Leitao and Fletcher 2004). Lewis and Freebairn (1993) examined four groups
with a history of preschool phonological disorders on measures of phonology,
reading, and spelling (preschool age, grade school age, adolescence, and adult-
hood). Te results showed that in each age group, subjects with a history of
phonological disorders performedmore poorly than the control subjects match-
ed for age, sex, and socioeconomic status in all domains. Greater improvement
on these measures was seen from preschoolers to grade school age.

Our findings support this claim. Both the PI and PIP groups had more errors
than the LI and the TCG group, though the difference was significant only
for the PI group. While children with language disorders may have difficulties
in comprehension, a phonological difficulty may be associated with decoding
impairment that leads to writing/spelling difficulties because it affects the word
segmentation skills necessary for reading and spelling.

4.2. Children with Phonological Spelling Deficits vs. Younger Typical Children

Friend and Olson (2008) compared pairs of children, one older child with spel-
ling disability (SD) and one spelling-level-matched younger child with normal
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spelling ability. Inphonological accuracy, the SDgroup scored significantly lower
than the spelling-level-matched younger child with normal spelling ability.

Similar results were obtained in the current study. Te younger typical chil-
dren (2nd grade) made much fewer spelling errors than the PI group (3rd to 5th
grade). In orthographic errors, the ratio was 1:4.6 and in phonological errors it
was 1:20. Tis difference cannot be explained by maturity or quantitative vari-
ables. Even though second graders may still confuse homophones (orthographic
errors), they spell better than phonologically impaired children. In addition,
attention should be drawn to the ratio between orthographic and phonological
misspelling. While the typical children had 4.8 times more orthographic mis-
takes than phonological errors, and the LI group had 1, the PI group showed
almost the same percentage of errors for both kinds of misspelling. In contrast,
the LI group’s ratio was 1:14, but they had very few phonological errors. Tis
suggests that the PI group failed in spelling tasks due to deficiencies in both the
sub-lexical and the lexical routes.Having one functioning route, helps in spelling
morewords correctly.Whenboth routes are impaired,manymorewords aremis-
spelled.

4.3. Phonological Processes

Te second question in our research concerned the phonological processes that
result in misspelling. To determine whether differences between PI and typical
spellers exist, we analyzed the phonological processes underlying the spelling
tasks (2). Te most common phonological processes found in the spelling errors
were voicing, consonant harmony, and coda deletion (medial codas more than
final codas).

Klein-Sade (2005) classified children’s spelling errors in Hebrew according to
their source: (a) Orthographic errors due to homophones, similar sounds with
different graphic expression and (b) Phonological errors, where phonological
processes due to speech impairment are transferred to the writing system (e.g.
medial coda omission—kumkum → [kukum] ‘kettle’ and metathesis—[kalabat]
for kabalat ‘receipt’).

Orthographic misspellings are considered a mild impairment and were found
in all four groups while impaired phonological processes were found especially
in the PI and PIP groups.

Voicing substitution was frequent, via both consonant harmony and non-
assimilatory voicing/devoicing. Gvion and Friedmann (2010) report on a new
type of dysgraphia (which they termed “dyscravia”), where themain error type is
substitution of the target letter with a letter that differs only with respect to the
value of voicing, (e.g. writing coat for goat).Tese sub-lexical errors weremade by
two elderly Hebrew-speaking patients, who suffered from acquired dysgraphia,
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and by two children who had developmental dyscravia. Te authors claim that
a separate function of voicing feature conversion (without a parallel deficit in
reading) exists in the phoneme-to-grapheme conversion route, andmay bemore
prone to conversion errors than more stable and consistent phonological fea-
tures, such as place and manner of articulation.

Another phonological process evident only in the PI group was cluster reduc-
tion but the difference was not significant. Harmony, on the other hand, was
significant, although it disappears in speech rather early and ofen does not con-
stitute more than 5% of the children’s productions. Nevertheless it was signifi-
cant. Since Hebrew clusters within a syllable are mostly found in word initial
position and consist of two consonants, our task referred to these characteristics.
Such errors were found only in the PI group.Consonant clusters, which aremore
marked (complex) than singletons, are one of the last prosodic structures to be
acquired by children in the course of their phonological development (Grunwell
1981, Ingram 1989). Cluster reduction is a common process in language acqui-
sition (Grunwell 1981, Fikkert 1994, Kehoe et al. 2008).

Ingram (1989) suggests fourmain stages of cluster acquisition: deletion of the
entire cluster, cluster reduction (one member of the cluster is deleted), cluster
simplification (a cluster is produced, but one or both members are substituted)
and finally, correct articulation. Tere is no agreement regarding deletion pat-
terns andnot all children go through all the stages.Our results indicate that some
of the PI children write only one of the two consonants. One possible explana-
tion is that in PI, the encoding of clusters in the oral language was not qualita-
tively completed. It is used in everyday speech, but when the situation becomes
more complex, as in encoding language, there is a withdrawal and errors emerge.
It seems that although typical children acquire clusters pretty early, between
3;6–4;0 years old (Grunewll, 1981), PI children still have spelling errors of clus-
ter reduction.

Te question of the deleted consonant is controversial to this day. Ingram
(1989) presents a model of deletion based on the markedness value of the indi-
vidual consonants in the cluster. According to this model, the more marked
consonant in the cluster is deleted. A second model, which refers to sonority-
based onset selection, suggests that the more sonorous consonant in the onset
is deleted (Fikkert 1994, Barlow 2005). Yet another model, based on the conti-
guity principle, claims that children prefer producing the second member in the
cluster, since a consonant adjacent to a vowel is perceptually more salient (Ste-
riade 2001). Adi-Bensaid and Ben-David (2010) and Bloch (2011) suggest an
interaction between the contiguity principle, which accounts for almost all the
deletion patterns of target clusters (deletion of C1) and the markedness model,
which accounts for the deletion pattern of obstruent-liquid clusters (deletion of
a liquid C2).
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Te written words misspelled by the PI group did not reveal a preferred pat-
tern. Following are two examples with a plosive in C1 and v in C2: while
<DBWRH> dvorá ‘bee’ was written as <DWRH> dorá (deletion of C2),
<KBYŠ> kvi∫ ‘road’ was written as <PYŠ> fi∫ (deletion of C1). In the first exam-
ple, the more sonorous consonant C2 v is deleted whereas in the second, C1

k is deleted, following the contiguity principle. Such heterogeneity was found
in other deleted consonants and no model was found to be consistent. Because
only a few examples of cluster reduction were exhibited in PI, this issue remains
unclear. Both the PI and the PIP groups made more errors in coda deletion than
in cluster reduction (the PIP group had no errors in cluster reduction), though
most errors of coda deletion were in medial position. Tis could indicate that
medial codas are acquired before word initial clusters. However, this conclusion
requires further investigation with a larger population in a number of other lan-
guages.

4.4. Increasing Complexity

Our third research question related to structural complexity, which in turn ofen
correlates with markedness. As the complexity of the word increases, so is the
number of production errors expected to increase in children who have not
fully mastered the process. Tis was verified for coda position (§2.2.4) and word
length (§2.2.3). For the coda, the spelling test consisted of words, in increasing
complexity, with a final coda only, a medial coda only, and both medial and
final codas. Te typical and LI children exhibited no difference among the three
types. Te PI and PIP children showed an increasing number of errors as the
words’ complexity increased (although the PIP group had fewer errors than the
PI group at all levels of complexity). For PI and PIP groups, the percentage of
errors in words with medial codas only was four times the percentage of errors
in words with final codas only. Te percentage of errors in words with both
final and medial codas was almost the same as words with medial codas only.
Te PI group differed significantly only from the LI and TCG groups on words
with final codas and on words with medial codas. In words with both medial
and final codas, the PI and PIP groups differed significantly from all the other
groups, meaning that this is the hardest situation for the phonological impaired
groups.

Tese results suggest that the spelling skills of the children with (past or pres-
ent) phonological impairment (PI and PIP) are sensitive to phonological com-
plexity; the typical children and children with language disorders (LI) showed
not effect of phonological complexity. Te scale of complexity correlates with
the order of coda acquisition in Hebrew, where final codas are acquired be-
fore medial codas. Tis order is maintained by typically developing children
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(Ben-David 2001, this volume) as well as by atypically developing children
(Gishri 2009, Adi-Bensaid and Tubul-Lavy 2009, Adi-Bensaid this volume).

An observation of codas that were deleted in spelling revealed another phono-
logical effect: obstruents are deletedmore than sonorants, indicating a preference
to sonorants in coda position. Tis is in line with the Sonority Dispersion Prin-
ciple (Goldsmith 1990), according to which the more sonorous consonants are
preferred as codas and the less sonorous consonants as onsets (see Bat-El 2012
for the Sonority Dispersion Principle in the acquisition of Hebrew).

A correlation between complexity and the rate of spelling errors was exhibited
also in relation to word length—the longer the word (in terms of number of syl-
lables) the higher the relative rate of spelling errors. Te LI (language impaired)
and the typical groups had a slight increase in misspelling from monosyllabic to
disyllabic words, and another increase from disyllabic to trisyllabic words, reach-
ing only 5% errors. Te PIP group had 6.5% errors in monosyllabic words; their
errors doubled in disyllabic words and almost tripled in trisyllabic words, reach-
ing more than 15%. Te largest increase was shown in the PI group: they had
10% errors in monosyllabic words, 31% in disyllabic words and almost 50% in
trisyllabic words.

Te effect of word length is also found in the acquisition of speech. Children
with phonological impairment, such as developmental apraxia of speech (DAS),
make more mistakes when pronouncing longer words (Crary 1993).

5. Summary and Conclusion

Te aim of this research was to compare the misspelling of four groups: children
with language impairment (LI), children with phonological impairment in the
present (PI), children who had phonological impairment in their past (PIP),
and a typical control group (TCG). Two of the three hypotheses have been
supported:

a. Te phonologically impaired children (PI) had more phonological spelling
errors than the children with a history of phonological impairment (PIP).
Te two other groups (LI and TCG) hardly made any phonological errors.

b. Te phonological spelling errors have been affected by structural complexity
(word length and coda position), mainly in children with current phonolog-
ical impairments (PI), but also with past phonological impairment (PIP).

c. Te hypothesis that the common phonological processes exhibited in the
spelling errors of the phonological impaired children (current and past) will
correspond to the latest phonological processes in spoken language was only
partially supported. Medial coda deletion and consonant harmony were
common phonological processes for the PI and PIP groups; in both pro-
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cesses, the PI group differed from the LI and TCG groups significantly, but
not from PIP group. However, while consonant harmony disappears from
the children’s speech relatively early (see Gafni this volume), cluster reduc-
tion survives much longer (see Bloch 2011).

Te results of this study support earlier findings, which correlate past andpresent
phonological impairment (but not language impairment) with spelling deficien-
cies. Further study is required, with a larger number of children, to illuminate
the qualitative nature of the spelling errors among phonologically impaired chil-
dren.

Further study is required, with a larger number of children, to illuminate the
qualitative nature of the spelling errors among phonologically impaired chil-
dren.
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Abstract
In this paper we review the phenomenon of filler syllables in the early speech of RM, a mono-
lingual Hebrew-acquiring girl. Our findings support former claims, in particular those made
in Demuth (2001a), which tie the emergence of filler syllables with the process of prosodic
structure acquisition. We present longitudinal corpus-based data that are analyzed against
pre-defined stages in RM’s acquisition of prosodic units to corroborate our predictions. We
show that the distributional patterns of filler syllables can be attributed to prosodic require-
ments such as minimal word and foot type preferences during early stages of acquisition, and
the emergence of concatenative morpho-syntax at later stages, where prosodic units above the
phonological word begin to appear. In our view, a proper analysis of filler syllables is possi-
ble with “pure” phonological devices that rely on the prosodic hierarchy (Selkirk 1978, 1986,
Nespor and Vogel 1986), since this hierarchy already encapsulates an underlying interaction
with morpho-syntactic domains.
Our criteria for defining filler syllables do not presuppose that fillers are limited to any spe-
cific position, yet we take measures to ensure that actual fillers are not overlooked while gen-
eral epenthesis processes are not confused with augmentation processes (only the latter are
considered as fillers). We do so by detection of vowel insertions that stem from vocalization
of approximant coda targets, cluster simplification processes and coda resyllabification. We
believe that our strategy in considering subsets of fillers enables to verify attested trends and
consider their complexities in full.

Keywords
language acquisition; filler syllables; prosodic hierarchy; foot; minimal word; minor phono-
logical phrase

1. Introduction

During the course of language acquisition, children ofen produce an output
syllable that has no corresponding syllable in the target word, as in Hebrew ken
→ [əˈken] ‘yes’ (RM 1;05.22). Tese additional syllables, generally termed filler
syllables, are attested in the early speech of children acquiring various languages,
in ways that appear to be systematic to some extent (Veneziano and Sinclair
2000, Peters 2001, Demuth 2001a to name a few). Te unique patterns of filler
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syllables’ dispersion indicate their role as potential tools for prosodic adjustments
in developing grammars, during acquisition phases of prosodic constituents.

In this paper we review the phenomenon of filler syllables in the speech of
RM, a monolingual Hebrew acquiring girl. Our findings support former claims,
inparticular thosemade inDemuth (2001a),which tie the emergence of filler syl-
lables with the process of acquiring prosodic structures. Te underlying assump-
tion, which has some evidence to rely on, is that prosodic structure may be
acquired separately from segmental information, and ofen before most segmen-
tal distinctions have been acquired (Peters 1983, Pepinsky et al. 2001). Tis
assumption gains further support from atypical language development (Tubul-
Lavy 2005, Jacks et al. 2006, Bat-El 2009).

Some researchers refer only to prefixed filler syllables as actual fillers that
reflect augmentation processes (Veneziano and Sinclair 2000), while others
assume that fillers can emerge in suffixed or infixed positions, depending on
language-specific properties (Peters et al. 1993, Peters 2001). In our analysis, we
didnot assume that fillers are limited to a certainposition, yetwe tookmanymea-
sures to carefully observe additional syllables in all positions.Our results indicate
that, to some extent, filler syllables may appear in any position, although the pre-
fix position clearly remains prominent throughout the data.

Our analysis of the corpus ties together observations on distributional behav-
ior of filler syllableswith distinct phases of the child’s phonological development.
Te distributional patterns that we detect interact with the gradual acquisition
of prosodic constituents within the Prosodic Hierarchy (Selkirk 1978, 1986,
Nespor and Vogel 1986)—from small units such as syllables, feet and minimal
prosodic words in the earliest phases of language acquisition, to minor phono-
logical phrases in later stages.1

In §2 we motivate our definition of filler syllables, present some preliminary
hypotheses and assumptions, and our first division of the data into categorized
periods reflecting the prosodic development of feet inRM’s speech. In §3we ana-
lyze the data and account for the distribution of early fillers.We show that factors
such as the minimal word, the preferred foot type and resyllabification of final
codas, play a fundamental role in the use of additional syllables and in determin-
ing their position within the uttered word (note that the latter factor, resyllabi-
fication of final codas, might serve several different phonological requirements,
whichwe address later in our analysis). In §4we analyze the distribution of fillers
in later stages ofRM’s speech,whenbound functionmorphemes begin to appear,
requiring prosodic units of higher levels. We present our final conclusion in §5.

1) Our data covers an age range that does not present larger phonological units in the child’s
speech.
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2.Te Scope of RM’s Filler Syllables

In this section we present the preliminary methods, assumptions and motiva-
tions that lie behind our analysis in §3 and §4. We describe the data used in this
research (§2.1), explain our criteria for defining filler syllables (§2.2), and then
provide our initial predictions on the distribution of filler syllables in Hebrew
(§2.3). Finally, we outline our first division of the data in accordance with mea-
surable cues of early prosodic development (§2.4).

2.1. Data

Our data (available in http://www.outibatel.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/
12/Albert-and-Zaidenberg-Appendix.pdf) are drawn from corpora from the
longitudinal Child Language Project headed by Outi Bat-El and Galit Adam
(ISF grant #554/04).Te recording sessions in this project began during the pre-
lingual (“babbling”) period, in order to detect the emergence of the child’s very
first words. All recordings were collected during one-hour weekly sessions in the
child’s natural environment, and they primarily include spontaneous speech and
picture/object naming. For this research, we focus on speech recordings of one
typically developed monolingual Hebrew acquiring girl, RM.

Te obtained data were phonetically transcribed using IPA conventions in
CHAT format for use with CLAN sofware (CHILDES project: http://childes
.psy.cmu.edu/). All utterances were analyzed such that each word was individ-
ually encoded to reflect segmental and structural differences in comparison to
its corresponding target. Te encoded information included syllable structure
(omissions and additions), stress pattern, and detailed segmental information.
Recordings, transcriptions, and encodings were done by trained students of lin-
guistics.

We base our analysis of RM’s productions on 33weekly sessions recorded over
10months, from age 1;03.13 to 2;00.09.Te total number of additional syllables
(tokens) found in the data comprises 6.3% (313/4,979) of the total number of
productions during that period. Table 1 shows that the majority of additional
syllables produced by RM were prefixed to the target word, as in po → [ə’po]
‘here’ (1;05.10). Tis was the case in 57.2% of the productions that included
additional syllables. In 35.8% of the cases, the additional syllables were suffixed
to the target word, as in po → [’poʔo] ‘here’ (1;08.14). Te remaining 7.0% were
infixed additional syllables as in aˈni → [ˈaleni] ‘I’ (1;08.27).

Table 1: Positional distribution of additional syllables

Prefixed Infixed Suffixed

Additional syllables 57.2% 7.0% 35.8%
(1;03.27–2;00.09) (179/313) (22/313) (112/313)

http://www.outibatel.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/Albert-and-Zaidenberg-Appendix.pdf
http://www.outibatel.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/Albert-and-Zaidenberg-Appendix.pdf
http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/
http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/
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2.2. Criteria for Definition of Filler Syllables

Filler syllables have a variety of definitions, each of which is critical for the set-
up of the relevant data for further analysis. In this paper, we define filler syllables
rather narrowly. We only consider as fillers those syllables that have no corre-
spondent (identical or substituted) in the target word (Table 2a). To this extent,
we regard segmental alterations such as consonant vocalizations (Table 2b-i) as
cases with substituted correspondent, and thus non-fillers. Consonant vocaliza-
tions are cases in which a final approximant consonant (liquid or glide) in the
target word is substituted with a (usually high) vowel. Furthermore, since our
study of fillers distinguishes between general epenthesis processes and prosodic
augmentation processes, we screened out cases of vowel insertionwithin a conso-
nantal sequence in the target word (Table 2b-ii). Such cases of cluster/sequence
simplification seem to be readily motivated by universally unmarked tendencies
against consonant sequences in early stages of acquisition (i.e. they represent gen-
eral epenthesis processes which are not likely the result of prosodic augmenta-
tion). Another contributing factor to our decision to overlook this type of inser-
tions is the fact that they were quite rare in comparisonwith other types of vowel
insertions (only 20 cases throughout the data).

Table 2: Filler syllables vs. non-filler additional syllables

a. Filler syllables

Target Output

po əˈpo ‘here’ (1;05.10)
ˈsafa eˈnavta ‘grandma’ (1;09.18)
ze ˈzei ‘this’ (2;00.02)
lo ˈloʔo ‘no’ (2;00.02)
iguˈlim enixuˈlim ‘circles’ (2;00.09)

b. Non-filler syllables

i. Consonant vocalization: Liquid → Vowel

Target Output

kaʁ ˈkau ‘cold’ (1;08.27)
parpaˈrim paupaˈwi:m ‘butterflies’ (1;08.27)
naˈfal afˈai ‘fell’ (1;10.13)
pil ˈpia ‘elephant’ (1;10.28)
niʃˈbaʁ iʃˈpau ‘broke’ (2;00.02)
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ii. Cluster/sequence simplification: CC → CVC

Target Output

ˈʃtaim ʃəˈtaim ‘two fm.’ (1;07.10)
zvuv ʃiˈbuux ‘a fly’ (1;10.28)
t͡svi ˈt͡sipi ‘a deer’ (1;10.28)
nigˈmaʁ tekiˈmar ‘finished ms.sg.’ (1;11.18)
miʃkaˈfaim evakeˈʃaim ‘glasses’ (2;00.09)
lifˈtoax tiʃiˈtoax ‘to open’ (2;00.09)

Our definition of filler syllables with the above criteria is intended to narrow our
focus on the systematic appearance of output syllables that represent prosodic
augmentation processes and cannot be seen as substitution cases of some other
segment in the target word. It allows us to focus our analysis on the distribu-
tional patterns of prefixed and suffixed fillers that seem to be motivated by pro-
sodic augmentation and comprise the large body of additional syllables in RM’s
speech.

We observed another subset of additional syllables that were unique in the
sense that they couldbe readilymotivatedbyuniversal tendencies againstmarked
syllabic structures. Such were cases where a vowel in the output production was
inserted right afer a final coda in the target word, thus shifing the final conso-
nant from a coda position to a less-marked onset position (i.e. avoiding the pro-
duction of coda consonants while retaining the lexical information that would
have been lost in cases of consonant deletion). Since these occurrences could also
be motivated by augmentation factors, as well as other general factors (such as
coda resyllabification) and since there was a substantial number of occurrences
of this kind, these cases of post-coda insertion (1a) were not screened out from
our set of filler syllables, but rather marked for further observation, which we
applied throughout our analysis.

(1) Post-coda insertion

a. Post-coda insertion b. No post-coda insertion

Target Output Target Output

od [ˈodə] ‘more’ (1;04.02) od [ˈoi] ‘more’ (1;05.14)
ken [ˈkehe] ‘yes’ (1;05.14) ken [ˈtea] ‘yes’ (1;07.24)

Post-coda insertions were only considered as such if the consonant (or its sub-
stitute) in the original coda position was present in the output and syllabified
accordingly in an onset position.
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2.3. Te Coda Factor

It is crucial to establish a stance regarding the status of additional syllables in
post-coda positions. In order to do so, we need to verify to what extent fillers
appear in suffixed positions due to coda resyllabification.

For this test, we divided our corpus into periods, in line with cues for grad-
ual coda development in RM’s speech (see also Bat-El 2012, this volume). Te
criterion we used is faithfulness to coda position, i.e. whether a consonant is pre-
served in coda position (faithful) or deleted (unfaithful). Te data were divided
in two, to reflect that change in faithfulness. As shown in Table 3, RM’s unfaith-
ful coda productions drop from 58.7% during the first period to 17.9% during
the second.

Table 3: Te two periods of coda faithfulness (% out of all coda-final targets)

Period Age Unfaithful coda production

Unfaithful codas 1;03.27–1;06.05 58.7% (321/547)
Faithful codas 1;06.12–2;00.09 17.9% (410/2288)

An analysis of the distribution of post-coda insertions across the two periods
reveals the expected correlation: During the Unfaithful coda period, 34.6% of
RM’s additional syllables were post-coda insertions. Tese were 66.7% of all
suffixed fillers during that period. During the Faithful coda period, only 9.1%
of RM’s fillers were post-coda insertions. Tese were less than a third of all the
suffixed fillers during that period.

Table 4: Distribution of post-coda insertions

Post-coda insertion

Period Age % of all additions % of suffixed additions

Unfaithful codas 1;03.27–1;06.05 34.6% (28/81) 66.7% (28/42)
Faithful codas 1;06.12–2;00.09 9.1% (21/232) 30.0% (21/70)

Teabove figures seem to strengthen the contribution of final codas in the target
word, to the post-position of the additional syllable.

(2) Post coda fillers

Target Output
ˈken ˈk’ətʃ͡e ‘yes’ (1;05.10)
ˈsus ˈtutu ‘horse’ (1;05.22)
ˈejn ˈenə ‘none’ (1;06.05)
eˈxad jeˈxaði ‘one’ (1;11.25)

Another observation that corroborates the interaction between target codas and
suffixed additional syllables is demonstrated in the data about filler distribution
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in monosyllabic target words. RM produced 2,414 tokens of monosyllabic tar-
get words throughout the corpus.Tis figuremakes up 51.5% of all the recorded
productions in our data. 1,458 (60.4%) of those monosyllabic target words
ended with a final coda consonant (mostly VC and CVC words). Te other 956
(39.6%) tokens were CV words. As expected, during both coda-related periods,
CV targetwords had substantiallymoreprefixedfillers than suffixedones (11.5%
vs. 0.6% of all CV targets, respectively).

Te interesting picture emerges when we observe the position of additional
syllables in (C)VC target words vis-à-vis the coda-related periods, under two
types of analysis—with and without the inclusion of the subset of post-coda
insertions (abbreviated in the following tables to PCI) in the set of fillers.
While the relative amount of prefixed fillers in (C)VC targets remains low and
relatively steady during the two periods (2.7–2.1%), the behavior of suffixed
additions seems to vary: when fillers are analyzed with the inclusion of post-
coda insertions, the values of suffixed fillers during the Unfaithful codas period
are substantially higher (6.5%) than during any other period and it remains
slightly above the values of prefixed fillers in the following Faithful codas
period (2.9% vs. 2.1% respectively). However, when fillers are analyzed with
the exclusion of post-coda insertions, the values remain low and relatively steady
during the two periods (1.6–1.3%), and always less than the values of prefixed
fillers. Te differences between those two analyses correlate the emergence of
manyof the suffixed additionswith epenthesis processes due to coda resyllabifica-
tion.

Table 5: Distribution and position of filler syllables in monosyllabic targets

CV targets (C)VC targets

Prefixed Suffixed Prefixed Suffixed fillers
Period Age fillers fillers fillers incl. PCIs excl. PCIs

Unfaithful codas 1;03.27– 11.5% 0.6% 2.7% 6.5% 1.6%
1;06.05 (20/174) (1/174) (13/489) (32/489) (8/489)

Faithful codas 1;06.12– 8.1% 2.0% 2.1% 2.9% 1.3%
2;00.09 (63/782) (16/782) (20/969) (28/969) (13/969)

Our findings lend support to the conclusion that post-coda insertions are tightly
connected to general epenthesis processes, yet their possible contribution to aug-
mentation process should not be overlooked. In our view, a suffixed filler on a
CV target must not necessarily differ in motivation from a suffixed filler on a
(C)VC target simply because the former lacks any motivation other than aug-
mentation, while the latter may also be motivated by general epenthesis pro-
cesses such as coda resyllabification. We believe that our strategy in consider-
ing post-coda insertions as a subset of fillers enables to better observe the data
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from several angles (with or without the subset) in order to verify attested trends
and consider their complexities in full.

2.4. Predictions

We assume that the phonological structure of utterances complies with the
prosodic hierarchy—anested organization of prosodic categories.Te categories
relevant to the present study are (Minor) Phonological Phrase > Prosodic Word
> Foot > Syllable >Mora. FollowingDemuth (2001a), we hypothesize that filler
syllables are motivated by requirements that stem from the gradual acquisition
of the prosodic structure. We therefore assume that fillers’ distribution during
acquisition should be adequately explained vis-à-vis the gradual acquisition of
prosodic units.During early stages of speech,we expect filler syllables to appear in
environments thatwill adjust small prosodic constituents such as feet and prosodic
words. Tat is, fillers’ distribution during early stages of acquisition is expected
to promote certain foot types (trochee vs. iamb) and word forms (minimal word,
consisting of a binary foot).2

In later stages of speech, the child acquires larger prosodic units by concate-
nation of function words and content words together under one minor phono-
logical phrase (or, alternatively, under one larger prosodic word). In these cases,
we expect filler syllables to appear as “placeholders” for functional units (Bottari
et al. 1993/1994), extending the prosodic word and moving up in the prosodic
hierarchy. By this, children demonstrate common cases where prosody is
acquired before segmental and other structural aspects of phonology (Peters
1983).

Veneziano and Sinclair (2000) show that filler syllables in French are prefixed,
due to language-specific as well as universal constraints. “Te child first con-
structs an iambic metrical structure—an important prosodic pattern of French
lexical units—that she realizes preferentially as a VCV(C) pattern” (pp. 486–
487). Since epenthetic vowels are universally unstressed (Alderete 1999, Kager
1999), the filler syllables, being epenthetic, hold the weak position in the iambic
foot, i.e. the first syllable, and are therefore prefixed.

Te metrical structure in Hebrew is not as uniform as in French. Although
there is a clear majority of iambic words in the Hebrew lexicon, the number of
trochaicwords is not insignificant, constituting approximately 25%of the nouns
in Hebrew (Adam and Bat-El 2009). Furthermore, Adam and Bat-El (2008,
2009) argue that data from Hebrew-acquiring children support the hypothesis

2) Te universally unmarked foot is binary (two syllables or two moras), and this is also the
minimal word size (McCarthy and Prince 1990, 1993).
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of universal bias towards the trochaic foot in early stages of language acquisition.
Teir quantitative data of early productions show an inclination towards the
trochaic foot despite the fact that Hebrew stress system and the frequency of
the stress patterns, do not promote trochees over iambs.

2.5. Developmental Periods

In order to forward claims based on distinct prosodic acquisition periods, it was
essential for our initial observation of the data to detect tendencies towards pre-
ferred foot types—from very early trochaic bias (universally unmarked), to an
iambic tendency period (more frequent in the language). We first had to make
sure that RM also exhibited the universal bias towards trochaic feet in her early
speech. We used the method proposed in Adam and Bat-El (2009) in order to
determine the foot tendency. We compared attempted disyllabic target words,
disyllabic output words and truncation of disyllabic targets tomonosyllabic out-
puts.3

We found that, exactly like the Hebrew acquiring child studied in Adam and
Bat-El (2008, 2009),RMexhibits a clear tendency towards a trochaic foot during
her early stages of speech (1;03.27–1;05.14). During that period, RMattempted
more trochaic target words (79.3%) than iambic target words (20.7%) and pro-
duced more trochaic words (64.8%) than iambic words (35.2%). Lastly, she
truncated more iambic polysyllabic words to monosyllabic outputs (75% of all
attempted iambs) than trochaic polysyllabic words (10.9% of all attempted
trochees).

(3) Attempted targets

a. Trochaic targets b. Iambic targets

Target Output Target Output

ˈefo ˈaːpo ‘where’ (1;04.23) buˈba baː ‘a doll’ (1;04.09)
ˈaʁba ˈhabaː ‘four’ (1;05.00) kaˈduʁ duː ‘a ball’ (1;05.14)

(4) Productions (with fillers)

a. Trochaic productions b. Iambic productions

Target Output Target Output

lo ˈoa ‘no’ (1;05.00) lo pəˈlo ‘no’ (1;04.18)
eyn ˈeːynə ‘none’ (1;05.10) ken əˈkẽ ‘yes’ (1;03.27)

3) We only compared disyllabic forms to clearly determine foot types, as they are unambigu-
ous in this respect. Also, the disyllabic targets and output productions outnumbered all other
polysyllabic targets and output productions in the data combined, by more than twice.
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(5) Truncated productions

a. Trochaic polysyllabic targets b. Iambic polysyllabic targets

Target Output Target Output

ˈkelev keː ‘dog’ (1;05.14) xaˈtul tuː ‘cat’ (1;05.14)
ˈzehu ˈze ‘that’s it’ (1;06.05) ts͡aˈhov ˈhav ‘yellow’ (1;06.05)

Te gradual shif in values of the above-mentioned criteria was evidenced in all
of the three criteria we checked: RM’s attempted target words and actual pro-
ductions, as well as her ratio of polysyllabic truncations, slowly shifed towards
an iambic preference. Te two former criteria (attempted targets and actual out-
puts) exhibited substantial shifs in trends, which fully reversed throughout the
periods. Te trend observed for polysyllabic truncation criterion did not reverse
(more iambic targets were truncated throughout the periods), yet it exhibited a
substantial decline. Tis is rather expected given that more than any other sylla-
ble in the word, the final syllable in an iambic target carries two properties pro-
moting prominence—stress andfinal position (Kehoe andStoel-Gammon1997,
Kehoe 2001). Compared against iambs, disyllabic trochees split the prominence
factors between the first (stressed) syllable and the second (final) syllable. Under
this view, iambs are better candidates for truncation.

RM’s early speech development was thus divided into three stages, as shown
inTable 6 below, representing differentmetrical tendencies that were revealed in
the data, in accordance with shifs in two criteria—attempted targets and actual
outputs. Te first period was defined as the Trochaic bias. Te second period was
defined as theTransitional phase towards iambs, in which values for trochees and
iambs were close to equal (46% vs. 54% for output productions, and 45.9% vs.
54.1% for attempted targets). Te last Iambic tendency period exhibits a clear
tendency for iambic feet. During this period, RM attempted more iambic target
words (64.6%) than trochaic target words (35.4%), and she produced more
iambs (63.9%) than trochees (36.1%).

Table 6: Te three periods of foot preference

Disyllabic targets Disyllabic productions

Period Age Trochee Iamb Trochee Iamb

Trochaic 1;03.27–1;05.14 79.3% 20.7% 64.8% 35.2%
bias (46/58) (12/58) (57/88) (31/88)

Transitional 1;05.22–1;08.07 45.9% 54.1% 46% 54%
phase (164/357) (193/357) (179/389) (210/389)

Iambic 1;08.14–2;00.09 35.4% 64.6% 36.1% 63.9%
tendency (525/1482) (957/1482) (524/1451) (927/1451)
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3. Early Filler Syllables

In the early stages of RM’s speech, the vast majority of productions consisted
of monosyllabic and disyllabic target words (both content and function words).
During the Trochaic bias period, 78.5% of RM’s productions were monosyl-
labic, while 20.1% of her productions were disyllabic; only 1.3% trisyllabic pro-
ductions were recorded. Many of those polysyllabic productions were, in fact,
extended productions, as they were produced with a filler syllable. Tis was the
case with 40.7% of the disyllabic productions recorded, which also make up
90.5% of all the productions uttered with a filler syllable in that period (37/41).
Te observed trend was stronger with trisyllabic production, as 4 out of 6 were
produced with fillers, yet their small overall amount makes them less than 10%
of the filler cases.

Table 7: Production tokens during the trochaic bias period (including post-coda insertions)

All With fillers (incl. PCIs)

Period Monosyllabic Disyllabic Trisyllabic Disyllabic Trisyllabic Total

Trochaic bias 78.5% 20.1% 1.3% 40.7% 66.7% 9.1%
(1;03.27– (355/452) (91/452) (6/452) (37/91) (4/6) (41/452)
1;05.14)

Note that if we calculate fillers without the subset of post-coda insertions, the
relative amount of fillers in disyllabic productions during the first period drops,
as expected (from 40.7% to 27.5%). However, it is important to notice that the
amount of disyllabic outputs containing a filler still makes up 86.2% of all the
productions uttered with a filler syllable during that period (25/29).

Table 8: Production tokens during the trochaic bias period (excluding post-coda insertions)

All With fillers (excl. PCIs)

Period Monosyllabic Disyllabic Trisyllabic Disyllabic Trisyllabic Total

Trochaic bias 78.5% 20.1% 1.3% 27.5% 66.7% 6.4%
(1;03.27– (355/452) (91/452) (6/452) (25/91) (4/6) (29/452)
1;05.14)

Te picture that emerges from both tables above indicates that at the very early
stages of acquisition, filler syllables serve to extend the existing pool of monosyl-
labic productions and forward the production of more disyllabic outputs.

3.1. Te Minimal Word Effects

Hebrew phonology does not reflect sensitivity to moraic structure, given that
the stress system does not distinguish between CV and CVC syllables (Bat-El
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2005).Terefore,CVCwords are usually considered sub-minimal (Adam2002).
However, studies of hearing impaired children acquiringHebrew reveal compen-
satory lengthening in cases of final coda deletion, in particular when the coda
is a sonorant (Adi-Bensaid and Bat-El 2004, Adi-Bensaid 2006, Adi-Bensaid
and Tobin 2010). Tis may suggest that children assume that (at least sonorant)
codas are moraic, before they encounter sufficient evidence to the contrary (see
Ben-David this volume). Also Fainleib’s (2008) experimental study with novel
words may suggest that final codas are moraic, since speakers showed a tendency
towards final stress in words ending with a CVC syllable, but preferred penulti-
mate stress in words ending with a CV syllable.

In line with our initial assumptions, according towhichwe expect to find filler
syllables reflecting prosodic acquisition phases, we hypothesize that CV words
would be more prone to the addition of a filler syllable than other monosyllabic
targetwordswith a coda consonant.Temotivation for filler syllables in this case
would be to augment the prosodic words to meet the minimal word restriction
(McCarthy and Prince 1990, 1993, among others).

However, there is another motivation to extend CV words more than CVC
words, regardless of whether codas are moraic; this motivation relies on
language-specific frequency.Tere are very fewCVcontentwords in theHebrew
lexicon, far fewer than CVC. Most CV words in the data are, indeed, function
words, which usually prosodify with the following prosodic word. Tat is, the
scarcity of CVwords inHebrewmay also have lead RM to extend her CV inputs
with fillers. To that extent, it is important to consider the fact that RM’s early
productions of CV function words (which were ofen uttered in isolation) were
prosodified as independent prosodic words. As shown in Table 9, the data con-
firm these assumptions.

Table 9: Distribution of filler syllables in (C)VC and CV target words (tokens)

Filler syllables

(C)VC targets (C)VC targets
Period Age CV targets (incl. PCIs) (excl. PCIs)

Trochaic bias 1;03.27–1;05.14 15.8% 7.3% 3.3%
(12/76) (22/302) (10/302)

Transitional phase 1;05.22–1;08.07 10.0% 9.4% 4.4%
(40/402) (45/481) (21/481)

Iambic tendency 1;08.14–2;00.09 10.0% 3.9% 3.4%
(48/478) (26/675) (23/675)

All periods 1;03.27–2;00.09 10.5% 6.4% 3.7%
(100/956) (93/1458) (54/1458)
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Troughout the periods, RM attempted ~1.5 times more (C)VC targets than
CV targets (1,458 vs. 956 respectively). Tis is not entirely surprising given the
low frequency of CV content words in Hebrew, yet RM inserted filler syllables
in a larger relative amount of CV targets, which represent a steady preference
to augment more CV words (above 10%, all in all). Te very early Trochaic bias
period sees the peak of RM’s use of fillers in order to extend sub-minimal CV
words, with close to 16% fillers.

Again, the data on insertions in (C)VC targets inTable 9 presents two alterna-
tive analyses—with andwithout consideration of the post-coda insertions subset
among the set of fillers. Te obtained results show some differences. When ana-
lyzed with post-coda insertions as fillers, the percentages of fillers among (C)VC
targets remains low (always under 10%) but exhibits inconsistent trends as val-
ues rise from 7.3% to 9.4%, and then drop to 3.9%. However, when post-coda
insertions are excluded from the analysis, the overall relative amount of fillers
in (C)VC targets decreases and remains relatively stable throughout the periods
(around 3.7%).

(6) Filler syllables in (C)VC and CV target words

a. (C)VC targets b. CV targets

Target Output Target Output

od iˈde ‘more’ (1;05.10) lo ˈoa ‘no’ (1;04.18)
zuz uˈʃoʃ ‘move’ (1;06.12) ze ˈdea ‘this’ (1;06.12)
daf əˈdaf ‘sheet’ (1;08.27) ze əˈze ‘this’ (1;09.07)
kos eˈkoʃ ‘glass’ (1;09.10) ma aˈpa ‘what’ (1;11.25)

3.2. Prefixed vs. Suffixed Fillers

Given the division into periods and the common assumption that filler sylla-
bles, being epenthetic, are less marked when unstressed (§2.4), our preliminary
hypothesis led us to expect more filler syllables to appear suffixed to monosyl-
labic target words, as long as the preferred foot is trochaic (7a). When the foot
bias changes to iamb, we expect more filler syllables to move into prefixed posi-
tions (7b).

(7) a. Trochee: lo → [ˈo.a] ‘no’ (1;05.00)
b. Iamb: lo → [əˈnoo] ‘no’ (1;07.10)

Another factor thatwe considered for a possible interactionwith early filler sylla-
ble distribution is the presence (or absence) of final codas in the attempted target
word, since post-coda insertions create an environment that enables production
of final coda consonants as onsets of the inserted vowel. As discussed earlier in
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§2.3, we assume that post-coda insertions may be related to coda resyllabifica-
tion, as well as word augmentation.

Te effects of post-coda insertions, together with the effects of the preferred
foot type, predict that during the Trochaic bias period there would be a stronger
tendency to suffix filler syllables. Tis trend is expected to change vis-à-vis the
transition to the preferred iambic foot, and the gradual increase in faithfulness
to coda positions.

Our comparison of prefixed and suffixedfillers during the three periods reveals
the predicted trends under both types of analysis.When post-coda insertions are
included (Table 10), the obtained results indicate that there are more suffixed
than prefixed fillers during the Trochaic bias period (and only then). During the
Transitional phase, the prefixedfillers outnumber the suffixedfillers, reversing the
ratio in the previous period, and in the final, Iambic tendency period, the number
of prefixed fillers is more than double the amount of suffixed fillers.

Table 10: Distribution of prefixed and suffixed filler syllables (including post-coda inser-
tions)4

Period Age Prefixed fillers Suffixed fillers (incl. PCIs)

Trochaic bias 1;03.27–1;05.14 43.9% (18/41) 56.1% (23/41)
Transitional phase 1;05.22–1;08.07 55.0% (61/111) 38.7% (43/111)
Iambic tendency 1;08.14–2;00.09 62.1% (100/161) 28.6% (46/161)

Total 179 112

When we exclude the post-coda insertions from our analysis (Table 11) the
picture that emerges is less coherent, yet it still exhibits a tendency to use more
suffixed fillers during the Trochaic bias period, in comparison with other periods
(37.9% vs. 13.9–26.3%, respectively). Tis means that even when all post-coda
insertions are discarded from the set of fillers, there appear to be factors that
promote more suffixed fillers during the Trochaic bias period.

Note also that an analysis that excludes post-coda insertions changes the rel-
ative amounts of prefixed filler syllables. In the case of the discussed compar-
ison, the obtained results exhibit a more consistent overall relative amount of
prefixed fillers (above 62%), yet the trends are somewhat inconsistent. One pos-
sible explanation for the relatively extreme values of both prefixed and suffixed
fillers during the Transitional phase period may suggest that extreme values are
expected as they ofen characterize erratic transitional periods in acquisition (in
this sense, these results may indirectly support our initial division into periods
by foot tendency).

4) Infixed fillers are ignored.
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Table 11: Distribution of prefixed and suffixed filler syllables (excluding post-coda inser-
tions)

Period Age Prefixed fillers Suffixed fillers (excl. PCIs)

Trochaic bias 1;03.27–1;05.14 62.1% (18/29) 37.9% (11/29)
Transitional phase 1;05.22–1;08.07 77.2% (61/79) 13.9% (11/79)
Iambic tendency 1;08.14–2;00.09 64.1% (100/156) 26.3% (41/156)

Total 179 63

Apparently, the tendency towards the trochaic foot was strong during the
Trochaic biasperiod, as revealed by the fact that almost half (8/18) of the prefixed
fillers in this period were produced bearing stress, promoting a trochaic produc-
tion even when prefixed. During the Trochaic bias period, stressed filler syllables
consisted of 24.4% (10/41) of all fillers at this period,when calculatedwith post-
coda insertions, or 34.5% (10/29) when calculatedwithout post-coda insertions
(none of the post-coda inserted syllables were stressed). In the following periods,
the percentage of stressed prefixed fillers drops down to ~3.3% during theTran-
sitional phase and to ~5.7% during the Iambic tendency period.5

(8) Stressed filler syllables

Target Output

od ˈhaid ‘more’ (1;04.23)
od ˈiod ‘more’ (1;05.14)
lo ˈʔeo ‘no’ (1;05.00)
lo ˈhao ‘no’ (1;05.10)

Tese productions do not conform to the universal tendency noted above, by
which epenthetic elements, being minimally intrusive (Kenstowicz 2007), are
unstressed.Moreover, they involve stress shif, a rather rare process in the acquisi-
tion ofHebrew stress (Ben-David 2001), as it violates faithfulness to thehead syl-
lable. However, they maintain a trochaic foot even with a prefixed filler. Within
the framework of Optimality Teory (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004), these
facts about stressed filler syllables may be due to the interaction between the fol-
lowing two constraints:

(9) a. *Iamb: Iambic feet are banned in phonetic representation.
b. HeadDep: Non-lexical vowels are not allowed in prosodic heads

(=stressed syllables).

5) Te values for stressed filler syllables were very close when analyzed with and without
post-coda insertions during the Transitional phase period (2.7% (3/111)–3.8% (3/79)) and
the Iambic tendency period (5.6% (9/161)–5.8% (9/156)).
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Te constraint *Iamb is drawn from the universal ranking *Iamb >>
*Trochee, which reflects the unmarked status of the trochaic foot. Te con-
straint HeadDep expresses the universal tendency for stressed vowels to have
input correspondence (Alderete 1999), or alternatively, for epenthetic elements
to be unstressed. Te ranking of these two constraints in the first two periods is
as follows:

(10) a. Trochaic bias period (1;03.27–1;05.14): *Iamb>>HeadDep
b. Transitional phase (1;05.22–1;08.07): HeadDep >>*Iamb

During the Trochaic bias period, the trochaic preference prevails and *Iamb
is thus dominant, at the cost of violating HeadDep and thus stressing filler
syllables.Tis ranking is expected to change during theTransitional phase, where
the iambic productions start taking over (see the division into periods in Table 7
above).

4. Filler Syllables and Phonological Phrases

According to Demuth’s (2001a) prosodic approach, the change in the distribu-
tion of filler syllables over time should be accounted for as a change in the phono-
logical constituent acquired by the child. We follow this line in our assumptions
that RM’s filler syllables are a reflection of her developing prosody.

In the former sections we suggested a prosodic analysis for the longitudinal
distributionof filler syllables inRM’s productions.Weargued that the observable
changes in the position and quantity of filler syllables in RM’s speech can be
readily motivated if we assume their role as prosodic tools, which function on
different levels of the prosodic hierarchy to extend prosodic structures and/or
advance the production of preferred, unmarked, forms.

In the following sections we present additional data supporting these argu-
ments, by demonstrating the possible role of filler syllables in the formation of
early phonological phrases above the single prosodic word.

4.1. Te Prosody of Proclitics

Proclitics are bound morphemes that are prefixed to content words. Tey are
highly common function words in Hebrew and they are universally among the
first functional elements to be used in systematic concatenative syntax, towards
productions of phrases larger than a single prosodic word (Chierchia et al. 1999,
Lleó and Demuth 1999, Demuth 2001b).

Te proclitic function words are not independent phonological words, but
rather prosodifywith the following contentword, and thus extend thephonolog-
ical unit.Te two components, proclitic and content word, aremapped together
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through concatenation to constitute a polymorphemic phonological phrase,
ofen termedMinor Phonological Phrase (Selkirk 1986, 1995). Below are selected
examples of functional proclitics observed in RM’s productions.

(11) Hebrew proclitics

a. Conjunct: ve- ‘and’ ve-ˈze ‘and this’ (1;11.18)
b. Subordinator: ʃe- ‘that’ ʃe-ˈbait ‘that a house’ (1;10.28)
c. Determiner: ha- ‘the’ ha-ˈgan ‘the kindergarten’ (1;11.25)
d. Prepositions: le- ‘to’ le-ˈpo ‘to here’ (1;08.27)

la- ‘to the’ la-ˈyam ‘to the sea’ (1;10.28)
be- ‘in’ be-ˈoto ‘in a car’ (2;00.02)
ba- ‘in the’ ba-ˈoto ‘in the car’ (1;10.28)

Lleó and Demuth (1999), Demuth (2001b), and Roark and Demuth (2000)
address the cross-linguistic variation in the emergence of function words in early
stages of language acquisition.Tedata presented in these studies reveal an intra-
linguistic variance in the timing of the appearance of function morphemes. It
appears that while children acquiring Romance languages (such as Spanish or
Italian) tend to produce a high percentage of articles and proto-articles as early
as 1;10, children acquiring Germanic languages (such as English or German)
begin to produce these proto-articles relatively late and initially in restricted
contexts. In addition, Selkirk (1995) establishes that the emergence of well-
formed prosodic structures containing a function word will vary not only cross-
linguistically but within a certain language as well, depending on the nature of
the prosodic features of a given function element.

Te study of cross-linguistic and intra-linguistic variations facilitates our
understanding of the acquisition course of function elements in different lan-
guages.Oneprediction,which is supportedby such studies, contends that a func-
tion element that can be prosodified within a restricted prosodic structure, as in
the case of proclitic elements, will emerge earlier in acquisition.We thus hypoth-
esize that Hebrew proclitics that prosodify together with the following word to
constitute a merged prosodic unit will appear early in children’s speech and pre-
cede the appearance of other yet higher prosodic units.

Any attempt to claim that filler syllables may serve as prosodic extenders to
constitute early phonological phrases, will need to correlate some data regarding
filler syllables with data regarding the emergence of such proclitics.Terefore, we
expect the distribution of filler syllables to correlate in position and in quantity
with the emergence of these early phonological phrases. Two main hypotheses
are derived from this assumption:

a. Positional correlation: Filler syllables are expected to move towards prefixed
positions, exhibiting the emergence of phonological phrases of this sort. Te
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positional correlation assumption is based on our view in this paper that filler
syllables may appear in various positions.

b. Quantitative correlation: Prefixed filler syllables are expected to reduce in
quantity as proper proclitics gradually fill their prefixed position and replace
the temporary fillers with concrete content. Tis assumption stems from the
common view about filler syllables, which ties their emergence and disap-
pearance in language acquisition processes.

4.2. Signs of Early Concatenative Morpho-Syntax

Up until the age 1;06.26, RM attempted production of very few phonological
phrases (0.4%of her total targets during that period).Amore substantial appear-
ance of phonological phrases that include proclitics can be observed from the age
of 1;07.03 to 1;10.13 (1.6% of her total targets during this period), but their dis-
tribution is still low in quantity and irregular, as some sessions include no such
productions. It is only fromage1;10.28 that thepresence of phonological phrases
with proclitics begins to show stability with higher numbers among RM’s pro-
ductions (3.8% of her total targets during this period).

For the following analysis of RM’s construction of minor phonological phrases,
our corpus is divided once again, this time in accordance with evidence on the
emergence and development of proclitics. Our division schema was devised
around one criterion—the appearance of proclitics in RM’s speech.

(12) Te two periods of proclitic attempted words (% of total productions)

Period Age Proclitic targets

Pre-phrasing 1;03.27–1;10.13 1.1% (32/2923)
Early-phrasing 1;10.28–2;00.09 3.8% (79/2053)

TePre-phrasing period covers a range that was previously divided into the three
periods of foot tendencies (see Table 6), while theEarly-phrasing period covers a
smaller range, coinciding with the latter two months of the Iambic foot tendency
period. In line with our hypotheses, we expect the quantity and distribution of
filler syllables in RM’s speech to correlate with the above-mentioned division
into two periods, which are assumed to be analogous to the acquisition stages
of higher-level prosodic units. If filler syllables have a role, such as monosyllabic
placeholders (Bottari et al. 1993/1994) or prosodic extenders (Demuth 2001a)
that correlates with the developing notion of positions in child’s early speech,
we should expect them to slowly disappear as this position becomes filled with
actual words. Te data from RM’s speech may advance such claims.
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4.2.1. Te Positional Factor

As demonstrated in the previous sections, a set of competing constraints modi-
fies the distribution of filler syllables throughout the development, and advances
their dispersion towards suffixed position at the early stage of RM’s acquisition.
Assuming that filler syllables in RM’s speech serve as prosodic placeholders for
the emerging proclitics, we would expect to find an alteration of their distribu-
tion within the utterances, towards the initial prefixed position, throughout the
overall development and in particular during the Early-phrasing period.

From our data, it is evident that such a tendency plays a role in RM’s pro-
ductions. Analyses that include post-coda insertions among the fillers obtained
coherent results. During theTrochaic bias period an inclination towards suffixed
fillers was observed. Tat tendency is reversed as early as the next Transitional
phase kicks in; the percentage of prefixed filler syllables increases up to 65.9%
in the final Early-phrasing period, which is also the second part of the Iambic
tendency period.

Table 12: Te positional distribution of fillers throughout acquisition (% of total fillers)
(including post-coda insertions)

Period Prefixed Suffixed
(by proclitics) Period (by foot) Age fillers* fillers* Total

Pre-phrasing Trochaic bias 1;03.27–1;05.14 43.9% 56.1% 9.1%
(18/41) (23/41) (41/452)

Transitional phase 1;05.22–1;08.07 55.0% 38.7% 8.3%
(61/111) (43/111) (111/1341)

Iambic tendency (a) 1;08.14–1;10.13 58.2% 27.8% 7.0%
(46/79) (22/79) (79/1130)

Early-phrasing Iambic tendency (b) 1;10.28–2;00.09 65.9% 29.3% 4.0%
(54/82) (24/82) (82/2053)

* incl. PCIs

Analyses that exclude post-coda insertions from the set of fillers obtained less
coherent results. However, in comparison with all other periods, suffixed fillers
were most prevalent in the Trochaic bias period (37.9%, compared with values
under 27%), while prefixed fillers were present in large relative amounts dur-
ing all periods, and especially during the Early-phrasing period (68.4%) and the
Transitional phase within the Pre-phrasing period (77.2%). Again, it is inter-
esting to point out that the slightly erratic values occur during the Transitional
phase, which may explain some incoherencies in the attested trends.
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Table 13: Te positional distribution of fillers throughout acquisition (% of total fillers)
(excluding post-coda insertions)

Period Prefixed Suffixed
(by proclitics) Period (by foot) Age fillers* fillers* Total

Pre-phrasing Trochaic bias 1;03.27–1;05.14 62.1% 37.9% 6.4%
(18/29) (11/29) (29/452)

Transitional phase 1;05.22–1;08.07 77.2% 13.9% 5.9%
(61/79) (11/79) (79/1341)

Iambic tendency (a) 1;08.14–1;10.13 59.7% 26.0% 6.8%
(46/77) (20/77) (77/1130)

Early-phrasing Iambic tendency (b) 1;10.28–2;00.09 68.4% 26.6% 3.8%
(54/79) (21/79) (79/2053)

* excl. PCIs

In earlier sections, we claimed that some of the changes in the ratio between
prefixed and suffixed additional syllables could be attributed to their assumed
prosodic role in advancing a preferable foot (augmentation) and avoiding coda
consonants without deletion (epenthesis). Tis explanation, in particular the
impact of thepreferred foot, is not sufficient to account for the increase in relative
amount of prefixed filler syllables. As shown in Table 14, the ratios of iambic vs.
trochaic targets and productions remain stable during the two Iambic tendency
periods, and yet we can observe in Table 13 a noticeable growth in prefixed filler
syllables.

Table 14: Ratio of trochee to iamb within the Iambic tendency period

Productions Targets

Period Period Disyllabic Disyllabic Disyllabic Disyllabic
(by proclitics) (by foot) Age trochees iambs trochees iambs

Pre-phrasing Iambic (a) 1;08.14– 16.8% 29.3% 17.0% 31.8%
1;10.13 (190/1130) (331/1130) (192/1130) (359/1130)

Early-phrasing Iambic (b) 1;10.28– 16.3% 29.0% 16.2% 29.1%
2;00.09 (334/2053) (596/2053) (333/2053) (598/2053)

Tese data contribute to the claim that filler syllables promote the generation of
early minor phonological phrases during this phase, and thus play a significant
role in generating higher-level prosodic units.

4.2.2. Segmental Support

Another important correlation emphasizing the distinction between Pre-
phrasing period and Early-phrasing period in RM’s development was found in
the analysis of the segmental features of vowels in RM’s filler syllables.
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As shown in Tables 15 and 16, the schwa ([ə]) constitutes over 45% of the
vowels found in RM’s filler syllables during the Pre-phrasing period (1;03.13–
1;10.13), way more than any other vowel. Te schwa is a common epenthetic
vowel, serving also as a placeholder in children’s early combinations (Bloom
1970, 1973). Note that Modern Hebrew does not include schwa in its phone-
mic vowel inventory, yet it is one of the most widely used vowels in RM’s filler
syllables.

Table 15: Vowels across filler syllables (% of all fillers including post-coda insertions)

Period Age [ə] [e] [a] [o] [i] [u]

Pre-phrasing 1;03.27– 48.1% 13.0% 16.5% 5.6% 10.4% 4.8%
1;10.13 (111/231) (30/231) (38/231) (13/231) (24/231) (11/231)

Early-phrasing 1;10.28– 8.5% 35.4% 25.6% 12.2% 12.2% 6.1%
2;00.09 (7/82) (29/82) (21/82) (10/82) (10/82) (5/82)

Table 16: Vowels across filler syllables (% of all fillers excluding post-coda insertions)

Period Age [ə] [e] [a] [o] [i] [u]

Pre-phrasing 1;03.27– 45.4% 13.5% 18.9% 5.9% 10.8% 4.3%
1;10.13 (84/185) (25/185) (35/185) (11/185) (20/185) (8/185)

Early-phrasing 1;10.28– 7.6% 36.7% 26.6% 12.7% 10.1% 6.3%
2;00.09 (6/79) (29/79) (21/79) (10/79) (8/79) (5/79)

No less important, the use of schwa is dramatically reduced during the Early-
phrasing period (1;10.28–2;00.09) to 8.5% (including post-coda insertions) or
7.6% (excluding post-coda insertions).Tis significant drop in the schwa’s preva-
lence correlates bothwith the increase in use of other vowelswithin filler syllables
and with the increase in the number of proclitics during the same period. Tese
proclitics are assumed to fill their prefixed position and replace the fillers with
concrete content.

All of RM’s 111 attempted productions with proclitics featured one of two
vowels in the target word; 54.9% (61/111) had an [a] and 45.1% (50/111)
had an [e]. Te rate of these two vowels, specifically among the prefixed filler
syllables, increased as the rate of the number of schwas in this position dropped.
As shown in Table 17, the vowel [e] increased in presence from a combined
average of 6.4%during thePre-phrasingperiod to an average of 42.6%during the
Early-phrasing period. Te presence of the vowel [a] increased from a combined
average of 18.2% during the Pre-phrasing period to an average of 22.2% during
the Early-phrasing period.
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Table 17: Vowel distribution in prefixed filler syllables (% of all prefixed fillers)

Period Period
(by proclitics) (by foot) Age [ə] [e] [a]

Pre-phrasing Trochaic bias 1;03.27– 44.4% 5.6% 27.8%
1;05.14 (8/18) (1/18) (5/18)

Transitional phase 1;05.22– 77.0% 4.9% 11.5%
1;08.07 (47/61) (3/61) (7/61)

Iambic tendency (a) 1;08.14– 50.0% 8.7% 15.2%
1;10.13 (23/46) (4/46) (7/46)

Early-phrasing Iambic tendency (b) 1;10.28– 11.1% 42.6% 22.2%
2;00.09 (6/54) (23/54) (12/54)

(13) Vowels in prefixed filler syllables

a. Pre-phrasing period b. Early phrasing period

Target Output Target Output

ˈdevek əˈbebe ‘glue’ (1;08.07) ˈmaim eˈbaim ‘water’ (1;10.28)
ˈt͡seva ət͡siˈa ‘color’ (1;08.07) miʃˈxa eʃeʃ’xa ‘cream’ (1;10.28)
daf əˈdaf ‘sheet’ (1;08.27) gaˈdol agaˈdoy ‘big’ (1;11.18)
kos eˈkoʃ ‘glass’ (1;09.10) kaˈtan akaˈtan ‘small’ (1;11.18)
ʁoʃ aˈʁoʃ ‘head’ (1;09.18) miˈxal emiˈxay ‘Michal’ (2;00.09)

Another interesting fact about the distribution of schwa arises from its presence
in suffixed fillers. Apparently, the schwa vowel distribution resembles trends of
filler syllables, which we predicted and found in our analysis, as they almost
disappear from fillers in suffixed positions during the Iambic tendency period.

Table 18: Vowel distribution in suffixed filler syllables (including post-coda insertions)

Period Period
(by proclitics) (by foot) Age [ə] [e] [a]

Pre-phrasing Trochaic bias 1;03.27– 47.8% 21.7% 8.7%
1;05.14 (11/23) (5/23) (2/23)

Transitional phase 1;05.22– 44.2% 9.3% 20.9%
1;08.07 (19/43) (4/43) (9/43)

Iambic tendency (a) 1;08.14– 0% 45.5% 22.7%
1;10.13 (0/22) (10/22) (5/22)

Early-phrasing Iambic tendency (b) 1;10.28– 4.2% 16.7% 29.2%
2;00.09 (1/24) (4/24) (7/24)
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Table 19: Vowel distribution in suffixed filler syllables (excluding post-coda insertions)

Period Period
(by proclitics) (by foot) Age [ə] [e] [a]

Pre-phrasing Trochaic bias 1;03.27– 9.1% 9.1% 54.5%
1;05.14 (1/11) (1/11) (6/11)

Transitional phase 1;05.22– 9.1% 9.1% 54.5%
1;08.07 (1/11) (1/11) (6/11)

Iambic tendency (a) 1;08.14– 0% 50.0% 25.0%
1;10.13 (0/20) (10/20) (5/20)

Early-phrasing Iambic tendency (b) 1;10.28– 0% 19.0% 33.3%
2;00.09 (0/21) (4/21) (7/21)

(14) Vowels in suffixed filler syllables

a. Trochaic bias b. Transitional Phase

Target Output Target Output

ˈoto ˈothohə ‘car’ (1;04.18) eyn ˈenə ‘none’ (1;06.05)
od ˈoːdə ‘more’ (1;05.00) ze ˈdea ‘this’ (1;06.12)

c. Iambic tendency

Target Output
ken ˈkeʔe ‘yes’ (1;09.18)
lo ˈloʔo ‘no’ (2;00.09)

Tis distributional behavior of vowels by quality within filler syllables adds seg-
mental evidence to support the structural analysis we have presented, regarding
the role and function of filler syllables in language acquisition.

5. Conclusions

Our analysis of the phenomenonof filler syllables beganwith criteria for defining
fillers, since it is not the case that every epenthetic vowel in children’s emerging
phonologies counts as a filler syllable.Ournarrowdefinition of filler syllables and
our marking strategy for cases of post-coda insertion were extremely important
for our goal—to investigate themajor forces that drive filler syllables in language
acquisition.

Some views on filler syllables (cf. Peters 2001) refer to difficulties in anal-
ysis that arise from the fact that filler syllables interact with various domains
of grammar (such as morphology and syntax). In our view, a proper analysis
of filler syllables is possible with “pure” phonological devices that rely on the
prosodic hierarchy, since this hierarchy encapsulates an underlying interaction
with morpho-syntactic domains. In other words, since higher-level units within
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the prosodic hierarchy are assumed to interface withmorpho-syntactic domains,
the phenomenonof filler syllables should be understoodwithin the phonological
domain and its advanced theoretic devices.

Our findings show that the preference between prefixed and suffixed fillers is
the result of different forces that constantly shif during early stages of language
acquisition, although, all things being equal, the general preference towards pre-
fixed position was attested in the data. In light of studies such as Veneziano and
Sinclair (2000), who referred to filler syllables as Prefixed Additional Elements, it
may very well be that the universally less marked filler is prefixed. Yet, language-
specific and other universal competing forces may sometimes promote suffixed
positions, as well as infixed ones.

Temain forces observed inRM’s speech exhibited interactions between filler
syllables’ distribution, minimal word, word-final codas, and foot bias/tendency
during the very early stages of acquisition. Te prosodic role that fillers seem to
have in these stages concerns various adjustments in these constituents. Later
on, as higher-level prosodic units emerge, and words with more syllables are
gradually acquired, filler syllables can be employed to serve as prosodic extenders
that precede segmentally faithful productions of phonological phrases.

Ourfindings also support previous claims that segmental qualities of the schwa
vowel are among the strongest characteristics of filler syllables.Te schwa is ofen
considered as a featureless vowel (Borowsky 1986, Van Oostendorp 2000), and
thus serves as the optimal placeholder.Our observation of the schwa distribution
across filler syllables in RM’s speech exhibited clearer patterns of the same gen-
eral observed trends, and some valuable comparative conclusions to support the
interaction between proclitics, higher-level phonological constituents and filler
syllables.

Tese data from a Hebrew-acquiring child corroborate many of the hypothe-
ses in Demuth (2001a): “Learning the phonology of a language involves not
only learning the phonemic status of segments and their acoustic/articulatory
correlates, but also how to combine these to form higher-level prosodic/articu-
latory units such as syllables, phonological words, and phonological utterances.
Although many children initially focus on the phonological word as their early
prosodic unit of choice, other children appear to focus on higher-level prosodic
units such as the phonological phrase, the phonological utterance, or the intona-
tional phrase.” (246).We should add that it seems probable that one child would
focus on different prosodic units (as they gradually emerge) and wouldmake use
of filler syllables to adjust different types of such prosodic units during various
stages of acquisition. Our observation and analysis of RM’s filler syllables seem
to support this direction.
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Abstract
Tis paper studies the effect of phonological development on the acquisition of Hebrew
verb inflectional suffixes, comparing between two monolingual typically developing children
(SR and RM). Examination of the order at which the suffixes appeared in the children’s
speech reveals one distinction; SR produced the number (plural) suffix -im before the person
(1st singular) suffix -ti, while RM produced these suffixes in the opposite order. All other
suffixes were produced in the same order. As these suffixes differ in the presence vs. absence
of a coda, I attribute the distinction between the children to the development of word final
codas, which was faster in SR’s speech than in RM’s. Tis interaction between phonology
and morphology is known as prosodic licensing, whereby the prosodic structure hosting a
grammatical morpheme is a prerequisite for the production of this morpheme.

Keywords
language acquisition; phonology-morphology interface; verb inflection; word final codas;
prosodic licensing; (a-)synchronization; variation; Hebrew

1. Introduction

Morpho-syntactic theories predict that person suffixes (1st) will appear afer
gender (feminine) and number (plural) suffixes (Shlonsky 1989, Harley and
Ritter 2002, Armon-Lotem 2006). However, this is not always the case.

*) An earlier version of this paper was presented in BAALL’s First Conference on Afroasiatic
Grammar (Paris, 2010). I would like to thank the participants of this conference as well as the
two anonymous reviewers, whose comments contributed to improving the present version of
the paper. Tis study is part of the Child Language Project conducted in collaboration with
Galit Adam and supported by ISF grant #544/04. Te usual disclaimers apply.
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In this paper I consider the interaction of the morpho-syntactic predictions
with phonological development in Hebrew, in particular the development of
word final codas. I argue that children follow the order of acquisition predicted
by themorpho-syntax only if their phonological development allows them to do
so. I thus view the morpo-syntactic predictions as violable guidelines. Note that
Hebrew morphology is relatively rich, and thus serves as a good opportunity to
explore possible phonological/prosodic constraints on morphological develop-
ment.

Te data presented in this paper are drawn from a longitudinal study of two
monolingual typically developing Hebrew-acquiring children, RM (girl) and
SR (boy). A quantitative examination of the data shows that SR followed the
morpho-syntactic predictions, producing the gender (feminine -a) and number
(plural -im) suffixes before the person suffix (1st person -ti). RM produced the
gender suffixes (feminine -a and -i) before the number suffix, as predicted by
one of the syntactic theories. However, she produced the person suffix before
the number suffix.

I argue that RM’s deviation from the morpho-syntactic guidelines is due to
phonological effects, in particular the development of word final codas. Tis
phenomenon fits within the prosodic licensing principle (Lleó 2003, Demuth
2007 and references therein), according to which the prosodic structure hosting
a grammatical morpheme is a prerequisite for the production of this morpheme.
In each pair of suffixes, -ti vs. -im and -a/-i vs. -im, the codaless suffix appears
in RM’s speech before the codaful one. Tis phonological effect is also seen in
the order of the acquisition of the three feminine suffixes, where both children
produced the codaless suffixes -i and -a before the codaful suffix -et.

Te fact that RM produced -ti before -im while SR produced -im before
-ti is explained in terms of (a-)synchronization between the phonological and
morphological development. Examination of the development of codas reveals
that both children started producing the codaful suffix -im at the stage in which
they had about 90% faithful codas in their production of nouns. SR started
producing inflectional suffixes at this point, and his phonology thus allowed him
to produce the codaful suffix. RM, on the other hand, started producing the
inflectional suffixes before she reached 90% faithful codas. Tus, while waiting
for her phonological grammar to be adequate for the production of a codaful
suffix (plural -im), she produced the next in line codaless suffix (1st person -ti).

Note that I am using the term “produce” rather than “acquired”, since the
empirical basis of the present study is drawn from the children’s productions
rather than from experiments assessing their knowledge of themoprho-syntactic
categories.

I start with background information regarding the relevant details onHebrew
verb inflectional suffixes (§2), the morpho-syntactic predictions (§3), and the
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research methods (§4). Ten I present the quantitative data of the development
of the suffixes (§5), with emphasis on the distinction between the two children
and between the codaless and codaful suffixes.Te quantitative data of final coda
development is then compared with the development of the suffixes (§6). Tis
comparison serves to explain the distinction between the children in terms of
(a-)synchronization between phonological and morphological development. I
conclude with discussion on the phonology-morphology interface, in light of
earlier studies (§7).

2. Hebrew Verb Inflectional Suffixes

Hebrew verb stems are accompaniedwith suffixes, which display agreementwith
the (contextual or overt) subject noun. Past forms agree in number, gender,
and person, while present and imperative forms agree only in number and gen-
der.Troughout the tense/mood categories, the (3rd person)masculine singular
does not have an inflectional suffix (marked in Table 1 with {}).1

Table 1: Hebrew verb inflectional suffixes (the relevant suffixes are in bold)

a. Suffixes (Nu = number, Pr = person, Gn = gender)

Past Present2 Imperative3
Nu Pr Gn Nu Gn Nu Gn
Sg. 1 -ti Sg. fm. -et, -a Sg. fm. -i

2 fm. -t ms. {} ms. {}
ms. -ta

3 fm. -a
ms. {}

Pl. 1 -nu Pl. fm. -ot Pl. -u
2 -tem ms. -im
3 -u

1) I use the symbol {} for the 3rd person, rather than the conventional ø-morpheme, to express
my view that there is no morpheme there. Tat is, the morphological structure of gadal ‘he
grew’, for example, is [gadal] and not [[gadal]ø]. Tis distinction, however, is not relevant to
the present study.
2) Present tense verbs are actually participles, functioning not only as verbs but also as nouns
and adjectives. Moreover, their morphology and morpho-phonology is identical to that of
adjectives (and also nouns), rather than of verbs (Bat-El 2008). Te database of this study
excludes participles that are certainly nouns in children’s use. For example,mot͡sét͡s refers to the
noun ‘pacifier’ and to the verb ‘to suck’, but it ismore likely to be used by the children as a noun.
3) Te imperative suffixes are identical to those of the future, where in the latter person-
number-gender distinctions are made with prefixes (e.g. t in tiktef-í ‘you fm.sg. will pick’, j in
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b. Sample forms of the verb ‘to sit’

Past Present Imperative

jaʃv-á ‘3rd fm.sg.’ joʃév-et ‘fm.sg.’ ʃv-í ‘fm.sg.’
jaʃáv ‘3rd ms.sg.’ joʃév ‘ms.sg.’ ʃév ‘ms.sg.’
jaʃáv-ti ‘1st sg.’ joʃv-ím ‘ms.pl.’ ʃv-ú ‘pl.’

Tesuffixes at the heart of the discussion here are the plural -im (present), the 1st
person -ti (past), and the feminine -a (past and present). Te feminine suffixes
-i (imperative) and -et (present) are also considered. Tese suffixes are produced
relatively early, and thus may reflect interaction with the acquisition of codas.
Suffixes with similar phonological structure to those studied here (e.g. 1st person
plural -nu (past), 3rd person plural -u (past), feminine plural -ot (present)) are
produced later, afer the final codas are produced faithfully.4

3. Morpho-Syntactic Predictions

Teorder of acquisition of verb inflectional suffixes is studied herewith reference
to the syntactic theories (§3.1) proposed in Shlonsky (1989) andArmon-Lotem
(2006) and the morphological theory (§3.2) proposed in Harley and Ritter
(2002). All three theories provide a hierarchical structure from which the order
of acquisition can be predicted (at least partially), though only the syntactic
theories refer directly to Hebrew.

3.1. Syntactic Teories

Shlonsky (1989) provides the following structure of agreement in Hebrew.5

jiktóf ‘he will pick’ and jiktef-ú ‘they will pick’). Since only suffixes are relevant here, the imper-
ative and future forms are both under the imperative category (e.g. zúz-i/tazúz-i ‘move fm.sg.
imperative/future’).Note that adults ofenuse the future forms for imperatives (Bolozky1979,
Bat-El 2002).
4) It is possible that the interaction of these late acquired suffixes with the acquisition of codas
would be visible in the speech of children with atypically slow phonological development.
5) Tis structure is based on the generalization that there is no verb in Hebrew “which is
marked for number and not marked for gender and no verb which is marked for person but
not marked for number” (Shlonsky 1989:5). Tis, however, is not entirely accurate since the
1st pr. past forms contrast in number but not in gender. In addition, unlike normativeHebrew,
spoken IsraeliHebrewdoes not have gender distinction in the plural paradigms of the past and
future forms.
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(1) Syntactic theory I (Shlonsky 1989): Gender > Number > Person

Assuming Armon-Lotem’s (2006) proposal that children’s development goes
bottom-up, the structure in (1) above predicts the acquisition of gender before
number, and of number before person.

However,Armon-Lotem’s (2006) theorypresentedbelowpredicts that gender
and number would be produced at the same time, both before person.

(2) Syntactic theory II (Armon-Lotem 2006): Number & Gender > Person

AgrS ‘agreement subject’, T ‘tense/mood’, AgrPrt ‘agreement participle’, Asp ‘aspect’

3.2. Morphological Teory

Harley and Ritter (2002) propose a morphological feature geometry, developed
for pronoun and agreement systems (seeHanson 2000 for the acquisition of pro-
nouns).Te construction of the tree is based on universal implicational relations
(if a language has X, it also has Y, but not vice versa). Te tree specifies marked-
ness relations (the unmarked is in parentheses), assuming that an unmarked fea-
ture is acquired before its marked counterpart.
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(3) Morphological theory (Harley and Ritter 2002):6 Number > Gender

Categories that do not have a corresponding suffix in Hebrew are indicated with O

On the basis of the above feature geometry and markedness relations, the mor-
phological theory predicts the production of number before gender. Tis relies
on Greenberg’s (1963) universal 32: “[w]henever a verb agrees with a nominal
subject or object in gender it also agrees in number”.Te geometrymakes no pre-
dictionswith regard to theprecedence relationbetweennumber/gender andper-
son, since it does not specify markedness relations between the respective domi-
nating nodes, i.e. Individuation and Participant. Recall, however, that the plural
suffix -im is associated with present tense verbs while the person suffix -ti is asso-
ciated with past tense verbs (§2). Tus, as noted by Elizabeth Ritter (electronic
communication), since present is acquired before past, it is predicted that num-
ber will be acquired before person.

Te predictions of the three theories with regard to the relevant suffixes are
thus as follows:

(4) Predictions of all three theories

a. Syntactic theory I: Gender > Number > Person (-a/-i > -im > -ti)
b. Syntactic theory II: Number & Gender > Person (-a/-i & -im > -ti)
c. Morphological theory: Number > Gender (-im > -a/-i)

Tere is no controversy among the theories with regard to number and person;
the two syntactic theories predict the appearance of number (-im) before person
(-ti), while the morphological theory is mute with regard to this issue. As for the
order of number (-im) and gender (-a/-i), all options are available: both suffixes
together (4b), gender before number (4a), and number before gender (4c).

6) I have revised here the original feature geometry to accommodate the relevant categories,
i.e. gender, number, and person, where person is relevant only for the past tense (recall from
§2 that person distinction is absent in the present tense and marked with prefixes in the
imperative).
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4. Methodology

Te data presented in this study are drawn from the speech of two monolingual
typically developing Hebrew-acquiring children, from an upper-middle socioe-
conomic background. Te girl, RM, was an only child during the time of the
recordings, and the boy, SR, was second to his sister. Te children were recorded
on a weekly basis for about one hour, starting at the end of the babbling stage, i.e.
before the first word (see Adam and Bat-El 2009). Te recording sessions took
place in the children’s natural environment, and the productions were drawn
fromnatural speech and picture/object naming.Te research assistants conduct-
ing the recording and transcriptionwere graduate linguistics students with train-
ing in phonetics and phonology.

4.1. Periods of Quantitative Examination

In order to display the gradual development of verb inflectional suffixes, the data
are organized in periods, according to the cumulative number of attempted verb
types; each period corresponds to roughly 10 new verbs in the child’s lexicon.
Note that these periods do not imply stages, but rather serve as amethodological
tool, which provides a baseline for a cross-subject comparison of quantitatively-
based development. Tis methodology relies on the interrelation between lexi-
cal and phonological development in early stages of acquisition (Stoel-Gammon
2011).

Table 2 provides the scale of the first seven periods, starting with the first
production of a verb; these are the periods where the suffixes under discussion
appeared in the children’s speech. Also specified are the ages of the children in
each period and the number of cumulative attempted target verbs (CATV) for
each child.

Table 2: Periods for quantitative examination

SR RM
Period Age CATV Age CATV

1st word 1;02.00 1;03.13

I 1;03.14–1;05.04 9 1;04.02–1;06.26 9
II 1;05.08–1;05.21 17 1;07.03–1;08.27 21
III 1;05.29–1;06.12 30 1;09.10–1;09.27 31
IV 1;06.20–1;06.26 39 1;10.06–1;10.28 38
V 1;07.02–1;07.09 49 1;11.18–1;11.25 48
VI 1;07.17–1;07.23 60 2;00.02–2;00.02 57
VII 1;08.03–1;09.00 70 2;00.09–2;00.09 70
↓
XVIII –2;02.22 184 –2;05.29 184
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4.2. Productivity

In counting the inflectional suffixes, I included only productive suffixation,
adopting a rather permissive measure of productivity. A suffix (X + Sufi) was
considered productive when one of the following condition was met:

a. It appeared earlier or during the same session with another verb stem (Y +
Sufi),

b. Te base of the suffixed word appeared earlier without a suffix (X), or
c. Te base of the suffixed word appeared earlier with another suffix (X + Sufj).

Tus, only suffixed formswhere the stem and the suffix appeared for the first time
were excluded.

As the study is concerned with structural notions of development, the data
include suffixed verbs that did not agree with their subject (5a) as well as suffixes
that were not attached to the correct verb form (5b).

(5) a. SR (1;07.09): sus dahar-á ‘horse ms. galloped fm.’ (instead of sus dahár)
b. RM (1;11.25): hi ∫over-á ‘she breaks’ (instead of hi ∫ovér-et)

In (5a), SRused the feminine suffix -a for amasculine subject (the feminine coun-
terpart of sus ‘horse’ is susa), and in (5b) RM used the feminine suffix -a instead
of -et for a verb in the present tense (see §2 for the list of the suffixes).Tere were
only a few such cases; in most cases the phrases, which ofen constituted just a
verb (as Hebrew allows null subjects), were grammatical.

Tere were 10 verb forms (only in RM’s data) where the suffix’s coda was
deleted, out of which 8 with the feminine suffix -et (e.g. oséf-et → ofév-e ‘collects
fm.sg.’; RM 2;01.12) and 2 with the plural suffix -im (e.g. roc-ím → roc-í ‘want
ms.pl.’; RM 2;05.09). Tese forms were excluded because they were rare, and
producedmore than twomonths afer she started producing the codaful suffixes.
Tat is, coda deletion in these cases cannot be attributed to an early developmen-
tal stage.

Te fact that this strategy of coda avoidance was hardly used may suggest that
grammaticalmarkers, which are usually small phonological entities, are less likely
to undergo deletion (Cassali 1997). However, as shown in Lleó (2003), children
acquiring Spanish do delete the word final coda of the plural suffix -es, producing
just the vowel. Tis variation requires further study.

4.3. Criteria for Determining the Order of Acquisition

Teorder in which the inflectional suffixes appeared in the children’s speech was
determined on the basis of two criteria:
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a. Precedence: Suffix X is prior to suffix Y if X was productively produced in at
least one period before Y.

b. Quantity: SuffixX is prior to suffixY ifXwas producedwithmore verb types
than Y.

Inmost cases, these two criteria converged, with the exception of SR’s imperative
feminine suffix -i (see §5.3).

Te quantity criterion, in turn, had two kinds of counts:

a. Types per session: A verb form was counted once for each session, regardless
of the number of times it was produced, but was counted again when pro-
duced in other sessions.7

b. Total types: Each verb form was counted only once for the entire period
under study here.

In all cases, type refers to base-plus-suffix, where the base refers to the target
regardless of its form in the child’s production.

For example, RM’s two productions oéxet and iléxet for target oléx-et ‘goes
fm.sg.’ were counted once (for the suffix -et) as they were both produced dur-
ing the same session (2;02.11). Her later production jéxet (2;05.09) was counted
again for the types per session count but not for the total types count. As it
turned out, significant distinctions appeared only in the type per session count-
ing, which might be due to the small number of total types.

5.TeDevelopment of Verb Inflectional Suffixes

Tis section provides the quantitative data concerned with the order of acqui-
sition of person and number suffixes (§5.1) and gender and number suffixes
(§5.2). Te crucial phonological contrast in each pair of suffixes is that one has
a coda and the other does not. Te quantitative data provide the following find-
ings:

a. Person and number: SR: Number (-im) > Person (-ti)
RM: Person (-ti) > Number (-im)

b. Gender and number: SR: Gender (-a) & Number (-im) (same session)
RM: Gender (-i, -a) > Number (-im)

7) I have counted types per session rather than tokens in order to reduce the effect of repetition
of favorite words. For example, out of RM’s 561 tokens with the feminine suffix -a, 356 were
with the word rot͡sá ‘wants fm.sg.’.
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In addition, both children produced the three feminine suffixes in the same
order, -i > -a > -et (§5.3), though -i was rather rare in SR’s speech.

5.1. Number (-im) and Person (-ti)

Te syntactic theories predict that number will be produced before person. Tis
order is also derived from the acquisition of the present tense before the past
tense.Te present tense, which is also the participle inHebrew, serves as a bridge
between the acquisition of nouns and verbs (Lustigman 2007), since the partici-
ples function also as nouns and adjectives (see §2).

As shown in Table 3 and Figure 1, this prediction is borne out in SR’s devel-
opment but not in RM’s, who produced person before number.

Table 3: Number -im vs. person -ti (Figure 1 plots type per session)

SR RM
-im -ti -im -ti

First production P-III P-VII P-V P-IV
(1;06.02) (1;09.00) (1;11.18) (1;10.28)

Type per session 64 38 53 117
Total type 39 27 33 42

Figure 1

Te two criteria for determining the order of acquisition (§4.3), precedence and
quantity, converge for both children. SR’s first production of -im (period III)was
before his first production of -ti (period VII), and he produced more types per
session and total types with -im (64 and 39) than with -ti (38 and 27). Similarly,
RM’s first production of -ti (period IV) was before her first production of -im
(period V), and she produced more types per session and total types with -ti
(117 and 42) than with -im (53 and 33).

Te data above indicate that only SR follows the syntactic predictions (§3.1),
acquiring the plural suffix -im before the first person suffix -ti. RM, I claim,
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exhibits the effect of the prosodic licensing, rather than of the syntactic guide-
lines, producing the codaless -ti before the codaful suffix -im. Examples of the
children’s productions are given in Table 4.

Table 4: Productions of -im and -ti

-im ‘ms. pl. Present’ -ti ‘1st pr. sg. Past’
Child Target Child Target

koθím kof͡sím ‘jump’ SR (1;06.02) báti báti ‘came’ SR (1;00.09)
falím noflím ‘fall’ SR (1;08.17) θagáti sagárti ‘closed’ SR (1;11.02)
θajrím mecajrím ‘paint’ SR (1;10.26) ibalbálti itbalbálti ‘confused’ SR (2;00.21)
olxím olxím ‘go’ SR (1;11.22) badákti badákti ‘checked’ SR (2;02.06)
ʃtefím ʃotfím ‘wash’ RM (2;00.09) esáti mat͡sáti ‘found’ RM (1;10.28)
samím samím ‘put’ RM (2;03.24) ijámti sijámti ‘finished’ RM (2;00.16)
edagvím menagvím ‘wipe’ RM (2;04.19) tefáfi tafásti ‘caught’ RM (2;00.30)
oxlím oxlím ‘eat’ RM (2;05.09) asíti asíti ‘did’ RM (2;02.04)

It should be noted that due to morpho-phonological alternations, both suffixes
give rise to word medial codas when the verb stem ends in a consonant. When
the suffix starts with a consonant, the final stem consonant is a medial coda (e.g.
xi.pás.-ti ‘I searched’), and when the suffix starts with a vowel, the vowel in the
stem final syllable is deleted and the final stem consonant resyllabifies as an onset
(/mexpes-im/ → me.xap.s-ím ‘search ms.pl.’). Medial codas do not arise when the
verb ends in a vowel (e.g. ma.t͡sá.-ti ‘I found’, mo.t͡s-ím ‘find ms.pl.’). In Hebrew,
as inmany/several other languages, final codas are produced beforemedial codas
(Ben-David 2001, this volume, Adi-Bensaid 2006, this volume). Indeed, 58%
(136/234) of RM’s tokens with -ti were without a medial coda, and out of the
98 tokens with codas, 40 (41%) were of the same target verb sijámti ‘I finished’.
Her favorite strategy for avoiding medial codas was to select vowel-final stems
(48%; 113/234), where the medial coda does not appear in the target (e.g. así-ti
‘I did’, mat͡sá-ti ‘I found’). In a few cases (9%; 20/234) she deleted the stem
consonant, never the suffix consonant (e.g. axál-ti ‘I ate’ → xá-ti), and in a handful
of cases (3/234) she inserted a vowel (e.g itlaxláx-ti ‘I got dirty’ → itejaxé-ti).
In targets with more than one medial coda, she ofen deleted at least one coda
(e.g. it.bal.bál.ti ‘I got confused’ → i.baj.bál.ti, de.bal.bál.ti, it.baj.bá.ti). SR, on the
other hand, produced all medial codas before the suffix -ti, but like RM (though
to a lesser extent) he preferred selecting vowel-final stems (34%; 13/38) to host
the -ti. Note that only 20% of the verbs in the children’s production lexiconwere
vowel-final (RM 37/184, SR 36/184).
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5.2. Number (-im) and Gender (-a)

Another pair of suffixes contrasting in the presence vs. absence of a coda is that
of number (plural -im) vs. gender (feminine -a).8 According to syntactic theory
II (§3.1), number and gender should be produced at the same time, as is the
case with SR. According to syntactic theory I, gender should be produced before
number, as is the case with RM. Neither child followed the morphological the-
ory, which predicts the production of number before gender. Prosodic licensing
makes that same predictions as syntactic theory I, given the presence vs. absence
of a coda in -im vs. -a.

Table 5: Number -im vs. gender -a (Figure 2 plots type per session)

SR RM
-im -a -im -a

First production P-III P-III P-V P-III
(1;06.02) (1;06.02) (1;11.18) (1;09.10)

Type per session 64 73 53 108
Total type 39 34 33 34

Figure 2

SR started producing -a and -im during the same period (III) and even during
the same session (1;06.02), suggesting no precedence relation as predicted by
syntactic theory II. Te absence of a precedence relation is further supported by
the quantity criterion,where -a enjoys a numerical advantage in types per session,
while -im in total types.

RM started producing -a (period III) before -im (period V), following syn-
tactic theory I. Tis precedence relation is supported by the quantity criterion,
as there were more types per session for -a than for -im. However, there was no

8) Te feminine suffix -i is ignored at this point due to the difference between the children
(see §5.3 below).
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distinction in the total types (note that RM had another feminine suffix at her
disposal; see §5.3 below).

5.3. Gender (-i, -a, -et)

In addition to the codaless feminine suffixes -a and -i, there is also one codaful
feminine suffix -et, appearing with regular present tense forms. Te suffix -et
has an allomorph -at appearing afer the historical pharyngeals ʔ and ħ, which
correspond in Modern Hebrew to null and x respectively (e.g. jodá-at ‘knows
fm.sg.’, potáx-at ‘opens fm.sg.’). As shown in Table 6 and Figure 3, both children
produced the codaless feminine suffixes before the one with a coda.

Table 6: Gender (feminine) suffixes

SR RM
-i -a -et -i -a -et

First production P-I P-III P-V P-I P-III P-V
(1;05.04) (1;06.02) (1;07.02) (1;05.10) (1;09.10) (1;11.25)

Type per session 9 73 29 110 108 66
Total type 7 34 19 36 34 41

Figure 3

Te only case where the precedence and quantity criteria did not converge was
SR’s feminine imperative -i, which appeared early in his productions but was
rarely produced later on. Otherwise, both SR and RM reflect the preference of
the codaless feminine suffixes over the codaful one in terms of the precedence
and the quantity criteria. Examples are given in Table 7.

Morphologically, the acquisition of -a prior to -et might be surprising, since
the default feminine singular suffix in the present tense is -et. Te suffix -a is
associated with past tense verbs, though it appears with phonologically defined
classes of present tense verbs. However, the children have many good reasons to
produce -a before -et.
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Table 7: Productions of the feminine suffixes

-a ‘Past & Present’
Child Target
boxá boxá ‘cries’ SR (1;08.10)
niberá niʃberá ‘broke’ SR (1;11.07)
aðiká maxzika ‘holds’ SR (2;01.06)
paxtá patxá ‘opened’ SR (2;02.06)
ʃená jeʃená ‘sleeps’ RM (1;09.10)
ispará niʃberá ‘broke’ RM (2;01.27)
joxolá jexolá ‘can’ RM (2;03.29)
meʃgiʃá margiʃá ‘feels’ RM (2;04.19)

-i ‘Imperative’
Child Target
tazízi tazízi ‘move’ SR (1;05.04)
tisí tiʃví ‘sit’ SR (1;05.08)
bói bói ‘come’ SR (1;06.02)
tirí tirí ‘look’ SR (2;02.02)
kxi kxi ‘take’ RM (1;11.18)
tetefí tifexí ‘open’ RM (2;02.25)
tetí titní ‘give’ RM (2;03.14)
texakí texakí ‘wait’ RM (2;04.19)

-et ‘Present’
Child Target
xélet oxélet ‘eat’ SR (1;10.07)
koféθet kofét͡set ‘jump’ SR (2;00.00)
miθaxéket mesaxéket ‘play’ SR (2;01.06)
nofélet nofélet ‘fall’ SR (2;02.22)
péðet mekapélet ‘fold’ RM (1;09.27)
exepéset mexapéset ‘search’ RM (2;02.25)
ʃutéfet ʃotéfet ‘wash’ RM (2;03.01)
évet oévet ‘love’ RM (2;04.19)

Phonologically, -a is preferred over -et due to the absence vs. presence of a coda,
as in the case of -ti vs. -im in RM’s development. In addition, there is a general
preference for the vowel a, because it is the most frequent vowel in Hebrew
and the longest vowel (thus perceptually more accessible). Tis is manifested in
early stages of phonological development, more so in atypical speech (Adam and
Bat-El 2008a).

Beyond phonology, the suffix -a is prominent in nouns, which are produced
before verbs.Terefore, as suggested in Lustigman (2007), the suffix -amay serve
as a comfortable transition from suffixed nouns to suffixed verbs.

Another good reason, that takes us back to phonology, is that in the present
tense, the suffix -a appears with irregular verbs, which have a relatively simple
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prosodic structure. Some irregular verbs have a monosyllabic CVC stem, and
thus their feminine counterpart is disyllabic CVCV, consisting of the unmarked
CV syllable (e.g. kám-a ‘she gets up’, áf-a ‘she flies’). Others have a CVCV stem,
where the final vowel is deleted when the feminine suffix is added, and thus
the feminine form is, again, CVCV (e.g. ʃoté—ʃot-á ‘drinks ms.–fm.’, rot͡sé—
rot͡s-á ‘wants ms.–fm’). In addition, irregular verbs (which take -a) have a higher
token frequency (though a lower type frequency) than regular verbs (which take
-et).

5.4. Summary of Data

Table 8 provides the full picture of all the suffixes discussed above.

Table 8: All suffixes

a. SR
Grand

-a -i -ti -im -et Total Others9 Total

1st P-III P-I P-VII P-III P-V
production (1;06.02) (1;05.04) (1;09.00) (1;06.02) (1;07.02)

Type 73 9 38 64 29 213 34 247
per session 30% 4% 15% 26% 12% 86% 14%

Total type 34 7 27 39 19 126 21 147
23% 5% 18% 27% 13% 86% 14%

b. RM
Grand

-a -i -ti -im -et Total Others Total

1st P-III P-I P-IV P-V P-V
production (1;09.10) (1;05.10) (1;10.28) (1;11.18) (1;11.25)

Type 108 110 117 53 66 454 61 515
per session 21% 21% 23% 10% 13% 88% 12%

Total types 34 36 42 33 41 186 39 225
15% 16% 19% 15% 18% 83% 17%

9) Other suffixes, appearing later in the children’s speech (types per session/total types):

-u ‘3rd pl. Past’ -ot ‘fm.pl. Present’ -t ‘2nd. fm.sg. Past’ -nu ‘1st pl. Past’ Total

SR: 30/17 2/2 2/2 – 34/21
RM: 12/9 4/4 19/11 26/15 61/39
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Within the period under considerationhere (up to 2;02.22 for SR and2;05.29
forRM), the five suffixes discussed in this paperwere dominant; 86%-88%of the
suffixes in type per session and 83%-86% in total type. RM used more codaless
suffixes than SR (where only the five suffixes discussed here are counted); in type
per session, the rate of RM’s codaless suffixes was 74% (335/454), while that of
SR was 56% (120/213), and in terms of total types, the rate of RM’s codaless
suffixes was 60% (112/186), while that of SR was 54% (68/126).

Statistical significance (Fisher’s two-tailed test) was found only for type per
session. Comparing suffixes, RM showed significant distinction for all pairs of
codaful vs. codaless suffixes: -im vs. -ti (p=.0006), -im vs. -a (p=.0002), and -et
vs. -a&-i (p<.0001). SR was statistically (but not numerically) oblivious to the
distinction between codaless and codaful suffixes, showing significance only in
-et vs. -a&-i (p =.0003). Accordingly, there was a significant distinction between
the children with reference to -im vs. -ti (p<.0001) and -im vs. -a (p=.0174) but
not -et vs. -a&-i.

One could entertain a non-phonological explanation for RM’s preference of
-ti over -im.10 Since -ti appears with past tense verbs only, and -im with present
tense verbs only, it is possible that RMproduced past forms before present forms
(which is, in itself, unusual). If this were the case, we would expect most of RM’s
productions with the feminine suffix -a to also be past forms.

Te feminine singular suffix -a, is the regular suffix of the past tense (rát͡s-a
‘she ran’). However, it also emerges in the present tense, when the regular suffix
-et is blocked (Bat-El 2008). It appears with monosyllabic stems (e.g. rát͡s-a ‘runs
fm.sg.’), vowel final stems (e.g. /rot͡se-a/ → rot͡s-á ‘wants fm.sg.’), and stems with
a high vowel in the final syllable (e.g. maxnis-á ‘puts in fm.sg.’). In all other
cases, the regular -et is the feminine singular suffix in present tense (e.g. kofét͡s-et
‘jumps fm.sg.’). When the stem is monosyllabic, the past and the present forms
are identical in the singular forms. Tat is, rat͡s means both ‘he ran’ and ‘runs
ms.sg.’, and rát͡s-a means both ‘she ran’ and ‘runs fm.sg.’.

A simple count of the verb types with -a reveals that RM did not produce
the past tense before the present tense. She produced 34 verb types with -a (see
(13)), out of which 6 were monosyllabic stems where the past and the present
forms are identical; e.g. áf-a ‘flies/flied (3rd) fm.sg.’ (2;00.09), kám-a ‘get/got up
(3rd) fm.sg.’ (1;10.28).Te verb ‘to break’ was produced in both the present and
the past tense: present ∫ovéret → ∫overá (1.11.25) and past ∫avrá → ∫avá (2;01.12).
Of the remaining 27 verb types with -a, only 8 (30%) were in the past tense;
e.g. kantá → katá ‘she bought’ (2;01.12), amrá → mará ‘she said’ (2;01.19), t͡sijerá
→ t͡sirá ‘she painted’ (2;05.29). Tis distribution suggests that there is no other

10) I would like to thank Hagit Borer (personal communication) for raising this option.
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explanation for RM’s preference for -ti over -im but the phonological one, i.e.
the preference for the codaless suffix.

6. Phonology-Morphology (a-)synchronization

Troughout the discussion above, I have claimed that the development of RM’s
verb inflectional suffixes is restricted by the development of her word final codas.
SR’s development did not show such effect, because, as I show below, his final
codas had been almost fully developed by the time he started producing the
suffixes. Tat is, both children demonstrate the role of prosodic licensing (Lleó
2003, Demuth 2007 and references therein; see also §7) in the development of
verb inflectional suffixes, as the prosodic position of final codaswas a prerequisite
for the production of suffixes with codas.

Te correlation between the relative rate of faithful codas and the production
of the verb suffixes is presented in Table 9.11 As shown, both children started
producing the codaful suffix -im when they reached about 90% faithful codas;
period III for SR and period V for RM.

Table 9: Phonological and morphological development

SR RM
P Faithful codas Suffix Faithful codas Suffix

I 69% (59/86) (-i) 45% (37/83) -i
II 89% (80/90) 67% (83/124)
III 93% (68/73) -a, -im 84% (88/105) -a
IV 97% (106/109) 87% (103/118) -ti
V 96% (142/148) -et 90% (157/175) -im, -et
VI 100% (187/187) 82% (73/89)
VII 99% (296/299) -ti 87% (86/99)

Te difference between the children is limited to the suffixes -im and -ti; all
other suffixes were produced during the same periods. I attribute this difference
to (a-)synchronization betweenmorphological and phonological (prosodic) de-
velopment.12 Assuming the suffixes’ development is dictated by the morph-
syntax (§3), a synchronized interaction between phonology and morphology
is one where the coda position is there to license the suffix’s coda, as in SR’s

11) For further studies on the development of Hebrew codas see Ben-David (2001, this vol-
ume),Tubul-Lavy (2005),Adi-Bensaid (2006, this volume),Gishri (2009), andBat-El (2012).
12) See Bat-El (2009) for a-synchronization between segmental and prosodic development
in atypical speech. Of course, a child’s development may exhibit synchronization with regard
to some properties and a-synchronization with regard to others, though it is yet to be studies
what types of a-synchronization is limited to atypical development.
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development. In an a-synchronized interaction, as in RM’s development, the
suffix’s coda is not yet licensed. Taking the 90% faithful codas as the point
of prosodic licensing, Table 10 illustrates the phonology-morphology (a)syn-
chrnoziation.

Table 10: Phonology-morphology (a-)synchronization (FC—faithful codas)

P-I P-II P-III P-IV P-V P-VI P-VII

SR: Phonology 90% FC
Morphology (-i) -a, -im -et -ti

RM: Phonology 90% FC
Morphology -i -a -ti -im, -et

In the spirit of OptimalityTeory (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004), I assume
that the constraint prohibiting codas, i.e. No Coda, is present in the grammar
of both children. During early stages of acquisition, children produce codaless
syllables, and thus No Coda is positioned high in the constraint hierarchy.
Tis constraint is gradually demoted in the course of development (Tesar and
Smolensky 1998), quite fast in the case of typically developingHebrew-acquiring
children, given that most Hebrew stems end with a coda (see Table 12).

Crucial for the notion of (a-)synchronization is the pace of No Coda demo-
tion relative to the development of verb inflectional suffixes. As long as No
Coda is ranked above Faith Affix, where the latter requires the production
of the suffix, the children do not produce suffixes with codas. Te interaction
between phonology (No Coda) and morphology (Faith Affix) is illustrated
below, assuming the acquisition of number before gender, as predicted by the
morphological theory. I adopt this order, which both children did not follow, to
highlight my claim that phonology has a fundamental effect on the order. Tat
is, it is possible that SR’s morphological development was also affected by No
Coda,which blocked the production of the codaful plural suffix -im, thus allow-
ing the codaless gender suffix -a to appear first.

Whatever the prediction of the morpho-syntactic theories is, the plural -im is
not produced as long as No Coda outranks Faith Affix; this is true for both
children. Te difference between the children is thus due to the synchroniza-
tion between the morpho-syntax and the constraint ranking. Note that RM’s
a-synchronization is not only due to slow phonological development, but also
to fast morphological development. She demoted No Coda during period V
(cf. SR—period III), but produced all four suffixes by period IV (cf. SR—period
VII).
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Table 11: Constraint ranking and suffix production

Morpho-syntax Period -im -a -et -ti Constraint ranking

a. SR: Number -im * NoCoda >> FaithAffix13

Gender -a, -et III ✓ ✓ – FaithAffix >> NoCoda
V ✓ ✓ ✓

Person -ti VII ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
b. RM: Number -im * NoCoda >> FaithAffix

Gender -a, -et III ✓ *
Person -ti IV ✓ * ✓

V ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ FaithAffix >> NoCoda

Teslightly bigger✓ indicates the first production of the suffix.An asterisk indi-
cates that the production of the suffix is blocked due to the constraint ranking.
A dash indicates that both phonology and morphology predict the production
of the suffix at this point, but nevertheless it is not produced.

Further distinction should be drawn between stems and suffixes, as the chil-
drenwaited till most (90%) of their stem’s codas were faithfully produced before
they started producing the codaful -im. Tat is, their phonological grammar for
stem was more advanced than for stem + suffix. Tis can be expressed with the
postulation of different faithfulness constraints for stems and affixes (McCarthy
and Prince 1995), whereMaxFCStem, which preserves the final codas of the tar-
get stems, outranks Faith Affix. In the course of demotion, No Coda first
crosses MaxFCStem, allowing final codas in stems but not in suffixes (6b). Ten
it crosses the lower faithfulness constraint FaithAffix, allowing codas in both
stems and suffixes (6c).14

(6) Stems vs. suffixes

a. No codas everwhere: NoCoda >> MaxFCStem >> FaithAffix
b. Codas in stems only: MaxFCStem >>NoCoda >> FaithAffix
c. Codas everywhere: MaxFCStem >> FaithAffix >>NoCoda

As argued in Borer and Rohrbacher (2002) and Adam and Bat-El (2008b),
avoidance of affixes does not indicate that the child has not yet acquired (at
least some) knowledge associated with the affixes. Rather, it reflects knowledge

13) Tis ranking allows the production of the suffixwithout its coda (e.g. rot͡s-ím → rot͡s-í ‘they
want’). However, as noted in §4.2, this strategy was hardly ever used. I assume that deletion of
a segment from the suffix violates Faith Affix. Tis, however, requires further elaboration
given that in Spanish (Lleó 2003) the coda of the suffix is deleted.
14) RMdistinguishednot only between simple and complex verbs, but also between verbs and
nouns (like SRwith regard to the trochaic foot). Before producing -im in verbs, RMproduced
seven noun types with a plural suffix (-im or -ot), five of which were produced productively,
i.e. their singular counterpart was also produced.
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of morphological structure, and this knowledge allows the child to be selective,
and distinguish between stems and the affixes (on selectivity, see Ferguson and
Farwell 1975, Waterson 1978, Schwartz 1988, Becker 2007, this volume).

It should be noted that the phonological effect studied here is restricted to the
prosodic position, where the segmental content does not seem to play a role.15
As shown below, most Hebrew noun stems have a final coda, more so in mono-
and disyllabic stems (about 75%) than in trisyllabic (59%). Te most common
wordfinal consonant is t, which functions also as a derivational (feminine) suffix;
word final m enjoys a much lower frequency.

Table 12: Word final codas in Hebrew nouns (based on Bolozky and Becker 2006)16

Monosyllabic Disyllabic Trisyllabic Total

Final t 13% (57/445) 15% (627/4262) 61% (1428/2329) 30% (2112/7036)
Final m 8% (34/445) 6% (244/4262) 3% (60/2329) 5% (338/7036)
Final C 75% (445/597) 76% (4262/5633) 59% (2329/4028) 69% (7036/10258)

Te absence of segmental effect is manifested in SR’s development, where -im is
produced before -et, despite the higher frequency of t codas compared with m
codas. Also the foot structure does not affect the morphological development,
since the preferred trochaic foot (Adam and Bat-El 2009) assigned by the suffix
-et (e.g. jo∫évet ‘she sits’) does not give priority to this suffix, as the codaless
feminine suffix -a is produced before the codaful -et (§5.3). Tese properties
do not interact with the morphological development because they have already
been fully acquired by the time the children have started producing the verb
inflectional suffixes.

7. Phonology-Morphology Interface

Assuming the prosodic licensing hypothesis, whereby a prosodic structure is
a prerequisite for the hosting of grammatical morpheme, the phonology-
morphology interface is unidirectional, i.e. phonological (prosodic) develop-
ment affects morphological development. Tis directionality was found in stud-
ies on prosodic restrictions on the development of grammatical morphemes,
such as function words in English (Gerken 1996, Demuth and McCullough

15) As show in Cohen (this volume), SR’s prosodic development was faster than RM’s, but
RM’s segmental development (vowels) was faster than SR’s.
16) Te counting does not include inflectional suffixes such as plural -im ‘ms.’ and -ot ‘fm.’,
and the gender-assigning feminine suffixes, as in rakdán—rakdanít ‘dancer’, t͡salám—t͡salémet
‘photographer’.
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2009), determiners in French (Demuth and Tremblay 2008), articles in Span-
ish and German (Lleó 2001), nouns class markers in Sesotho (Demuth 1994),
and tense in Hebrew SLI children (Owen et al. 2001).

As for coda development, Lleó (2003) shows that the acquisition of Spanish
plural suffix -s (e.g. cásas ‘houses’) is delayed (like RM’s -im) due its position in
an unstressed syllable. Another type of phonological effect on the acquisition of
codas is reported in Marshall and van der Lely (2007), where English-acquiring
children with grammatical SLI are more likely to produce the English past tense
suffix when the resulting form ends in a simple coda (e.g. sewed) than when it
ends in a complex coda (e.g. wrapped).

However, the opposite direction is also found, i.e. that morphological devel-
opment affects prosodic development. Freitas et al. (2001) argue that the nomi-
nal suffix ∫ in European Portuguese serves as a bootstrapping for the acquisition
of word final codas (regardless of stress). Similarly, as reported in Stemberger
and Bernhardt (1996), an English-acquiring child produced complex codas in
suffixed forms (e.g. rɑks → wa:ts ‘rocks’) during the stage in which complex codas
in tautomorphemic words were still reduced (e.g. fɑks → fa:s ‘fox’). Note
the contrast between this child, whose morphology bootstrapped the produc-
tion of complex codas, and the SLI children studied in Marshall and van
der Lely (2007), whose phonology inhibited morphologically derived complex
codas.

Future studies should explore the factors determining directionality in the
phonology-morphology interface. Since phonology is acquired, at least partially,
before morphology, it is expected that phonological development would affect
morphological development. However, the frequency of the relevant structure
in the ambient language may play a role. It is possible that word final codas in
European Portuguese are produced only when the plural suffix starts appearing
because syllables with codas are rare in the language (about 17%), andword final
codas are limited to alveolar liquids and palatal fricatives (Vigário et al. 2006).
In Hebrew, word final codas are rather common (see 18), and thus they play a
greater role in the children’s development.

So at this point of research it can be concluded that the default directionality
in the phonology-morphology interface is that phonological development (lim-
ited here to prosody) affectsmorphological development.Tis directionality can
be reversed in cases of poverty in the phonological input.
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Abstract
Te study investigates the gradual development of morphological specification, as reflected in
use of early non-finite verb forms in the speech of three Hebrew-acquiring children (mean
age range 1;4–2;2). Children acquiring different languages have been shown to make use
of non-finite forms in their initial verb usage. Use of uninflected verbs in matrix clauses
has been attributed to the Root or Optional Infinitives phenomenon in generative frame-
works, or to the generally stepwise path of acquisition in developmental approaches. Analyses
of the longitudinal data presented here suggest that Hebrew-acquiring children do not use
infinitival forms before they begin to master inflections productively. Instead, they rely, for
several months, on non-affixed “bare stems” as their initial verb forms. Prefix-marked “full”
infinitives occur later, typically in well-formed syntactic contexts, alongside productive use
of affixed Present-tense (benoni) participial forms. Hebrew-acquiring children thus appear to
make selective use of different types of nonfinite forms (initial bare stems followed by Infini-
tives and benoni), each representing different levels of inflectional knowledge. It is therefore
arguedhere that non-finiteness in early child language is in itself a developmental concept con-
sisting of several sub-phases each of which demonstrates a particular level of linguistic knowl-
edge, motivated by typological features of the ambient language.

Keywords
early grammar; verb inflections; non-finiteness; Hebrew

1. Introduction

Te study examines non-finite verb forms in early child Hebrew, where “non-
finite” refers to verbs that are not explicitly marked for Tense and/or Aspect.
Non-finiteness has been shown to characterize children’s initial use of verbs in
different languages (e.g. Blom and Wijnen 2000 for Dutch, Hyams 1986 for
English, and Rizzi 1993/1994 for Italian) and is interpreted as reflecting differ-
ent levels of inflectional knowledge in early verb productions, ranging from no
knowleldge at all (Dressler et al. 1987) to full knowledge of inflectional repre-
sentations (Poeppel and Wexler 1993).

*) Tis is a revised version of an earlier draf, based on comments of two external reviewers. I
am grateful to Ruth Berman for her helpful input at all stages of the study.
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Hebrew is an interesting case in this respect, since it lacks a single unequiv-
ocal “base” form of verbs (unlike English talk, sleep), and its infinitival form is
marked by a non-stressed prefix,making it a less obvious candidate for initial verb
production (compare, for example, Italian parláre ‘to-talk’, dormíre ‘to-sleep’ or
Spanish hablar ‘to-talk’, dormir ‘to sleep’, with Hebrew ledaber ‘to-talk’, lišon
‘to-sleep’).1 Hebrew-acquiring children, instead, resort to a language-particular,
non-adult, strategy for realizing non-finiteness in their early verb usage, bymeans
ofwhatBerman andArmon-Lotem(1996) term“stripped forms” or “bare stems”
(e.g. šon, daber for the lexemes ‘sleep’, ‘talk’ respectively). Tese truncated forms
do not occur as such in the ambient language, so they cannot be dismissed as
merely rote-learned or repetitions. Terefore, they provide an important source
of evidence for children’s knowledge of verbs during this period. Te shif from
such non-adult-like bare stems to normative Infinitive forms is analyzed below as
shedding new light on non-finiteness in early child language in relation to find-
ings from acquisition of other languages, and as characterizing the more gen-
eral developmental transition from “child-speaker” to “native speaker” (Berman
1993, Slobin 1990).

1.1. Non-Finiteness in Acquisition

In a generative framework, children’s use of uninflected verbs in matrix clauses is
attributed to a phenomenon termed Root orOptional Infinitives (Wexler 1993,
Haegeman 1995), at a stage where children’s grammar optionally allows use of
ungrammatical non-inflected forms, prior to parameter-setting ormaturation of
the relevant grammatical principles (Borer and Wexler 1992). RI (Root Infini-
tive) analyses differ with respect to whether and how inflectional categories such
as Tense are specified in children’s syntactic representation. Te analyses range
from crediting children with full syntactic representation (Phillips 1996, 2010)
to claiming that some functional projections are optional (Wexler 1993, 1998).
Others attribute the non-surfacing of Tense to other grammatical features such
as missing “+/–Past” (Wexler 1993), the absence of a Number category in the
“tense-chain” in the target language (Hoekstra and Hyams 1996, Schaeffer and
Ben-Shalom 2004), the optional lack of a Tense projection in Root Infinitives
(Wijnen 1998), or to truncation of functional nodes of the syntactic tree (Rizzi
1993/1994, 1994).

Input-based approaches account for the rate and duration of the Optional
Infinitive (OI) stage as deriving from distributional features of child directed
speech.Tus, the generativeVariational LearningModel (Legate andYang 2007)

1) Non-Englishwords have final stress, unless specified by an accent aigu as (ante)penultimate.
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attributes the cross-linguistic variation in RI rates to the amount of evidence
for +Tense marking in the target language, in the form of a gradual process of
parameter-setting based on competing potential grammars. Alternatively, the
constructivist Model of Syntax Acquisition in Children (MOSAIC) (Freuden-
thal et al. 2006, 2010) predicts RI rates at the OI stage on the basis of strings of
“compound finites” such as can I play from the right edge of utterances in the
input.

Other developmental approaches attribute the lack of inflectional marking in
early verb usage to the more general stepwise route of acquisition rather than as
a specific phenomenon of “non-finiteness” (Wittek andTomasello 2002,Teak-
ston and Lieven 2008). For example, Brown (1973) took into account morpho-
logical structure in acquisition of English only from the emergence of initial verb
and noun inflections at what he defines as Stage II. Tomasello’s (2003) perspec-
tive on early child grammar analyzes morphological markings not in terms of
operations applying to non-inflected or base forms, but as representing connec-
tionist networks of paradigmatically related forms (Bybee 1995)—with non-
finite forms not referred to as in themselves reflecting a special phase in mor-
phological knowledge. A morphologically motivated developmental model is
provided by Dressler, and contrasts the initial phase of Premorphology, when
morphology has not yet dissociated from other cognitive, non-language-specific
systems, with the subsequent acquisition of morphological knowledge (Dressler
and Karpf 1995, Dressler et al. 2003). Other developmentally motivated anal-
yses in more richly inflected languages than English delineate a gradual path
in the mastery of verb inflections in terms of the relative productivity of early
inflectional categories such as Person and Number (e.g. Gathercole et al. 2002
for Spanish, Pizzuto and Caselli 1994 for Italian, Armon-Lotem and Berman
2003 for Hebrew) or the temporal and aspectual reference of early verbs (Weist
et al. 1984 for Polish).While inmanyways compatiblewith the developmentally
motivated approach of the present study, these analyses do not address directly
the issue of non-finiteness in acquisition.

1.2. Research on Hebrew Verb Acquisition

TeHebrew verb system, as briefly outlined below (§1.2.1) has been the topic of
rich prior research (§1.2.2), including studies of Root Infinitives (Armon-Lotem
1996, Schaeffer and Ben-Shalom 2004). To the best of my knowledge, however,
the role and nature of nonfinite forms in acquisition of this system has not
formerly been addressed as such.
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1.2.1. Te Verb System of Modern Hebrew

Modern Hebrew has an impoverished system of TMA marking compared with
its Biblical antecedents (Hatav 1997, Goldfajn 1998), and yet the contemporary
verb system presents the language-acquiring child with a rich range of categories
and forms (Berman 1978a, Schwarzwald 1981). Tere are five Mood/Tense cat-
egories, with no grammatical Aspect. Moreover, all (although not only) verbs in
the language must be constructed in one of the prosodic templates of the binyan
verb-patterns (Bolozky 1986, Berman, 1993, 2003a, Schwarzwald 1996, 2002,
Bat-El 2002). Table 1 illustrates verbs based on the consonants g-d-l in three
high-frequency binyan patterns: P1 qal (for a verb meaning Intransitive ‘grow’),
P3 pi’el (Transitive ‘raise’), and P5 hif ’il (Causative ‘make-bigger, enlarge’), with
inflectional markings for Number (Singular/Plural), Gender (Masculine/Femi-
nine), and Person (1st, 2nd, 3rd).

Table 1 shows that speakers have a vast array of structural choices to make
whenever they produce a verb in Hebrew. Aside from constructing verbs in
their appropriate verb pattern, all tensed verbs agree with their Subject noun for
Number andGender,withPersonmarkedonly inPast andFuture and (bydefault
2nd person) Imperative. Te benoni ‘intermediate’ participials that also express
Present Tense are marked like nouns and adjectives for Number and Gender,
but not for Person—so that they lie between the fully tensed Past and Future,
on the one hand, and the non-tensed Infinitive, on the other (Berman 1978a,
1990).

In sum, Hebrew-speaking children encounter what might appear a bewilder-
ing array of structural options every time they produce a verb, including those
that are most basic and have a high frequency. Important to the present context,
the lack of an unequivocal “base” form of verbs means that children must use
inflected forms right from the start, en route to mastery of the complex array of
largely synthetic inflections in their language.

1.2.2. Studies of Hebrew Verb Acquisition

Prior studies ofHebrew verbs demonstrate that inHebrew as in other languages,
while inflections may surface early on, initial use of grammatical markers is not
necessarily productive, but largely rote-learned (Berman 1978b, 1985, Uziel-
Karl 2002,Clark andBerman2004, Ravid 2008, Lustigman2012). Various stud-
ies show that, as in other languages, acquisition of verb inflections is gradual
and piecemeal, with some categories emerging earlier than others (Berman and
Dromi 1984, Armon-Lotem 1996, Ravid 1997): Present-tense forms together
with Infinitives and Imperatives were found to occur most frequently in
early speech, while Past-tense forms occur mainly with activity verbs (e.g. those
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Table 1: Tense/Mood values of verbs based on the consonants gdl in three binyan patterns
(1, 3, and 5), inflected for Number, Gender, and Person.
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meaning ‘did’, ‘went’, ‘happened’, particularly change-of-state verbs like those
meaning ‘broke’, ‘fell’, ‘came’).

Critical to the present analysis is the finding that children’s early verbs typically
take the form of “bare stems” (Berman and Armon-Lotem 1996, Armon-Lotem
and Berman 2003, Adam and Bat-El 2008, Lustigman 2012). Tese include
non-affixed Past or Present Tense forms (e.g. halax ‘went’ or boxe ‘is-crying’)
and also truncated forms that either can be interpreted as Infinitives (e.g. šon,
toax—corresponding to the Infinitivals lišon ‘to-sleep’, lifoax ‘to-open’, respec-
tively), or are ambiguous between various target forms (e.g. tapes can stand for
letapes ‘to-climb’, metapes ‘climbs’ yetapes ‘will-climb’ and other inflected forms
in the paradigm). Te present study aims to demonstrate the crucial role played
by such forms in early Hebrew verb grammar.

Children also need to acquire binyan verb-pattern alternations demonstrated
above, reflecting a system of derivational morphology which, in Hebrew as in
other languages, develops later than basic verb inflection (Clark and Berman
2004). Initially, children treat each verb as an unanalyzed amalgam, unrelated
to a particular verb-pattern, hence not involving the morphological alternations
required by changes in transitivity, as in ha-yéled nafal ‘the-boy fell’—ha-yéled
hipil et ha-kos ‘the-boy made-fall = dropped ACC the glass’ and ha-kadur hit-
galgel ‘the-ball rolled’—hu gilgel et ha-kadur ‘he rolled ACC the-ball’ (Berman
1982, 1993, 2003b, Ravid 2008). Nevertheless, as will be shown below, the bin-
yan system has a marked impact on the structure of children’s early non-finite
verb forms.

Numerous studies demonstrate that in Hebrew, as in other languages, early
syntax emerges in tangent with inflectional morphology (Berman and Dromi
1984, Berman 1985, 1993, Armon-Lotem and Berman 2003, Armon-Lotem
2006). Acquisition of verb-argument structures demonstrates a gradual develop-
mental route (Uziel-Karl 2002), with more prototypical, “pathbreaking” verbs
occurring in children’s early combinations (Ninio 1999a,b, 2001). In two-place
predications, young children appear to favor prototypical SVOconfigurations—
with the post-verbal noun generally marked by a preposition (Berman, 1993).
Te present study examines children’s early word-combinations as reflecting
morphology-syntax interfaces along both the paradigmatic and syntagmatic axes
in the use of verbs.

Focus here is on what Hebrew-acquiring children select as their initial verb
forms, taking into account how formal features of inflectional categories affect
the order of acquisition such that certain verb forms (bare stems and later infini-
tival forms) acquire a “preferred status”.
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2. Description of the Study

Te study analyzes early verb forms from three longitudinal samples of Hebrew-
acquiring children (mean age-range 1;4–2;2). Each data sample was analyzed in
relation to level of productivity of verb-affixation, yielding two main develop-
mental phases, as specified in §2.2.1.

2.1. Database

Te three children, all from well-educated, middle-class families resident in cen-
tral Israel, were audio-recorded for one hour per week by a familiar caregiver
(mother or aunt), in the course of everyday activities in their home environ-
ment.Children’s and adult’s utteranceswere transcribed inbroadphonemic tran-
scription following the CHILDES conventions (MacWhinney 2005), adapted
to conform optimally to the non-Latinate orthography and contemporary pro-
nunciation of Israeli Hebrew. Te speech output of SR and RM was also pho-
netically transcribed, and a corresponding phonetic target form entered for the
children where possible.2 All verb forms from all three children were analyzed.

2.2. Analytical Procedures

All lexical verbs—excluding copular and existential operators—were analyzed,
starting with the earliest verb form documented for each child, divided into two
developmental phases (§2.2.1). All verb-forms in each child’s speech outputwere
coded in relation to possible target forms and the grammatical knowledge they
reflect (§2.2.2).

2.2.1. Criteria for Developmental Phases

Developmental phases in early Hebrew verb-usage are specified here in terms of
the level of productivity they manifest, with “productive” use of verb inflection
defined in relation to the syntactic environments in which verbs are used as well
as to other verb forms occurring in the same period of time.

2) Te data from the boy SR (recorded by the author, his aunt), and the girl RM were col-
lected in the Child Language Project of Bat-El and Adam, Tel-Aviv University, ISF Research
Grant #554/04; and from LR from the Child Language Database of the Berman lab at Tel-
Aviv University, a subset of which is available on the Berman corpus on CHILDES (http://
childes.psy.cmu.edu/data/Other/Hebre). Te entire recorded database for LR has also been
digitalized, so the analyses of her output are also based on sound recordings. Tanks are due
to Brian MacWhinney and Aviad Albert for providing digitalization facilities.

http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/data/Other/Hebre
http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/data/Other/Hebre
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As noted earlier (§1.3), Hebrew verbs are inflected to agree with their gram-
matical subject in Number and Gender, and in Past and Future also in Person. A
key facet of this study, as detailed in §3 below, is the fact that in Hebrew, chil-
dren’s early verbs fail to manifest any such Agreement. Tis can be accounted
for as due to either omission of obligatory inflectional markers or occurrence of
unanalyzed, rote-learned inflectional affixes.

In the present analysis, children’s use of verb inflection is considered produc-
tive only when the affixes in their speech output are appropriate to the Subject-
Verb agreement context in which they occur, hence are not merely rote-learned
unanalyzed forms (Lustigman 2012). Importantly, this criterion for productivity
does not require that all verbs be affixed correctly. In fact, omission of required
inflectionalmarking in earlyHebrewverbs is commonover a relatively prolonged
periodof time, extending into theperiodwhen inflections begin tooccurproduc-
tively. In other words, productive use of inflectional affixes does not mean that
all possible verb inflections are correctly assigned in every case but, rather, that
children no longer rely on unanalyzed affixed forms.

By applying this criterion, children’s verb-usage falls into two developmental
phases: Phase I, in which no productive inflections are identified, including only
non-affixed “bare stems” and unanalyzed affixed forms—as detailed in the fol-
lowing section; and Phase II, where productive inflectional affixation emerges.

2.2.2. Coding Categories

Because of the productivity criterion defined above, all verb forms were initially
(in Phrase I) either (1) “unanalyzed”, in which case they might include external
affixes, or (2) “bare stems” lacking in external affixes. Inflectionally affixed forms
(3) emerged later (in Phase II).

Unanalyzed forms or “amalgams” (MacWhinney 1975) include mainly rote-
learned high-frequency affixes as well as forms occurring in familiar routines like
songs and games, or immediate repetitions of input forms.Tesewere all grouped
together without further discussion, since it is not clear what type of inflectional
knowledge (if at all) such forms reflect.

Bare-stem forms include three classes of items, two of which are not adult-
like in form and so are defined as “truncated”. (i) Opaque truncated bare stems
cannot be assigned a clear target form. Tis is typically due to inflectional opac-
ity; for example, the truncated stem tapes can stand for either letapes ‘to-climb’,
metapes ‘is-climbing’, or yetapes ‘will-climb’. In some cases, this is also compound-
ed by derivational opacity; for example, the truncated stem nadned is not only
inflectionally opaque (similarly to the earlier example of tapes), it is also ambigu-
ous as between two lexemes: transitive lenadned ‘to-push (someone on a) swing’
and intransitive lehitnadned ‘to-swing (oneself )’. An even more marked type of
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lexical opacity occurs when the target lexeme is unclear, e.g. pes could be the bare
stem of the verb lexapes ‘to-look-for’ as well as letapes ‘to-climb’.Te binyan verb-
pattern plays a crucial role in determining the level of opacity of verb stems, since
some patterns exhibit more allomorphy in stems in switching between Tenses.
Compare, for example, metapes ‘is-climbing’ and yetapes ‘will-climb’ in P3 that
share the same stem; with potéax ‘is-opening’ and yifax ‘will-open’ in P1 that
have distinguishable stems and as such allow less opacity. (ii) Truncated Infiniti-
val stem-forms are a second class of truncated bare stems.Tese occur uniquely in
Infinitives, but without the obligatory lV prefix—for example, the form tóax has
only one possible target—lifóax ‘to-open’. (iii) Adult-like stems that are non-
truncated forms—in the shape of Past or Present tense verbs, restricted to 3rd
Person (in Past tense, and irrelevant in Present), Masculine, Singular. Tese are
sometimes taken as themorphologically leastmarked verb forms in the language,
since they have no external affixes, and so can be used as “citation forms” (e.g.
Berman 1997, 2003a). Examples from the data-base of each of these three types
of bare stems include the following realizations of the verb-root y-š-n in the P1
qal morphological pattern yielding the lexeme ‘sleep’: (a) opaque šan [SR 1;7],
which could be interpreted as either Past 3rd Masculine Singular yašan ‘slept,
was sleeping’ or as Hortative or Future 1st Person Plural nišan ‘let’s sleep’, as
Imperative or Future 2nd Person Masculine Singular tišan ‘(you will) sleep!’, or
even Future 3rd personMasculine Singular yišan; (b) Infinitival šon [LR 1;9] for
Infinitival lišon ‘to-sleep’; and (c) Adult-like Present Tense Masculine Singular
yašen [RM 1;11] ‘sleep(s), is-sleeping’.

Inflectionally Affixed Forms were specified for clearly inflected verbs with an
unambiguous inflectional and lexical target, even in cases where they were not
adult-like. Occurring only from Phase II on, these include the form šena
[SR 1;9], for example, which even though truncated, had a clear target—yešena
‘is-sleeping+Fm’. Both truncated and adult-like affixed forms were coded for
inflectional category, and classified either as Infinitives (marked by an lV- prefix),
Benoni (all externally affixed present-tense forms), Past Tense, or Other, includ-
ing mainly affixed Imperatives or Future and occasional Passive Participles or
resultative adjectives (Berman 1994).

3. Results and Analysis

Table 2 displays the breakdown of the three types of bare stems out of the total
verbs used by each child in Phase I.
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Table 2: Distribution of verb forms during Phase I.

Child SR LR RM
Age 1;4.17–1;8.10 1;5.19–1;11.14 1;3.20–2;0.16
Total Verb forms 184 674 415

Bare stems Truncated Opaque 77 (42%) 248 (37%) 245 (59%)
Inf. stem 11 (6%) 44 (7%) 47 (11%)

Adult-like Past/Pres 75 (41%) 130 (19%) 43 (10%)
Total bare stems 163 (89%) 422 (63%) 335 (81%)

Unanalyzed 21 (11%) 252 (37%) 58 (14%)
Infinitives – – 22 (5%)

All three children show a clear preference for bare stems in their early verb
usage, in line with findings from smaller samples of data fromfive otherHebrew-
acquiring children (Berman and Armon-Lotem 1996, Armon-Lotem and Ber-
man 2003). Te rest of the Phase I verbs in the sample were unanalyzed affixed
forms. Tese include (typically truncated) Feminine-marked forms like lélet for
mištolélet ‘goofing-off ’ (cf. masculine mištolél) or ca for roca ‘wants’ (cf. mascu-
line roce). Even more clearly rote-learned, hence unanalyzed forms are Feminine
Imperative tíni [SR] or gíli! [LR] for tni li ‘give+Fm me’ (cf. masculine ten li),
and Present tense tora for at ro’a ‘you(Fm) see+Fm’ (cf. Masculine ro’e), lósa for
lo roca ‘don’t want’—all instances of amalgam-like forms of verbs “fused” with a
following or preceding pronoun or negator. RM, whose Phase I was longer than
that of the other two children, did make relatively wide use of lV-infinitives (22
occurrences), but only towards the end of her Phase I (from age 1;11.18), eight
months afer her first verbs.

In children’s Phase I verb-usage, then, non-finiteness is realized by bare stems.
As argued further below, these reflect sensitivity to Hebrew verb-structure, in
the form of children’s preference for stems over externally affixed forms, demon-
strated, inter alia, by their initial avoidance of the lV- infinitive-marking prefix.
As argued in Adam and Bat-El (2008), the phenomenon of bare verb forms can-
not be attributed purely to phonological constraints, or in particular to omission
of unstressed inflectional affixes, since during the same developmental period,
children produce many di- and even trisyllabic (non-verbal) forms that corre-
spond to the relevant target words, some of which include unstressed inflec-
tional affixes (e.g. táktorim for the plural noun tráktor-im ‘tractors’ [SR 1;7];
ugiyá ‘cookie’ [LR 1;9]).

In the months following Phase I, all children continue to use the three types
of bare stems identified earlier, but these are increasingly supplemented by pro-
ductive affixed verb forms like those in Table 3, and other verb-like modal oper-
ators (e.g. carix ‘must, should’ [SR 1;10]) and Imperatives (e.g. léx-i ‘go+FmSg!’
[LR 2;1]).
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(1) Productive affixation (in the months following Phase I)

a. lV- prefixed infinitives
li-špox ‘to-spill’ [RM 2;1]

b. Affixed benoni ‘intermediate’ non-tensed Present participial forms
me-taps-im ‘climbing+Pl’ [SR 2;0], me-saxék-et ‘is-playing+Fm’ [LR 2;4]

c. Affixed Past tense forms
kan-ta ‘bought+FmSg’ [RM 2;1]

Te distribution of verb forms in Phase II is specified in Table 3.

Table 3: Distribution of verb forms during Phase II

Child SR LR RM
Age 1;8.17–2;0.00 1;11.15–2;2.30 2;0.30–2;03.29
Total Verb forms 504 811 1009

Bare stems Truncated Opaque 150 (30%) 101 (12%) 245 (25%)
Inf. stem 8 (1.5%) 7a (0.9%) 65 (6%)

Adult-like Past/Pres 136 (27%) 134 (17%) 96 (9.5%)
Total bare stems 294 (58%) 242 (30%) 406 (40%)

Affixed forms Infinitive 107 (21%) 161 (20%) 119 (12%)
benoni 65 (13%) 229b (28%) 264b (26%)
Past 28 (6%) 81 (10%) 163c (16%)
Others 10 (2%) 98 (12%) 57 (6%)

a. Including one construction of roca ‘want(Fm)’ + Infinitival stem
b. Uses of roce/roca ‘want’ with Infinitives were not included as benoni forms, so as not to

“inflate” the percentage of benoni forms in the data.
c. Te bulk (103) in 1st Person Singular, on accomplishment type verbs

Te total number of verbs used by all three children in Phase II is far higher
than in Phase I (Table 2), indicating relatively less reliance on non-predicating
utterances and/or non-lexical (copular) predicates (Dromi and Berman 1986,
Berman and Slobin, 1994). Use of truncated forms drops sharply (from around
half to around a quarter of all verbs), while prefixed Infinitives account for 12%
to 21% of all verb forms, in various, mainly irrealis, functions.

(1) Prefixed infinitives (Phase II)

lo lipol! ‘not to-fall = don’t fall!’ [SR 1;9 commanding his doll not to fall]
ma la’asot? ‘what to-do = what should I/we do?’ [LR 2;0]
leorid ta-na’aláyim ‘to-take-off shoes’ [RM 2;0 asking her mom to take off her shoes]

Phase II also shows an increase in Adult-like Past and Present verb-forms, most
markedly in SR’s usage (including unmarked masculine self-reference). Phase II
thus manifests largely productive rather than unanalyzed or rote-learned use of
inflectional affixes, including emergence of lV- infinitives.
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Importantly, in both phases, the children used non-finite verb forms not only
in isolation, but also in phrase- and clause-level combinations, including: Subj+
Verb combinations (e.g. Kuki šon ‘Kuki sleep’ [LR 1;9]), Verb+Obj (e.g. cayer
máyim ‘draw water’ [RM 2;0]), Verb+Adv (e.g. torer odpam ‘wake-up again’
[SR 1;9]), and combinations of a verb with two or more elements (e.g. ma (a)ta
xel a-(s)farim? ‘what (=why) you eat the-books?’ [LR 2;0], sukarya ten Shachar
‘candy give Shachar’ [SR 1;8]). Tis fact has implications for the interrelation
between verb morphology and early syntax, as discussed below.

4. Discussion

A clear generalization emerging from this study is that Infinitives, obligatorily
marked in Hebrew by lV- prefixes, fail to occur in the initial verb repertoire of
Hebrew-speaking children. In fact, several months elapse before such forms sur-
face in their speech output. Yet the bulk of children’s verb forms in this period
can be defined as “non-finite”, since they lack the inflectional marking required
by Hebrew verbs. In other words, non-finiteness in early child Hebrew (and, it
will be argued, possibly in other languages, too) does not start out with Infini-
tives.

Instead, children at first use non-affixed stem-like forms, with the choice of
what constitutes a “verb stem” governed by the structural options of their lan-
guage. In Hebrew, in marked contrast to a language like English, these are typi-
cally not forms that occur as verbs in the adult language, yet they are not a mere
epiphenomenon, but a robust occurrence in early Hebrew child language. Since
they are non-adult-like, they are child-constructed in surface form; and, since
their target forms are ofen ambiguous or non-distinct, they are available for use
in a variety of word-combining syntactic contexts. Moreover, they reveal sensi-
tivity to structural facets of verb-formation in Hebrew: Tey typically conform
to the syllabic structure of one of the five prosodic templates of the binyan system
of verb-pattern morphology; and they consistently involve truncation of exter-
nal affixes (both prefixes and suffixes), while preserving the stem consonants, so
revealing sensitivity to morpheme boundaries (Adam and Bat-El 2008). Tat is,
although the verb-stems of early Hebrew do not involve paradigmatic inflection
(and in this they differ from the later-emerging Infinitives), they do reflect sensi-
tivity to structural constraints on verb-formation in the language.

Te second phase of the children’s verb usage demonstrated initial productive
use of inflectional affixes, gradually (but not completely) replacing bare stems
(see also Bat-El this volume). Tese inflected forms were mainly Infinitives and
benoni verbs, followed by Past Tense and Imperative/Future forms. As argued
in Lustigman (2012), the favoring of infinitival and benoni forms can be attri-
buted to the “neutral” pragmatic and grammatical status of these two categories.
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Infinitives, as morphologically invariant and semantically multifunctional forms
serving a range of irrealis functions (imperatives, prohibitions, conditionals, sub-
junctives), enable Hebrew-acquiring children to express various non-reportative
communicative functions; while the Hebrew-specific benoni ‘intermediate’ cat-
egory serves to express both immediate and extended Present as well as par-
ticipial functions, and is also structurally neutral, inflected only for Number
and Gender—like Nouns and Adjectives—but, unlike verbs in Past and Future,
not for Person, hence definable as “non-tensed” (Berman 1978). Infinitives and
benoni forms thus provide Hebrew-acquiring children with typologically well-
motivated, yet not fully finite means of transition to adult-like productivity in
verb inflection.

As noted in the introduction, the co-existence of inflected alongside non-
finite forms of verbs, sometimes even of the same lexeme, is accounted for in RI
analyses by the “optionality” of functional categories in child language, whether
as represented in their grammar or realized on the surface (Wexler 1993, Wij-
nen 1998). Hebrew’s rich system of verb inflections makes it more like Spanish
or Italian than English or Dutch. Moreover, since their language lacks auxiliary
verbs, Hebrew-speaking children are not exposed to “compound finite” strings
resulting from Aux-inversion, such as daddy go. Te fact that they rely on non-
finite forms over a relatively long period thus cannot be accounted for by either
parameter-setting or statistical learning based on the input language (Yang 2002,
Freudenthal et al. 2006, 2010, Legate and Yang 2007).

Rather, the view taken here is that children’s linguistic knowledge develops
incrementally and is characterized by a “long developmental route” in acqui-
sition of grammatical structures (Berman 1986, 2004). In the domain of verb
structure, it is argued here that non-finiteness evolves in two phases, of bare
stems and of initial inflection, reflecting a shif from broad morphophonolog-
ical sensitivity to target-language verb structure (in Phase I) to paradigmati-
callymotivated preferences for grammatically constrained inflectional categories
(Phase II). Tis suggests that the use of optional RIs—at a time when chil-
dren use non-finite forms alongside tensed verbs in contexts that require finite
marking—might be explained as reflecting a more general type of “transitional”
phenomenon. In the case in point, the transition from stems to externally affixed
forms reveals an interim level of knowledge, defined by developmentally ori-
ented approaches as a phase in which grammatical (as well as other types of )
representations have not yet established (Karmiloff-Smith, 1979, 1986, Berman
1986, 2004).

Te typology of the ambient language affords Hebrew-acquiring children a
variety of options in selecting non-finite verb forms, even though—or possibly
just because—their inflectionally rich language, while lacking in an unequivo-
cal base form of verbs, opens up to them a range of “multi-functional” stems.
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Hebrew is thus a case where forms classified as “non-finite” (in that they lack
tense-marking) can be broken down into a more fine-grained and gradual pro-
cess of acquisition, where different factors shape children’s early verbs at different
phases of knowledge.

In cross-linguistic perspective, generalizations derived from this Hebrew-
based study may have implications for how non-finite verb forms are integrated
into early grammar in general. A marked language-specific impact accounts for
initial non-finite stem forms in Hebrew, both those that mirror and those that
diverge fromtarget forms.Other languages, too, lack anunequivocally unmarked
base form of verbs like English cry, eat, or open. Some RI analyses propose that
children acquiring such languages rely heavily on infinitival forms in their early
verb usage in “RI languages” like Dutch or German (e.g. Wijnen 1998), or else
they skip a non-finite RI stage, using inflected forms right from the start, as in
Spanish or Italian (e.g. Rizzi, 1993/1994). While detailed analysis of relevant
samples in various languages lies beyond the scope of the present study, an initial
examination of phonetically transcribed and morphologically coded data from
other languages suggests that, in fact, children acquiring both types of languages,
like their Hebrew-acquiring peers, rely on stem-like forms in their initial verb
output.
English constitutes a special case in terms of early verb grammar, since it pro-

vides childrenwith an adult-like stem form in the shape of the base formof verbs.
English-acquiring children thus have ready resort to such forms; however, since
adults’ English also includes numerous non-inflected verbs, base forms of verbs
in themselves fail to provide evidence for children’s knowledge of inflection.
Early verbs in French are also disregarded here, since the fact that the Infinitive-
marking final -r is not pronounced creates opacity as to whether forms are inflec-
tionally affixed or not.

Te verbal paradigm of Arabic is similar to that of Hebrew, since Arabic
verbs are also formed in a larger set of similarly constrained morphological verb-
patterns, althoughArabic lacks a form corresponding to the infinitive ofHebrew
andEuropean languages. Inher studyof three children acquiringKuwaitiArabic,
Aljenaie (2010) shows that they all used what she termed a “default form” in the
shape of a truncated imperfective bare stem (e.g. tiiħ instead of it-tiiħ ‘falls/will-
fall’) along with the non-affixed 3rd Person Masculine Singular Past form (e.g.
raaħ ‘went’).

Examination of early Spanish verb forms from theOrnat andAguirre corpora
on CHILDES (http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/data) indicates that many forms in
children’s speech analyzed as Infinitival (on the%mor tier) were in fact truncated
stem-like forms lacking the adult infinitival r-final suffix (e.g. bubí for subír ‘go
down’, tomá for tomar ‘take’). In two months (ages 1;7–1;9) of verb productions
by the girl Maria in the Ornat corpus, 30 out of 43 verb forms (70%) took the

http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/data
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formof non-affixed stems, ambiguous between (at least) 3rd Person Singular and
infinitival forms without the infinitival -r suffix. For example, apa [Maria 1;8]
could stand for either tapar ‘to-cover’ or tapa ‘covers’, aca [Maria 1;7] for either
secar ‘to-dry’ or seca ‘dries’, while the form ven [Maria 1;8] could be the stem of
several paradigms of the verb venire ‘to-arrive’.Te same pattern of preference for
non-fully affixed stems were observed for Italian verbs in the Antelmi corpus on
CHILDES: Out of 49 verb forms of the girl Dian, between ages 1;8–1;10, 14
appeared rote-learned (e.g. vóio for vóglio ‘want+1stSg’ [Dian 1;8]), another 8
appeared to be inflectionally affixed (e.g. levo ‘take-off+1stSg’, puscisce for pulísce
‘cleans’), while over half (27 =55%) were ambiguous truncated stems (e.g. tude
for chiúdere ‘to-close’ or chiúde ‘closes’ [Dian 1;8], mangia for either mangiáre
‘to-eat’ or mángia ‘eats’ [Dian 1;10], piange for either piángere ‘to-cry’ or piánge
‘cries’ [Dian 1;10]).

Hyams (2005) suggests that children acquiringGreek, a language that has no
infinitival form, use “bare perfective” forms as their early verbs (e.g. pezi ‘play’,
kupisi ‘wipe’). Such forms are ambiguous between bare participles (lacking a
required auxiliary) and bare 3rd Person Singular perfective verbs (lacking the
obligatory Tense/Modal morphology). As such, these may also be considered
juvenile stem-like forms that are not fully specified in terms of their inflectional
features. Relatedly, a look at earlyDutch verbs from the Schaerlaekens corpus on
CHILDES, revealed that 11of the 12 verbs used in a single session [Arnold1;10]
were either in the form of truncated Infinitives, without the infinitival suffix -en
(e.g. insteke for instéken ‘insert’, pele for spélen ‘play’, ompappe for omláppen ‘lap’)
or of adult-like stems (e.g. bijt ‘bite’, pak ‘take’)

Tese cross-linguistic observations combine with the Hebrew-specific analy-
sis to shed fresh light on the issue of non-finiteness in early child language in
general. Te findings presented here indicate that in their early verb usage, chil-
dren acquiring quite different languages are guided by an initial preference for
stem-like forms, with the particular type of stem they adopt depending on the
target language. In English, where stems are available in the input, children will
use them “as is” as their non-finite early forms. In languages like Spanish, Italian,
Greek, Arabic, or Hebrew and, to some extent, Dutch, children will use trun-
cated bare stems alongwith available adult-like non-affixed stem-forms (typically
3rd Person Masculine Singular). Importantly, in Hebrew, once prefix-marked
infinitive forms occur (in Phase II), they are nearly always used appropriately
from the point of view of the ambient language. More extensive investigation
of a larger database in different languages should reinforce the present Hebrew-
based proposals on the nature and role of “non-finiteness”.

Children’s use of bare stems as a general strategy for breaking into the verb
system across languages provides further evidence for the transition from “child-
speaker” to “native speaker” (Slobin 1990, Berman 1993). Reliance on stem
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forms constitutes a juvenile feature of early language use that, across different
languages, interacts with children’s concurrent attentiveness to the structural
specifics of the ambient language, such as types of stems, stem allomorphy, and
location of affixes. Further, as early as Phase I, stem forms occur not only in iso-
lation, but also in combination with other clausal elements (as appears to be the
case in the other language samples, too). Te fact that syntagmatic combination
precedes productive paradigmatic inflection means that non-finiteness plays a
role not only in breaking into verb-internalmorphology, but also in early phrase-
and clause-structure.Te structural, and ofen also semantic, non-distinctiveness
of non-finites (here, bare stems, infinitives, and present-tense) qualifies them
uniquely for use in a range of syntactic contexts, conferring on “non-finiteness”
a pervasive role as a possibly necessary feature of early child language.
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Abstract
Grammatical gender poses a serious problem to second language (L2) learners as well as to
proficient speakers of L2. Tis paper tests what contributes to this difficulty in L2 Hebrew.
Gender identification in the absence of lexical information was tested for 30 Hebrew L2
learners and 20 Hebrew near-native speakers whose L1 has gender morphology, e.g. Russian,
or not, e.g. English, as well as 10 adult native speakers ofHebrew.Te participants were tested
on assigning grammatical gender to novel animate nouns in Hebrew. Te findings show that
difficulties are due to L1 interference, by indirect reliance on L1 strategies in determining
gender for novel animate nouns in L2, rather than access to Universal Grammar or across the
board reliance on native adult strategies.

Keywords
agreement; grammatical gender; morphology; second language acquisition; Hebrew

1. Introduction

Hebrew grammatical gender poses a problem to second language (L2) learn-
ers as well as to L2 proficient speakers, but not to first language (L1) acquirers.
Native speakers of languages that havemorphological gender and speakers of lan-
guages that do not have morphological gender, all find it difficult to use gender
when acquiring Hebrew as a second language. Tis paper aims at clarifying what
contributes to this difficulty. How does natural gender interact with morpho-
phonological gender in determining the grammatical gender of nouns in L2?
Do L1 features which are transferred into L2 influence L2 learners in acquir-
ing this system, or is it all about learning individual lexical items? Does Univer-
sal Grammar (UG) play any role in the process, and if so, what is this role? Can
parameterized features be reset? As far as L1 acquisition is concerned, it has been
found that in gender assignment to novel animate nouns young children rely on
morpho-phonological cues. By contrast, adults, when tested in their L1, rely on
semantic information (Amiram 2002, Karmiloff-Smith 1978, Levy 1980). Pre-
vious studies have found that adult L2 learners give priority to morphological
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cues over semantic ones, and tried to relate the problem and the findings to the
degree of access to UG.

Tis study proposes that difficulties witnessed in the acquisition of gender in
L2 Hebrew are due to L1 interference. L1 might influence gender assignment
in L2 in two ways: (i) by direct transfer of lexical information for inanimate
nouns, when the L1 has its own gender system, and (ii) by indirect reliance
on L1 strategies in determining gender for novel animate nouns in L2. Tis
study tests the latter way, proposing that in the absence of L1 lexical information
(since novel nouns are involved), the strategy used for determining gender in
L2 reflects the gender properties of L1: whether gender is an interpretable or
an uninterpretable feature in L1. It is further proposed that interference is not
necessarily of rote learned information marked in the lexicon, but influences the
attention paid to the different cues. Tat is, L2 learners give priority to cues
which are dominant in their L1, unlike children acquiring their first language
who cannot rely on previous linguistic experience.

In order to testwhich cues are used byL2 learnerswhen they cannot rely onL1
rote learned information, this study investigates how L2 Hebrew learners whose
L1 has gender morphology, e.g. Russian, or not, e.g. English, determine the
grammatical gender of novel [+animate] nouns in Hebrew. In other words, this
study investigateswhether, in their choice of grammatical gender, L2 learners rely
on morpho-phonological information, like 2–3 year old children, on semantic
information (natural gender), like adults and older children, or perhaps vary
according to their L1. Tat is, this study aims to determine the degree to which
L1 interferes in identifying the gender of nouns in L2 at the strategic level and
the level at which this interference occurs.

Te paper starts with a short presentation of gender in human languages,
focusing on grammatical gender in Hebrew in comparison with Russian and
English, followed by a discussion of the literature on gender assignment in L2
(§2). Te experimental procedure (§3) and the findings from Hebrew L2 learn-
ers (§4) are then presented. Participants are divided according to the gender
properties of their L1: to speakers whose L1 has gender as a classifying cate-
gory for nouns and gender morphology, e.g. Russian, and speakers whose L1
does not have gender as a classifying category for nouns nor gender morphol-
ogy, e.g. English. Te knowledge of the Hebrew gender system is measured by
the linguistic manipulation of novel [+animate] nouns. Tese findings are dis-
cussed and the crucial role of L1 in earlier and later stages of adult L2 acquisition
is evaluated (§5).
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2. Gender in Nouns

Many morphologically rich languages, such as Hebrew, Arabic, Russian, French,
German, and Spanish, have an inherent gender system (seeRalli 2002).Morpho-
logically rich languages demonstrate productive morphological processes (e.g.
inflection, agglutination) which generate a large number of word forms for a
given word stem. In these fusional languages, gender is a prominent part; an
inherent feature which is manifested in most parts of speech. Alexiadou, Haege-
man and Stavrou (2007) point out that while number can be chosen by the
speaker, the value of gender cannot; it is a part of the lexical entry.Corbett (1991)
suggests that in these languages gender serves as a noun classification system;
once the noun has been selected, gender information is an integral part of its
meaning, and other parts of speech syntactically agree with it. Gender assign-
ment to [+animate] nouns, usually reflects semantic information, e.g. a cow is she
but a bull is he, but there is no way in which gender assignment to [–animate]
nouns can be captured semantically. Corbett generalizes that gender assignment
to [–animate] nouns is either neuter (as in Germanic languages, which sort
nouns along animate/inanimate division), or randomly marked as feminine or
masculine in the lexicon (as in Hebrew, which sorts out nouns along the mascu-
line/feminine division).

InRussian, the sorting ismadebothways, generating a three-way systemwhich
distinguishes feminine, masculine and neuter. A Russian noun consists of a stem
(with orwithout derivationalmorphemes) and an inflectionalmorpheme. In the
nominative case, for example, nouns have either zero inflectional morpheme (in
masculine nouns (e.g. stol ‘table’, boj ‘fight’) and in feminine nouns ending in sof
“ь” (e.g. dver’ ‘door’, mysh’ ‘mouse’)); an inflectional morpheme /-a/ (mostly in
feminine nouns; e.g. knig-a ‘book’, gazet-a ‘newspaper’); or an inflectional mor-
pheme /-o/ or /-e/ (in neutral nouns; e.g. okn-o ‘window’, pol-e ‘field’). Nonethe-
less, once a noun is assigned a particular gender, its use in languages such as
Hebrew and Russian is rule-governed.

In Hebrew and Russian, gender differences are usually manifested morpho-
logically (e.g. by the coda of the noun) both in the singular and plural forms,
and trigger agreement between the noun and other parts of speech within the
sentence, such as adjectives, deictics, and verbs. In other languages with formal
gender system, like French, German, or Yiddish there is a very partial morpho-
logical gender and the lexical knowledge is mostly memorized. Yet, in languages
which do not have gendermorphology, like English, natural gender distinctions,
if found, are limited to some [+animate] nouns (e.g. waitress, actress, seamstress
etc.) and the pronominal system referring to them, and are not marked in the
morphosyntax of the language.
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One possible account for this difference between grammatical gender as a
rather arbitrary classification system, in which gender sub-divides nouns into
sub-classes, and morpho-phonological gender as its rule governed spell out, is
provided by Marantz (1997), for example. Marantz suggests a model of dis-
tributed morphology, where the gender feature is a property of N roots in the
narrow lexicon, the set of lemmas, which is used by the computational system.
On the other hand, the phonological and morphological forms are stored in
the vocabulary which comprises the associations between sets of grammatical
features and phonological features, and spells out the abstract features afer the
derivation. In Russian and Hebrew, the N root contains the gender feature mak-
ing it interpretable, while in English it does not.

Yet, some researchers (e.g. Picallo 1991, Ritter 1993) assume that although
gender is a feature of the headnoun in all languages being part of the lexical entry,
it is projected into a functional category, Gender Phrase, which makes syntactic
agreement possible.Te generalmechanismof syntactic agreement (as presented
inChomsky 2000, 2001) requires that the nominal head is c-commanded by the
category which agrees with it. Within this model, agreement is achieved when
uninterpretable features of a verb or an adjective, which C-command a noun,
are checked/valued by the interpretable features of the noun. Tis mechanism
also applies to Hebrew. For noun-adjective agreement within the determiner
phrase, the AP has to c-command the noun/NP at the stage when agreement
occurs. For subject-verb agreement at the sentence level, T has to c-command
the subject at the time in the derivation when agreement takes place, and then
merge morphologically with the verb. Te present study, however, did not test
syntactic agreement but rather the availability of gender interpretable features to
L2 learners of Hebrew.

In the process of language acquisition, the gender of nouns can be identified
by morpho-phonological, syntactic, and semantic cues. Children acquiring the
language initially memorize the gender of each noun, but soon discover the
rules which govern it. When gender assignment is rule-governed, speakers can
predict the gender of nouns on the basis of three potential indicators in their
input. Te first indicator is the morpho-phonological information coming from
the morphology of the word, e.g. the ending of the word. Te second is the
syntactic information revealed by nominal agreement on determiners, verbs and
adjectives. Te third is the semantic information coming from a prototypical
gender related appearance. On the other hand, in languages in which gender is
notmorphologicallymarked, such as English, gender assignment is relevant only
to a limited number of categories, and the best indicator is the natural gender of
[+animate] nouns, i.e., a semantic cue.
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2.1. Grammatical Gender in Hebrew

Hebrew is an example of a language in which gender is a highly prominent
feature in the classification of nouns. All nouns have grammatical gender, either
masculine or feminine and agreement in gender is marked on most parts of
speech (not including adverbs, the definite article, and some prepositions) as
illustrated in (1):

(1) a. ha-yeled ha-navon mecayer et ha-bayit shelo
the-boy the-clever.ms.sg. draws.ms.sg ACC the-house POSS.ms.sg.
‘Te clever boy draws his house’

b. ha-yalda ha-nevona mecayeret et ha-bayit shela
the-girl the-clever.fm.sg. draws.fm.sg. ACC the-house POSS.fm.sg.
‘Te clever girl draws her house’

c. ha-yeladim ha-nevonim mecayrim et ha-bayit shelahem
the-boys the-clever.ms.pl. draw.ms.pl. ACC the-house POSS.ms.pl.
‘Te clever boys draw their house’

d. ha-yeladot ha-nevonot mecayrot et ha-bayit shelahen
the-girls the-clever.fm.pl. draw.fm.pl. ACC the-house POSS.fm.pl.
‘Te clever girls draw their house’

Te morpho-phonological features of the noun’s final syllable reflect its gen-
der. Nouns ending in a stressed /-a/, /-it/, or an unstressed /-et/ or /-at/ are
feminine and take an /-ot/ suffix for plural (e.g. bubá ‘a doll’—bubót ‘dolls’,
karít ‘a cushion’—kariyót ‘cushions’, rakévet ‘a train’—rakavót ‘trains’, caláxat ‘a
plate’—calaxót ‘plates’). All other nouns are generally masculine and take /-im/
for plurality. Animate nouns show the full range of gender inflections (e.g. xatúl
‘a cat ms.’, xatulá ‘a cat fm.’, xatulím ‘cats ms.’ and xatulót ‘cats fm.’).Tismorpho-
phonological gender system is presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Gender and number morphology in Hebrew

Singular ending Plural ending

Masculine Feminine Masculine Feminine

-Ø -a -im -ot
-at
-it
-et

Tere are many rote learned exceptions to this morphologicaly based gender sys-
tem, more withmasculine than with feminine nouns. For example, beicá ‘an egg’,
which is grammatically and morphologically feminine, but takes the masculine
plural suffix /-im/ (beicím ‘eggs’) rather than the feminine plural /-ot/. On the
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other hand, kir ‘a wall’, which is grammatically and morphologically masculine,
takes the feminine plural suffix /-ot/ (kirót ‘walls’) rather than themasculine plu-
ral suffix /-im/. Crucial in this context is Bat-El’s (1997) observation that the
plural suffix is not specified for gender but rather subcategorized for gender, as
it does not change the gender of the base; e.g. the plural form xalonot ‘windows’
does not attract feminine agreement, although it ends with /-ot/, since its sin-
gular counterpart xalon ‘window’ is masculine. Yet, in some cases the morpho-
phonological rule seems to be gender blind. A loan word like goríla is masculine
in Hebrew despite its final vowel /-a/, but its plural, gorílot, follows the femi-
nine plural rule. Likewise, a feminine noun with no feminine marking on the
singular, like pilégesh ‘concubine’ has a plural pilagshím, following the masculine
plural rule. Tese last two examples, demonstrate the strength of the morpho-
phonological rule on the one hand, but at the same time point to a potential
weakness is the system, since the morpho-phonological rule overrides the inher-
ent gender of these two nouns. Tese exceptions do not undermine the claim
that if the speakers choose /-im/ for a plural form they are assigning masculine
gender to the noun, and if they choose /-ot/ they are assigning feminine gender
to the noun, since these choices capture a generalization which applies to most
nouns in Hebrew.

When encountering a novel [–animate] noun, the adult Hebrew speaker has
to determine its gender in order to be able to use it properly. Tis can be done
either basedon themorpho-phonological features, or on the syntactic agreement
with relating parts of speech, e.g. with a verb or an adjective. For [+animate]
nouns, gender could also be identified by its semantic natural gender.Tis is also
true when children acquire Hebrew as L1 or when adults and children acquire
Hebrew as L2.

For the acquisition of gender in Hebrew as a first language, Berman’s (1985)
findings show that masculine is acquired before the morphologically marked
feminine, in the singular and the plural. Berman (1981) and Levy (1983) point
out that Hebrew speaking children first pay attention to the formal features of
nouns when making gender assignment. Levy attributes the early acquisition of
formal gender rules to the great reliability of formal rules in Hebrew and to
the “surface rhyming phenomenon” which occurs with the plural and feminine
inflection, e.g. ha-yeladot ha-ktanot kofcot ‘the little girls jump’, or ha-klavim
ha-gdolim racim ‘the big dogs run’. In acquiring noun-adjective agreement, for
example, children move from lexical knowledge of the nominal-morphological
system to syntactic knowledge of the structure where agreement applies, that is,
from rote-learned knowledge to rule-based knowledge (Berman 1985).

Levy (1983) points out that phonological properties determining inflectional
patterns are mastered during the early stages, that is, between 2 and 3 years of
age. Te children work out the formal distributional patterns and do especially
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well when those are systematic as inHebrew.Children aged 2–3 seemnot to take
advantage of semantic features (emerging from the natural gender) of the noun.
Amiram (2002) shows, however, that this is true in conflicting situations for plu-
ral formation, where children aged 2–3 rely on morpho-phonological informa-
tion, and older children (4 and up) rely on semantic information. Yet, this is not
the case for verbal agreement. Tere she found that children attend to seman-
tic information coming from natural gender, rather than morpho-phonological
information.

2.2. Gender in L2 Acquisition

White, Valenzuela, Kozlowska-Macgregor, and Leung (2004) report that the
difficulties in gender assignment presented to L2 learners do not depend on the
gender properties of L1. Both, native speakers of Spanish, that has grammati-
cal gender, and native speakers of English, that does not, have difficulties with
gender agreement in L2 French, afer 1–2 years of exposure. More specifically,
in an elicited production task, they showed difficulties with gender agreement
on determiners and adjectives. Hawkins (1998) found that even proficient L2
French speakers, whose L1 is English, have problems with grammatical gender
in these structures.

Difficulties in gender acquisition, it has been argued, are best explained by
some level of transfer fromL1. If the process of L2 acquisition involved full access
(to UG) with no transfer (e.g. Flynn 1987), acquiring gender in L2 would be as
easy as it is in L1 acquisition. However, if the process involves resetting of the
values for the gender parameter transferred from L1 (as in the Full Transfer/Full
Access hypothesis; Schwartz and Sprouse 1996) these difficulties are expected.
Schwartz and Sprouse (1996) predict that at the onset of L2 acquisition, every-
thing should transfer except the phonological form of the lexical entry.

Along this line, Carroll (1989) suggests that when a native speaker of a lan-
guage that has grammatical gender learns another language with grammatical
gender s/he might transfer the lexical content of an entry. In contrast, when a
speaker of a language like English tries to acquire gender in L2, Carroll (1989)
predicts failure in acquisition since gender feature is not lexically employed in
the learner’s L1.

Assuming somedegree of transfer, the question iswhat transfers fromL1;what
“lexical content” is. Is it the knowledge that nouns should be assigned syntactic
gender (as an interpretable feature), or perhaps the knowledge that syntactic
agreement should hold between the noun and other parts of speech in a phrase
or a sentence which carry uninterpretable agreement features?

Hawkins and Chan (1997) suggest in the Failed Functional Feature Hypoth-
esis (FFFH), also referred to in the literature as the Representational Deficit
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Hypothesis (Hawkins 2005) or the Interpretability Hypothesis (Tsimpli 2003),
that adult L2 learners cannot acquire uninterpretable features which are not
available in their L1. Tat is, when a speaker of a language with formal gender
learns another language with formal gender we expect a successful acquisition,
since gender is already a feature of the nouns in L1. But a speaker of a language
like English, from which gender feature cannot be transferred, will find it very
difficult to acquire the uninterpretable features on determiners and adjectives to
achieve concord with the nouns.

Both Carroll (1989) and Hawkins and Chan (1997) observe, though, that
proficient L2 speakers are near-native regardless of their L1.Tat is, their predic-
tions are relevant only for L2 learners but not for proficient speakers. Tis is, in
fact, what the Full Transfer/Full Access hypothesis (Schwartz and Sprouse 1996)
predicts; initially, L2 learners rely on their L1 (full transfer), however, given the
full access to UG, they are able to reset their transferred L1 knowledge to fit the
target language.

In an attempt to explain how resetting is done, Lardiere (2009) suggests that
formal morphological contrasts between L1 and L2 are actually detectable by
adult learners, even if a feature is missing in L1. She further argues that L2 learn-
ers are able to reset their L2 parameters by observing any formal contrast and
“associating a difference in aminimally contrasting formwith some difference in
meaning or grammatical function and constructing some sort of representation
for it” (Lardiere 2009:214). By contrast, Oh (2010) argues that adult L2 learners
are able to recover even from negative transfer (i.e., when a feature is not avail-
able in the L1) only afer the semantics of a construction is acquired. Once the
semantics of gender is acquired, the syntax will follow.

Neither Lardiere nor Oh discuss, however, the grammatical cues which could
trigger the resetting of the L1 knowledge. Nor do they discuss the influence of
the L1 experience on the accessibility of these cues in L2. To this end, it is crucial
to test when and how L2 learners assign gender to nouns.

Andersen (1984), Sokolik and Smith (1992), and Oliphant (1998) suggest
that adult L2 learners, like children in L1 acquisition, pay attention to morpho-
syntactic information rather than to semantic information, but are sensitive to
semantic cues in conflicting situations. Oliphant (1998), for example, tested L2
learners of Italian, whose L1 is English, for their ability to assign gender based
on morphological, syntactic, and semantic cues. She found that the learners
were sensitive to cues in the word-final morphemes that reliably indicate gen-
der. Moreover, when presented with complementary cues, they scored even bet-
ter. When presented, however, with conflicting cues, participants found it to be
more problematic and scored lower, especially when the natural gender was in
discord with other cues. Oliphant relates this to the mature strategy noted by
Karmiloff-Smith (1979) for older French speaking children, who took into con-
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sideration semantic cues as well asmorphological ones. Oliphant argues that this
applies to the adult L2 learners of Italian, despite the fact that Italian has gender
concord. Similarly, in a study of adult beginner L2 learners of French, whose L1
was English, Carroll (1999) found that they were predisposed to semantic cues
showing no sensitivity to phonological cues, but argued that this reflected not
a mature strategy, but rather a generalization from the English pronouns whose
gender is semantically based. In all the above studies, L1 was English whose gen-
der marking is rather limited. In order to complete the picture it is important to
examine which cues are available when L1 has a full classification of nouns by
their gender as well as concord for gender.

2.3. Predictions

Oliphant’s (1998) study suggests that a mature semantic strategy interferes with
L2 gender assignment. Is it really a mature strategy which interferes with the L2
behavior? Could gender be a domain in which an English L1 strategy interferes
with the L2 behavior as Carroll (1999) suggests? Would the learner’s strategy be
different with an L1 in which gender is a feature of nouns like Italian or Russian?
Is interference limited to information stored in the lexicon? Does interference
affect the sensitivity to the different cues?

In order to test whether interference goes beyond lexical information, influ-
encing the strategies used for assigning grammatical gender, L2 speakers of He-
brewwith different L1s, English (inwhich gender is limited to the pronouns and
no concord is found) and Russian (in which gender assignment is rule-governed
and gender concord is found), were tested.Te testing looked into gender assign-
ment to novel nouns whose morphological and semantic gender are in accor-
dancewith each other (complementary cues) as opposed to nounswith contrast-
ing morphological and semantic gender (conflicting cues).

If there is no transfer from L1, no differences which correlate with the L1 are
expected to be found among the two groups of learners (L1 Russian, and L1
English). If, however, there is transfer fromL1, it is predicted that differenceswill
be found between L2 Hebrew learners with L1 Russian and L2 Hebrew learners
with L1 English. We expect that, despite the fact that in Hebrew formal infor-
mation is highly accessible, L2 learners with L1 English will be more sensitive to
semantic information, while L2 learners with L1 Russian will be more sensitive
to formal information. Such findings would indicate that interference affects the
attention paid to the different cues, that is, it affects the strategy used byL2 learn-
ers for bootstrapping their way through the gendermaze. For proficient learners,
however, we expect to find no difference since they were already able to reset the
system, accessing to UG.
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To conclude, if there is transfer from L1, we expect to find L1 interference in
the way L2 learners use gender cues. Tat is, though in L1 acquisition, formal
information seems to play a crucial role, in L2 acquisition, when conflicting
information is available, L2 learners will rely on their L1 experience, rather than
on UG. Having said so, it is still possible that in order to reset their parameters,
they will have to access UG.

3. Method

In order to test the predictions made hereby, a picture elicitation task was used.
Te task tested the effects of L1 on strategies for gender assignment in L2 as
manifested by a plural formation task. For the present task, there were 12 [+ani-
mate] novel nouns. Participants were presented with 12 pictures of stereotypi-
cally masculine and feminine aliens, accompanied by complementary and con-
flicting formal cues andwere asked to generate the plural form. Since, inHebrew,
gender ismorphologicallymarked both in the singular and in the plural form, the
assumption is that the plural morpheme indicates which gender the participants
assigned to the noun. In the conflicting situation, this indicates which cue the
participants favored.

3.1. Participants

Two groups of participants, all of whomuniversity students, were tested: a group
of beginner learners, new immigrants who had been exposed to Hebrew for less
than a year, and a group of proficient speakers of Hebrew who had lived in Israel
for 8–12 years arriving in their adolescence. Each group was divided into L1
subgroups.

Tefirst group consistedof 30HebrewL2 learners: 15withL1English, and15
withL1Russian.All L2 learners hadbeen learningHebrew in anulpan (language
school for adults) in Israel for 1–12 months and had had no previous exposure
toHebrew.Tey had all lived in Israel for less than a year.Te average age was 22
years old. Tis group made it possible to test for L1 transfer.

Te second group included 20 adult proficient speakers of Hebrew as L2: 10
with L1 English and 10 with L1 Russian. Te proficient speakers had all lived in
Israel for more than 8 years, that is, they attended high school in Israel, and were
in their mid-twenties at the time of testing. Proficient speakers were tested in
order to find out whether L1 still had an influence on the L2 strategies, beyond
the initial phases of L2 acquisition, or whether the speakers were able to reset
their knowledge.

A control group of 10 university students, native speakers of Hebrew, was
tested in order tofindoutwhich strategy is used by adult nativeHebrew speakers.
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Figure 1: A masculine alien and a feminine alien

3.2. Testing Procedure

All participants were presented with 12 pictures of 12 different aliens. In order
to provide a semantic cue, six of the pictures were stereotypically feminine and
six stereotypically masculine, as in Figure 1.

In order to provide a formal cue, within each set, three had Hebrew mor-
phologically masculine names, e.g. gubub, takdun, where the expected morpho-
phonological plural form is gububim and takdunim, and the other three had
Hebrew morphologically feminine names ending with the stressed syllable /-a/,
e.g. pimpa, gurma, where the expectedmorpho-phonological plural form is pim-
pot and gurmot. Tis yielded six test items with complementary cues: three male
aliens with masculine names (kaful, gubub, takdun), three female aliens with
feminine names (munda, pimpa, gurma), and six test itemswith conflicting cues:
three male aliens with feminine names (xalina, tanda, pinga) and three female
aliens withmasculine names (silun, radel, dumun).Te pictures where presented
in randomorder, requesting the plural.Te task was administered in a classroom
and the participants were asked to write down their answers.

In order to make sure that the names are not perceived as proper names, but
rather names for kinds, three precautions were taken. First, the names were not
pronounced as proper names e.g. tanda has a stress on the final syllable and
not on the first syllable as might be used for proper nouns. Second, each item
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Figure 2: Tree masculine aliens

was presented at least once with a definite article, again in order to rule out a
proper name reading. In addition, the quantifier harbe ‘many’, which is gender
neutral and cannot be used with proper names, was used in eliciting the plural
answer.

Each time, the participants were presented with a picture of a single alien as
in Figure 1, accompanied by its name. Next, they were presented with a picture
showing three aliens of the same kind (as in the picture in Figure 2), and were
asked to say what they saw.

Te presentation is illustrated in (2):

(2) Experimenter (pointing to a picture of a masculine alien): kan roim et ha-tanda
Translation: Here we see the tanda (with feminine morphology)
Experimenter (pointing to a picture of threemasculine aliens): vema roimkan? kan roim

harbe …
Translation: And what do we see here? Here we see many …
Expected response: tandaim (if guidedby semantic cue) or tandot (if guidedbymorpho-

phonological cue).

3.3. Categories of Analysis

Te findings were analyzed first for items with complementary cues (natural
gender-Male and morphological gender-masculine, and natural gender-Female
and morphological gender-feminine), and then for items with conflicting cues
(natural gender-Female and morphological gender-masculine, and natural
gender-Male and morphological gender-feminine). Te items with complemen-
tary cues reveal nothing about the gender cue the participants relied on in their
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choice of plural endings. Tey only serve for comparison and to control for the
participants’ knowledge of the system and understanding of the task.Tat is, the
items with complementary cues are expected to show if the participants have
already mastered the Hebrew plural rule according to which most masculine
nouns end with /-im/ and most feminine nous end with /-ot/ (see presenta-
tion in (2) and the discussion that follows). On the other hand, the items with
conflicting cues are insightful, indicating which cues are more reliable for the
participants. It is assumed that if the participants chose to inflect a masculine
looking alien with the masculine suffix /-im/ even though its label was morpho-
phonologically feminine (endingwith /-a/), the participant relied on the seman-
tic information. Similarly, it is assumed that if the participants chose to inflect a
feminine looking alien with the feminine suffix /-ot/, even though its label was
morpho-phonologically masculine (ending with a Ø-morpheme), the partici-
pant relied on the semantic information. Gender effects are analyzed only where
a significant difference is found. Te findings were measured by numbers and
percentage.

4. Findings

Tefindings are presented for complementary cues vs. conflicting cues, combin-
ing the different genders. For complementary cues, findings are presented as the
percentage of correct responses. For conflicting cues findings are presented as
the percentage of semantically cued responses. Comparison with native speakers
is provided to reveal the monolingual adult strategy. Tis is followed by a more
detailed analysis of the gender effect for L2 learners where a significant difference
was found between masculine and feminine.

Figure 3 presents the percentage of correct responses in complementary cases
conflating the two gender categories, comparing the different group of L2 par-
ticipants across language (for L1 effect) and within language (for proficiency
effect). Figure 3 shows that all participants (including the L2 learners) were
highly proficient in generating the plural form of the aliens in the complemen-
tary case. A one-wayANOVA shows no significant difference between the 5 par-
ticipant groups, F(4,55) = 1.7, p = 0.16.Tese findings show that all participants
already know the formal rules which govern the plural generation in theHebrew
gender system and understand of the task.

Figure 4 presents the percentage of semantically cued responses in conflict-
ing cases, conflating the two gender categories, comparing the different groups
of L2 participants across language (for L1 effect) and within language (for pro-
ficiency effect). Since the findings in Figure 3 show that the participants know
the plural formation rules and follow them with hardly any exceptions in the
complementary cases, it is assumed that any divergence from these rules will be
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Figure 3: Correct responses in complementary cases in %

Figure 4: Reliance on semantic cues in conflicting cases in %

attributed to the conflict between the morpho-phonological information and
the semantic information. It is assumed that participants who chose to inflect a
masculine looking alienwith themasculine suffix /-im/ even though its label was
morpho-phonologically feminine (ending with /-a/), e.g. tanda-tandaim and
pinga-pingim, relied on the semantic cue. Similarly, participants who chose to
inflect a feminine looking alien with the feminine suffix /-ot/, even though its
label was morpho-phonologically masculine (ending with a Ø-morpheme), e.g.
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silun-silunot and dumun-dumunot, relied on the semantic cue. Participants who
relied on the morpho-phonological cues were expected to follow the morpho-
phonological rule generating tandot, pingot, silunim and dumunim, respectively.

Figure 4 shows that not all groups relied on semantic cues to the same extent
in generating the plural form in the conflicting cases. A one-way ANOVA shows
a significant difference between the 5 participant groups, F(4,55) = 26.98, p
< 0.0001. Post-hoc Tukey traces the result to a significant difference between
the monolinguals and the two learners’ groups (p < 0.05) with no difference
between themonolinguals and the proficient speakers. Furthermore, while there
was no significant difference between the two L2 proficient groups, there was
a significant within language effect for L2 proficient speakers vs. L2 learners
(p < 0.05 for English, and p < 0.01 for Russian). Finally, the post-hoc Tukey
tests also showed a significant difference between the two learners’ groups (p
< 0.01). Tese findings show that although Hebrew native speakers as well as
L2 proficient speakers rely heavily on semantic cues, showing almost no sensitiv-
ity to morphological gender, generating forms like tandaim or silunot, L2-learn-
ers do so to a much lesser extent, paying attention to morphological informa-
tion.

Table 2 presents the means and standard deviation for the L2 groups’ reliance
on semantic cues, followed by a 2-way ANOVA for language and proficiency
level.

Table 2: L2 speakers’ reliance on semantic cues in conflicting cases in %—Mean and SD

L1 English L1 Russian Total (proficiency)

Proficient Speakers of Hebrew 93.3 (12) 81.5 (9) 87.4 (12)
Hebrew L2 learners 70 (26) 27.8 (24) 48.9 (33)
Total (Language) 79.3 (24) 49.2 (33)

A two-way ANOVA shows an L1 effect F(1,46) = 41.78, p < 0.0001 as well as a
proficiency level effect F(1,46)=26.52, p<0.0001, and anL1Xproficiency level
effect F(1,46) = 6.34, p = 0.015.Tese findings show that proficient L2-speakers
of Hebrew rely on semantic cues more than L2 learners, and that speakers of L1
English rely on semantic cues more than those whose L1 is Russian. Te signifi-
cant interaction suggests that the degree to which this happens depends on both
factors: the nature of L1 and the level of L2.Hebrew learnerswhose L1 isRussian
rely on morphological cues more than learners whose L1 is English. However,
even when Russian is the L1, the level of L2 matters. Tose who are proficient
in Hebrew rely on morphological cues less than those who are not (namely, the
learners of Hebrew). Nevertheless, even proficient speakers whose L1 is Russian
rely on morphological cues more than proficient speakers of Hebrew, whose L1
is English.
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Since L2 learners show reliance on semantic cues in only half of the conflicting
items and sensitivity to morpho-phonological cues in the other half, we further
present the distribution of the use of morpho-phonological cues for the two
gendermorphemes (Ø-morpheme formasculine and /-a/ for feminine). Table 3
presents a more detailed analysis of the gender effect on L2 learners compared
to L2 proficient speakers with complementary and conflicting items, including
mean raw score out of a total of 3 permorpheme as well as percentage of reliance
on morphological cues.

Table 3: L2 learners’ reliance on morpho-phonological cues—mean raw scores and %

Complementary items Conflicting items

Feminine -a Masculine -Ø Feminine -a Masculine -Ø

L1-English 3 (100%) 2.46 (82%) 1.2 (40%) 0.6 (20%)
L1-Russian 3 (100%) 2.53 (84%) 2.4 (80%) 1.93 (64%)

A three-way ANOVA (Cues combination × Morphological gender × L1) repli-
cate thefindings for effect ofCue combination, F(1,112)=75.27, p<0.0001 and
L1, F(1,112) = 21.49, p < 0.0001, as well as showing an effect for Morphologi-
cal gender, F(1,112) = 13.58, p = 0.0004, with feminine morpheme /-a/ being a
more reliable source of gender cue than themasculineØ-morpheme.Tis is true
for complementary as well as conflicting items regardless of the L1.

In sum, the major finding of this study is that the two groups of L2 learners
show preference for different cues in gender assignment while simultaneously
differing from bothmonolingual and proficient L2 speakers.Te second finding
is that L1 affects the choice of cues by all L2-ers in a similar manner.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

Tepresent paper tested the strategies used byHebrewL2 learners andproficient
L2 speakers for assigning gender to [+animate] nouns in Hebrew. We tested
how Hebrew bilinguals whose L1 classifies nouns by gender and has concord
(Russian) and Hebrew bilinguals whose L1 does not classify nouns by gender
and has no concord (English) assign grammatical gender to novel [+animate]
nouns. It was shown thatHebrew bilinguals whose L1 classifies nouns by gender
and has concord rely onmorphological cuesmore thanHebrew bilinguals whose
L1 is not sensitive to gender. Tis applies both to L2 learners and L2 proficient
speakers.

Looking at all L2 learners, we find that they rely on morpho-phonological
information half of the time, as suggested by the formal primacy hypothesis
(Karmiloff-Smith 1978, 1979) for younger children.Tis could have been inter-
preted as an indication of similar processes in L1 and L2 acquisition under full
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access toUG, since bothL1-ers andL2-ers seem to rely onmorpho-phonological
information. Nonetheless, splitting the L2 learners by their L1 shows that only
L2 learners whose L1 has a gender feature on N transfer it to their L2 and rely
on morpho-phonological cues. In contrast, L2 learners whose L1 does not have
a gender feature on N, rely more heavily on semantic cues. Tis could have been
interpreted as amoremature strategy (as inOliphant 1998).However, in light of
the findings for speakers with L1 Russian, we suggest, as Carroll (1999) did, that
the performance of the L2 learners whose L1 is English reflects an interference of
anL1English. SinceEnglish lacks a gender feature onNanddifferentiates gender
only for some animate pronouns and nouns, L2 learners whose L1 is English, rely
more heavily on semantic cues. In other words, in their choice of grammatical
gender, L2 learners, regardless of their L1, do not show full access to UG which
would yield an acquisition pattern which is similar to monolingual acquisition,
but rather transfer features from their L1.

Noteworthy is that none of the L2 learners fully resembled children or adults
in their linguistic choice.While in L1 acquisition, children rely on different cues
for different tasks, and adults rely primarily on semantic cues, both groups of L2
learners relied simultaneously on the different cueswithin the same task.Tough
givingpreference to the cueswhichwere supportedbyL1 transfer, theL2 learners
never ignored the other cues. Tis is what makes even the speakers whose L1
marks gender different from children who always opt for morpho-phonological
cues.

Proficient L2 speakers do not differ from native speakers opting for seman-
tic cues, as has already been noted by both Carroll (1989) and Hawkins and
Chan (1997). Nonetheless, our findings do show an L1 effect even for profi-
cient speakers. Both groups of proficient speakers opt for semantic cues more
than for morpho-phonological cues, but speakers whose L1 is Russian opt for
morpho-phonological cues more than speakers whose L1 is English. Tis raises
the question of whether L2 knowledge of the proficient speakers reflects access
to UG and acquisition of the uninterpretable features necessary for concord,
or alternatively, whether it is due to long immersion in the L2, leading to more
mature strategies (cf.Hawkins andChan 1997,Carroll 1989).Te present study,
which tests only plural formation, but not concord, is unable to fully answer this
question, but the aforementioned influence of L1 transfer clearly calls for further
research along these lines.

Our findings also suggest that the Hebrew feminine morpheme /-a/ is a more
available cue in the process of L2 acquisition of Hebrew. Tis is different from
Berman’s (1985) findings for the acquisition ofHebrew as a first language where
masculine is acquired before feminine. Our findings show that while Berman
argues that the feminine suffixes are more fragile and require more learning
and processing, they are overtly available, and as such, more reliable as a source
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of morpho-phonological information. As shown in Table 2, in the conflicting
cases themorpho-phonological feminine plural rule is applied significantlymore
than the morpho-phonological masculine. Tis suggests that even though the
morpheme /-a/ is acquired afer themasculineØ-morpheme, it is amore reliable
source of gender cue, reflecting the rigid form-functionmapping of the feminine
morpheme /-a/. In Hebrew there are hardly any masculine objects with a final
stress on the feminine suffix /-a/, whereas the opposite (Ø-morpheme being
feminine, e.g. cipor ‘bird’, kaf ‘spoon’, etc.) is more common.

Te sensitivity to feminine morphology accounts for the difference found
between native speakers of Hebrew and proficient speakers of Hebrew, who
mostly rely on semantic cues, and L2 learners who pay more attention to mor-
phological cues when faced with a male alien with feminine name. Moreover,
the same observation applies to the difference between L2 proficient speakers
and L2-learners with L1 English, where a significant difference is found only for
male aliens with feminine names.

Tus, the combination of languages and levels of acquisition made it possi-
ble to reveal one of the sources of the difficulties in acquiring the gender sys-
tem in L2. In gender assignment to [+animate] nouns, L2 learners whose L1 has
grammatical gender paymore attention to formal information, while L2 learners
whose L1 has no gender feature on N, pay more attention to semantic informa-
tion. Tese findings support a full transfer of the knowledge whether all nouns
have an intrinsic gender or not (Hawkins and Chan 1997). Moreover, the per-
formance of the proficient speakers suggests that L1 influence affects proficient
L2 speakers as well but to a lesser extent, depending on their L1. Tat is, even
if Lardiere (2009) is right in assuming that L2ers are able to detect uninter-
pretable features not available in the L1, this does not predict full blocking of
L1 transfer even in proficient speakers of L2 as is evident by the influence of the
L1.

To conclude, unlike in L1 acquisition, where formal information seems to play
a crucial role, in L2 acquisition, when faced with conflicting information, learn-
ers initially tend to rely on L1 transfer/grammar, rather than on UG. Tere is an
effect to a speaker’s L1 even 8 years afer the beginning of the learning process, in
comparison to the behavior of newL2 learners.Tis paper can serve as a scientific
reference and starting point for further research concerning the gender of inan-
imate objects or the difference between inherent gender and gender detected by
concord.
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